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ABSTRACT

This three-volume report contains 100 papers out of the 128 that were presented at the

Eighteenth Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting held at the Holiday Inn Crowne

Plaza, Rockville, Maryland, during the week of October 22-24, 1990. The papers are

printed in the order of their presentation in each session and describe progress and

results of programs in nuclear safety research conducted in this country and abroad.

Foreign participation in the meeting included 16 different papers presented by

researchers from Denmark, Egypt, Germany, IAEA, Italy, Japan, Norway, Taiwan, UK

and USSR. The titles of the papers and the names of the authors have been updated

and may differ from those that appeared in the final program of the meeting.
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JAPAN

M. JACOBUS
SANDLA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
P.O. BOX 5800, DIV. 6419
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87185
USA

T. JAMES
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTL CORP.
1710 GOODRIDGE DRIVE
MCLEAN. VA 22102
USA

J. JANSKY
BTB-JANSKY
GERLINGER STRASSE 151
LEONBERG, 7250
FRIG

J. JOHNSON
ELIE
595 MARKET ST. 18TH FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94526
LSA

C. JUPITER
JUPITER CORPORATION
2730 UNIVERSITY BLVD. WEST. #403
WHEATON, MD 020902
LSA

L KABANOV
LAEA
WAGRAMERSTRASSE S
VIENNA, A-1400
AUSTRIA

M. KALSI
KALSI ENGINEERING, INC
745 PARK TWO DRIVE
SUGAR LAND, TX 77478
LSA

T. KANEKO
JAPAN POWER ENS. & INSPECTION CORP.
5-11AKASAKA 1-CHOME.MINATO-KU
TOKYO, 107
JAPAN

H. KARWAT
TECHN. UNIV. MUNICH
PORSCHLINGSGELANDE
GARCHING, D8048
FFIG

K. KASHIMA
KOMAE RESEARCH LAB.. CRIEPI
11-1, IWATO KITA, 2-CHOME, KOMAE-SHI
TOKYO, 201
JAPAN

W. KASTENBERG
UCLA
48-121 ENGINEERING IV
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
LSA

J. KELLY
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
1331 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
WASHINGTON. DC 20004
LSA

M. KHATIB-RAHBAR
ENERGY RESEARCH, NC.
6290 MONTROSE RD., SUITE 115
ROCKVILLE, MD 20862
LSA

H. KIM
KOREA ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH INST.
PO BOX 7. DAEDUK-DANJI
TAEJON, 303-353
KOREA

H. KIM
KOREA INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR SAFETY
PO BOX 16, DAEDUK-DANJI
DAEJON.
KOREA

J. KIMBALL
US. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
MS IEl36, DP-12
WASHINGTON, DC 20545
LSA

K. KIMURA
TENPES
1-23-11 TORANOMON MINATO-KU
TOKYO, 105
JAPAN

J. KINGSEED
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER
I RIVERSIDE PLAZA
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
LUA

S. KINNERSLY
AEA TECHNOLOGY (UKAEA), WINFRITH
WINFRITH TECHINOLOGYCENTRE
CORCHESTER DORSET DT2 8DH
UK

K. KISHIDA
ISHIKAWAJIMA-HARIMA HEAVY INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.
1, SHIN-NAKAHARA-CHO, ISOGO-KU
TOKOHAMA, 235
JAPAN

M. KITAJIMA
JAPAN INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR SAFETY
FUJITA KANKOUTORANOMON BLDG-7F
MINATO-KU, TOKYO, 106
JAPAN

D. KUGE
PALL SCHERRER INSTITUTE
WURENLINGEN +VLLIGEN
WUERENLINGEN, CH5303
SWITZERLAND

W. KATO
BROOIKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BUILDING 197C
UPTON. NY 11973
USA

S. KAWAKAMI
NLIPEC-JlEAR POWER ENG. TEST CENTER
SHUWA-KAMIYACHO BLDG TORANOMON -3-13-4
MINATO-KU. TOKYO, 106
JAPAN

A KAWAMURA
JAPAN INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR SAFETY
FUJITA KANKOU TORANOMON BLDG-7F
MINATO-KU. TOKYO, 105
JAPAN

L KMETYK
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
P.O. BOX 5800
ALBUOUEROUE, NM 87185
LSA

E KNCGUNGER
PALL SCHERRER INSTITUTE
WURENLINGEN +VILLIGEN
VILLIGEN PSI. CH5232
SWITZERLAND

M. KOMSI
IMATRAN VIMA OY
P.O. BOX 112
VANTAA. 01601
FINLAND
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C. KOT
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
9700 S. CASS AVENUE
ARGONNE. IL 60439
USA

R KOUTS
DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES SAFETY BOARD
625 INDIANA AVENUE NW. SUITE 700
WASHINGTON, DC 20004
LEA

W. KROEGER
PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUTE
WURENLINGEN + VLLIGEN
VILLIGEN PSI. CH5232
SWITZERLAND

B. KUCZERA
KERNFORSCH-NGSZENTRUM KARLSRUHE
P.O. BOX 3640
KARLSRUHE, FRG D700
FR3

Y. KUMAGAI
ISHIKAWAJIMA-HARIMA HEAVY INDUSTRIES
1,SHIN-NAKAFIARA-CHO. ISOGO-KU
YOKOHAMA, 235
JAPAN

Q. KUNIO
JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RES. INST
2-4 SHIRAKATA
TOKAIMURA, IBARAKI-KEN 319-11
JAPAN

K. KUSSMAUL
MPA STUTTGART
P.O. BOX 2009
STUTTGART 80, 7000
FPG

A. LAKNER
VIKING SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
101 CHESTNUT STREET. * 230
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
USA

S. LANGENBUCH
GESELLSCHAFT FUR REAKTORSICHERHEIT
SCHWERTNERGASSE 1
D-5000 COLOGNE, I
FPm

L LARSON
WESTINGHOUSE
2895 O'NEILL
BETHEL PARK, PA 151 02
USA

D. LAWSON
WESTINGHOUSE-BErTIS LABORATORIES
P.O. BOX 79
WEST MIFFLIN, PA 15122-0079
USA

J. LEAVER
COUNCIL FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY
P.O. BOX 7106
HENNOPSMEER, 0046
SOUTH AFRICA

C. LECOMTE
CEA FRENCH ATOMIC ENERGY OMMISSION
CEN/FAR BP NO. 6
FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES, 92265
FRANCE

J. LEE
KOREA INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR SAFETY
P.O. BOX 7. DAEDUK DANJI
DAEJON. 305-353
KOREA

Y. LEE
KOREA INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR SAFETY
P.O. BOX 7, DAEDUK DANJI
DAEJON, 305-353
KtJREA

J. LEHNER
BRCOKHAVEN NATIQ'SAL LABORATORY
BUILDING 130
UPTON. NY 11973
USA

O. LEPIK
ONTARIO HYDRO
800 KIPLING AVE.
TORONTO,ONTARIO M8Z554
CANADA

I. LEVY
BATTELLE-PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABS.
P.O. BOX 999
RICHLAND, WA 99352
LSA

S. LEVY
S. LEVY INCORPORATED
3425 S. BASCOM AVE.
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
LSA

M. LINDOUIST
WESTING-HOUSE-HANFORD
144 ENGLEWOOD DRIVE
RICHLAND, WA 99352
USA

M. LfVOLANT
CEA FRENCH ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
CEN/FAR BP NO. 6
FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES, 92265
FRANCE

F. LOBBIN
GENERAL PHYSICS CORPORATION
6700 ALEXANDER BELL DRIVE
COLUMBIA, MD 21046
USA

R. LORENZ
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2008
OAK RIDGE, TN 37831-6221
USA

C. LORKO
SCIENTECH, INC.
11821 PARKLAWN DRIVE
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
LSA

F. LOSS
MATERIALS ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
9700-B MARTIN L. KING, JR. HWY
LANHAM, MD 20706
USA

D. LOWENSTEIN
DOMINION ENGINEERING
6862 ELM STREET
MC LEAN, VA 22101
USA

S. LU
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LAB
P.O. BOX 808, L-196
LIVERMORE, CA 94550
USA

K LUK
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2008
OAK RIDGE, TN 37831
USA

S. LUO
GULF STATES UTILUTIES
P.O. BOX 220
ST. FRANCISVILLE, LA 70775
USA

P. MACDONALD
EG&G IDAH-O, INC.
P.O. BOX 1625
IDAHO FALLS. ID 83415-2507
LISA

I. MADNI
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BUILDING 130
UPTON, NY 11973
LSA

R. MANDL
SIEMENS KWU
HAMMERBACHERSTR. 12+14
ERLANGEN, D-8520
FR3

J. MARTINEZ
CSN
JUSTO DORADO I1
MADRID, 28040
SPAIN

Y. MARUYAMA
JAERI/SNL
7209 EMILY NE
ALBUOUERQUE, NM 87109
LSA

Y. MASASHI
TOKYO ELECTRIC POWER CO.
1901 L STREET, N. W., SUITE 720
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
USA

T. MATSUMOTO
ENERGY RES. LAB., HITACHI LTD.
1168, MORIYAMA-CH-
HITACHI-SHI, IBARAKI-KEN 316
JAPAN

J. MATTSON
SWEDISH NUCLEAR POWER INSPECTORATE
P.O. BOX 27106
STOCKHOLM, S-102 82
SWEDEN

B. MAVKO
J. STEFAN INSTITUTE
JAMOVA 39
LJUBLJANA, 61000
YUGOSLAVIA

W. McCURDY
MPRASSOCLATES, INC
1050 CONNECTICUT AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
UEA

K. McDONOUGH
GENERAL ELECTRIC
P.O. BOX 1072
SCHENECTADY, NY 12301-1072
USA

B. MELBER
BATTELLE SEATTLE RSCH CTRI-IARC
PO BOX C-5395, 4000 N.E. 41ST ST
SEATTLE, WA 98105
USA

M. MERILO
ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
3412 HILLVIEW AVE, P.O. BOX 10412
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
LEA
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J. MEYER
SCIENTECH. INC.
11821 PARKLAWN DRIVE
ROCKVILLE, MD 20652
LoA

S. MIRSKY
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTL CORP.
1710 GOODRIDGE DR
MCLEAN, VA 22102
USA

D. MODEEN
NUMARC
1776 EYE STREET NW, SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20006
LSA

S. MODRO
EGAG IDAHO, INC.
P.O. BOX 1625
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83415
LSA

K MOKHTARIAN
CHICAGO BRIDGE & IRON COMPANY
800 JORIE BLVD.
OAK BROOK, IL 60521
USA

l. MONTGOMERY
BATTELLE-PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABS.
P.O. BOX 999
RICHLAND, WA 99352
USA

F. MOODY
GE NUCLEAR ENERGY
175 CURTNER AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 96125
LEA

N. MORAY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS - MECH. ENG. DEPT.
1206 W. GREEN STREET
URBANA, IL 61801
USA

J. MUNTZ
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC CO.
UMERICK GENERATING STA, PO BOX A
POTTSTOWN, PA 19512
USA

Y. MPARO
JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RES. INST
2-4 SHIRAKATA
TOKAIMURA. IBARAKI-KEN 319-11
JAPAN

S. NAFF
EG&G IDAHO, INC.
P.O. BOX 1625
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83415
LSA

A NAKAMURA
KYUSHU ELECTRIC POWER CO., INC
2-1-82, WATANABE-DORI, CHUO-KU
FUKUOKA-SHI, 810
JAPAN

D. NAUS
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2009
OAK RIDGE, TN 37831-8056
LEA

C. NEGIN
GRO E ENGNEERNG
15215 SHADY GROVE RD., STE 202
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
UEA

B. NELSON
HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT
SOSTERVEIEN 16B
HALDEN,
NORWAY

S. NESBIT
DUKE EN3.
222 S. CHURCH ST.. MAIL STOP PP02A
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202
LSA

RNG
NUMARC
1776 EYE STREET NW, SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20006
USA

T. NISHIMOTO
JEPIC
1726 M ST., NW. STE. 403
WASHINGTON. DC 20036
USA

D. NITTI
B&W NUCLEAR SERVICE
PO BOX 10936
LYNCHBURG, VA 24506
USA

T. NDOITO
UNIVERSITYOFTOKYO
7-3-1, HONGO, BUNKYO-KU
TOKYO. 113
JAPAN

A. NONAKA
NUPEC-NUCLEAR POWER EIYG. TEST CENTER
4-3-13,TORANOMON, MINATO-KU
TOKYO, 1 05
JAPAN

A NOVIKOV
L V. KURCHATOV INST. OFATOMIC ENERGY
KURCHATVSClARE
MOSCOW. 123182
USSR

J. OHARA
BROOKlC-AVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BUILDING 130
UPTON, NY 11973
USA

D. OMALLEY
TITAN
300 YOAKUM PARKWAY, APT 615
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304
LiSA

M. OKUMURA
KOZO KEIKAKU ENGINEERING INC.
4-38-13 HONCHO
NAKANO-KU, TOKYO 164
JAPAN

C.OLAND
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2009
OAK RIDGE, TN 37831-8056
USA

H. OLLIKKALA
FINNISH CENTRE FOR RAD. & NUCL SAFETY
P.O. BOX 268
HELSINKI, SF-00101
FINLAND

D. OSETEK
LOS ALAMOS TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION
6501 AMERICAS PARKWAY NE
ALBULUERQUE, NM 87110
USA

L OTT
OAK RIDGE NATIONALLABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2009
OAK RIDGE, TN 37831
LSA

F. OWRE
OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT
P.O. BOX 173
HALDEN. 1751
NORWAY

M. PARKER
L DEPT OF NUCLEAR SAFETY
1035 OUTER PARK DRIVE
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
USA

M. PARKS
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
P.O. BOX 5800, DIVISION 6473
ALBUQUEROUE, NM 87185
UEA

M. PARTRIDGE
DOMINION ENGINEERING
6862 ELM STREET
MC LEAN, VA 22101
LSA

W. PASEDAG
US. DEPARTMENTOF ENERGY
NE-42
WASHINGTON, DC 20585
USA

J. PASTOR
WESTINGHOUSE-BETTIS LABORATORIES
P.O. BOX 79
WEST MIFFLIN, PA 15122
LSA

W. PATRICK
CNNRA
6220 CULEBRA RD.
SAN ANTONIO, TX 70250
USA

D. PENDERGAST
AECLCANDU
SHERIDAN PARK RESEARCH COMMUNJTY
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5N 1 Ml
COANAD

W. PENNELL
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2009 M.S. 8065
ALBUQUEROUE, NM 37831
LEA

G. PETRANGELI
ENEA-DISP
VIA V. BRANCATI, 48
ROME, 00144
ITALY

J. PHILLIPS
EG&G IDAHO, INC.
P.O. BOX 1625
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83415
USA

T. PIETRANGELO
NUMARC
1776 EYE STREET NW, SUITE 300
WASHINGTON. DC 20006
LSA

R. PIKUL
MITRE
7525 COLSHIRE DR.
MC LEAN, VA 22102
USA
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M. PILCH
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
P.O. BOX S=00
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87185
LEA

M. PLYS
FAUSKE&ASSOCIATES
16W070 W. 83RD ST
BURR RIDGE. IL 60521
USA

G. POSAONY
BATTELLE-PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABS.
P.O. BOX 999
RICHLAND, WA 99362
ISA

N. PRASAD
WESTNGSE
P.O. BOX 2728
PITTSBURGH. PA 15632
USA

J. PUGA
LINESA
FCQ GERVAS 3
MADRID, 28020
SPAIN

C. PUGH
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2009. BLDG 9201-3
OAK RIDGE, TN 37831-8063
USA

W. PUGLIA
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTL CORP.
1710 GOODRIDGE DRIVE
MCLEAN, VA 22102
USA

P. RAINEY
ROLLS ROYCE & ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 31
DERBY. DE66FX
UK

L RAU
NEW HAMPSHIRE YANKEE
P.O. BOX 300
SEABROOK, NH 03874
LUA

J. REMPE
EG&G IDAHO. INC.
P.O. BOX 1626
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83415
USA

k REICREL(X
CEA FRENCH ATOMIC ENERGY COMISSION
CEN/FAR BP NO. 6
FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES. 92265
FRANCE

R RESCORL
ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.
1000 PROSPECT HILL RD, P.O. BOX 500
WINDSOR, CT 06095
USA

L RIB
AECLTEGIES
15400 CALHOUN DRIVE, SUITE 100
ROCKVILLE, MD 20906
USIA

M. RGAMONTI
SIET
VIA NINO BIXIO N. 27
PIACENZA, 29100
ITALY

FR RnTZMAN
ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
3412 HILLVIEW AVE, P.O. BOX 10412
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
USA

G. ROBINSON
PENN STATE LNIVERSITY
231 SACKETT BLDG.
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA 16801
USA

FL RODIBAUGH
WESTINGHOUSE
P.O. BOX 356
PITTSBURGH, PA 15230
LSA

S. ROSEN
COM9USTION ENGINEERNG
1000 PROSPECT HILL RD.
WINDSOR, CT 06095
USA

S. ROSINSKI
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
P.O. BOX 5800, DIVISION 6471
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87185
USA

E ROTH
WESTINGHOUISESCIENCE&TECHNOLOGY
1310 BEULAH RD.
PITTSBURGH, PA 15235
UeA

LSAGE
IL DEPT OF NUCLEAR SAFETY
1035 OUTER PARK DRIVE
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
LISA

K SAITO
HITACH WORKS, HITACHI LTD.
3-1-1, SAIWAI-CHO
HITACHI-SHI. IBARAKI-KEN 317
JAPAN

T. SAITO
UNIVERSITYOFTOKYO
7-3-1, HONGO. BUNKYO-KU
TOKYO, 113
JAPAN

T.SAKAMOTO
JAPANSYSTEMS CORPORATION
8-12 SUMIYOSI-CHO SHINJUKU-KU
TOKYO, 162
JAPAN

N. SAKURAMA
NM'EC
8-12 SUMIYOSI-CHO SINJUKU-KU
TOKYO. 162
JAPAN

J. SALUJA
VIKING SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
2070 WM. PTTT WAY
PITTSBURGH, PA 15238
USA

P. SAMANTA
BROOKHAVEN NATIONALLABORATORY
BUILDING 130
UPTON. NY 11973
USA

Ft SAMMATARO
GENERAL DYNAMCS
75 EASTERN POINT ROAD
GROTON, CT 06340
USA

S. SANDERVAG
SWEDISH NUCLEAR POWER INSPECTORATE
P.O. BOX 27106
STOCKHOLM, S-102 52
SWEDEN

G.SANTAROSSA
ENEA
VIA Y. BRANCATI 48
ROME, 00144
ITALY

M. SARRAM
UNITED ENGINEERS
30 S. 17TH ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19101
USA

J. SAUVAGE
FRAMATOME
TOUR FIAT CEDEX 16
PARIS-LA-DEFENSE, 92084
FRANCE

A. SAWAII
KOZOKEKAKU ENGINEERING INC.
4-38-13 HONCHO
NAKANO-KU. TOKYO 164
JAPAN

FL SCHNEIDER
ABB/C-E
1000 PROSPECT HILL RD
WINDSOR, CT 06074
USA

G SCF)CKTANZ
SIEMENS
15740 SHADY GROVE ROAD
GAITHERSBERG, MD 20877
LEA

S. SEALE
INSTITUTE FOR CRUSTAL STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.. SB.
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93106
USA

H. SEED
AEATECHNlOGY
NDT DEPT., BLDG RD-9, RISLEY
WARRINGTON. CHESHIRE WA36AT
UK

B. LSEGAL
ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
3412 HILLVIEW AVE.
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
USA

S. SETH
MITRE
7535 COLSHIRE DRIVE
MCLEAN, VA 22102
USA

W. SHACK
ARGONNE NATIONALLABORATORY
9700 S. CASS AVENUE, BLDG. 212
ARGONNE, IL 60439
USA

V. SHAH
EG&G IDAHO. INC.
P.O. BOX 1625
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83415
USA

O. SHAKH
L V. KURCHATOV NST. OFATOMIC ENERGY
IURCHATOVSOUARE
MOSCOW. 123182
USSR
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R SHARMA
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER
1 RIVERSIDE PLAZA
COLUMBUS, OH 43216
USA

A SHARON
ARGONNE NATI0NAL LABORATORY
9700 S. CASS AVENUE
ARGONNE. IL 80439
USA

K. SHIBA
JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RES. INST
2-4 SHIRAKATA
TOKAIMURA, IBARAKI-KEN 319-11
JAPAN

Y. SHBATA
NUCLEAR POWER ENGNEERING TEST CENTER
FUJITA KANKOU TORANOMON BLDG 17-1.3-CHOME
MINATO-KU, TOKYO, 105
JAPAN

T. SHIH
EBASOO SERVICES, INC.
T*WORL)DTRADECENTER
NEW YORK. NY 10048
USA

S. SHIRAISHI
NUPEC-NUCLEAR POWER ENG. TEST CENTER
1 -1,NISHI-MINATO-MACHI
TADOTSU-CHO. KAGAWA-KEN 764
JAPAN

D. SHUM
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2009 MS. 8065
OAK RIDGE, TN 37831
USA

R. SIDER
ABB/C-E
1000 PROSPECT HILL RD.
WINDSOR. CT 06095
USA

J. SIENICKI
ARGONNE NATONALLABORATORY
9700 S. CASS AVENUE, BLDG. 206
ARGONNE, IL 60439
LSA

E SLVER
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2009 M.S. 8065
OAK RIDGE. TN 37831
USA

F. SM.NEN
BATTELLE-PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABS.
P.O. BOX 999
RICHLAND, WA 99352
USA

A SNGH
ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
3412 HILLVIEW AVE.
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
USA

U. StI"A
EG&G IDAHO, INC.
P.O. BOX 1625
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83415
USA

S, SNHIA
COSCLDATED EDCION
4 IRVING PLACE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
LEA

N. SIU
MIT-DEPTOF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
77 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., RM 24-214
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
LSA

H. SJOVALL
INDUSTRIAL POWER CO. LTD -TVO
27160 OLKILUOTO
SUOMI, SF-27160
FINLAND

L SLEGERS
SIEMENS KWU
BERLINER STR 295-303
605 OFFENBACH, D6075
FF.3

C. SMITH
AEATECHNOLOGY, SRD
WIGSHAW LANE, CULCHETH
WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE WA3 6TY
UK

L SMITH
LOS ALAMOS NATONAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 1633, MS K557
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
USA

S. SMITH
YAW(EEATOMIC ENERGY
580 MAIN ST.
BOLTON, MA 01 740
LSA

K SODA
JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RES. INST
2-4 SHIRAKATA
TOKAIMURA, IBARAKI-KEN 319-11
JAPAN

P.900
BIOOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BUILDING 830
UPTON. NY 11973
USA

G SOUBELET
FRAMATOME USA
3315 OLD FOREST RD. P.O. BOX 10935
LYNCHBURG, VA 24606
LSA

F. SCUTO
CNSNSWMEXICO
AV. INSURGENTESSUR 1S06
MEXICO CITY, 01030
MEXICO

0. STARCK
MPRASSOCIATES, INC
1050 CONNECTICUT AVE, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
LISA

W.STRANGE
GEODETICSURVEY
11400 ROCKVILLE PIKE
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
USA

M STRUBE
TU-MUNICH
ARCISSTRL 21
MUNICH, 8000
FRI

E STUBSBE
STRACTEBEL BRUSSELS
AV. ARIANE 7
BRUSSELS. B-12o0
BELGIUM

R. STUBBS
H.M. NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS INSPECTORATE
BAYNARDS HOUSE, I.CHEPSTOW PLACE
LONDON. W24TF
UK

J. SUGIMOTO
JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RES. INST
2-4 SHIRAKATA
TOKAIMURA. IBARAKI-KEN 319-11
JAPAN

V. SUKHORUCHKIN
L V. KURCHATOV INST. OF ATOMIC ENERGY
KURICHATOV SQUAkRE
MOSCOW, 123182
LSSR

H SULLIVAN
LOS ALAMOS NATKIOAL LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 1633. MS K557
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
USA

RL SUNDARAM
YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
5680 MAIN ST.
BOLTON, MA 01740
USA

A SUSLOV
L V. KURCHATOV INST. OF ATOMIC ENERGY
K/JRCHATOV SOLIAFE
MOSCOW, 123182
USSR

K. TAKUMI
NUPEC-NUCLEAR POWER ENG.TEST CENTER
4-3-13,TORANOMON, MINATO-KU
TOKYO. 1 05
JAPAN

Y.TANG
ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
3412 HILLVIEW AVE.
PALO ALTO. CA 94303
LSA

J. TAYLOR
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BUILDING 130
UPTON. NY 11973
LSA

T.THEOFANOUS
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REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON LWR CORE MELT PROGRESSION

by

R. R. Hobbins, D. A. Petti, D. J. Osetek, and D. L. Hagrman,
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, EG&G Idaho, Inc.a

ABSTRACT

Results from integral effects core melt progression experiments
and from the examination of the damaged core of the Three Mile
Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) reactor are reviewed to gain insight on key
severe accident phenomena. The experiments and the TMI-2
accident represent a wide variety of conditions and physical
scales, yet, several important phenomena appear to be common to
core melt progression. Eutectic interactions between core
materials cause the formation of liquids and loss of original
core geometry at low temperatures (-1500 K) in a severe
accident. The first liquids to form are metallic in nature and
relocate to lower elevations in the core where they may freeze
into a crust that forms a partial flow blockage. At temperatures
above -2200 K, fuel liquefaction causes the accumulation of
fuel-bearing debris in the core above the metallic lower crust.
The liquefied material oxidizes in steam as it relocates and the
accumulated melt can incorporate unmelted fuel rod debris. The
result is the formation of a molten ceramic pool above the
metallic crust. This molten pool can be uncoolable, as was the
case in TMI-2 accident, but failure of the peripheral crust can
cause a coherent relocation of core melt to the lower plenum of
the reactor, and fragmentation of the melt in water to form a
coolable debris (as occurred in the TMI-2 accident).

1. INTRODUCTION

The accident at Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant
(TMI-2) stimulated research to understand how such severe accidents
progress, how to mitigate their consequences and how to terminate them. A
central issue in addressing the above concerns is the behavior of the
reactor core during an accident. Specifically, when and how can the core
lose its original geometry; what geometries are formed; how much hydrogen
is generated by the steam oxidation of core materials and how is the rate
of oxidation affected by changes in geometry; what is the influence of
core degradation processes on the release of fission products from the
fuel; by what processes are core materials transported to the lower plenum
of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV); when and how can molten core
material be ejected from the lower head of the RPV; and what is the
composition of the ejected material?

a. This work was supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under
DOE contract DE-AC07-76ID01570.
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Numerous experiments (both in pile and out of pile) have been conducted to
address these questions regarding core melt progression and to guide the
development of severe accident analysis computer codes. Core melt
progression phenomena are tightly coupled to one another and to the
thermal-hydraulic conditions in the RPV. As a consequence, integral
effects experiments in which multiple phenomena take place have proved
instructive for gaining an understanding of core melt progression
phenomena and their interrelationships. Separate effect experiments to
provide a more thorough understanding of particular phenomena have also
been conducted. The objective of this paper is to summarize the
understanding of core melt progression phenomena obtained from integral
effects experiments, supporting separate effects experiments, and the
examination of the damaged core of the TMI-2 reactor.

Section 2 contains a brief description of the conditions of the tests and
the TMI-2 accident, including factors such as scale, core materials, and
on-line measurements. In Section 3 the principal core melt progression
phenomena are discussed in order of their occurrence in a core melt
sequence. Conclusions and implications of core melt progression phenomena
for reactor safety analysis are presented in Section 4.

2. EXPERIMENT/ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Experiments to investigate core melt progression phenomena have been
carried out at a variety of scales and under a variety of conditions, as
is shown in Table I. Bundle sizes tested range from as few as 4 fuel rods
to as many as 100, and rod lengths from 0.4 m to 4 m have been employed.
Test bundle configurations and their relative scales are illustrated in
Fig. 1. Fuel irradiation has ranged from none to 30 GWd/tU. System
pressure has been varied from 0.2 MPa to 15 MPa, and steam flow has
spanned a range to produce steam limited and steam rich environments
relative to zirconium available for oxidation. Heating methods have
included internal electrical heaters, fission heating, and decay heat.
Inconel and zircaloy spacer grids and Ag-In-Cd, B4C, and H3BO3
control materials have been used. For comparison with the experiments,
the parameters describing the conditions in the TMI-2 accident have been
included in Table 1. The results from these experiments conducted under a
wide variety of conditions and at different scales, in conjunction with
results from the examination of the damaged core of the TMI-2 reactor,
provide an extensive data base useful for developing an understanding of
core melt progression phenomena.

The most thoroughly analyzed and reported experimental data on core melt
progression are those from the PBF SFD test series, the TMI-2 accident,
the LOFT FP-2 test, and the STEP tests. Test results reports for two of
the DF tests (DF-1 and DF-4) are available, but evaluation and reporting
of results from the other two DF tests and the four FLHT tests are not yet
complete. Ten of seventeen planned CORA tests have been run and one
additional FLHT test is planned. The STEP tests were directed primarily
at questions of fission product and aerosol chemistry rather than core
melt progression phenomena.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF INTEGRAL TEST AND TMI-2 ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Test/ Fuel
Accident Irradiation

Control
Materials

Spacer Steam No.Rods/
Grids Input Length

Heating System
Method Pressure Ref.

STEP-1

STEP-2

STEP-3

STEP-4

DF-1

DF-2

DF-3

DF-4

SFD-ST

SFD 1-1

SFD 1-3

SFD 1-4

CORAa

30 GWd/tU

30 GWd/tU

30 GWd/tU

30 GWd/tU

Trace

Trace

Trace

Trace

Trace

Trace

30 GWd/tU

30 GWd/tU

None

None

None

None

Ag-In-Cd

None

None

Ag-In-Cd

B4C

None

None

None

Ag-In-Cd

Ag-In-Cd/

B4C

None

None

None

None

Ag-In-Cd

+H3B03

Ag-In-Cd

+H3B03

None

None

None

None

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

+ Zry

Inconel

Inconel

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

Excess

Limited

Limited

Limited

Variable

Excess

Limited

4/1.0 m

4/1.0 m

4/1.0 m

4/1.0 m

9/0.5 m

9/0.5 m

8/0.5 m

14/0.5 m

32/0.9 m

32/0.9 m

28/1.0 m

28/1.0 m

25-57/

1.0 m

12/4.0 m

12/4.0 m

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Fission

Electric

Fission

Fission

0.32

0.16-1.24

8.00

7.86

0.28

1.72

0.62

0.69

6.9

6.8

6.85/4.7

6.95

0.1-1.0

1.38

1.38

48

48

48

48

31

30

30

26

4

5

6

7

27

FLHT-1 Trace

FLHT-2 Trace

FLHT-4 1-30 GWd/tU

10-Trace

FLHT-5 1-30 GWd/tU

10-Trace

LOFT FP-2 0.45 GWd/tU

TMI-2 3 GWd/tU

49

50

Inconel Limited 11/4.0 m

Inconel

+ Zry

Limited 11/4.0 m

Fission 1.38

Fission 1.38

Decay 1.1

51

52

Inconel Excess 100/

1.7 m

Inconel Excess 36,816/

4.0 m

3

Decay 5-15 9

a. CORA test matrix includes 17 tests.
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The DF tests were designed to examine the effects on core damage phenomena
of several parameters such as coolant flow rate, system-fuel rod relative
pressure, and degree of initial cladding oxidation. The PBF SFD test
objectives were to obtain data on LWR fuel bundle behavior, hydrogen
generation and the release, transport and deposition of fission products
during severe reactor accidents. In addition, the SFD 1-4 test addressed
silver-indium-cadmium control rod behavior and aerosol generation. The
CORA tests are electrically heated and specially instrumented to address
the temporal behavior of core melt progression phenomena and reflood
effects. The FLHT tests used 4 m-long fuel bundles to provide insights
into the effects of length on melt progression and to address questions of
cladding oxidation and hydrogen generation. The LOFT LP-FP-2 test was a
large experiment directed at fission product transport and included
reflood of a core with a severely damaged center assembly. The detailed
examinations of the TMI-2 damaged core and the extensive analytical effort
derived from understanding that accident have provided a significant data
base for comparison to all the experimental results.

The current understanding of core melt progression during severe reactor
accidents has been derived from this extensive collection of research
results. The following sections discuss this current understanding.

CORE MELT PROGRESSION PHENOMENA

Accidents that lead to core melting may be initiated in a number of ways
involving the malfunction of reactor components, safety systems, or
improper operator action. Initiating events have been the subject of much
study [1,2], but attention is focussed in this review on the chemical and
physical phenomena that take place within a core once sufficient coolant
has been lost from the RPV to cause the core to become uncovered and
heatup to begin. At this stage, the reactor has been shutdown but heating
of the core continues due to decay heat within the fuel rods.

Various system pressures are possible for various accident scenarios,
however,the experimental evidence indicates that the principal core melt
progression phenomena do not vary greatly with pressure. The LOFT LP-FP-2
experiment [3] was decay-heat-driven and resulted in melt progression at
relatively low system pressure, -1 MPa. The SFD tests [4,5,6,7,8] were
fission-driven and conducted near 7 MPa, and the TMI-2 accident [9)
produced most of the core damage when the system pressure was between 5
and 15 MPa. The core melt behavior in each of these events was very
similar.

Fission driven experiments, such as the SFD tests conducted in the Power
Burst Facility (PBF) were calibrated so that the fission heat generated
during the test was sufficient to overcome the heat loss from the test
bundle and thus the net heat approximated the decay heat in the fuel
during the severe accident being simulated. Core degradation phenomena
that take place during a severe accident are discussed in the following
subsections in order of their occurrence in an accident sequence.
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Cladding Ballooning

During normal operation in a reactor a small amount of fission gas is
released from the fuel. Increasing temperature due to decay heating early
in an accident causes the pressure of the fission gas and fill gas within
the rod to exceed the system pressure outside the rod and, at the same
time, it causes the strength of the cladding to decrease. The result is
ballooning of the cladding away from the fuel pellet stack and rod failure
by cladding rupture. Ballooning and cladding rupture as a result of
overpressurization is enhanced by low system pressure, as would occur in a
large break LOCA. In a small break LOCA or other high pressure accident
such as a station blackout, higher temperatures (rupture at -1400 K at
16 MPa vs. -1050 K at 0.2 MPa) are needed to initiate cladding
ballooning and rupture. At the higher temperatures, other fuel rod
failure mechanisms, such as eutectic melt formation by interaction with
Inconel spacer grids and cladding embrittlement due to oxidation may
become important.

The influence of rod ballooning and rupture on the progression of the
accident is difficult to measure because the ballooning is destroyed in
severe accident experiments by later events such as cladding melting.
Calculations on the influence of ballooning on heat transfer to steam
within the core have been performed [10]. Results indicate that
ballooning reduces natural circulation flows between the core and the
upper plenum, causing reduced heat transfer from the core and, therefore,
more rapid heatup of the core. Cladding ballooning and rupture may
influence subsequent damage mechanisms such as cladding oxidation by steam
and fuel dissolution by molten cladding. Ballooning and rupture permit
ingress of steam and oxidation of the inside surface of the cladding. The
formation of an oxide on the cladding inside surface and the increased gap
between the fuel and the cladding both tend to reduce the chemical
interaction between the fuel and the cladding. These effects certainly
occur while the cladding is solid, however, they tend to have less
influence on fuel/cladding interaction once the cladding melts.
Irradiated fuel pellets are cracked as a result of power changes during
normal operation and tend to fall apart and fill the available space
within ballooned fuel rods [11], thereby maintaining close proximity
between fuel and cladding. The influence of cladding ballooning and
rupture on melt progression is currently an uncertainty in severe accident
analysis and is being addressed in the CORA series [12] of out-of-pile
severe fuel damage tests.

Cladding Oxidation

The oxidation of zircaloy cladding by steam has four major impacts on the
progression of an accident: (1) acceleration of the heatup rate, (2)
holdup of molten cladding within an oxide shell, (3) embrittlement of the
cladding leading to fuel rod fracture and debris bed formation by thermal
shock upon reflooding a damaged core, and (4) increase in the melting
temperature of debris.
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The heat up rate due to decay heat in the core of a full-sized plant
undergoing a severe accident has been calculated for a number of
moderate-to-high pressure (6-16 MPa) transients to be in the range of 0.4
to 0.7 K/s [10]. Heatup rates in the moderately high-pressure PBF-SFD
tests [8] began in the neighborhood of 0.1 to 0.5 K/s, but increased to
about 1 to 2 K/s above 1300 K and >10 K/s above 1700 K. In the LOFT FP-2
experiment, which was driven by decay heat, the heating rate started out
at about 1 K/s and increased to about 10-20 K/s above 1500 K [3]. The
higher initial heating rate in the LOFT FP-2 experiment is related to the
higher fraction of decay heat available following rapid blowdown of the
coolant inventory in the reactor vessel. This higher heating rate leads
to smaller oxide thickness on the cladding for a particular temperature
and, therefore, more rapid oxidation. The increase in heating rate at the
higher temperatures is the result of rapid oxidation of zircaloy and the
strongly exothermic nature of the reaction (6.45 kJ/g Zr oxidized).

The shell of ZrO? produced on the surface of the cladding can serve to
contain molten zircaloy, holding up the onset of metallic melt relocation
[6]. There is uncertainty in the thickness of oxide required to contain
molten zircaloy as the competitive rates of dissolution of the oxide by
zircaloy and the continued oxidation of the zircaloy by steam are
involved. Both these processes depend on temperature, and in addition,
the dissolution rate depends on the oxygen content of the molten
zircaloy. The breakout of molten zircaloy through an oxide shell is under
further study in the CORA test series.

The formation of a debris bed by thermal shock failure of embrittled fuel
rods upon reflood has been observed in the PBF-SFD scoping test (SFD-ST)
[4], the LOFT FP-2 test [3], and the TMI-2 accident [9]. The consequences
in terms of coolability are not great as debris beds formed in this manner
are observed to contain porosity on the order of 50% and to consist of
particles primarily 1 mm in diameter or larger. Such beds are coolable
[13]. Criteria for the embrittlement of zircaloy by oxidation are well
established [14,15] as are the oxidation kinetics for both solid and
liquid zircaloy [16,17].

Oxidation of zircaloy increases its melting temperature from -2030 to
2250 K (oxygen saturated a-zircaloy [a-Zr(O)]) and then to 2970
K for ZrO . One result of oxidation could be solidification of melts as
molten a-~Zr(O) is converted to ZrO2. U02 and ZrO2 form a
continuous solid solution at elevated temperatures that exhibits a minimum
melting temperature of 2800 K [18], three hundred degrees below the
melting point of U02. Many of the ceramic melts identified in core melt
progression experiments and in the TMI-2 accident are made up primarily of
U02 and ZrO2.

Materials Interactions at Low Temperature

Core melt progression is initiated by the formation of liquid phases by
the chemical interactions of core materials at temperatures well below the
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melting temperatures of the fuel and its cladding. Video images of
conditions within the bundle during heatup of the CORA facility have
revealed that the first liquids to form and relocate are those due to the
interaction of Inconel spacer grids with zircaloy fuel rod cladding [12].
This interaction has been the subject of separate effects experiments and
modelling [19]. Liquid formation is a result of eutectic reactions of
iron and nickel with zirconium. Although equilibrium eutectic melting can
occur at temperatures as low as 1220 K in the Fe-Zr system and 1233 K in
the Ni-Zr system, the kinetics of diffusion in the solid state require
temperatures above about 1500 K for the first liquid to form during heatup
in a severe accident scenario [18,19]. An oxide layer on the surface of
the zircaloy tends to slow the interaction with stainless steel and
Inconel, but the oxide is rapidly dissolved in the zircaloy at
temperatures in the neighborhood of 1500 K. The eutectics in both the
Fe-Zr and Ni-Zr systems are at high Zr composition [20], indicating that
only small amounts of Fe and Ni are required to liquefy relatively large
quantities of Zr.

Pressurized water reactors (PWRs) utilize stainless steel clad Ag-In-Cd
control rods that are housed in zircaloy guide tubes. The control alloy
is molten at temperatures above 1050 K but is chemically compatible with
the stainless steel cladding. Cadmium exerts a vapor pressure sufficient
to cause the stainless steel cladding to balloon out and contact the
zircaloy guide tube in accidents with low system pressure (<iMPa). It has
been observed in out-of-pile low pressure tests that at points of contact,
chemical interaction between the stainless steel and zircaloy causes
control rod failure due to liquid formation at about 1500 K [21,22]. The
same Fe-Zr and Ni-Zr eutectics discussed above are involved. To a first
approximation the kinetics of the stainless steel and Inconel interactions
with zircaloy are similar, so in low pressure accidents control rod/guide
tube interaction or spacer grid/fuel rod cladding interaction, or both,
can initiate core melting. In high pressure accident scenarios, control
rod failure does not occur until stainless steel melting at about 1700 K
[23].

The molten Ag-In-Cd alloy is incompatible with zircaloy, dissolving it
very rapidly at temperatures in the neighborhood of 1500 K [18,22].
Therefore, as shown in the CORA tests, once released from the failed
stainless steel cladding, the Ag-In-Cd alloy attacks the zircaloy guide
tube and the zircaloy fuel rod cladding [12]. Silver and alloys of silver
and zirconium are found in the lower blockage in the TMI-2 core [24], and
the lower blockages in the test bundles of the PBF-SFD 1-4 test [7] and
the LOFT FP-2 test [25). These findings confirm the role of the control
rod alloy in the formation of melts early in a severe accident scenario.
Finally, it should be noted that there is a tendency at low system
pressure for the molten Ag-In-Cd alloy to be widely dispersed throughout
the core driven by over-pressure within the control rod (due in part to
the cadmium vapor pressure) at the time of failure [23]. Such dispersal
enhances interaction with zircaloy fuel rod cladding. In high pressure
sequences, the alloy is released less energetically and is more likely to
flow down the inside and outside of the guide tubes.
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The control blades used in boiling water reactors (BWRs) consist of B4C
powder contained in stainless steel tubes within a stainless steel
cruciform. The blades are located in the spaces between zircaloy channel
boxes that surround the fuel assemblies. Integral tests in-pile (DF-4 in
the Annular Core Research Reactor [26]) and out-of-pile (CORA-16 [27])
have shown that the B4C reacts with the stainless steel to cause blade
failure and liquid phase formation. Further, these tests show that the
liquid attacks and penetrates the zircaloy channel box walls and reacts
with the zircaloy clad fuel rods. Separate effects tests found the
reaction kinetics between BC and stainless steel to be rapid at
temperatures around 1500 K [21,28], the temperature at which this
interaction was observed to initiate in the CORA-16 test [27]. It has
been observed that this interaction precludes the reaction of B4C with
steam [21,26], eliminating the production of HB02 which could react to
change the fission product species CsOH and CsI. Boron carbide also
interacts with zircaloy to form a liquid phase, but at higher temperatures
(>1920 K [28]).

Some PWRs, including TMI-2, contain burnable poison rods consisting of a
dilute (-1.4 wt% ) mixture of B C in A1203 contained in zircaloy
cladding. Experiments and the TMI-2 core examination indicate that
materials interactions with A1203 lead to low temperature melt
formation. Integral effects tests in the CORA facility show that the
zircaloy cladding fails by melt formation due to chemical interaction with
the A1203 starting at about 1620 K [12,18]. The burnable poison rods
in the damaged portion of the TMI-2 core were destroyed and the aluminum
was found to have migrated to ferrous oxide phases in the molten regions
of the core. [29].

Experiments have shown that Inconel spacer grids, stainless steel clad
Ag-In-Cd control rods, stainless steel clad B4C control blades and
zircaloy clad B4C-Al0 3 poison rods are incompatible with zircaloy
clad fuel rods and that these material incompatibilities initiate core
melting at temperatures as low as 1500 K.

Metallic Blockage

Metallic melts generated by the interactions of spacer grids, fuel rod
cladding, and control materials flow downward in the core until they reach
locations at temperatures that cause the melts to solidify, forming a
blockage in the flow channels between fuel rods. Metallic blockages are
most extensive (up to 87%) when control materials are present in the core,
as was the case in the PBF SFD 1-4 test [7], the LOFT-FP-2 test [25], the
DF-4 test [26], and the TMI-2 accident [9], and they frequently occur at
the locations of spacer grids (PBF SFD 1-1 [5], PBF SFD 1-4, LOFT-FP-2,
and TMI-2). The solidification of liquefied fuel debris was observed at a
spacer grid in the DF-2 experiment [30]. The influence of spacer grids on
trapping relocating debris was analyzed in the evaluation of the DF-1
experiment [31] in which metallic and ceramic melts froze to form a
blockage at the location of the bottom spacer grid. The analysis
indicates that if a spacer grid is at a temperature below the freezing
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point of a relocating melt, it can strongly influence the trapping of the
debris due to increased mass for heat transfer (80% of that of the fuel
rod cladding), increased surface area for heat transfer (220% of that of
the fuel rod cladding), and decreased cross sectional flow area (largest
diameter of a drop that can pass without impacting a solid surface is 3 mm
within a spacer grid vs. 8 mm without).

In the PBF experiments and the TMI-2 accident, the blockage formed just
above the coolant level, but in the LOFT-FP2 experiment and in the CORA
experiments, liquid coolant was not present in the bundle yet metallic
blockages were formed in the lower regions of the fuel bundles. The
freezing temperature of these melts range from about 1070 K for Ag-In-Cd
alloy to 1220 K for Zr-Fe eutectic, 1230 K for Zr-Ni eutectic and
elemental Ag, 1420 K for Fe-C eutectic, 1450 K for Fe-B eutectic, and 1460
K for Zr-Ag eutectic. Examples of all of these materials have been found
in metallic blockages in the above-mentioned severe fuel damage
experiments and in the TMI-2 accident.

The lower blockage in the TMI-2 core was up to 9 cm thick and extended
over a large fraction of the core diameter (see Fig. 2). A cross section
through the lower blockage in the TMI-2 core is shown in Fig. 3 where it
can be seen that the metallic melt has completely filled the flow channels
between the fuel rods and has dissolved the cladding and penetrated into
cracks within the pellet stacks. The microstructure within the blockage
revealed a number of metallic phases and U02 crystals that had grown
within the melt.

The metallic blockages formed in the integral tests are qualitatively
similar to that formed in the TMI-2 accident, but, because the duration
and extent of damage of the experiments were not as great as occurred in
the TMI-2 accident, the blockages were not as extensive. A horizontal
cross section through the lower blockage in the SFD 1-4 experiment,
presented in Fig. 4, shows that the blockage is at the lower spacer grid.
The blockage fills approximately 87% of the cross sectional flow area at
this location in the bundle. A number of metallic phases and U02 fuel
fragments in the lower blockage were found at a spacer grid location in
the LOFT-FP2 experiment [25]. The mixture of metals contains phases of
Zr-Fe, Zr-Ni, Zr-Ag, Zr-Ag-In, and Ag-In-Cd. Metallic blockages were also
formed at the lower spacer grid in the CORA experiments and U02 crystals
recrystallized from the melt, similar to those found in the lower blockage
in TMI-2, were observed [18]. The observation of U02 recrystallization
indicates that some fuel was dissolved and relocated even in this low
temperature melt.

U02 Liquefaction

The UO fuel can be liquefied at temperatures well below its melting
point 3100 K) by dissolution in molten zircaloy (melting point -2200 K,
depending on oxygen content). As mentioned in the previous section, the
metallic melt that forms the lower blockage contains U02 fragments and
some U02 that has recrystallized from the melt. Thus, even this
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Fig. 2 Post-accident damage state within the TMI-2 reactor pressure
vessel.
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Fig. 3 Cross section of lower crust in TMI-2 core, showing filling of
flow channels between fuel rods and melt penetration into cracks
and pellet-to-pellet interfaces within fuel stacks.
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Fig. 4 Metallic melt accumulation at lower spacer grid in SFD 1-4 fuel
bundle.
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relatively low-temperature (-1500 K), zircaloy-rich melt is capable of
dissolving some U02. The kinetics of this low-temperature dissolution
of U02 is not known, but the kinetics of the dissolution of U02 by
molten zircaloy has been studied [32,33]. The reaction is very rapid,
e.g., after 5 min at 2525 K the melt contains 80 wt% of dissolved U02
[32].

There is more than enough zircaloy in the core of a light water reactor to
dissolve all the fuel. However, fuel dissolution is limited by the oxygen
content of the zircaloy and by the runoff of molten zircaloy down to
lower, cooler regions of the core. The greater the extent of cladding
oxidation, the longer the time molten zircaloy may be maintained in
contact with U02. High oxygen content in molten zircaloy will limit
U02 dissolution. Lesser degrees of cladding oxidation will promote
greater extents of UO0 dissolution, but the thinner ZrO2 shell will be
penetrated more rapidly by the melt. However, the dissolution rate of
ZrO2 is considerably slower than the dissolution rate of U02 [18,34].
Therefore, the oxygen content of the melt probably has a greater influence
on U02 dissolution than does the initial thickness of the ZrO2 shell.

Approximately 45% of the fuel in the TMI-2 reactor core was liquefied in
the accident [24], whereas smaller amounts of fuel liquefaction have been
observed in integral tests that were run for shorter durations and to
lesser damage levels. Fuel liquefaction ranged from 15-18% in the four
PBF SFD tests and was about 15% in the LOFT FP2 test [25]. The phenomenon
of fuel liquefaction has been observed in every integral test performed
and leads, through oxidation by steam during relocation and incorporation
of solid U02 and ZrO2 debris in the accumulating melt, to a primarily
ceramic blockage. This blockage occurs at an elevation higher in the core
than the metallic blockage discussed earlier due to the higher freezing
temperature (-2800 K) of the primarily ceramic (U,Zr)02 melt.

Molten Pool Formation

Heat transfer from the accumulating ceramic material on top of the
metallic blockage is slow due to diversion of steam around the blockage
and the relatively poor thermal conductivity of the ceramic. As a
consequence, the accumulating ceramic material tends to heat up due to the
decay heat contained in the remaining fission products of medium and low
volatility and a molten pool can form within a ceramic crust. A large
pool involving approximately 45% of the core formed in this manner during
the TMI-2 accident. Similar, but smaller accumulations of ceramic melts
representing the early stages of molten pool formation were observed in
the PBF SFD tests, the LOFT FP2 test, the DF-1 test, and the CORA
out-of-pile integral effects tests. These pools probably begin with the
accumulation of solidified, previously liquefied fuel, oxidized by steam
during relocation of the melt. Subsequent heat up creates melt that can
continue to heat up above the melting point (2800 K) of (U,Zr)02. This
melt can incorporate additional U02 and ZrO2 into the melt.
Temperatures above 3100 K (the melting point of U02) can be reached, but
due to the miscibility of U02 and ZrO2, it is not possible to discern
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evidence of the melting of pure UO in these pools. Examination of the
formerly molten pool in the core of the TMI-2 reactor via SEM, indicates
that the pool is made up primarily of (U,Zr)Op containing transition
metal oxides (Cr203, Fe304) in the grain boundaries [35]. These
transition metal oxides react eutectically with ZrO2 and would tend to
lower the liquidus temperature of the ceramic melt found in the TMI-2 core
by approximately 100 K [36]. The solidification temperature of these
eutectic melts could be as low as 1670 K [37]. Inclusions of metals more
resistant to oxidation such as silver from control rods and nickel are
observed within the ceramic melt.

The oxidation potential within the molten pool can be estimated from
measurements of the chemical forms (metals vs. oxides) within the melt.
The oxidation potential must be great enough to form Fe304. Indium is
sometimes found in the metallic state and sometimes as an oxide. The
fission product antimony is found alloyed with metallic phases, usually
containing nickel. Nickel is generally found in the metallic state, but
occasionally nickel oxide is found with oxides of chromium and iron in
grain boundaries within previously molten (U,Zr)02. Application of
these observations to the plot of the free energy of formation of core
material oxides as a function of temperature in Fig. 5, provides a range
of oxygen potential from -120 (Fe/Fe304) to +20 (Ni/NiO) kJ/mole 02
at 2800 K. The value -40 kJ/mole, whiich corresponds to the equilibrium
In/In203 at 2800 K, is a representative single value within the above
range.

Non-Coherent Melt Progression

A very important observation concerning the early stages of core melt
progression is that the process is not coherent. That is, melt formation
and relocation takes place at various locations within a reactor core over
a considerable period of time. This is due to temperature variations in
the core, steam availability, the variety of core materials and their
interactions, and the associated wide range of melting temperatures. In
small scale tests that are terminated while melts are still in the process
of forming and relocating, one can see evidence of multiple melt
relocation and oxidation events [7]. One strong expression of
non-coherent melt progression is continued hydrogen generation by steam
oxidation of core materials after melt relocation, metallic crust
formation, and ceramic pool formation. The blockages produced by such
melt relocation are far from complete and the available steam is able to
bypass the blocked regions and oxidize other regions of the core [38].
The result is that other regions of the core heat up and undergo melt
formation and relocation, extending the damage in the core in space and
time. Results from three PBF SFD tests, discussed in Ref. 38, indicate
that when the steam supply is limited (tests SFD 1-1 and SFD 1-4), the
rate of hydrogen generation is limited mainly by the supply of steam.
Results from three full-length/high temperature coolant boildown tests in
NRU indicate that under steam-starved conditions the vast majority
(90-95%) of hydrogen production occurred after the onset of zircaloy
melting and U02 dissolution [38]. In the DF-4 fuel bundle incorporating
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BWR control blade geometry, more than half of the H2 produced in the
test was generated after the onset of melt relocation and blockage
formation [38]. In the case of excess steam (SFD ST), a large fraction
(55%) of the zircaloy in the fuel bundle was oxidized prior to the onset
of fuel liquefaction so the hydrogen generation rate was limited by the
supply of unoxidized zircaloy available at high temperature.

Crust Failure and Melt Relocation to the Lower Plenum

If core melt progression is unmitigated, the TMI-2 accident sequence
suggests that the ceramic crust surrounding the molten pool will thin,
weaken, and fail, allowing a relatively coherent pour of ceramic melt into
the lower plenum of a reactor [9]. Integral effects tests have not
attained long enough times at high temperature to produce information
about this late-phase phenomenon. In the TMI-2 accident the crust appears
to have failed by thermal-mechanical loading [39] fairly high on one side
(see Fig. 2) due to natural convection of heat to this location within the
molten pool and the weight of the overlying upper debris bed.
Approximately 20 metric tonnes of melt flowed into the lower plenum via
two pathways. One path involved melting radially through the core baffle
and draining through flow holes in horizontal core former plates in the
core bypass region. The other path was downward through 2-4 fuel
assemblies in the southeast quadrant of the core. There is evidence that
the main relocation event involving most of the 20 tonnes occurred within
a time frame of 1-2 minutes [9].

The ceramic melt caused relatively little melting of the core support
structures through which it flowed due to the self-insulating nature of
the ceramic crusts [40] and the chemical compatibility of the ceramic with
respect to stainless steel. Additionally, it has been suggested that the
low solidification temperature (possibly as low as 1670 K) of the eutectic
grain boundary phase in the ceramic melt could contribute to slurry-like
relocation of partially solidified melt at relatively low temperatures
that would minimize damage to steel structures in the flow path [37]. The
lower plenum of the TMI-2 reactor was water-filled and the melt broke up,
due to interactions with the water, into debris that was coolable by
continued addition of water [9,41]. The interaction of core melt with
water resulted in a measured pressure increase of about 2 MPa that lasted
for about 15 min. The formation of a coolable debris without occurrence
of a violent steam explosion cannot be assured by virtue of the TMI-2
experience and thus remains an uncertainty in severe accident analysis.

The threat from the relocated molten core debris to the integrity of the
lower head of the TMI-2 reactor has been analyzed from the standpoint of
heat transfer [42,43] and is currently being investigated experimentally
in an international research program sponsored by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development and the USNRC [44]. Samples of the
head and penetrations within the head are being examined to determine
changes in mechanical properties and microstructure. It is expected that
these samples will provide information on the extent of mechanical and
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thermal degradation of the lower head and, perhaps, an estimate of the
margin to failure.

Reflooding a Molten Core

The TMI-2 core and several core melt progression tests both in- and
out-of-pile have been reflooded. Some phenomena unique to the reflood of
damaged cores have been observed and are important concerns in severe
accidents.

The stainless steel upper tie plate at the top of the center fuel module
in the FP-2 test sustained severe localized damage due to melting and
oxidation [25]. Similar localized damage was observed in the stainless
steel upper core support plate in the TMI-2 core [9]. In the evaluation
of the FP-2 test it was concluded that this damage occurred during reflood
as a result of the high temperature effluent (steam and hydrogen)
generated by the exothermic zirconium-steam reaction in the center fuel
module [3]. An assessment of possible mechanisms and the energetics
associated with the damage to the upper core support plate in the TMI-2
core suggests that the damage likely occurred during the B-loop pump
transient as a result of high temperature steam and hydrogen generated by
zircaloy-steam reaction in the degraded core [45].

An evaluation of thermocouple responses in the bundle and within the upper
tie plate region during the LOFT LP-FP-2 experiment and the hydrogen
measured in the primary coolant system following the FP-2 experiment
suggests that considerable energy and hydrogen (70 percent of the hydrogen
produced during the test) were produced in the center fuel module during
reflood [3]. An analysis of the increase in system pressure measured
during the B-loop transient in the TMI-2 accident and the associated
energetics suggests that up to 32 percent of the hydrogen generated in the
accident could have been produced during this event [45]. Hydrogen peaks
following reflood have also been measured during the SFD-ST [4] and the
CORA-12 out-of-pile severe fuel damage test (in which temperature
escalation was also measured) at KfK [27]. These experiences with
reflooding high temperature, damaged fuel bundles indicate that
considerable energy and hydrogen production can be produced.

Another result of reflooding molten cores may be the production of an
upper debris bed of fuel particles due to fragmentation of fuel denuded of
cladding and standing fuel rods having oxygen-embrittled cladding. Debris
beds produced in this manner were observed in PBF SFD-ST [4], LOFT FP-2
[25], CORA-12 [27], and the TMI-2 accident [9]. The debris particles have
sizes that average about 1 mm and form a coolable bed [13] with about 50%
porosity. It should be noted that an upper debris bed consisting of
principally fuel particle fragments can also be formed in the absence of
reflooding by the melting and relocation of fuel rod cladding in a
steam-starved environment. Such a debris bed was formed in the PBF SFD
1-4 test [7]. With the cladding restraint removed, the fuel stack falls
apart into fragments (1-2 mm) representative of the crack distribution
existing from power cycling in normal operation.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR REACTOR SAFETY ANALYSIS

Core melt progression experiments and the examination of the damaged core
in the TMI-2 reactor demonstrate that over a wide variation of conditions
(system pressure, steam availability, geometric scale, method of heating,
radiation field) loss of original core geometry initiates at relatively
low temperatures (-1500 K) in severe core damage accidents. The first
melts are made up of zircaloy and control materials (stainless steel,
AgInCd in PWRs, and B4C in BWRs) that melt by eutectic interactions and
then relocate and freeze into a crust at cooler regions low in the core.
The loss of intact core geometry and the formation of blockages in flow
channels by freezing of metallic melts adversely impact thermal hydraulic
conditions in the degrading core. Another result of this initial melting
and relocation is the separation of fuel and control materials. This
separation may require a soluble poison such as boric acid to be present
in reflood water to prevent recriticality. The potential for
recriticality will depend on the geometry and composition of the fuel
debris. Recriticality as a result of reflooding damaged cores is
currently under investigation [46]. Eutectic reaction of B4C with its
surrounding stainless steel cladding in BWR control blades appears to
eliminate the possibility of the reaction of B4C with steam, CsI and
CsOH. A core melt progression experiment with BWR control materials
(FLHT-6) is planned for the NRU reactor that will investigate this
phenomenon in full-length geometry [47].

Continued core heatup due to exothermic zircaloy oxidation causes
increased hydrogen production, zircaloy melting, fuel liquefaction, and
fission product release. Fuel liquefaction and core thermal hydraulic
conditions may be influenced by fuel rod cladding ballooning. Cladding
oxidation affects the mode and timing of the relocation of liquefied
fuel. Fuel liquefaction appears to be a non-coherent process (occurring
over a range of space and time within the core) due to axial and radial
temperature gradients in the core, the variety of melting points of the
different core materials, and variations in the access of steam to
different core regions. Relocated melts freeze and accumulate at lower
regions of the core above the metallic crust. Heat transfer from the
accumulated debris tends to degrade as the amount of debris increases, and
reheating (from decay heat contained in the debris) to form a melt within
a crust can occur. These melts tend to be ceramic due to oxidation of the
liquefied fuel by steam during relocation and due to incorporation of fuel
rod segments and fuel debris by the growing melt. Even though substantial
flow blockages can develop during the process of forming a large ceramic
melt, a variety of evidence from in- and out-of-pile core melt experiments
indicates that steam is able to bypass the blocked area and find access to
metallic zirconium and stainless steel so that hydrogen production is not
terminated.

The molten pools may by large enough so that they are uncoolable even
though the core is reflooded, as was the case in the TMI-2 accident. Such
pools, however, tend to be unstable as a result of convective heat
transfer, causing thermo-mechanical failure of the crust and a sudden
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release of molten ceramic debris to the lower plenum. Core support
structures do not represent a formidable barrier to the rapid relocation
of ceramic melt and the relocation can occur without massive melting of
these structures. If the lower plenum is water-filled, as was the case in
the TMI-2 accident, the molten debris may fragment, accompanied by steam
generation and an increase in system pressure, but without a severe steam
explosion, to form a coolable debris. The nature of the pour (number of
streams and diameters), the composition of the melt, the superheat of the
melt, the system pressure, and the subcooling of the coolant are all
factors that may influence the outcome of the melt-water interaction
(debris size distribution and potential for energetic steam explosion) and
the effect of the debris on the integrity of the lower head.
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RESULTS OF THE DF-4 BWR
CONTROL BLADE-CHANNEL BOX TEST

R. 0. Gauntt and R. D. Gasser
(SNL USA)

ABSTRACT

The DF-4 in-pile fuel damage experiment investigated the behavior of boiling water reactor
(BWR) fuel canisters and control blades in the high temperature environment of an unrecovered
reactor accident. This experiment, which was carried out in the Annular Core Research Reactor
(ACRR) at Sandia National Laboratories, was performed under the USNRC's internationally
sponsored severe fuel damage (SFD) program. The DF-4 test is described herein and results
from the experiment are presented. Important findings from the DF-4 test include the low
temperature melting of the stainless steel control blade caused by reaction with the B4C, and
the subsequent low temperature attack of the Zr-4 channel box by the relocating molten blade
components. Hydrogen generation was found to continue throughout the experiment,
diminishing slightly following the relocation of molten oxidizing zircaloy to the lower extreme
of the test bundle. A large blockage which was formed from this material continued to oxidize
while steam was being fed into the test bundle. The results of this test have provided
information on the initial stages of core meltprogression in BWRgeometry involving the heatup
and cladding oxidation stages of a severe accident and terminating at the point of melting and
relocation of the metallic core components. The information is useful in modelling melt
progression in BWR core geometry, and provides engineering insight into the key phenomena
controlling these processes.

BACKGROUND

The DF-4 test was the fourth test in the DF (Damaged Fuel) series' of experiments carried out
in the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) for the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC). The DF-4 experiment examined the
behavior of boiling water reactor (BWR) fuel canisters and control blades under severe
accident conditions. The DF-4 test complements an existing data base of both in-pile and
out-of-pile phenomenologically oriented experimentsl.Z 3 45 which provides a basis for the
development of models describing fuel damage phenomena and for assessment of systems-
level reactor accident analysis codes, such as SCDAP, 6 and MELCOR,7 also sponsored by the
USNRC, which incorporate such models in the evaluation of severe reactor accident..

The experiments that have been carried out in the DF program have served both to identify
the important fuel damage processes and to provide quantitative information on the initial
stages in the melt progression of commercial light water reactor (LWR) fuels associated with
unrecovered loss of coolant accidents. The experiments used unirradiated zircaloy clad U02
fuel rods in test bundles that were .5 m in length. Test bundles, comprised of from 9 to 14
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fuel rods, were radially insulated
with a low density ZrO2 fibrous uNIOWTUE
material, enclosed in a containment ACIR O

vessel and situated in the dry central SUAPAOS IN,
cavity of the ACRR, as indicated in N i WONT R"
Fig. 1. Steam was introduced at the .- U1 = NU

bottom of the test bundle and SI -l mEm

allowed to flow up through the ALUMINA SPACERS - W7.7S oIn

bundle assembly as the fuel was ,, _O1S W

heated by fission power driven by (ONE WEI MD SHOWNI

the ACRR, simulating conditions of a
local axial region of an uncovered ,NC UTLTIN LE - Us #-$

core being heated by the residual
fission decay heat. The fuel heatup
was measured by thermocouples C.-l I d
attached to the fuel cladding, lAR -Foe
hydrogen produced by oxidation of Ac"^ ENTRLCAVITY
the cladding with steam was - D tr%
measured using specially
instrumented CuO-H 2 reaction beds, AWdN I"PACERI -36.1

and visual diagnostics of the severe
damage processes were made "ONA""T"O"" PLENUM REGON AN

possible by the inclusion of a quartzEEOUNRY
window in the experiment capsule
that provided an end-on view of the
test bundle. Steam flow rates,
pressure, and bundle fission power Figure 1: Diagram illustrating a DF experiment capsule situated
were adjusted to attain the desired in the central cavity of the ACRR.
test conditions. After the completion
of each experiment, the test bundles were stabilized with epoxy to preserve the fragile post-test
condition and subsequently sectioned at several axial elevations so that metallographic
examinations could be performed. By using prototypic materials and realistic heating methods
and steaming conditions, these experiments provide reliable insight into the initial processes
of fuel damage involving heatup, oxidation and metallic material melting and relocation. It
should be pointed out, however, that the experiments do not address the later stages of core
melt progression where loss of rodded geometry and ceramic material melting is important.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DF-4 GEOMETRY

A cross section of the DF-4 test bundle is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. Also shown in this
figure is an illustration of a 4-canister BWR unit fuel cell with the centrally located control
blade. The DF-4 test emphasized the local geometry near the tip of the control blade, as
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Figure 2: Cross section of the DF-4 test bundle showing control blade and channel box structures.

highlighted in Fig. 2. The control blade was situated in the center of the bundle and was
comprised of five B4C filled stainless steel tubes encased in a stainless steel sheath, representing
the tip region of the cruciform-shaped blade used in commercial BWR's. The blade was
surrounded on all sides by a zircaloy-4 (Zr-4) box structure which represented the fuel canister
walls of the BWR fuel assembly. The B4C powder density, structural wall thicknesses and the
blade-to-box gaps were prototypic of the GE D-Lattice core design. Situated on either side of
the channel box were seven Zr-4 clad fuel rods, a total of 14 fuel rods in all. The inlet steam
to the test bundle was partitioned so that 20% entered the control blade region inside the
channel box, corresponding to the bypass region of the BWR core, and the remaining 80% was
distributed to the fuel rods outside of the channel box, which corresponds to the region inside
the BWR fuel canister. A flow of steam was allocated to the control blade region because in
BWRs, steam generation is expected in the core bypass region due to energy deposited in the
bypass coolant and because of the core wide flashing of steam anticipated when the BWR
safety relief valves periodically open to relieve pressure." It should be noted that conditions
examined in the DF-4 test corresponded to a non-depressurized coolant boildown type
accident where a flow of steam persists throughout the core-melt phase of the accident In
other accident sequences, vessel depressurization is accomplished as an accident management
measure prior to attaining extreme temperatures in the core region, and as a result, core-region
melting is expected to take place largely in the absence of a core region steam flow (excepting
for possible natural circulation effects). These 'dry core' conditions differ from those in DF-4
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with respect to the potential for oxidation and hydrogen production, however, the general melt
progression behavior resulting from these differing conditions is not expected to differ
significantly.

TEST PROGRESSION

The ACRR power history used to drive the fission heating of the test bundle is shown in Fig.
3. The average bundle power is proportional to the ACRR power history by a factor of 1.7
W/g in the test fuel per MW of ACRR power.9 Steam was supplied to the bottom of the
bundle at a rate of 0.44 g/s. The first half of the heating history is characterized by an initial
nuclear heating phase and a thermal equilibration phase during which time the control blade
and channel box structures were allowed to equilibrate with the test fuel, which was brought
to and held at about 1000 K for approximately 700 seconds. It is worth pointing out that
during this period while temperatures were held approximately constant, there was occurring
a low level of oxidation of the zircaloy surfaces of the test bundle components, especially in
the hotter upper half of the bundle. This is important because the resulting oxide layer is
believed to have inhibited attack of the channel box walls in the upper half of the bundle by
the control blade materials which melted later in the experiment. After the control blade had
equilibrated to within 50 K of the test fuel, the bundle heatup was resumed so that the fuel
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Figure 3: ACRR power history used to drive the fission heating of the DF-4 experiment
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cladding temperature rise rate was initially on the order of 1 to 2 K/s. During this period
control blade failure was detected both by thermocouple measurements and by the video
record of the damage sequence. Following control blade failure, rapid oxidation of the fuel
cladding and the Zr-4 channel box together with an increasing production of hydrogen was
detected. The rapid metal-water reaction manifested itself as an increase in cladding heatup
rate by an order of magnitude above that due to the fission heating. Just prior to the initiation
of the oxidation thermal transient, the bundle steam flow rate was increased stepwise to 0.88
g/s in order to more closely simulate the average steaming rate expected for non-depressurized
BWR accident conditions.8

THERMAL RESPONSE OF TEST BUNDLE

The thermal response of the fuel rod cladding and the control blade during the "pre-transient
and transient periods" is shown in Fig. 4. The cladding and blade temperatures are shown
for the four axial locations indicated relative to the bottom of the fuel region. Fuel cladding
temperatures are shown in solid lines and the control blade temperatures are indicated by the
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Figure 4: Thermal response of the fuel cladding and the control blade as measured by
intrinsic junction type S thermocouples.
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dashed lines. It can be seen that the peak control blade temperature lagged the peak
cladding temperature at the 36.8 cm location by a little less than 100 K, both heating at a rate
of about 1.2 K/s. The initial failure of the control blade in the vicinity of 36.8 cm was detected
at 7440 s by the video record of the test when molten droplets of blade material were seen
spilling out into the open area within the channel box. Blade liquefaction caused by a
reaction between the stainless steel and the B4C was found to have been responsible for the
blade failure at approximately 180 K below the normal melting point of the control blade steel.
The molten blade material quickly drained downward, and refroze between the colder intact
blade and channel box walls in the base of the test bundle and closed off the flow area within
the channel box region. At this time, the steam flow supplied to the base of the control blade
region was temporarily diverted to the fuel rod region. However, as will be discussed later
with the destructive examination results, the relocation of the molten blade materials to the
base of the channel box region led to a local failure of the zircaloy channel box wall near the
bottom, caused by a reaction between stainless steel and Zr, which permitted reentry of steam
from the fuel rod region to the region previously occupied by the control blade.

Rapid oxidation of the fuel cladding and the channel box zircaloy was observed to take place
during the period indicated as the "oxidation transient phase" in Fig. 4. This period is
characterized by a marked change in heatup rate from the 1 to 2 K/s to about 12 W/s. The first
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axial location to exhibit this behavior was the hottest location (36.8 cm), initiating at a
temperature just under 1800 K. This initiation temperature may be influenced by the phase
change related oxidation kinetics behavior reported by Prater and Courtwright.10 Subsequent
locations to undergo the rapid temperature transient did so at lower temperatures, probably
influenced by the high radiative heat flux from the approaching rapid oxidation zone that
gradually migrated down the test bundle, in addition to the oxidation related heating effects.
The downward velocity of the oxidation "burn front" is estimated to be on the order of 2 mm/s
with a total width on the order of 10 to 20 cm.9 As the bundle temperatures quickly increased
during the oxidation transient phase, melting of the fuel cladding and channel box zircaloy
took place. The melting of these metallic components led to large accumulations of relocated
material in the lower region of the bundle. Specially protected type C thermocouples9 located
at the 9.6 cm elevation indicated the sudden arrival and continued accumulation of very hot
molten materials in this region. Peak temperatures measured by similar thermocouples located
throughout the bundle were estimated to be on the order of 2600 to 2700 K.9 Figure 5 show
the temperatures measured by the type-C thermocouples. In this figure, the lower curves
represent the actual thermocouple junction temperatures and the upper curves show the
cladding temperature corrected for heat losses in the protectively sheathed thermocouples.
It is worth emphasizing that the protected thermocouples survived the entire high temperature
transient and the extreme oxidizing conditions of the DF-4 heating history.

POST TEST EXAMINATION OF FUEL BUNDLE CONDITION

The post-test condition of the test bundle is shown in a radiograph of the test section in Fig.
6. Partially collapsed pellet stacks are visible in the upper half of the test bundle. The lower
half of the bundle exhibits a greater material density than the upper half due to the
accumulation of previously molten material from the upper half of the bundle. Blockage
regions are found between the bottom of the bundle up to about 133 mm above the bottom
of the fuel. Except for a short section at the base of the bundle, no evidence of the control
blade or the channel box is seen. A tomographic examination of the base of the bundle,
shown as an axial longitudinal section through the plane of the control blade in Fig. 7, shows
a short section of relatively undamaged blade and channel box below the blockage
accumulation. Notice the five B4C-filled-tube remnants in the lower central region of Fig. 7.
Voids and fractures are also evident within the blockage. The uppermost extent of the
blockage has a porous texture compared to the more coherent lower portions of the blockage.

Shown in Fig. 8 is a polished cross section through the blockage at 75 mm. The voids visible
in the tomographic examination of the blockage region are also visible in this figure. The bulk
of the blockage material is a Zr rich mixture of U, Zr and 0. The perimeter of the blockage
is a darker color due to oxidation that took place subsequent to the freezing of the blockage
in this region. Evidence of the gradual accumulation of this material is found by the presence
of other oxidized surfaces within the interior of the blockage region that were formed by
oxidation of a surface that was at one time exposed but subsequently covered with additional
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relocating materials. The fuel cladding that originally
surrounded the pellets in this region was assimilated by
the blockage material since no prior cladding surfaces ......
are apparent.

The upper extent of the blockage region was examined
via the section obtained at 133 mm shown in Figure 9.
The porous texture and wide lateral extent of the
blockage at this location is readily apparent.
Additionally, the once molten material at this elevation
appears to have remained molten long enough to have
spread laterally into the low density insulating material
surrounding the bundle. Above the top of the blockage
the bundle features are quite different and the section
through the 308 mm axial elevation shown in Fig. 10,
is generally representative of this region. In this figure,
evidence of the downward flow of molten cladding and
channel box material is apparent both through the
channeling and fuel erosion caused by the flowing of
the once molten cladding and by the absence of any
significant channel box remnants. A small oxidized
channel box remnant is seen in the lower center portion
of the figure which may have been physically stabilized
by the dark colored porous material within. This
material contains many materials, including U, Zr, S.S., ...
etc, and appears to be of control blade origin. The
thickness of this remnant corresponds to only about
10% of the original box wall thickness. In this section,
no metallic materials are present, the metals either
having been oxidized to a ceramic state, or melted and
relocated downward.

Figure 6: Xradiograph of the post test
HYDROGEN GENERATION damage state of the DF-4 test bundle.

Hydrogen generation from the oxidation of the zircaloy fuel cladding and channel box was
measured continuously by means of specially instrumented CuO beds through which the test
section effluent flowed. The hydrogen was reacted with the CuO in the instrumented beds,
producing steam (H20), free copper (Cu) and heat. By measuring the increasing temperatures
throughout the CuO reaction bed produced from the H2/CuO reaction, the reaction rate, and
thus, the hydrogen production rate was determined. Details on the use of this technique are
described elsewhere." Figure 11 shows the rate of hydrogen production in the DF-4 test
determined by this technique. Between 7400 and 7600 seconds, the onset of rapid hydrogen
generation can be seen. This onset coincides with the attainment of peak test bundle
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temperatures in the vicinity of 1800 K, where rapidly increasing bundle heatup rates are also
observed. Hydrogen produced at much lower levels prior to this time were below the
detection threshold for this measurement technique. Following the onset of the detectable
hydrogen generation, the rate of hydrogen production was observed to increase steadily until
a peak value corresponding to complete consumption of all of the test bundle inlet steam by
the oxidation reaction was attained. Zircaloy melting temperatures were attained in the test
bundle during the peak hydrogen production period at which point, melt relocation events
were detected by thermocouples in the lower region of the test bundle, as described earlier.

After the detection of the melt relocation events in the region where blockages were
subsequently revealed, the hydrogen generation rate was observed to drop to approximately
60% of the peak value, presumably due to the oxidizing molten material relocating to cooler
regions and exposing less total surface area to the steam. Later, the hydrogen detection
capability was lost due to consumption of the instrumented portion of the CuO reaction beds,
however, the H2 generation rate is believed to have persisted at the 60% value for the duration
of the experiment based on a post-test examination of the reacted un-instrumented portion of
the CuO beds, located beyond the instrumented region of the CuO reaction beds. This post
test examination allowed for a determination of the total amount of hydrogen produced during
the experiment. Figure 12 shows the total hydrogen produced as a function of time and the
projected trends after loss of the rate signal. Projecting the hydrogen generation rate at the
60% value for the duration of the experiment, results in a total amount of hydrogen consistent
with the total estimate obtained from the post test examination of the CuO reaction beds.

DISCUSSION

The information gained from the DF-4 test has provided significant insight into the early stages
of core melt progression in BWRs. Subsequent to the DF-4 experiment, many of the same
findings have been reported from out-of-pile experiments conducted in the CORA facility at
KfK, Germany. The observed failure of the control blade in DF-4 at temperatures below the
normal steel melting point has been verified in the KfK work,12 and is an effect that must be
treated in the modeling of BWR melt progression. Low temperature failure of the control
blades may have important implications on accident management since reflooding of a core
in which the control rods have failed could result in reestablishment of core power generation.

After failure of the control blade occurs, interaction between the molten blade material and
the adjacent zircaloy channel box walls will occur. In DF-4 this interaction appeared to be
most important at the base of the test bundle where the molten blade material accumulated
in a pool within the confines of the channel box walls. In the CORA work at KfK, attack of
channel box walls has been reported to be extensive at all axial elevations. Interaction
between the channel box walls and melting blade materials may have been inhibited in the
upper regions of the DF-4 test bundle due to the surface pre-oxidation of the channel walls
which took place in the first half of the test. This degree of pre-oxidation is not typical of the
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CORA experiments conducted to date, but is the subject of further investigation. It should be
noted, however, that surface oxidation of the channel box walls in operating BWRs is common
due to the high oxygen partial pressure BWR coolant systems. This effect would influence the
relocation behavior of the melting metallic materials by affecting the amount of dissolved
channel material in the control blade melt and by permitting flooding of the fuel canisters with
molten blade material in the case where wall attack is vigorous. Fuel canister wall attack by
molten blade material is also significant with respect to hydrogen generation, since breach of
the canister walls allows steam generated within the fuel canisters to enter the bypass region
between the canisters. The effect would expose more Zr surface area to a larger source of
steam.

In the DF-4 test, as in many other similar experiments, a rapidly accelerating oxidation reaction
was observed to occur. Because of the positive feedback of increasing temperatures on
oxidation rates, the reaction has been commonly observed to increase to the point of
consuming all of the available steam, as was observed in DF-4. The thermocouple
instrumentation in DF-4 indicated that the region of vigorous oxidation becomes highly
localized as temperatures exceed 1800 K. Estimates from this test place the width of the
vigorous oxidation zone to be on the order of 10 to 20 cm in height, advancing steadily
downward at a rate of about 2 mm/s. Shortly after reaching the "steam starved" condition,
however, the oxidizing metal becomes molten and able to relocate downward to cooler lower
regions. In DF-4, melting of the oxidizing Zr led to relocation and reconfiguration of the
oxidizing material, whereupon the oxidation rate decreased to a little over half of the full-
steam-consumption value attained just prior to melting. Oxidation of the relocated material
continued nevertheless, as was evidenced from the oxide layer around the perimeter of the
blockage seen in Fig. 8. Prior to formation of the blockage, the hydrogen produced was
approximately equivalent to the oxidation of 20% of the Zr metal inventory.

The information from short bundle experiments such as DF-4 provide great insight into the
initial heatup, oxidation and melting of the metallic core materials under unrecovered accident
conditions, and one can reasonably project the trends observed in the short bundle
experiments to regions of axial extent in a reactor that are perhaps several times as long as the
experimental test bundle. However, as the extent of the damage region becomes much
greater, and as larger amounts of metallic materials melt and drain into the lower-most regions
of the core, it becomes increasingly difficult to make comparisons with the phenomena
occurring in the short bundle experiments. Furthermore, the structural features in the lower
part of the BWR core, such as the lower core plate, and their effects upon melt progression
behavior are not addressable from the information obtained from tests such as DF-4. The
remaining uncertainties in BWR core melt progression behavior center around the behavior of
the metallic materials which accumulate in the lower portion of the core and upon the
behavior of the ceramic fuel materials as the core geometry continues to degrade in the
accident.
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Figure 7: Tomographic examination of the base of the bundle
showing an axial longitudinal section through the
control blade remnants.

Figure 8: Polished section through the lower blockage region located
75 mm above the bottom of the fuel.
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Figure 9: Polished section through the porous upper bIockage region at the
133 mm axial elevation.
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Figure 10: Polished section through the fuel bundle above the blockage
region at 308 mm, typical of the upper half of the bundle.
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EXPERIMENT-SPECIFIC ANALYSES IN SUPPORT OF CODE DEVELOPMENT

L. J. Ott

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT

Experiment-specific models have been developed since
1986 by Oak Ridge National Laboratory Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR) severe accident analysis programs for the
purpose of BWR experimental planning and optimum
interpretation of experimental results. These experiment-
specific models have been applied to large integral tests
(ergo, experiments) which start from an initial undamaged
core state. The tests performed to date in BWR geometry
have had significantly different-from-prototypic boundary
and experimental conditions because of either normal
facility limitations or specific experimental
constraints. These experiments (ACRR: DF-4, NRU: FLHT-
6, and CORA) were designed to obtain specific
phenomenological information such as the degradation and
interaction of prototypic components and the effects on
melt progression of control-blade materials and channel
boxes.

The experiment-specific models supplement and
support the systems-level accident analysis codes. They
allow the analyst to accurately quantify the observed
experimental phenomena and to reduce the effect of known
uncertainties. They provide a basis for the efficient
development of new models for phenomena that are
currently not modeled (such as material interactions).
They can provide validated phenomenological models (from
the results of the experiments) that may be incorporated
in the systems-level "whole-core" codes.

Applications of ORNL models specific to the ACRR DF-
4 and KfK CORA-16 experiments are discussed and
significant findings from the experimental analyses are
presented.

The submitted manuscapt has been
authored by a contractor of the U S.
Goverrnenet under contract No DE-
ACOS-840R21400. Accordeigi the U.S
Governrent reteis a nonexdus".
royalty-tree iacense to pui~bsh or reproduce
the oEd form of this contrbution, or
alow others to do so, for U.S Government
purposes.'
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1. INTRODUCTION

After the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2, the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) initiated a severe
accident research program,'t for the general purpose of developing
a basis for evaluating reactor core melt progression and
ultimately, for assessing the release of fission products from the
plant site and the ensuing threat to the public health. An
important element of this program has been the development of
state-of-the-art computer codes, such as MELPROG,4 MELCOR,5 and
SCDAP/RELAP5,8 which model the physical and chemical processes
occurring in a reactor core that has lost cooling capability. A
second important element of this program has been the generation
of a database by which such codes may be assessed and validated.
This database consists of experimental evidence obtained from
several in-pile and out-of-pile phenomenologically-oriented
programs7 1  supported by the NRC and its foreign Severe Accident
Research Program partners.

The roles of the experimental programs are first to provide
data to understand the important in-vessel melt progression
processes, and second to provide data for model (code) development
and validation. The analytical tasks focus on employing the
experimental information base to develop computational models and
codes that provide the mechanism for translating the database that
has been generated to the analysis of nuclear power plants (NPP).
Computational models serve as the principal mechanism for
performing NPP analyses.

In the current systems codes (MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5), only
the key physical processes that occur during melt progression are
treated in order to capture the global response of the reactor
during a meltdown accident. Processes are not treated on a
microscopic level; rather, the treatment is macroscopic, with the
level of detail dependent on the particular code. Engineering
judgment has guided the development of the phenomenological models
employed in the systems codes. This judgment has been used to
simplify processes as much as practical in order to develop
computational tools (ergo, codes) that can be run at an affordable
cost and at the same time capture the major response of the reactor
system.

The ability to simplify the modeling in the NPP codes is a
direct result of having prototypic experimental data and detailed
models of phenomena. The phenomenological models clarify the
uncertainties in key processes and provide a firm technical basis
for the simplified models in the NPP codes. The detailed
phenomenological models allow the performance of detailed analysis
of the experiments to gain a good understanding of the important
physical processes. This understanding is then used to form the
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foundation for the simplified NPP models. Without the detailed
phenomenological models and the thorough analysis of the
experiments, the models in the NPP codes cannot be adequately
justified. It is important to note that inclusion of detailed
phenomenological models in the NPP codes (as attempted in MELPROG)
has not proven to be practical to date.

2. EXPERIMENT-SPECIFIC MODELS AND ANALYSIS

The combined effort of experimental and analytical work has
not yet resolved all in-vessel melt progression issues. Two of the
reasons for this are as follows: First, the phenomena and
processes that occur during melt progression are complex, and it
has proven to be virtually impossible to use first principle models
to treat all processes. Second, it has been very difficult to
obtain sufficient experimental data to resolve the issues and
validate the modeling. Hence, uncertainty remains in the validity
of the modeling that is currently used. In assessing models and
experimental needs, the following question should be considered:
How is the experimental data used to develop confidence (or
validate) the system-level codes? Ideally the desired process
would be:

1) identify information needs,
2) design best experiments to meet needs,
3) perform experiments,
4) analyze and interpret results, and
5) validate system-level modeling.

For this process to be effective, the experiments should be
well-scaled, should use prototypic materials and heating methods,
and should be designed so that the influence of experiment-
specific features is minimized. Under these circumstances, the
process would be straightforward to execute. Unfortunately,
limitations in scale and the attainment of extremely high
temperatures in meltdown tests have prevented the performance of
experiments that do not inherently incorporate experiment-specific
features. As a result, the transition from Step 4 to Step 5 is not
straightforward.

For example, experiment-specific features usually lead to heat
losses that cannot be accurately modeled unless a very detailed
approach is used. This level of modeling is currently beyond that
required in codes used for system analysis. Without predicting the
correct thermal response, it is virtually impossible to predict any
of the important phenomena that occur after melting begins. Hence,
the real dilemma is that these experiment-specific features have
a dramatic influence on the behavior of the experiments, and proper
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consideration of these features is a necessary prerequisite to
separating their effects so as to permit the desired interpretation
of the experimental data.

Therefore, for analyzing and interpreting the results of an
experiment it is necessary to use models (or codes) that treat a
broader range of phenomena than would be required in a system-
level analysis (e.g., the exact experimental geometry, the behavior
of the insulation material). The experiment analyses are needed
to interpolate between data points (both temporally and spatially),
and to extrapolate results when instrumentation (thermocouples)
fails at high temperatures. Without analyses that are detailed and
comprehensive, the usefulness of the "raw data" is greatly
diminished.

It could be argued that the experiment-specific features
should be added to the system-level code. However, simply adding
the necessary modeling for the experiment-specific features does
not resolve the whole problem. The reason that experiment-
specific models are needed is that the data obtained from the
experiments is not very useful without additional analysis. This
is primarily due to the type of experiments that are performed and
the tendency for experiments to be designed with the primary goal
of addressing a particular phenomenological issue and less emphasis
on obtaining data for code validation. If tests could be performed
with better controlled boundary conditions, then the need for
experiment-specific codes would be eliminated. Note, however, that
there would still be the need to perform detailed experiment
analysis to gain a thorough understanding of key phenomena of
interest. This understanding is used to form the justification of
simplified NPP models.

Experiment-specific models (codes) allow data analysis to
reduce uncertainties and obtain a better understanding of the
experimental data and the formulation of models. If analyses are
performed with integral NPP codes, uncertainties in calculated
results will inherently be larger than the range of phenomenology
of interest and model formulation and validation will be more
difficult.1 3

Results from the ORNL experiment-specific analyses for the DF-
4 and CORA-16 BWR experiments will be presented in the two
following sections of this paper.

3. DF-4 BWR EXPERIMENT

The DF-4 experiment was the fourth test in a series of in-
pile experiments conducted in the Sandia (SNL) Annular Core
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Research Reactor (ACRR) investigating severe fuel damage phenomena
for core accidents. The first three ACRR experiments relate to
pressurized water reactor accident sequences, while the DF-4
experiment was the first experiment to address the behavior of
boiling water reactor (BWR) structural and control components in
a high temperature environment under severe accident conditions.

The staff at Sandia recognized that the phenomenology of a
severe accident in a BWR has a number of striking differences from
the severe accident progression expected for a PWR. The proposed
DF-4 test was aimed at providing a database for code validation of
phenomenology unique to BWR severe accidents. Given the uniqueness
of the DF-4 design (see Fig. 1) and the assumed high heat losses
through the test section shroud, it was a consensus of a joint
November 1985 meeting (NRC, SNL, and ORNL) that an experiment-
specific model for the DF-4 be developed by the BWRSAT Program at
ORNL. At the time, the possibility that the DF-4 test might be the
only degraded core BWR experiment was real (FLHT-6 and the CORA
tests were not even in the planning stages); therefore, extensive
pretest planning and calculations were highly desirable. It was
also felt that the generalities of the then-existing systems codes
that could be applied to BWR calculations could not adequately
model the specific structures of the DF-4. Thus, a code based on
the core, chemistry and physical property modules developed for BWR
applications at ORNL with specific models of the DF-4 structures
was to be developed by the BWRSAT Program staff and then provided
to Sandia for pretest planning calculations.

The BWR/DF-4 code1314 was used extensively by Sandia personnel'5

in the summer of 1986 in order to invoke the desired thermal
performance of the test while keeping the operational parameters
of the experiment within the limits of the experiment envelope.
Specifically, the pretest analysis objectives included:

1) definition of achievable experimental parameters (that
is, steam flow rates, neutronic and chemical power
generation, hydrogen generation rate, assembly heating
rate),

2) estimation of the overall response of the experiment,
3) definition of the timing criterion for sequencing events

(i.e., power adjustments, steam flow rate adjustments,
etc.),

4) assurance that the experiment would satisfy the overall
objectives of the test, and

5) assurance that the experiment would satisfy the safety
criterion for the facility.

The DF-4 experiment was successfully completed in November
1986. Subsequently, Sandia personnel initiated posttest
calculations with the experiment-specific code. 5  These
calculations were carried out to aid the characterization of the
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experimental data (i.e., the calculations facilitated understanding
of the important phenomenology) and to interpolate and extrapolate
for information at locations where instrumentation was either
lacking or perturbed. The end result of their effort14 is a well
characterized data set by which developing codes could be
evaluated/validated.

The April 1988 Severe Accident Research Program Partners
Review Meeting provided the time and place for the assemblage of
an inter-laboratory team for the analysis of the DF-4 experiment.
The team was commissioned to perform posttest analyses of the DF-
4 experiment utilizing state-of-the-art computer codes that treat
severe reactor damage processes. The codes employed and the
laboratories performing the calculations were: MELPROG (SNL),
SCDAP/RELAP5 (INEL), MELCOR (ORNL), and BWR/DF4 (ORNL). MELPROG,
SCDAP/RELAP5 and MELCOR are integrated, generalized, system-level
severe accident progression codes, whereas BWR/DF4 is the
experiment-specific code developed by ORNL and provided to the DFR
staff at Sandia National Laboratories in 1986. A comparison of the
posttest analytical results is available in Ref. 13.

Given the constraint (generally true of the system-level
codes) that the experimental cross-section must be cast in a radial
configuration, the fluid flow cross-sectional areas, structure
volumes and masses can be closely approximated; but, the radiation
view factors are modeled with less quantitative accuracy. The most
crucial aspect of modeling the heat-up phase of the DF-4 test is
the proper representation of the structure-to-structure radiation
heat exchange. In system-level modeling the representation of the
radiation exchange (via view factors) may or may not be
representative of reality.

In the application of the BWR/DF4 code, care was taken to
replicate the true DF-4 experimental geometry - the most important
aspect of which is the ability to use accurate structure-to-
structure radiative properties. This also forecloses the luxury
of being able to blame lack of agreement on imprecise geometry;
lack of agreement is an experiment finding that must be explained.

The BWR/DF4 code was designed to predict the heat transfer
rates, chemical reaction rates, and the temperatures in the test
section during the experiment. The heat transfer processes include
conduction in solid structures, convection and radiation in the gas
phase and radiation between the interacting surfaces. Metal/water
reaction kinetics are modeled to determine the reaction rates of
steam with Zircaloy in the rods and canister, with steel in the
control blade, and with B4C absorber in the control blade. From the
metal/water reaction calculations are derived the hydrogen
generation rates and the temporal and spatial distributions of
oxide formations. The code is thus able to provide estimates of
the temperature history of the test assembly as well as clad
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oxidation, hydrogen generation, and the extent of melting and
relocation of assembly components. The primary limitation is that
flow channel blockage due to the relocation of molten materials is
not currently modeled, and therefore the code cannot be applied
after significant relocation has occurred.

For the posttest analyses, measured information supplied the
initial spatial temperature profile in the test section and
boundary conditions were specified by the measured ACRR power and
inlet steaming conditions. BWR/DF4 provides a solution to this
initial/boundary value problem which may be assessed by comparing
calculated and measured core structural thermal responses. Given
true representation of the actual experimental geometry, one should
expect close agreement of the code predictions with the
experimental results, at least through the early-phase melt
relocation. If such agreement is not attained, then it is highly
probable that necessary phenomenology is missing in the modeling.

Comparisons of experimental results to BWR/DF4 predicted core
structural thermal response are discussed for the 6000-7800 s time
frame. Code calculations were stopped at 7800 s for the following
reasons:

1) All of the control blade (except the top 11 cm) relocated
to the -40 to 75 mm region of the test section,

2) Significant Zircaloy relocation (cladding and canister)
had occurred, and

3) Blockage models have not yet been implemented in
BWR/DF-4.

In other words, since massive structural relocation is predicted
and observed by 7800 s, extending the calculations further in time
would exceed the applicability of the current code models.

Comparisons of the observed and calculated fuel cladding and
control blade sheath thermal responses are presented in Figs. 2
through 4 respectively for the nominal 96 mm, 254 mm, and 368 mm
axially instrumented planes. At 7200 s, the differences between
the observed and calculated control blade temperatures at the 96,
254, and 368 mm planes are +20, +5, and +10 K respectively;
similarly, for the cladding the differences are +3, +20, and +20K.

Overall, the models employed in BWR/DF4 for convective,
conductive, and radiative heat transfer, early phase relocation
(candling), and the fission and chemical energy components of the
structural energy balances adequately predict the events and the
timing of events for the DF-4 experiment.

It should be recognized that the results presented here
represent the evolutionary end result of the DF-4 analyses and
there were many lessons learned during this calculation process.
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The more important benefits of this exercise (such as
identification of the appropriate oxidation kinetics) gleaned from
the analytical modeling of the DF-4 experiment will be discussed
in the following paragraphs.

3.1 Control Blade Model

Given true representation of the actual experimental geometry,
one should expect close agreement of the BWR/DF4 code predictions
with the experimental results, at least through the early phase
melt relocation. If such agreement were not attained, and given
reasonable accuracy in the experimental measurements, then
necessary phenomenology must be missing from the modeling. The
initial control blade models employed in BWR/DF4 are a prime
example of a case of missing phenomena.

Referring to Fig. 5, use of an accepted literature value for
the melting temperature of stainless steel of 1672 K (2550° F) as
the single failure temperature of the control blade results in a
significant lag in the predicted time-to-melt for the control blade
and in the predicted thermal response due to candled material at
the 236 mm level. The video record taken during the experiment
indicated significant melt relocation starting at -7440 s and the
control blade temperatures at the 236 mm level were the first
instrumented positions in the core (at 7455 s) to respond to
relocating material. however, using a melt temperature of 1672 K,
incipient melting of the control blade was not predicted to start
until 7545 s.

Consultation with Gauntt (Sandia) led to the supposition that
the B4C absorber chemically attacked and liquified the absorber tube
sheath at temperatures substantially lower (100-200 K) than the
normal melting temperature of stainless steel (this is consistent
with Hagen's observations) .1,'7 This liquified material then either
breached the outer stainless steel sheath or simply flowed through
existing perforations in the outer sheath. (The control blade was
prototypic in design; BWR control blade perforations allow water
cooling of the absorber tubes under normal conditions.) Thus, a
liquified B4C/steel eutectic mixture could candle down the control
blade while the outer sheath was still intact. Also, the outer
sheath would fail at a different (normally higher) temperature.

Models reflecting this hypothesis that allow failure of the
control blade absorber tubes at a difference temperature than the
control blade sheath were implemented in BWR/DF4. Simulations
resulted in good agreement between the observed and calculated
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control blade response (Fig. 2-4). For these simulations, failure
of the absorber tubes occurred at 1505 K (2250° F) and failure of
the outer sheath occurred at 1672 K (25500 F).

Hofmann's research'8 (circa 1989) has shown that the chemical
interactions of B4C with stainless steel can be described by
parabolic rate laws and that melting will occur above 1473 K (21910
F) with rapid liquefaction above 1523 K (22810 F). Liquefaction
occurs below the melting points of the components due to eutectic
interactions.

The BWR/DF4 simulations have indicated that the response of
a BWR control blade structure (as in the DF-4 experiment) can be
adequately predicted only if the control blade models allow for
reduction of the absorber tube melt (liquefaction) temperature.

The phenomena associated with the B4C/steel interaction must
be included in severe accident modeling of BWRs. They directly
impact accident management measures and criticality issues in BWRs
since the control blades would fail and relocate within the core
at temperatures lower than expected (by as much as 200 K).

3.2 Zircaloy/Steam Oxidation Kinetics

At the completion (-7500 s) of the pre-transient phase of the
DF-4 experiment, fuel rod cladding temperatures over -126 mm of the
axial length are calculated to be between 1700 and 1750 K. The
onset of rapid Zircaloy oxidation occurs in the 7535-7555 s time
frame, shortly after the power increase at 7500 s that starts the
oxidation transient phase of the experiment. Given the excellent
agreement between the calculated and observed cladding temperatures
at the 96, 254, and 368 mm planes (all within 25 K) at 7500 s, an
attempt was made to evaluate different Zircaloy/steam oxidation
kinetic models for the oxidation phase of the experiment.

The Zircaloy/steam oxidation rate model features employed in
BWR/DF4 allow three choices for high-temperature solid-state
oxidation kinetics. The high-temperature solid-state oxidation
kinetics options that are available include:

1) Urbanic/Heidrick'9 correlations (two kinetic rate laws
with a temperature switch at 1853 K (2876° F),

2) Cathcart/Pawelo for temperatures less than or equal to
1853 K and Baker/Just2' for temperatures greater than 1853
K, and

3) Cathcart/Pawel2o for temperatures less than or equal to
1783 K (2750° F) and Prater/Courtrighte for temperatures
greater than 1783 K.
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Of these options, use of the Urbanic/Heidrick oxidation
kinetics was found to yield a better experimental/calculational
comparison than the Prater/Courtright kinetics as shown in Fig. 6.
(The Baker/Just kinetics give results intermediate to
Urbanic/Heidrick and Prater/Courtright, but are not good as the
results obtained with Urbanic/Heidrick kinetics.)

4. CORA-16 BWR EXPERIMENT

In the Federal Republic of Germany at the
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK), the Severe Fuel Damage (SFD)
Programed was coordinated by the Project Nuclear Safety (PNS), now
the LWR Safety Project Group (PRS). In the CORA Program, which is
an important part of this effort, out-of-pile experiments are
performed to provide information on the behavior of Light Water
Reactor (LWR) fuel elements under severe fuel damage (SFD)
conditions, i.e., in the temperature range from 1200 0C to above
2000 *C.

For the experimental approach at KfK, the CORA facility was
especially designed for the SFD experiments. The decay heat of
fuel rods is simulated in CORA by electrical heating using central
tungsten heaters within the fuel rod simulators.

The CORA operational staff requested from the USNRC, under the
auspices of the Severe Fuel Damage Partners Program, that the ORNL
BWR-specific models be applied in support of future BWR experiments
to be performed in that facility. Accordingly, the current
Statement of Work for the BWR Core Melt Progression Phenomena
Program, a derivative of the BWRSAT Program at Oak Ridge, provides
for application of the ORNL BWR models to the BWR experiments to
be performed in CORA.

The development of a CORA-specific BWR experimental model to
analyze the results of CORA BWR experiments and the planning of
future experiments was completed in May 1990. The CORA/BWR code
includes sophisticated electrical heater-rod models, capability for
appropriate noding for experimental analyses and an accurate
representation of CORA boundary conditions.

The CORA-16 BWR experimental cross-section is illustrated in
Fig. 7. At each axial node, the CORA BWR experimental structures
illustrated in Fig. 8 are modeled by the CORA/BWR code. The
structures z>._i in Fig. 8 represent a full 1/4 symmetrical section
of the CORA BWR cross-section (see Fig. 7).

In the test conduct of the CORA experiments, the test sequence
can be distinguished by three periods. In the first period,
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preheated argon enters the bundle, thus heating the structures and
allowing the test section components to equilibrate in temperature.
In the second phase, electric power is increased to 20-30 kW to
achieve an initial heatup rate of 1 K/s; also, a constant
superheated steam flow is added to the argon flow. The tests are
terminated by reduction of electric power and cessation of steam
flow (for a "slow" cooldown) or by movement of a quench tank over
the test bundle (for a "fast" cooldown).

For the posttest analyses performed subsequent to the
experiment, measured information supplies the initial spatial
temperature profile in the test section and the boundary conditions
are specified by the measured electric power and inlet coolant
conditions.

Posttest analyses2 of the CORA-16 experiment is ongoing.
Although there are some known uncertainties that are primarily
associated with the structural physical properties (such as surface
emissivities), the predicted early phase structural thermal
response compares well with the experimental data as shown in Figs.
9-11. Important results learned in this preliminary analysis will
be highlighted in the following discussion.

4.1 Model Treatment of the Gaseous Coolant

ORNL modeling treats the gaseous coolant as a gray/interacting
(i.e., absorbing/transmitting) medium. The methods for handling
such a medium were first developed by Hottel.2 The validity of his
methods, tables, and charts remain relatively unchanged to this
day. ORNL does use an upgraded version of the water vapor
emissivity tables (function of optical depth and temperature)
developed by Ludwig.3 The applicability of these methods (in core
uncovery and degrading conditions) has been demonstrated previously
in the ORNL BDHT experimental analyses3 '3 and in the DF-4
experimental analyses. 13

In essence, the treatment of the gas as a gray/interacting
medium does affect the structure-to-structure radiation heat
transfer since absorption can be a dominant process and it
basically augments the convective heat transfer; that is

hcaonv df = hcomV + hrad -

However, when applied to the 2.2 bar CORA-16 experiment, the
radiant structure-to-structure heat transfer is underpredicted and
the convective transfer to the gas from the structures is
overpredicted as shown in Fig. 12.

Reviewing Ludwig's emissivity data (Fig. 13) indicates that,
for the CORA-16 test conditions and computed optical lengths (0.2
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to 0.6 cm-atm), the predicted gas emissivities are low in the data
range (although still within the experimental range).

For the base case simulations (Figs. 9-12) the gas has been
treated as transparent and non-interacting. Also, the convective
heat transfer correlation employed in these analyses is the Sozer3
correlation which appears (as demonstrated in the base case
calculations) to adequately predict the convective heat transfer.

In CORA-9 (a 10 bar PWR small bundle experiment), the
experimenters encountered difficulties in heating up the bundle (as
compared to the normal 1 bar overpressure tests) and greater
electrical power was required. For the 10 bar tests, optical
lengths of 2 to 6 cm-atm would be expected and, referring to Fig.
13, this is roughly the DF-4 operating range. Therefore, one could
surmise that the gas is behaving as a gray/interacting medium; thus
the convective heat transfer would be augmented and the rods would
heatup slower (the 'gray gas' curves in Fig. 12).

4.2 Test Section Spacers

Spacer models are included in axial nodes 8, 21, and 28 in the
base case simulations. Node 28 (from 875 to 925 mm) has no
instrumentation within the fuel assembly other than two spacer grid
thermocouples (T126 and T129). Node 21 (from 525 to 575 mm)),
however, encompasses the most instrumented level (550 mm) in the
core.

At node 28, there is no way to judge how effective a CORA/BWR
run simulates the experiment; at node 21 however, there are
multiple measurements to aid in judgment. Consistently, when the
spacer was not included in node 21, the heated rod temperature in
node 21 was underpredicted; but at all other levels the comparisons
(below rod temperatures of 900 OC) were very good. This position
(550 mm) in the core is observed to heat up to 1000 *C faster than
any other measured position in the core except for the spacer
measurement at 903 mm.

Finally, it was decided to develop and implement explicit
spacer models in CORA/BWR, the conjecture being that the spacer
caused the accelerated rod heatup. Fig. 14 show the results from
simulations with and without spacer grid models. The simulation
which includes the spacers compares more favorably with the data
than the simulation without spacers. Apparently, as shown in
Fig. 15, the spacers act as radiation shields, causing higher local
rod temperatures.
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4.3 Materials Interaction

Thermocouple response in CORA-16 is sufficient to indicate
material relocation/interaction. For example, Fig. 16 at the 750
mm level shows the reaction of these Zircaloy structures to molten
materials (probably to molten control blade constituents at
temperatures of 1400 - 1500 0C) other than liquid Zircaloy
(otherwise the measured temperature would have flared).

Data does exist for the CORA-16 experiment that could be used
to develop and validate material interaction and blockage models.

5. SUMMARY

In order to develop a firm understanding of in-vessel melt
progression, NRC has conducted a coordinated effort of experimental
and analytical tasks. The roles of the experimental tasks are to
provide data to understand the important processes and to provide
data for model (code) validation. The analytical efforts have
resulted in systems-level codes (MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5) that can
be employed to predict the response of a nuclear power plant in
severe accident scenarios. In the systems codes only the key
physical processes that occur during melt progression are treated
in order to capture the global response of the reactor during a
meltdown accident.

In general the systems-level codes lack the detailed modeling
required to account for the experiment-specific features (such as
high radial heat losses) that invariably are encountered in high
temperature meltdown experiments. The tests performed to date in
BWR geometry have had significantly different-from-prototypic
boundary and experimental conditions because of either facility
limitations and/or experimental difficulties. Thus, specialized
tools (experiment-specific codes) have evolved which allow the
experimental analyst more detailed modeling of the experimental
structures, boundary conditions, and the core melt phenomena.

The experiment-specific codes have been applied successfully
in the posttest analyses of the DF-4 and CORA-16 BWR experiments
and these analyses have provided specific insights in the following
areas:

1) material properties and their interactions,
(such as the B4C/stainless steel interaction which results
in a lowered control blade failure temperature)

2) Zircaloy/steam oxidation models,
3) candling heat transfer coefficients,
4) relative importance of various heat transfer modes,
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5) modeling treatment of the gaseous coolant, and
6) role of spacers during core heatup.

However, the major role of experiment-specific codes (such as
CORA/BWR) is to provide physics guidance to integrated code
developers by providing insights that are not biased by geometric
modeling considerations, such as:

1) clarification of experimental phenomena and timing of
events,

2) indication of what needs to be modeled and what does not,
or which models work and which do not, and

3) provision of a platform for developing and validating
models that can be incorporated in integrated codes.

The experiment-specific models supplement and support the
systems-level accident analysis codes. They allow the analyst to
accurately quantify the observed experimental phenomena and to
reduce the effect of known uncertainties. They provide a basis for
the efficient development of new models for phenomena that are
currently not modeled (such as material interactions). They can
provide validated phenomenological models (from the results of the
experiments) that may be incorporated in the systems-level "whole-
core" codes.
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Filtered vented containment system is considered to
be the means to prevent containment failure caused by
pressure rise above the crytical value and restriction of
the radioactive releases through the containment leaks to
the environment to the level not exceeting the admissable
one. The two-stage filter system consists of the aerosol
decontaminator based on the use of fluid ejector and the
sorbent filter based on the titanium oxides. The filter
removes molecular and organic forms of iodine from
steam-gas flow. The system is effective for the slow
pressurization accident scenarios without containment
isolation failure or bypass sequencies. To test the
required efficiency of the filtration system a special
program of experimental analysis is called for.

I NTRODUCTI ON.
Nowadays, after world nuclear energy experience has been

enriched with the knowledge about severe accident at the USA
THI and the USSR Chernobyl NPP the safety problem has acquired
desicive significance for a further stable development of nuclear
power. For the last four years analysis has been carried out to
identify substantial shortcomings and deficiencies in nuclear
power safety activities that became apparent during the
Chernobyl accident. Due to rather justified concerns related to
the sufficiency of measures to ensure safety of nuclear power its
development rate has been substantially slowing lately.
Particular anxiety is connected with a feasible severe
consequences of a beyond design basis accident Ce.g. core
melting, containment failure and radioactive release to the
environment and so onD.

Under the present circumstances creation of very safe,
ecologically clean and highly competitive Nuclear Pover Plant
CNPP) is a precondition for further nuclear power development.
Particular attention should be paid to new inherently safe NPP
designs based on physical laws and approaches that would be
practically exclude a possibility of severe accidents. Otherwise
new NPP designs should be based on the "defence-in-depth"
approach using effective and economically acceptable systems to
contain and mitigate the consequences of severe accidents taking
into account their extremely low probability.

REGULATORY CRI TERI A AND REQUI REMENTS.
The stable development of nuclear power requires working out

and implementing radical measures to increase the safety of
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operating NPPs and of those being designed.
These measures can be grouped as follows:

- determination of the purposes and the appropriate safety
criteria or norms;
- working out of technical safety systems ensuring the
accomplishment of the accepted safety criteria;
- working out of a wide range of administrative and
organizational requirements and measures to ensure the
accomplishment of accepted safety crieria and the functioning of
the technical safety systems.

Current safety requirements for nuclear power plants are
formulated on the basis of risk assessments. including the
probability of severe accident analisis . The main part of such
analysis is to study physical, chemical and thermohydraulic
processes occuring in NPPs during a core melt accident. Recently
in the USSR a considerable volume of the research has been
carried out in relation to these processes as applied to NPPs
with VVER-1000 type reactors. A large number of severe accident
scenarios have been analyzed and their consequencies evaluated.

These analyses showed that public health and environment risk
arises mainly from core meltdown accidents with concurrent
containment failure due to excess pressure.

These risks can be avoided if the containment is vented to
the atmosphere before containment failure pressure is reached. It
is well known that the containment venting will have a minimum
effect on the environment if the containmuct is connected to the
atmosphere through a filtered vented containment system CFVCS),
which releases only noncondensable gases. An analyses have shown
that when only noble gases are released to the atmosphere
following a degraded-core VVER accident, the early fatalities are
reduced to essentially zero, the latent Ccancer) fatalities are
reduced substantially, and the long-term ground contamination is
reduced to zero.

There are a number of important challenges to containment and
failure modes arising from severe accident conditions, that can
cause the containment to lose it's activity localisation function
and to cause a considerable radioactive releases into the
environment.

In 1987 Soviet Regulatory Authorities affirmed the
requirements that the level of release of radioactive products
into the environment during a beyonnd-design accidents with
reactor core meltdown not exceed 30,000 Curies iodine-131 and
3,000 Curies cesium-137.

MAIN SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.
Clearly, to provide the required level of NPP safety in the

hypothetical event of a beyond-design accident, the primary task
is to preserve the integrity of the containment shell of the
plant throughout the emergency process, beginning from the moment
of its arisal and ending at the moment the fuel meltdown is
located and cooled. For this it is essential to have the
opportunity, first of all, to reduse or to maintain pressure in
the plant containment shell below the crytical level capable of
fracture causing. For this purpose a filtered vented containment
system CFVCS) can be used, which performs two main functions:
- to prevent or delay containment failure by overpressurization
for more severe accidents than those for which the containment
was designed;
- to filter out or retain a large fraction of any radioactivity.
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In each case one can determine containment challenges and
failure modes arising from severe accident sequencies.

Overpressur-i.ation.
Pressure rise can be slow or-rapid.
Causes of slow pressure rise.late overpressurization:

- large.'small loss of coolant accident CLOCA) in connection with
total loss of the low pressure residual heat removal system Cas
the consequence, core melting and transition to beyond design
basis accident);
- generation noncondensable gases by corium concrete interaction
after core meltdown;
- burningcombustion of hydrogen or other substance.

Causes of rapid pressure riserearly overpressurization:
- detonation of combustible gases/,hydrogen;
- steam explosion due to core meltdown into wet trap or to
flooded cavity floor;
- pressurized rapid discharge of the molten core debris into the
cavity.

Overtemperature failure.
causes:

- containment melt-through;
- radiation heat transfer to structures from debris or gas;
- direct containment heating by core debris dispersed from
reactor cavity.

Containment isolation failure or bypass:
- containment bypass Cincluding failure to isolate containment of
demand, supression pool bypass, and interfacing system LOCAs); .
- rapid steam pressure spikes and missiles;
- core debris attack on the steel containment shell.

Considering the filtered vented system in conformity with
containment failure functional tree one can conclude that the
system performs two main function in principle.

The first function is preventing of containment
overpressurization failure. On the prevent containment failure
functional tree this function is accomplished conformably to
accident scenario with the slow pressure rise in the containment.
Properly on these cases the requirements of the Soviet filtered
vented system are formulated. Initiation of the system either can
be automatic, at a present containment pressure, or can be
accomplished manually. The design can be passive in nature,
requiring no electrical power since it may utilize the pressure
difference between the containment and the atmosphere as the
driving forse for value operation. Parameters of system Cscopuc of
relief flow rate, filter efficiency for the radioactive
substances, opening pressure, dust capacity etc.) has been
determined by concidering some typical sequences of beyond design
basis accidents. For the NPP with VVER-1000 the issue of choise
and optimisation of the parameters has been studied sufficiently.
There are an available computer codes for evaluating of required
filtration parameters.

Containment venting has been assumed in various countries as
a means for mitigating overpressure challenges to the containment
integrity during core melting accidents, and for reducing and
controlling the environmental contamination by fission products
during accident to the admissable value. The developments include
both those in Europe, where several designs have been developed
and installed, as well as in the U.S., where significant research
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as well as implementation efforts have also occured. At present,
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission does not require FVCS on
commercial plants which it licences. However, some U.S.
Department of Energy reactor facilities are equipped with FVCSs
and several U.S. utilities have been proposed the installation of
FVCSs for boiling water reactors. Main system characteristics are
shown on Table 1.

Table I.Main system characteristics.

Germany France Sweden

Opening pressureMPa 0,6 - 0,7 05 0,5 - 0,7

System initiation manually manually passive
Cfrom control ClocalD

room)
Initiation time 3,5 days > 24 hrn 5 - 6 hrs
after accident CPWRs) CPWRs)

Max. relief flow rate 4 - 5 CPWRs) 3,5 13
CKG,'sec)

Filter type stainless sand gravel
stell or

wire mesh water
Filter efficiencyC%0
- aerosol 99,9 90 99,8
- iodine 90 - 98,8

Although recent PRA based cost/benefit analises do not
support the FVCSs installations , various European regulatory
authorities believe that all reasonable measures must be applied
to reduce the residual risk of severe accidents. They have been
proceeded with the FVCSs installation to avoid potential ground
contamination, to limit the planned evacuation radius, and to
provide an additional option for severe accident management. Many
filters and scrubbers are suitable to be used as FVCS. In each
country, different FVCSs have been chosen for installation.
mostly based on research done in that country's national
laboratory, on commercially available technology, on cost and on
expected behavior of specific reactors and containment systems to
postulated severe core melt accidents. So far, the Swedish system
is the only FVCS designed for entirely passive operation. It is
also the most expensive system that installed. All the other
systems appear to require both varying degrees of operator
attettion, and electrical power and water sources to function
effectively over the course of the accident.

After a core melt. accident, all of the present FVCSs are
designed to release some noncondensable gases Cnoble gases and
organic iodides) to the atmosphere.

At present, the research and designed works towards
development of FVCSs for the beyond design basis accidents have
been implemented in the USSR . The feasibility and potential
benefits of such system have been studied for improved safety NPP
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with VVER, but in evaluating the requred efficiency of FVCS,
Soviet specialists proceeds from criteria which are different
from those used by specialists from France, Sweden, or Germany,
for example. At the basis of foreign designs is the requrement
that the filtered system provides decontamination primarily from
aerosol particles. Moreover, on the basis of the TMI accident
data from, they proved from the assumption that the primary form
of iodine species is CsI, and the presence of iodine in gaseous,
molecular and organic forms is almost not taken into account Cthe
French sand filter, the filter based on stainless steel wire from
Germany, etc.)

As even now much remains uncertain in our understanding of
the processes of formation and behavior of various forms of
fission products Cespecially, iodine forms), in the opinion of
Soviet specialists, the filtered system should consist of two
stages. The first CFig.1) is the stage at which the steam-gas
medium is cleaned from aerosol particles, and the second CFig.2)
is for its final decontamination from molecular and organic forms
of iodine compounds.

The first stage of filtered system consists of a
construction, in which the means of aerosol decontamination is
based on the use of the fluid ejection. The second stage of the
filtered system is activated following the first, and consists of
a device based on high-temperature sorbents for fine cleaning of
molecular and organic forms of compounds of radioactive products
from the steam-gas flow.

The containment shell of nuclear power plant units based on
VVER-1000 type reactor are executed of prestressed reinforced
concrete faced on the inside with carbon steel. The shell is
executed in the form of a cylinder 53.3 m in height, 45 m in
diameter, covered with a dome in the form of a flattened sphere.
The air volume of the shell is approximately 60,000 m

Shell maximum load is:

- internal pressure 8 atm CO.8 MPa);

- temperature 2000 C;

- perfomance - 36 hours;

- design leakage rate Cpressure 5 atm CO.5 MPa),

temperature i5O CD, not over 0.3% of volume per 24 hr.

The following accident sequence is used as the beyond design
accident for the system of depressurization and accidental
release decontamination: rupture of the Du-850 primary
circulation pipeline accompanyed by prolonged Cup to 24 hours)
total energy loss at the nuclear power plant. The anticipated
time to reach the beginning of depressurization is accepted to be
2.5 hr. It must be emphasized that the calculated time of system
activation time may be delayed considerably by using existing
accident management procedures as well as by using more realistic
assumptions.

Installation of an autonomous depressurization system in each
unit of the power plant is assumed. The basic design parameters
of the filtered vented containment system are given in Table 2.
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Table 2.
Design parameters of filtered vented containment system

No Parameter Quantity Note

I1 2 3 4

I

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Operation pressure,MPa

Operating regime - one time,
once per 30 years

Composition of medium
entering for
decontamination, :
steam
air
carbon dioxide
carbon monoxide
hydrogen

Aerosol concentration, GIm3

Average particle size, MKm

Standard deviation

Activity of fission products
Curie:

iodine 91 in aerosol form

iodine 1 3 in volatile form
Cmolecular or organic)

cesium 1 9 7 in aerosol form

Aerosol mass capacity, kg

Output of discharged and
decontaminated medium given
pressure in shell 0.6-0.8MPa

Decontamination factor
for aerosol particles and
molecular forms of iodine
for organic forms of iodine

0.6 - 0.8

72 - 78
10 - 18
under 10
under 3
4.5 - 5.5

under 50

0.4 - 0.6

1.5

5 106

4 -10 C

5 105

350 - 500

under 20
kgosec

10 - 104
over 10

Given lognormal
distribution

In mode of
reduction of
pressure beneath
shell discharge
determined by
system hydraulic
characteristics

The depressurization and filtration system includes filters
and binding, special reinforcement for its connection and
disconnection, and auxiliary maintenance systems. The system is
executed for seismic stability. It must provide for operation
without replacement of filter material, maintenance and external
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supply of any form of power of process media for 2 - 3 days at a
minimum from the time of its activation in both continuous and
periodic operating modes. The system as a whole must provide
safety from explosions and fire in the operation processes, and
specifically exclude the possibility of a hydrogen explosion. It
must include means of radiation monitoring that record the amount
of radiation discharged into the environment. Inspection of the
system and its preventive maintenance must be required not more
than once per year.

As the filter layer of the second stage of the system, a
sorbent based on titanium oxides, called thermoxide, is used.
This sorbent consists of spherical granules with a high degree of
porosity and adsorption capacity enough for methil iodine.

The decontamination factors of the thermoxide filter is in

the range of 103- 105 Lor aerosoles, and about 103 for the
molecular and organic forms of iodine. The thermoxide has high
level of hydro-thermal stability, mechanical strength and
radiation stableness.

DESIGN SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS.
Now the models of two-stage filtered system have been

designed, developed and partially tested according to parameters
given.

The first stage of filtered system is a stream filter based
on the fluid ejection. It is a vertical welded steel vessel,
which is supplied with droplet capture in the upper part of it.
The capture consists of crimped netting packages. Then steam-gas
mixture enters ejection nozzles going through annular collector.
The capture of the molecular iodine and the main mass of the
aerosol particles is the result of interaction of high speed
steam-gas mixture with sodium thiosulfate solution CpH=10)
entering confusion chamber by suction pipe. Owing to the rotation
of the stream inside pipe a phase separation is going on more
effective than by bubbling.

The second stage of the system is a dry filter. Filtered
elements Ccartridges) are fixed on the grating inside filter box.
The cartridges are filled up with sorbent filtered material -
thermoxide. The thermo-physical properties of the thermoxide
sorbent are:

- size of granule 0.1 - 2.0 mm;

- specific volume 0.75 - 0.95 dma/kG;

- mechanical strength under 400 kG'cm3 ;

- specific surface under 130 m aG;

- adsorption capacity 15 mG'G

C1500C temperature,

80% moistureD;

- max. operation temperature, 6000C;

- radiation stableness over 100 MGr.

The filtered vented containment system can be designed to
melt a wide range of beyond design basis events for NPPs with
VVER type reactor. The system can be optimized with respect to
its size depending on various pressure requirements and it can be
optimized for specified decontamination factors.
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SYSTEM VERIFICATION PROGRAM.
To test the required efficiency of the filtered vented

containment system a special program of experimental analyses is
called for, some of which have now been completed, and some of
which are in the completion stage.

For example, the following laboratory investigations are
being conducted within this program:

- hydrodynamic characteristics of thermoxide layer,
determination of resistance dependence on filtration rate and
thickness of the layer;

- value of the true surface of sorbent particles by measuring
the flow resistance in the slipping medium regime;

- efficiency of various aerosol particle capture under various
filtration conditions;

- efficiency of molecular and organic iodine adsorption
The aerosol removal efficiency tests were carried out under

laboratory conditions and on a full-scale mockup of containment
venting system. Appropriate spectrum of various aerosols was used
for these investigations. According to the data from laboratory
investigations, the value of the decontamination factors are
quantities not below the minimal values given in Table 2.

More attention was paid to the question of the iodine removal
efficiency. Some idea of the experimental conditions and test
results are given by the data presented in Table 3.

Table 3.

Molecular and organic iodine removal efficiency of thermoxide.

Iodine Removal
Steam-gas mixture, Temperature Velosity concentr. efficiency

vol,Y 0 C mns mG/mr3 a

2

23 77 150 0.21 80 99.998
50 50 110 0.25 38 99.9
50 50 150 0.29 40 99.9
75 25 150 0.29 20 99.9
50 50 130 0.50 38 99.Q
50 50 130 0.75 21 99.8

CH Ja

- 100 100 0.10 160 99.9

25 75 110 0.18 320 99.9
50 50 110 0.26 210 99.9
50 50 110 0.26 80 99.9
75 25 150 0.29 30 99.9
50 50 130 0.50 38 99.9
50 50 1.30 0.75 21 99.8
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As a result of the consideration of the total iodine removal
efficiency some sorbent filter parameters have been defined more
exactly. So, for example, the height of the sorbent layer and the
filtration velocity have been determined C0.8 m and 0.5 m,/s
accordingly). The filling layer with granule size from 0.4 to 1.5
mm ensures required aerosol removal efficiency for aerosol
fractions over 0.3 mm. For the aerosol capture with the size
under 0.3 mm it is necessary to use sorbent powder with granule
size from 0.05 to 0.2 mm. This layer is realized in the form of
separate cartrige having 0.2 m height. Thus developing design of
combined packed filter is connected with the wortex filter.

In addition to laboratory investigations, the program calls
for full scale tests. These tests covered aerosol removal
efficiency tests as well as the iodine retention on a full scale
test facility. In paricular, a large scale mockup of the filtered
vented containment system was tested at the Hanford test facility
in USA within the international ACE program.

Preliminary results of the vortex filter model testing and
packed thermoxide filter model have given the following values of
decontamination factor Cremoval efficiency):

- for the vortex filter - 29.4 C96.6OD;

- for combined filter system - over 2000 C99.9520 Ctwo models).

The packed sorbent filter was verified in laboratory tests
with respect to its disciminating I ZCH 3I removal efficiency

under the relevant operating parameters. The decontamination
factor of termoxide filter is over 1000 for volatile iodine
forms.

In the near future a full scale mockup of the Soviet filtered
system will be tested on Tayphoon facility at Karlsruhe in
Germany.

CONCLUSIONS.
Considering above filtered vented containment system meets

the requirements completely only for those sequences where
containment failure is predicted to occur relatively slowly
Cafter a period of hours), primarily as a result of
overtemperature, overpressure or basemat penetration. Filtered
system is not regarded as effective against sequences leading to
containment bypass or core debris attack and is not well suited
for conditions of rapid pressurization or overtemperature. The
feasibility of filtered containment venting for these failure
modes have not been studied.

The further analysis of the feasibility to reduce the
potential risk of severe radiation consequencies by use of
filtered vented containment systems deals with the detailed study
and evaluation of quantitive and probabilistic perfomances of
*various beyond design basis accident scenarious as well as with
accident management procedures, which are the goals of our
activities.
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THE DEBRIS MODULE: AN EFFECTIVE TOOL for the ANALYSIS
of MELT PROGRESSION IN LWRs

R.D. Gasser, S.S. Dosanjh, R.O. Gauntt
(SNL,USA)

ABSTRACT

The DEBRIS module was developed to deal with the analysis of core melt processes in Light Water Reactors
(LWR's). It was designed to address the important processes associated with the "late phase" of a core meltdown.
This phase encompasses the period following the loss of intact rod geometry and ending with vessel head failure.
It is characterized by the melting and relocation of ceramic rich materials through a rubblized medium composed
primarily of fuel pellet and caKidized cladding fragments. Of particular interest are the dynamics of the melting
process, the relocation of the components, the formation of crusts, retention of molten materials by the crust, and
remelting of crusts. The DEBRIS module treats these processes in a two-dimensional (rz) geometry solving the
continuity, momentum, and energy equations to describe the dynamics of meltdown. The DEBRIS models are
described together with some of the analyses to which the module has been applied. In particular, a description is
given of the DEBRIS module analysis of the MP-1 experiment. The DEBRIS module appears to have significant
potential for the analysis of "late phase" meltdown processes and can be effectively used both in a stand-alone mode
or in conjunction with the severe accident analysis codes (MELCORSCDAP). In addition, the module may prove
effective for treatment of the early phase processes as welL

INTRODUCTION

Much consideration has been given to the early phase of a severe accident in Light water Reactors (LWR's)
and the associated processes have been well modeled in the severe accident analysis codes
(MELCOR,SCDAP,MELPROG). However, an integrated model for "late phase" phenomena has been
lacking. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has indicated concern regarding this situation in its
Revised Severe Accident Research Program Plan [1]. The DEBRIS module was developed in response to
the need for an effective tool to facilitate the analysis of the core meltdown processes associated specifically
with the late phase. The late phase of a postulated core melt accident corresponds roughly to the period
beginning with the loss of intact rod geometry and ending with vessel head failure. This period is
characterized by the transition to a rubblized debris bed, melting and relocation of materials through the
debris medium, formation of crusts as molten materials refreeze in cooler regions, and remelting of these
crust formations. Of particular interest are the dynamics of the melting process in this multi-component
system, the relocation of the various component species, the formation of crusts due to the refreezing of
relocated materials, the retention of molten materials by the crust blockages, the remelting and reforming
of these crusts as the melt front moves axially and radially through the debris bed, and finally the
interaction of the ceramic crust and/or molten pool with the metallic crusts formed in the early phase.

The physical characteristics of the debris bed depend largely on the accident progression. For example,
reintroduction of water into the core late in the accident may shatter the rod pellets and result in a reduced
particle size distribution such as that observed in the case of Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) [2].
Ultimately the debris will be transformed to a particle bed configuration even without the introduction of
water, but in this case the particle size distribution is expected to be larger (on the order of fuel pellet
dimensions). Postaccident analysis of the TMI-2 reactor revealed that the severely damaged core was
primarily composed of U0 2 and ZrO2 particulate [24]. By the time transition has been made to the late
phase debris bed configuration the unoxidized cladding and low melting point metallic constituents will
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largely have melted and relocated to the bottom of the core region. These materials will have refrozen to
form blockages at that location. Thus the late phase core configuration is expected to consist of a mostly
ceramic/oxidic debris bed situated on top of a metallic blockage with perhaps a region of intact fuel rod
stubs below the blockage and at the radial margins of the core. This is the physical configuration that the
DEBRIS module is designed to address, namely a dry debris bed which will continue to heat up under the
influence of internal heat generation due to fission product decay. Because the bed is primarily composed
of low thermal conductivity ceramic materials, heat losses through the boundaries are not sufficient to
prevent melting which will begin near the center of the debris bed and progress toward the margins of the
bed, ultimately attacking and remelting the previously formed metallic blockages or core support structures
and relocating molten debris to the lower vessel plenum.

In the present paper the DEBRIS module will be described in moderate detail. More complete descriptions
are given in References [54]. These references also give details of earlier DEBRIS calculations that will be
only briefly touched upon here. The emphasis has been placed on the capabilities of the module with
regard to severe accident applications and upon its specific application to the Melt Progression experiments.
The latter is particularly important for two reasons. First the module has demonstrated its utility in the MP-
I analysis, and secondly, a reciprocal relationship holds with regard to the opportunity for DEBRIS model
verification afforded by the comparison of DEBRIS module predictions with measured experimental data.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The following assumptions are employed in the DEBRIS modeling:

(1) The average particle diameter, d. is taken to be much smaller than
the distance characteristic of macroscopic changes in temperature and
species concentration, xc. Therefore, the microscopic governing
equations can be volume averaged to yield macroscopic porous
medium equations.

(2) A linear version of Darcy's law can be used for the liquid momentum
equation. Inertial terms are neglected, and it is assumed that the
Reynolds number Rep based on particle diameter is small.

(3) Movement of the gas has a negligible effect on the motion of the liquid
or on heat transfer. This is a reasonable assumption in the
application of interest because typical gas velocities are low. Energy
stored in the gas phase is also neglected in terms of convective heat
transfer, but is retained in the diffusion heat transfer calculation to
assure non-zero control volume mass in the event of complete voiding.

(4) The solid moves in the z direction only and, in particle bed
geometries, starts collapsing downward when the solid volume
fraction, a,, falls below a critical value, amj..

(5) The melt is incompressible.

(6) It is assumed that species diffusion in the melt can be neglected over
length scales comparable to the characteristic distance xc - that is,
diffusivities in the melt phase are much smaller than xc2/tc, where t, is the
characteristic time of interest (e.g., the time scale associated with the
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heatup of the bed).

(7) Radiation heat transfer through the bed can be modeled using a
temperature dependent thermal conductivity.

(8) The solid, liquid, and vapor are in local thermal equilibrium and,
consequently, only one energy equation must be solved. (This is a
reasonable approximation because velocities in debris beds are
normally small.)

(9) The vapor pressures of the materials of interest are sufficiently low
that evaporation and condensation can be neglected.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Conservation of Mass Balancing the mass stored in a control volume and convection by the liquid and the
solid (as it collapses) gives

a aesat(eSYipij) + VI (Y1 jpJu) + -a [(1 - e)Y'psju (1)

= -a R[( - e) 'P

for each species j:j=1,2,3, and 4 corresponding to U0 2, ZrO2, Zr, and Fe, respectively. The porosity e is the
nonsolid (liquid and gas) volume fraction: the saturation S is the fraction of the porosity that is occupied
by liquid; u is the liquid superficial velocity: U is the velocity at which the solid collapses: and Yq is the
volume fraction of phase i that is occupied by species j.

Liquid Motion Balancing viscous drag forces, gravity, and pressure gradient gives

u= -VP 1 - gp9P (2)
Ki

where

IL = dynamic viscosity of the liquid

g = gravitational acceleration

X= relative permeability.

Equation (2) is similar to the traditional form of Darcy's law: The only difference is that the permeability
K is replaced by a relative permeability Kq to account for the presence of three phases (solid, liquid and gas).
Typically, K, depends on the particle diameter dp, the porosity e, the saturation S, and a critical value of the
saturation S., which is often referred to as the residual saturation. The quantity Sr is defined as the
threshold value of saturation below which bulk liquid motion ceases. For S s S., KI = 0 and Eq. (2) requires
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that u = 0. When the saturation is less than the critical value, the liquid is trapped between the particles
by surface tension effects. Liquid starts to flow when saturation is increased to the point that these pockets
of trapped liquid touch and coalesce. At the other extreme, as the saturation approaches 1, Kl approaches
K. That is, when S = 1, only two phases are present (solid and liquid) and the relative permeability must
equal the permeability given by the Darcy law for the flow of a single fluid through a porous matrix.

Capillary forces enter Eq. (2) through the term involving the liquid pressure, P1. The capillary pressure is
defined as the difference between P1 and the gas pressure P. (that is, Pc = Pg - PI). This difference arises
because of surface tension effects: that is, the capillary pressure is zero in systems of zero surface tension.
In the applications of interest, gas velocities are low, the gas pressure changes by a small amount, and the
pressure gradient term in Eq.(2) can be replaced using vP1 = -vPc. From Eq. (2) it is therefore evident that
capillary forces move liquid into regions of high P,. Using dimensional analysis Leverett, [9] concluded that
the capillary pressure is given by:

PC= JTcos . (3)

where

y = surface tension

6 = liquid/solid contact angle

J = empirically determined function of the effective saturation,
Se = (S - SrY(1 - Sr).

As the particle diameter increases, K increases and P, decreases; consequently, capillary forces are small in
beds with large particles.

Leverett [9] noted that function J in Eq. (3) increases with saturation Se. When the liquid wets the solid,
the contact angle is between 0 and 90 deg, so that either decreasing the porosity (which increases eII) or
lowering the effective saturation Se increases P, Capillary forces therefore move liquid into regions of low
porosity and low saturation when 0 deg<6<90 deg. When the liquid does not wet the solid, the contact
angle is between 90 and 180 deg& and decreasing either e or Se reduces P,. The result is that capillary forces
moveliquidintoregionsofhigh porosityandhigh saturation when 90 deg<0<180 deg. Thatismelttends
to agglomerate in a non-wetting system. This effect has been observed in stainless steel-UO2 beds in both
the molten pool and dry capsule experiments [10,11].

Empirically determined coefficients for ,, ic, S, and J are given below. It is worth noting that Sr varies with
the ratio of surface tension forces and gravity and that increasing the particle diameter or the porosity raises
S. Therefore the saturation must be increased to a high value before macroscopic liquid motion is observed
in packed beds consisting of small, tightly packed particles.

Solid Motion To determine the solid velocity U, the manner in which a high porosity bed collapses must
be specified. It is assumed here that the solid begins collapsing downward when the solid fraction falls
below a critical value a,,, and that a. = a,,t in regions into which solid is collapsing. That is, U is
determined by requiring enough solid to fall to keep the solid volume fraction above the minimum value.

The particle density is determined from
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an + a nu=r,
at az

(4)

where r is the rate of destruction by phase changes. If the solid volume fraction goes to zero in a given
region at time t' , then r = -n(t)6(t-t'), where 6 is the standard delta function; otherwise, r = 0. After
solving Eq. (4) for n, the particle diameter is determined from dp = (6a1,/nnr)"O.

Conservation of Energy Balancing the energy stored in the solid and the liquid, convection by the liquid
and the solid (as it collapses), thermal diffusion, and internal heat generation gives

an[O. - e)yspsh8 ~j+esy1ip1jA1)l + v |u YzjPijhiz
(5)

*- ~ 4

- e ) UE S-,P Yspj= v~k.ffVT +[(1 - e) p.,Y,,. + eSpjjYjj]Q
j-1

where

hi = enthalpy of species j in phase i

Q = decay heat expressed as energy release per mass of U0 2

k,,,= effective thermal conductivity, which accounts for both conduction and radiative heat
transfer in the porous medium.

A correlation for kff is given below.

Phase Diagrams At the present time, reaction rate
information is not available in the literature for the
materials and temperatures of interest Consequently,
quasi-equilibrium treatments based on relevant phase
diagrams are used in the DEBRIS module to model Fe-
Zr and U-Zr-O interactions. Shown in Fig. 1 is the Zr-
Fe phase diagram based on data given by Hansen [12].
Note that solid melts at a very low temperature for

zirconium atomic fractions >0.33; when the
temperature reaches 1200K. a eutectic reaction occurs,
forming a Zr-Fe liquid solution having a zirconium
fraction of 0.76. For zirconium atomic fractions
between 0.33 and 0.76, this eutectic reaction decreases
the zirconium atomic fraction in the solid phase to 0.33.
That is, a solid ZrFe2 compound is created. For
zirconium fractions between 0.76 and 1.0, the reaction
increases the zirconium fraction in the solid to 1.0 (all
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Figure 1 Zr-Fe Phase Diagram
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the Fe liquifies). Because of the low solidification temperature (1200 K) of the Zr-Fe solution, only a small
fraction will freeze near the bottom of the bed; most of the melt will flow out of the bed very early in the
meltdown sequence unless an impermeable structure exists at the bed lower boundary.

When the temperature surpasses 2100 K, molten
zirconium dissolves both U0 2 and ZrO2 [131. In Zr
this version of the DEBRIS module, these
dissolution processes are taken to be symmetric
with respect to U0 2 and ZrO2 compositions. For a / ¢

given local solid and liquid composition, it is ' O
assumed that the melt composition falls along the /
line shown in Fig. 2. The solubilities of U0 2 and
ZrO2 in molten zirconium are computed from the
U-Zr-O liquidus temperature TL. Although Zr- CURRENT MELT

U0 2, Zr-ZrOQ, and ZrO2-UO2 pseudo-binary phase ,OM/ O
diagrams are available in the literature [131, a
ternary U-Zr-O phase diagram is not available. TOTALCOMPOSMTION

Ternary liquidus temperatures are determined
using the interpolation method suggested in [14]:

N to 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0

£ .0 T j MOLECULAR FRACTION U02  02

TL = Ii* j (6) Figure 2 Model for Zr dissolution of U-ZrO2

where

f = atomic fraction

TLq = liquidus temperature of the i-j binary phase diagram

N = total number of components.

Equation 6 correctly reduces to TL = TL4 when only two components are present Currently, liquidus
temperatures given by Hagrman et al. [13] are used.

If all of the Zr has oxidized and/or flowed out of a given control volume or (as in the application to the
MP-1 experiments) there was no Zr in the bed initially, the U02-ZrO2 phase diagram shown in Fig. (3) is
used. Note that solid starts melting at 2800 K over a wide range of compositions. Melting is completed
when the temperature reached the liquidus line, which can be as much as 200 K higher than the solidus
line.

Closure To complete the preceding set of equations, the decay heat 02 properties, initial conditions, and
boundary conditions must be specified and correlations are needed for kef, K, t, I, and S, One hour after
reactor shutdown, the power generation falls to -1% of peak power. A TMI-2 type plant with an operating
power of 2.8x103 MW and 93,000 kg of U0 2 in the core [3] has a decay heat Q on the order of 300 W/kg
of U0 2. Because it takes several days for the decay heat to decrease significantly below the 1-h value, it
is assumed that for reactor applications Q is a constant For application to experiments Q is both spatially
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and temporally dependent An example of this will be
given below with the discussion of the MP-1 3M

experiment analysis.

Typical values of densities p4, specific heats cpq, thermal i
conductivities kj, viscosities pj, and surface tensions yj L
for U0 2, ZrO2, zirconium, stainless steel, and iron are X0\

used. The viscosity of the melt is calculated by volume i l CLcj

averaging. It has been noted that the dissolution of
U0 2 by molten zirconium is a weakly exothermic *
process; this heat of reaction is set to zero in the C tirW2

present version of DEBRIS. The effective thermal
conductivity kff in the debris bed is calculated using 20

the method suggested by Kelly et al. [15], who 0 0.5
measured kff in U0 2 particle beds at high zro2 moe tracton
temperatures. Radiation heat transfer in the bed is Figure 3 Phase diagram for U02ZrO.
incorporated using a modified gas conductivity

kg g+kjtad (7)

where
kind = 4eoPdjp

er = emissivity of the solid

a Stefan-Boltzmann constant

The solid and the liquid are treated as a single component with a volume-averaged thermal conductivity
ka, and kff is given by [15]

kef f T * + k v kk- (8)
kOW +k* C - co)

where

1.6A -0.044

X 3 = 0.3 (9)

ag - ( (10)

1 -(i)

Here a. = E(l - S) which is the volume fraction occupied by the gas.

In the limit of a gas volume fraction of zero, both c and ip approach zero, and consequently, kff = k On
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the other hand, in the limit of a gas volume fraction of 1, ip approaches 1 and kff = k .

Bird et al. [16] give for the permeability K

xc= de (11)
150(1 - e)2

The dependence of K on dp and e in Eq. (11) is determined using a simple theoretical model and the factor
of 150 is found by matching the correlation to a wide range of experimental data. Based on a series of
experiments, Reed et al. [17] give for the relative permeability ic,

K,. = KISt for S>S1  (12)

1 = 0O for S-S<

Note that the above correlation matches the limits discussed above under Liquid motion.

Hofmann and Barleon [18] give the following relation for the Leverett function J:

Lt= a (9S + b)-C (13)

where

a = 0.38

b = 0.014

c = 0.27.

This result is in close agreement with the experimental findings of Reed et al. [17].

Brown et al. [19] found that the following correlation for S, agreed with measurements over a wide range
of particle diameters:

.0O.263

SI= [ (14)

Thus, S, varies with the ratio of surface tension y to gravity. The dependence of S, on the porous matrix
is contained in the permeability K.

In addition to the solid and liquid phases of the four species tracked by Eqn. (1), DEBRIS includes options
for solving the conservation equations for the gas phase species H20(v) and H2. A momentum equation
for these gas phase species is also required to calculate the gas velocities in the bed. The conservation
equations for all three phases include reaction rate terms that account for the reaction of steam with
zirconium and iron and the production of hydrogen.

Solution Algorithm Equations (1) and (3) are solved in DEBRIS by using a time explicit finite difference
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scheme in conjunction with a staggered grid method in which temperatures and species volume fractions
are determined at the primary grid points and the velocities are calculated at locations between these points
(this is equivalent to using computational cells and evaluating the velocities at cell boundaries). The time
step is controlled in accordance with an approximate stability criterion and because liquid velocities are low,
the convective terms in Eqs. (1) and (4) are calculated using central differencing.

Solution of Eqs. (1) and (4) is somewhat complicated by the fact that derivatives appearing in these
equations involve products of primary variables, T, e, Yq,, Y4. Given the values of all variables at a time
step n, the solution algorithm is as follows. The velocity field is calculated at cell boundaries utilizing Eqn.
(2) and information at step n. Next, the bulk densities (which are based on total volume) and enthalpy
function,

pj= C _ e)Y,,p,,+ eSYijpp>, (15)

H = [(I - e)Y fP8 jh8 j+ eSY1 jp1 ~h1 J] , (16)

are calculated at time step n+1 at the center of each calculation cell from Eqns. (1) and (4). The convective
terms in these equations are evaluated explicitly using information at step n. The thermal diffusion terms
are evaluated in the DEBRIS module by utilizing an implicit alternating direction two-dimensional finite
difference numerical method employing information from step n. When only one phase is present, solution
of Eqs. (15) and (16) is straightforward. In two-phase regions, phase diagrams provide the additional
constraints.

APPLICATIONS TO REACTOR ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The DEBRIS module has been used to study a number of reactor accident configurations. These include
the propagation of meltdown in dry debris beds [5,8], oxidation of metallic species with gas phase natural
convection [7], and the relocation of metallic constituents in debris beds [6]. Some of the analyses for
various debris bed calculations and their results will be discussed briefly in this section in order to give a
flavor for the general capabilities of the module.

Melt Propagation in a Dry Debris Beds that include Metallic constituents Calculations were performed for
a 1.0-m high by 1.0-m diameter dry debris bed composed of 5 mm UO2-ZrO2 particles with a uniform
porosity of 0.4 and ZrO2-Uo2-Zr mass fractions of 0.33, 0.07, 0.20 respectively. The bed was assumed to be
at an initial temperature of 600 K and continued to transfer heat to a 600 K constant sink temperature. The
critical porosity for incipient collapse of solid was taken as a,,,,=0.4, and the liquid-to-solid contact angle
was taken as 0 deg. The decay heat source strength was taken as that determined by the standard decay
heat curve 1 hour after shutdown. From this base case configuration, sensitivity studies were performed
in which the effects of altering the bed collapse parameter ai,, adding iron to the bed constituents,
varying the liquid/solid contact angle 9, varying the particle diameter dp, and finally, changing the initial
bed height were studied

Some of the results of the base case are shown in Figures 4 through 8 at 6000 s into the calculation. At
about 2100 K the zirconium melts and flows mostly downward freezing when it reaches the cooler regions
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of the bed near the bottom. This leaves a region at the center of the bed that has a reduced solid fraction.
Figure 4 shows the temperature profile in the bed at 6000 s. At this time a large portion of the central
region of the bed is well above 2100 K and significant quantities of both U0 2 and ZrO2 have been dissolved
by molten Zr. This metallic/oxidic melt accumulates above the refrozen metallic crust to form a molten
pool. Some of the molten material flows outward under the influence of capillary forces and refreezes near
the radial boundary.
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Figure 4 Temperature Contours at t=6000 s. Figure 5 Gas volume fraction at t=6000 s.

Figure 5 and 6 show the gas and solid volume fractions in the bed and reveal several key features. First,
a zone of somewhat higher density has formed near the boundaries of the bed. This corresponds to the
crust formed from refreezing material. Second, a large region exists in the lower 1/3 of the bed which is
composed of molten material. Third, the motion of the molten material is inhibited by the presence of the
crust. Fourth, a region of reduced density is observed in the central 1/3 of the bed. This zone of reduced
density is the source of the material accumulated in the molten pool. Finally, it is noted that a large radial
zone surrounding the center of the bed has slumped downward. This is due primarily to the melting of
Zr and the dissolution of U0 2 and ZrOz, but this phenomenon is sensitive to the assumed collapse
parameter, asmin.

The species volume fractions for the base case are illustrated in Figure 7. The solid line in this figure
represents the total solid volume fraction. Note that it is constrained to be equal to or greater than 0.4 for
this case. This figure clearly shows the depletion of Zr from the central regions of the bed and the
formation of an extensive molten pool above the zirconium blockage near the bottom. The composition
of the melt as a function of time is shown in Figure 8. Recall that the dissolution of U0 2 and ZrO2 was
assumed to be symmetric so that 82.5% of the oxygen in the melt has come from the dissolution of U0 2,

The first of the sensitivity cases involved adjusting the assumed bed collapse parameter. In this case the
minimum solid fraction in any control volume was decreased to 0.3 while all other parameters were held
the same as in the base case. Thus the motion of solid material was restricted until the solid volume
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fraction was reduced to 0.3. The results showed that
the temperature profiles were identical to the base case
but the configuration of the bed at 6000 s was
considerably altered. Although similar quantities of
material had melted in both cases at this time no
slumping occurred in the latter case. In addition a
somewhat larger fraction of the melt was trapped
above the molten pool (less material in the pool)
because of the greater height of the bed reduced the
saturation in the region above the pool. Recall that
liquid motion ceases if saturation falls below a
minimum residual saturation S, which was the same
for both cases.

.U, . .'. .'.

o .,. < :0.. 0.4.<.0..

0.6

4

The effects of adding iron to the debris bed material
constituents was investigated in the second and third
sensitivity cases. Here the overall volume fractions
(U02, ZrO2, Zr, Fe) were changed to 0.33, 0.05, 0.2, 0.02
for the second case and 0.33, 0.003, 0.2 and 0.067 for the
third case. Thus the second case had a Zr/Fe atom
fraction of 0.82 while for the third case it was 0.65.
Recall from the phase diagram in Figure 1 that for
zirconium atom fraction >0.33 a eutectic forms at 1200
K which for a zirconium fractions >0.76 tends to
increase the solid zirconium mass fraction to 1.0 (i.e.
completely melts the iron), while for zirconium
fractions <0.76 the eutectic tends to reduce the Zr atom
fraction in the solid to 0.33. For these two cases the
collapse parameter was set to 0.3.

For the case with higher Zr fraction the melt
temperature was reached very early (1500 s) and
because of the low melting temperature most of the
melt flowed out of the debris bed. Melting continued
until the iron was completely removed from the bed
and then melting recommenced again when the bed
temperature rose to the Zr melting temperature (2100
K). The remaining scenario progressed similarly to the
UO2-ZrOrZr case.

In the case of a lower initial Zr atom fraction, the flow
of molten FeZr out of the debris bed at the eutectic
composition reduced the Zr fraction to 0.33 leaving
behind a ZrFe 2 compound that melts at 1600 K When
the temperature reached the ZrFe2 melting temperature
(1600 K) this material flowed down and refroze near
the bottom to form a crust
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Figure 6 Solid volume fraction at 6000 s.
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The effects of the wetting of U0 2 by molten stainless steel were studied using two different contact angles
(0=60 and 120 deg.). For these cases the U0 2 and stainless steel volume fraction were taken as 0.4 and 0.2.
Recall that for contact angles <90 deg. the melt wets the solid and for angles >90 the melt does not wet
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the solid. The results for these two cases showed that if steel wets the
UO2, there is significant radial motion of molten steel under the ZCON OXYGEN * UAANIUM

influence of capillary forces. The steel freezes to form a crust near the I
radial boundary. For high contact angle (120 deg.) which is a non-
wetting condition, the debris bed configuration is altered significantly. E

The melt tends to migrate toward the center of the bed. Although the 5

same amount of material melts in both cases, the pool is deeper in the 0.5
latter case and, since there is no outward flow of melt, a crust does not
form in the radial direction.

0
400 500 5400 5W00

Two primary effects were observed when sensitivity studies were made TRAE

for particle size. First, the effect of decreasing the particle size (to 1
mm) increased the size of the melt zone. This is due to the inverse Figure 8 Composition of the
effect of particle size on radiation heat transfer in the bed. A lower melt as a function of time.
effective heat transfer coefficient results in higher bed temperatures and
more extensive melting. The second effect was the timing of initial melt
relocation in the bed. The critical saturation Sr, that governs incipient fluid motion in the bed is a function
of particle size. Lowering the particle size increases St and therefore more liquid must accumulate in a
control volume before it can begin to relocate and the delay from incipient melting to incipient fluid motion
is increased.

The initial height of the bed did not effect the timing of incipient melting and the crusts formed at about
the same position relative to the boundaries of the bed.

Propagation in Debris Beds Without Metallic Constituents Cases were also performed with the DEBRIS
module for configurations in which all of the metallic constituents were assumed to have either been
reacted with oxygen and/or melted and relocated out of the debris prior to formation of the debris bed.
The primary parameter in the calculations was the particle size. The debris bed dimensions were taken as
0.5 m high and 0.5 m in diameter. The ZrO2 to U0 2 mass ratio was set at 0.1, the bed collapse parameter
ar,, 0.3, and the initial temperature at the start of the calculation 1500 K The sink temperature remained
constant at 1500 k.

The overall behavior of the of the oxidic debris bed was similar to that seen in the cases already discussed,
except that the temperature for incipient melting were much higher. The melting temperature for this
composition is about 2830 K and this temperature defined the extent of the melting region. Relocation of
melt began at about 3200 s and occurred both radially and axially, forming crust at the margins of the melt
region. A nearly fully dense crust formed between about 2 and 5 cm above the bottom of the bed and a
molten ceramic pool formed above the blockage by 4200 s. By 4600 s almost 1/3 of the ZrO2 had melted
with perhaps 60% of this being refrozen at the margins. About 12% of the U02 was melted but only 18%
of this was resolidified. The effect of increasing particle size was to increase the effective heat transfer
coefficient (due to enhanced radiation) which delayed the onset of melting. When melting occurred,
relocation was faster and refreezing was more vigorous for the larger particle sizes.

Melt Progression with Oxidation and Natural Convection A third general study was performed for reactor
accident configurations in which metallic components remained in the debris bed and a source of steam
flow into the bed persisted into the late phase. The DEBRIS model used for these calculations accounts for
convection in all three phases. In this study the effects of boundary conditions, oxidation behavior, decay
heat level, pressure, particle size, and bed composition were investigated.

The results of the calculations were similar in most aspects to results obtained previously. For example,
reduction of particle size reduced permeability and significantly lowered gas velocities, while the presence
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of Fe in the bed strongly affects the melt progression behavior due to low temperature Zr-Fe interactions.
In addition, natural convection coupled with oxidation can play a significant role in the melt progression.
Gas velocities, for example, rapidly increase at the onset of oxidation, and decrease again when the bed
becomes steam starved. As expected, natural convection in the bed is sensitive to radial variations in decay
heat. The reactor vessel pressure affects melt progression. A high upper plenum pressure increases the
concentration of available steam for oxidation reactions resulting in higher temperatures and gas velocities.

APPLICATION TO MELT PROGRESSION EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS

The phenomena associated with melt progression
in light water reactors is being investigated
through the Melt Progression (Ml) experiment
program. This program is being conducted in the
Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia
National Laboratories. By neutronically heating a
test package in the ACRR the MP experiments are
yielding information regarding the meltdown of
prototypic multi-component debris configurations
and the interactions leading to failure of
underlying blockages or structures. The MP
experiments are specifically designed to address
the 'late phase" of the melt progression process.
The first of the MP series, MP-1, has been
conducted and the DEBRIS module was used to
analyze this experiment A brief description of the
MP-1 experiment is given here together with some
of the results of the experiment as compared to
DEBRIS model predictions obtained from the
analysis.
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The MP-1 experiment was composed of three
regions which simulated a UO2lZrO2 debris bed
overlying a pre-formed primarily metallic crust and
a free standing intact rod region. Figure 9 shows
a diagram of the MP-1 package. The debris bed
region consisted of a mixture of 93% enriched U0 2

and ZrO2 with a 0.15 ZrO2 mass fraction. The
debris was contained within a cylindrical geometry
16.4 cm high by 8.8 cm in diameter which resulted
in an average porosity of 51%. The U0 2 debris Figure 9 Diagram of the MP-1 experiment
was composed of fired fuel pellet fragments while
the ZrO2 was obtained by crushing preoxidized
fuel rod cladding. The preformed crust was intended to simulate a blockage region which may be formed
when metallic molten materials flow into cooler regions of the core and resolidify around a basically intact
rod structure. The crust used in the MP-1 experiment was composed a mixture of U0 2, ZrO2, and Zr in the
mass ratios of 32%, 18%, and 50% respectively. It was fabricated by heat and pressure treatment using
powder metallurgy techniques to form a high density homogeneous composite solid. The standing rod
region consisted of 32 fuel rod stubs which extended from the steel grid spacer at the bottom to holes
drilled in the preformed crust The crust contained U0 2 enriched to 18%, while the portions of the rods
that extended into the crust were enriched to 10%. The lower standing rod region (the lower half of the
fuel rods) was enriched to 5%.
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The remainder of the package consisted of melt barriers, surrounding layers of insulation, a primary and
secondary containment, a heat removal system, and extensive instrumentation for obtaining key
measurements (primarily temperature data).

The package was inserted into the ACRR and heated neutronically through a series of transient and steady
state increments (see Figure 10) which were designed to take the package up to the debris melting
temperature and then investigate the melting and relocation processes in the debris bed and crust The data
from the experiment consisted primarily of thermocouple measurements made at various locations within
the debris bed, crust, rod region, melt barriers, insulating layers and inlet and outlet of the coolant flow
system (to determine heat rejection loads).

The DEBRIS module was adapted to model the
MP-1 experiment geometry by providing for
multiple regions composed of differing
compositions to account for the 3 separate . _ ;
fueled regions in the experiment as weil as the - . :.:
various other non-fueled regions (melt barriers, ...
insulation etc.) comprising the experiment A
temporally and spatially varying heat source .a

was supplied to simulate the MP-1 power cycle
and the fission heating power and gamma
heating profiles in the various regions. An
implicit alternating direction finite difference . : . . ............ ' .....

technique was used to calculate the entire . .... t
conduction heat transfer grid including the l. .l . . . ....

fueled and non-fueled structures and couple -

these structures to the ultimate heat sink.

The key features of the experiment results °. MO " 4000 4000 *0'0 7 00 000 0 0 - t o p

include the following. Incipient melting nME -c
occurred near the geometric center of the bed
at or near the eutectic temperature for the
mixture. The melt zone extended outward Figure 10 MP-1 ACRR power history
very rapidly due to the flat radial temperature
profile and propagated downward. A molten
pool formed in the lower half of the bed and was inhibited from flowing downward out of the bed by a
ceramic crust that formed at the margins of the pool. The pool moved downward probably in stages by
alternating formation and remelting of the crust at the pool boundary. A completely voided region formed
directly above the molten pool with the porosity decreasing from zero in this region upward to the initial
porosity near the top. The overlying material as well as the material located at the bottom of the bed
appears to have been sintered and mechanically stabilized prior to incipient melting. Thus the overlying
debris did not collapse into the voided region below.

The DEBRIS module analysis of the experiment was able to reproduce essentially all of the key features
observed in the experiment both qualitatively and quantitatively. Figures 11 and 12 show the axial and
radial temperature profiles at 8400 s as compared to measured temperatures at specific locations. The
agreement is very good except in the insulating layers where available space did not allow for optimal
routing of thermocouples. Thermal shunting in these region make processing of the raw thermocouple data
necessary. The measured data shown here is raw data.

The debris bed, crust region and rod region temperatures are in good agreement with measured
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Figure 11 MP-1 axial temperature profile at 8400 s. Figure 12 MP-1 axial temperature profile at 8400 s.

temperatures until after about 8700 seconds when incipient melting occurs in the debris bed. By 9200 s,
Figure 13, the temperatures in the region of the molten pool and in the underlying crust begin to deviate
somewhat from the measured data. This is presumed due to an artifact of the heat source modelling in the
DEBRIS module which retains the same overall ACRR-to-experiment power coupling factor and the same
regional shape factors and calculates the power deposition rates in each control volume on the bases of
these factors together with the quantity of U0 2 in each control volume. This does not account for the
changes in local power deposition rates due to neutronic self-shielding effects that accompany the increase
in U0 2 density in the pool region. The result is that too much energy is deposited in the pool resulting

in somewhat overpredicted temperatures in the pool
and in the primary heat flow path through the crust
region.
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The mapping of the density profile in the debris bed at
various times during the melting phase of the
experiment is shown in Figures 14 and 15. The
progression of melt relocation can be seen clearly in
Figure 14 which shows times from 8720 s which is the
time of incipient melting to 9100 s. The debris collapse
parameter ac,|xs was set to 1.0 for this analysis in view
of the observed mechanical stability of the overlying
debris bed in the post experiment examination. For
this reason the DEBRIS model did not completely void
the region just above the pool but the porosities are so
high in this region that the remaining solid clearly
would collapse into the pool. The current collapse
model, however, moves all the material in all the
control volumes located above the control volume that
meets the collapse criterion. This is clearly not the
behavior observed in the experiment Scale may play
a significant role in the collapse criterion. Due to the
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larger scale and much heavier overburden in a
damaged reactor core the overlying material may not be sufficiently stable to resist the mechanical forces
due to gravity. The model used for the motion of solid material requires some investigation and
improvement

A comparison of the DEBRIS module predictions for the axial density profile to photographs of the post
test cross sections is shown in Figure 16. The DEBRIS model predictions for the voiding in the upper half
of the bed and the formation of a molten pool in the lower half of the bed agree qualitatively with the
observed posttest configuration of the bed. The fully dense zone at top of the bed and the density grading
into the voided region are in essential agreement The position of the pool relative to the preformed crust,
however, is not accurately reproduced in DEBRIS, the model having predicted somewhat more downward
penetration than was observed. This is presumed due to the models overprediction of the energy
deposition rate in the densified regions associated with the pool and surrounding crusts, as discussed above.

Overall the DEBRIS module calculations are in substantial agreement with the measured data obtained from
the MP-1 experiment Where the predictions and measurements diverge, the underlying anomalies are
understood and the DEBRIS models can easily be corrected to account for the observed experimental
artifacts.

CONCLUSIONS

The DEBRIS module has been described here in moderate detail as well as some of the applications to
which the module has already been exercised. The models currently have the capability to model a large
number of materials, convection in all three phases including the gas phase constituents steam and
hydrogen. Besides tracking the movement of liquid and solid species through the debris bed the DEBRIS
module can also track these two gas phase species and model the reaction of steam with metallic
components of the bed to form oxides and hydrogen gas. Thus, the present set of models that comprise
the DEBRIS module are capable of handling most of the phenomena that are deemed to be important in
the late phase melt progression processes. Two possible exceptions at this point are the lack of a model for
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natural convection in the molten pool and a reasonably mechanistic model for the rate of solid phase
relocation. A model for pool convection exists but has not been assessed. An improved model for solid
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Figure 16 Comparison of calculated to measured axial density profiles.

debris relocation (slumping) could be easily incorporated but such a model probably needs an empirical
base especially in view of the results from the MP-1 experiment which suggest that thermally induced
mechanical stability occurs on the scale of experiments and may well occur to some extent in full scale
debris beds.

In addition to the parametric and sensitivity studies conducted with the module that have been discussed
here, calculations have recently been performed for the Three Mile Island 2 accident and those results are
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currently being studied and prepared for reporting.

Comparisons of results from the MP-1 experiment substantially verify the key models that comprise the
DEBRIS module. Where differences appear they are understood from a mechanistic standpoint and they
are related to specific characteristics of the experiment and would not pose a problem for reactor accident
analysis. The DEBRIS module appears to be a versatile tool and has significant potential for analysis of late
phase melting and relocation processes. The module can be used effectively both in a stand alone mode
for application to accident analysis or in conjunction with the severe accident analysis codes
(MELCOR,SCDAP). It has demonstrated successful application to experiment analysis predicting the key
features observed in the experimental results. The module is sufficiently versatile to facilitate model
adjustments and for that reason may be the vehicle of choice for application to some early phase
investigations. For example, some adjustments to the Darcy law model could be accomplished which would
render the module useful for many early phase studies. Oxidation and gas phase convection models
currently in the module together with a bulk relocation model to simulate candling and other relocation
mechanisms could greatly reduce computing time for calculating early phase processes.
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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is sponsoring a lower
vessel head research program to investigate plausible modes of
reactor vessel failure in order to determine (a) which modes have
the greatest likelihood of occurrence during a severe accident and
(b) the range of core debris and accident conditions that lead to
these failures. This paper presents the methodology and
preliminary results of an investigation of reactor designs and
thermodynamic conditions using analytic closed-form approximations
to assess the important governing parameters in non-dimensional
form.

Preliminary results illustrate the importance of vessel and
tube geometrical parameters, material properties, and external
boundary conditions on predicting vessel failure. Thermal
analyses indicate that steady-state temperature distributions will
occur in the vessel within several hours, although the exact time
is dependent upon vessel thickness. In-vessel tube failure is
governed by the tube-to-debris mass ratio within the lower head,
where most penetrations are predicted to fail if surrounded by
molten debris. Melt penetration distance is dependent upon the
effective flow diameter of the tube. Molten debris is predicted
to penetrate through tubes with a larger effective flow diameter,
such as a boiling water reactor (BWR) drain nozzle.

Ex-vessel tube failure for depressurized reactor vessels is
predicted to be more likely for a BWR drain nozzle penetration
because of its larger effective diameter. At high pressures
(between -0.1 MPa and -12 MPa) ex-vessel tube rupture becomes a
dominant failure mechanism, although tube ejection dominates
control rod guide tube failure at lower temperatures. However,
tube ejection and tube rupture predictions are sensitive to the
vessel and tube radial gap size and material coefficients of
thermal expansion. At pressures greater than -12 MPa, global
rupture of the lower heads in pressurized water reactors becomes a
dominant failure mechanism.

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-761001570; Ralph Landry,
Technical Monitor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mode and timing of reactor vessel lower head failure during a severe
accident has a controlling effect on subsequent consequences, in particular,
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) direct containment heating (DCH) and boiling
water reactor (BWR) Mark-I containment shell meltthrough. Consequently,
investigations of the mode and timing of lower head failure have been
identified by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) as important tasks
(Task 2.5 and Task 3.1) in the Revised Severe Accident Research Program Plan.

This paper summarizes preliminary results from an integrated assessment
of reactor vessel lower head failure analyses. The ultimate goal of this
research is to provide a comprehensive statement of potential lower head
failure modes for severe accident conditions. Specific objectives of the
proposed analyses are to investigate plausible modes of reactor vessel lower
head failure to determine (a) the mode(s) having the greatest likelihood of
occurrence during a severe accident and (b) the quantity and composition of
corium debris and range of accident conditions that could lead to these
failures. All major types of U.S. light water reactor (LWR) vessels are being
considered, and both high- and low-pressure conditions are being addressed for
each reactor type.

1.1 Mechanisms with the Potential to Cause Lower Head Failure. Several
mechanisms have been identified as having the potential to cause reactor
vessel lower head failure:

* Melt Penetration and failure of a Lower Head Penetration

* Ejection of a Lower Head Penetration

* Global Creep Rupture of the Lower Head

* Jet Impingement Induced Lower Head Failure.

All of the above mechanisms are considered in this research project. However,
the initial research summarized in this paper has concentrated on the first
three mechanisms. Jet impingement failure analyses will be performed during
the next year.

1.2 Plant Design Features that Impact Lower Head Failure. Plant design
features can increase the likelihood that vessel failure will be caused by a
particular mechanism. Table 1 lists some parameters used in lower head
failure analyses for two plants, a Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) PWR and a General
Electric (GE) BWR. As shown in the table, all heads are SA533B1 or its
predecessor SA302B steels, and all forgings are SA508 steel. However, typical
BWR lower head thicknesses are over 21 cm, which is almost twice the PWR
vessel thickness listed (-13 cm). GE BWR vessels have over 200 penetrations;
whereas typical PWR vessels have anywhere from no lower head penetrations (in
most Combustion Engineering plants) to around 50 (in B&W and Westinghouse
plants). Tube radii, tube-to-vessel gap, material composition, and tube
effective diameters also differ between the two plants.

Figure 1 contains sectional views of penetrations within each reference
plant. Instrument guide tube penetrations are made by boring holes through
the head, inserting a tube through the hole, and welding a nozzle to the tube
and vessel inner surface. BWR control rod guide tube penetrations are formed
by boring the hole for the guide tube, drilling a countersink for a stub tube
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Table 1. Lower Head Material and Geometrical Parameters

Parameter PWR BWR
[B&W] [GE (BWR/4)]

Vessel

Material SA533/B SA533/B

Thickness (m) 0.127 0.214

Penetrations

Instrument Tube

Number 52 55

Tube Diameter (cm)
Inner 1.6 3.8
Outer

Lower Nozzle 5.1 5.0
Through-vessel 2.7 5.0

Equivalent Diameter (cm) 0.82 2.0
Tube-to-vessel gap (cm) 0.0064-0.013 0.013-0.025

Material
Tube Inconel 304 SS
Weld Inconel SS/Inconel

C/R Guide Tube _

Number 0 185

Tube Diameter (cm)
Inner na 12.3
Outer na 15.2

Equivalent Diameter (cm) na 1.9
Tube-to-vessel gap (cm) na 0.019-0.032

Material na
Tube 304 SS
Weld SS/Inconel

Drain Nozzle

Number 0 1

Tube Diameter (cm)
Inner na 3.4
Outer na 4.8

Material na
Tube 304 SS
Weld SS/Inconel
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Inconel penetration nozzle

5.080 cm dia.

X, 0.32 cm SS-liner
Inconel (Minimum thickness)
weld 1

m I Reactor vessel
9S) bottom head

I Inconel penetration tube

PWR instrument Guide Tube Penetration
MI 80-WHT-1 090-13

Stub tube weld

_ SB 166
Inconel

15.240 cm diam
vessel bore

304 SST

Cladding
Vessel wall

Thermal sleeves
consisting of 3
concentric TP
304 SST sleeves

Weld at
. !,/ vessel wall

Cladding

5.080 cm diam
vessel bore

i !3.810 cm diam

_ !5.042 cm diam

BWR Instrument Guide Tube Penetration

Ml 86-WHT-i 090-1I

BWR Control Rod Drive Assembly Penetration
Ml 688-WHT-1 090-1 2

Figure 1. Typical LWR vessel lower head penetrations.
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which surrounds the guide tube on the vessel inner surface, inserting the
guide and stub tubes, and welding the guide tube to the stub tube. To
facilitate the insertion of the tubes into the holes in the vessel head,
tolerances on the outer diameter of each penetration tube and the diameter of
each hole in the vessel head are set in their design. This results in a
radial gap range which must be considered in certain penetration failure
analyses. Typically, the instrument guide tubes for PWRs are Inconel, while
those for BWRs are stainless steel. The BWR control rod guide tubes are also
stainless steel, and the stub tubes are Inconel.

1.3 Methodology and Analytical Approach. Because a large number of debris
conditions/lower head design/accident combinations could result in vessel
lower head failure, this research relies heavily upon analytical calculations.
Using analytical solutions, key dimensionless parameters for each lower head
failure mechanism are identified and bounding values quantified for the range
of possible reactor designs and accident condition combinations. Sensitivity
studies with bounding values of dimensionless groups are used to determine
parameters having the most impact on lower head thermal and mechanical
response.

Figure 2 illustrates the approach used to determine the most likely
vessel failure mechanism under a range of accident and reactor conditions. As
denoted within the first oval, the range of accident conditions with the
potential to result in vessel failure is reviewed to select reactor design and

Figure 2. Integrated approach for analyzing lower head failure.
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accident scenario parameters that are representative, albeit somewhat
idealized, conditions for the analysis. These conditions are the basis for
the next step, a thermal analysis to determine debris and lower head structure
temperatures and debris melt fractions for a range of representative reactor
designs.

Accident and design-specific parameters from the first oval in Figure 2
and thermal analyses results from the second oval provide input for the next
three ovals, which represent the analytical models for predicting vessel
failure phenomena, such as jet impingement, tube plugging and wall failure,
creep rupture, and tube ejection. These analytical failure models, which are
developed in terms of dimensionless parameters to reduce the number of
calculations required, are varied to determine failure maps that illustrate
sensitivity to key dimensionless parameters. Note that some analytical model
results, such as the jet impingement results, provide input to the thermal
analysis. For example, the time-dependent quantity of debris within the lower
plenum is dependent upon the rate in which debris is transported to the lower
plenum. Hence, some iteration between these analyses may be required.

Finally, results from bounding thermodynamic analyses are used in
conjunction with these failure maps to determine which regions within the
failure maps are possible for existing reactor designs and accident
conditions. Where needed, numerical models are applied to evaluate the
sensitivity of results to non-idealized conditions. Results from failure maps
are then compared to determine the most likely vessel failure mechanism for a
particular set of reactor accident and design conditions (the last box in
Figure 2).

2. LOWER HEAD THERMAL ANALYSES RESULTS

Thermal analyses provide boundary conditions for lower head failure
analyses. In this research, both analytical and numerical thermal analyses
methods are used. By applying mass and energy conservation equations to
simplified geometries, analytical solutions have been obtained to predict
vessel temperature distributions for failure analyses. Key dimensionless
groups have been identified and bounding values for these groups have been
quantified. A numerical model for predicting lower head and penetration
temperatures has also been completed to quantify two-dimensional effects,
verify analytical solutions, and perform sensitivity studies using
dimensionless group bounding values. This paper presents lower head
temperature distributions predicted analytically with the one-dimensional heat
conduction equation.

To facilitate obtaining analytical solutions to the one-dimensional
equation for transient head conduction for the vessel geometries shown in
Figure 3, the heatup transient was divided into two time regimes: (a) the
period required for the temperature front to penetrate through the vessel and
(b) the period required for vessel temperatures to reach steady-state.2

Solutions for each regime are described in the following sections.

2.1 Period Prior to Temperature Front Penetrating Vessel. Using Leibnitz's
Rule3 and integral solution techniques with appropriate boundary conditions,
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a

X = ° Ta

(a) Configuration for predicting time for temperature (b) Configuration for predicting time for vessel wall
front to reach vessel outer wall. temperature to reach a steady-state distribution.

Figure 3. Geometries for analytically predicting vessel transient temperature
distribution.

the following vessel temperature distribution, Tv(x,t), at distance, x, and
time, t, is obtained from the one-dimensional transient heat conduction
equation

Tv(xt) = T + (O) (6 - x) 2  (1)

where T. is the initial outer vessel wall temperature, kV is the vessel
conductivity, q is the debris heat flux, and 8 is the thermal front
penetration distance. The temperature distribution becomes directly dependent
upon time when the following relationship between time, vessel thermal
diffusivity, atv, and thermal front penetration distance2 is applied:

6 = t (2)

Using the dimensionless groups

Tv(0,t) - T
T and t1 = t aV/tv

a dimensionless vessel temperature distribution can be obtained. At x = 0,
this distribution is

T =1 .5t * (3)

As shown in Figure 4, removal of plant-specific material and geometrical
parameters from Equation (3) allows multiple plant vessel distributions to be
collapsed into one curve. Assuming a constant heat flux (0.2 MWt/m2), a
constant debris temperature (2400 K), and constant vessel and debris thermal
properties, Equation (1) was applied to a B&W PWR and a GE BWR/4. Results
indicate that the thermal front penetrates the thicker BWR vessel more slowly
(6.7 minutes for the PWR and 16.7 minutes for the BWR vessel). Also, longer
penetration times result in higher inner wall temperatures during heatup
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Figure 4. Dimensionless vessel wall temperature for PWR and BWR before time
front reaches vessel outer wall.

(925 K for the PWR vessel versus 1150 K for the BWR vessel). Peak
temperatures are dependent upon initial heat flux and wall temperature
assumptions, and the penetration time is sensitive to the temperature at which
the vessel thermal conductivity is evaluated.

2.2 Period Prior to Steady-State Temperature Distribution. Applying
Leibnitz's Rule' and integral solution techniques with appropriate boundary
conditions to the one-dimensional transient heat conduction equation, a
temperature distribution is obtained

(qt(0) t,/k,) [ tV[( 2 tv ivp (2t)] tv

where t. is the vessel thickness, T is the containment temperature, h is the
convective heat transfer coefficient, Biv is the vessel Biot number (htvt/k),
t is the thermal front penetration time [Equation (2) with 5 = tj, and T is
tIhe time constant, given by

1 + Bi,/3

htv/(Pv Cpv)

A dimensionless temperature distribution can also be obtained for
Equation (4), using the following dimensionless groups,

TV(0,t) - T
T2* - and t 2* = (t - ttV)/T

4(0)tv/kv
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At x = 0, this distribution is

Tv2 = -, [1-exp(-t*)]2
V2

(5)

Equation (5) was evaluated for a B&W PWR and a GE BWR/4; and results (shown in
Figure 5) are collapsed into one curve that may be used to determine other
vessel temperature distributions. The curve in Figure 5 was appliesi to a B&W
PWR and a GE BWR/4 assuming a constant decay heat flux of 0.2 MWt/m , a heat
transfer coefficient of 1000 W/m 2K, and constant vessel thermal properties.
Results indicate that the PWR vessel temperatures reach steady-state more
rapidly than the BWR vessel temperatures (-2 hours for the PWR vessel versus
-4 hours for the BWR vessel. The longer time required for the BWR vessel to
reach steady-state is primarily due to the larger thickness of the BWR lower
head. However, the predicted temperatures and times are dependent upon the
values assumed for the heat flux and the heat transfer coefficient.

3. TUBE HEATUP AND FAILURE RESULTS

Analyses were performed to calculate characteristic tube heatup times,
melt velocity and penetration distance, and in-vessel and ex-vessel tube
failure. Results obtained for predicting the likelihood of in-vessel tube
failure, melt penetration distance, and ex-vessel failure are presented for a
range of melt compositions (bounded by a metallic melt based upon
stainless-steel properties and a ceramic melt based upon U02 properties) and
tube parameters (based upon the PWR and BWR penetrations described in Table 1
and Figure 2).
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

t2 MI 66-WHT-1 090-25

Figure 5. Dimensionless vessel wall temperature distribution for PWR and BWR
before steady-state vessel wall temperatures occur.
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3.1 Debris Temperatures Required for Tube Melting. Debris characteristics
required to induce tube melting are estimated by applying a heat balance to a
penetration tube in contact with corium debris and coolant using the idealized
geometry illustrated in Figure 6.

APd CPd Od = At pt cpt 0t + AuPsp w cp 0 (6)

where c represents the specific heat capacity, p represents the density,
A represents the area for the debris, tube, steam or water (denoted by the
subscripts d, t, s, or w) and 0d' 0 t, and Ols' represent effective temperatures
for the debris, tube, and steam which are given by

dTdOTtpt+Ld L pl TA pw1 Lw
ed=Td(O)-Tp/t+_-; Ot=Twt-Tt(O)+-; Os = Text - T(0) + -

where T represents the tube melting point and L represents the latent heat
of fusiont. The small value of A psc/Adpdc makes the heat loss from the
debris to the coolant [the last term on the right in Equation (6)] negligible
compared to the heat required to cause tube melting. Hence, Equation (6) may
be rewritten as

Od _C~tpt tAt (7)

et Cad pd Ad

The ratio, AtPt/AdPd, represents the ratio of the tube-to-debris mass per unit
length. Lower temperature debris can melt tubing when the ratio of tube-to-
debris mass per unit length is low. The ratio, Atpt/AdPd, increases as the
volume of coolant in the lower head debris bed increases. Thus, the debris
temperature required to induce tube melting increases as the coolant volume
increases.

Curves in Figure 7 represent Equation (7) evaluated for various debris
and tube material combinations. The region above the curves corresponds to
cases where the initial debris temperature can induce tube melting. As shown
in Figure 7, relatively low debris temperatures may cause tube melting in
PWRs, which only have instrument tube lower head penetrations. For example,
in the B&W plant with A p /A pV ranging between 0.0025 and 0.014, a ceramic
debris temperature of 1Th K Iis required to induce melting of Inconel
penetration tubes. In a GE BWR, the ratio of Atpt/Adpd is significantly
higher, ranging between 0.22 and 0.38. Hence, ceramic debris temperatures in
excess of 2000 K are required to induce tube melting. The curves in Figure 7
also show that somewhat lower debris temperatures can cause melting if the
melt is primarily metallic material or if the penetrations are stainless
steel. Horizontal bands corresponding to Od/0 for debris temperatures of
3113 K (the melting temperature of U02) and 2450 K (an average of melting
temperatures for U02 stainless steel) are included in Figure 7. As shown in
Figure 7, melting is predicted at these debris temperatures for both reactors'
penetrations if there is no coolant in the lower head debris bed.

3.2 Melt Penetration Distance. An order-of-magnitude estimate of the
penetration distance for plug solidification (X ) is assessed using the "bulk
freezing" model first advanced by Ostensen and 5ackson 45 and the "conduction
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layer" model of Epstein.6,7 Figure 8 illustrates the geometry assumed for
each model.

The "bulk freezing" model assumes that turbulence within the flowing
melt prevents stable crust formation at the channel wall (see Figure 8a). The
distance for plug solidification (Xp) in the "bulk freezing" model is obtained
by equating the energy given up by an element of molten debris (of equivalent
diameter, de, and velocity, vd) upon cooling to a solid state by convective
heat transfer from the melt to the wall, characterized by a turbulent heat
transfer coefficient, ht, over the melt penetration distance, Xp. The
equivalent diameter is used to account for annular penetrations, such as B&W
instrumentation tubes with tube inner diameter, di, and instrument string
outer diameter, d0. Using the following turbulent liquid-metal heat-transfer
coefficient correlation8

-ht de 0.62 4 de VdPdc (8)
Nu = k = 0.625 Pe04 where the Peclet number, Pe = e kdP. (8)

k k

A heat balance yields the dimensionless plug freezing or penetration distance

XP = 0.4 Peo 6 |di- dso [Od (9)
de Ldi + dsJ [ATi

where

Ld = d + TJ Id T 'pd and AT =Td Tt

In Equation (9), changes in the mean temperature of the melt are neglected as
the melt proceeds down the channel, which is valid provided6

(Td - Tmild)/(Td - Tt) << 1.0

where this ratio is typically around 0.2.

The "conduction layer" model assumes that transient freezing is governed
by crust buildup at the channel wall, where conduction heat transfer governs
melt solidification. Once the frozen layer closes at the channel center, flow
ceases and the remaining melt inside the channel freezes. The model also
assumes a constant penetration melt velocity into a thick-walled channel.
Since the molten material is assumed to be at or near its melting point, no
convective heat exchange occurs at the melt-crust interface and crust
solidification is assumed to be independent of melt flow dynamics. For all
times, t, the crust thickness is zero at the leading edge and maximum at the
channel inlet (see Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. Comparison of "bulk-freezing" and "conduction layer" models.

The conduction model predicts a square root dependence for the crust
thickness (ac) in a semi-infinite channel6

ac(t) = 2 Xc (*d t )0 5  (10)

where I = solidification constant, atd = debris thermal diffusivity, and t is
time. As discussed in References 6,7,and 9, the solidification constant
largely depends on system boundary conditions and is found from different
approximations of boundary conditions and the number of regions which may
experience phase change. Using the methodology described in Reference 7, the
melting constant for metallic and ceramic debris (at 2400 K) in contact with
Inconel-600 and stainless steel penetrations (at 550 K) was determined to have
a value of approximately 0.95.

Substituting the criteria for melt freezing (a = de/2) and the
relationship between time and penetration distance ('= Xp/vd) into
Equation (10), yields the dimensionless melt penetration distance

P = i Pe . (11)

de 16A)

The dimensionless penetration distance predicted by both models is
dependent upon the Peclet number, which is simply a ratio of the melt velocity
and the channel diameter to the melt thermal diffusivity. The exponent on the
Peclet number differs in the two model predictions because different modes of
heat transfer are considered in the two models. The equations also differ
because the bulk freezing model includes debris superheat effects (via Od))
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whereas the conduction model includes crust solidification effects (via the
solidification constant, dc).

Figure 9 compares melt penetration distances for a 2400 K melt over a
range of compositions (metallic and ceramic), melt velocities, and melt flow
diameters. Results illustrate that longer melt penetration distances are
predicted for conditions where the conduction model is applicable. Conduction
model results indicate that ceramic melts penetrate further than metallic
melts; whereas similar penetration lengths are predicted with the bulk
freezing model. Although metallic melt (at a given velocity and temperature)
has a lower Peclet number because of its larger thermal diffusivity (k/pcp),
the value of Cd for this melt is higher. Hence, superheat effects and the
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Figure 9. Comparison of penetration lengths predicted by conduction layer and
bulk freezing models, assuming a 0.1 m/s velocity melt.
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lower exponent on the Peclet number reduce melt composition effects on
predictions of bulk freezing model penetration length.

The grid at the bottom of Figure 9 shows Peclet numbers corresponding to
melts with 0.1 m/s velocity. If the melt follows bulk freezing model
predictions, the curves in Figure 9 indicate that it is unlikely for ceramic
melt to penetrate a vessel through an instrumentation tube, although it is
possible for melt to penetrate a BWR lower head drain nozzle. Conduction
model predictions indicate that both types of melt penetrate through the
vessel of most lower head penetrations. However, previous UO fuel flow and
freezing experiments for fast reactor subassembly structures indicate that
conduction model predictions of penetration distance are too long for high
velocity melts (> 0.1 m/s).6"10

3.3 Thermal-Induced Ex-vessel Tube Mechanical Failure. Using the geometry
shown in Figure 10, two methods were applied to assess ex-vessel tube failure
potential:

1. A heat balance between melt heat loss and melt/tube wall heat
transfer

2. A steady-state heat transfer model which considers melt decay heat
and tube wall radiative heat loss.

These methods were examined to define the heat transfer parameters influencing
ex-vessel tube thermal-induced mechanical failure.

To determine if tube failure by thermal means
balance was written for the geometry illustrated in

is possible, a simple heat
Figure 10, where the

MI 66-WHT-1 090-09

Figure 10. Geometry for analyzing ex-vessel tube failure.
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sensible and latent heat transferred from a molten melt plug is equated to the
heat gained by the tube wall:

Pt Cpt

Pd Cpd
(12)

where 6 d is again equal to the effective debris temperature (ATd + Ld/c ), but
et designates the temperature increase between the initial tube temperature
and the tube failure temperature, which for ex-vessel failure calculations is
assumed to occur when the tube temperature reaches the point at which its
ultimate strength reduces to zero (1450 K for Inconel; 1370 K for stainless
steel).

Equation (12) has been evaluated for metallic (stainless steel) and
ceramic (U02) based melt debris (at their solidus temperature) in contact with
the reference plant penetrations. Figure 11 presents results obtained by
assuming that the initial tube temperature is 550 K and the final tube
temperature is equal to the temperature where the ultimate strength of the
tube material becomes negligible. Results in Figure 11 illustrate that a
higher debris temperature is required to induce tube failure if the debris is
metallic and if the tube is Inconel. This phenomena may be understood by
noting the higher Inconel failure temperature and the higher U02 heat
capacitance (pcp for U02 is 4.2 MJ/m3K; whereas pcP for stainless steel is
3.9 MJ/m3K).

To estimate the ultimate or steady-state wall temperature for a tube
containing debris and its associated decay heat, a heat balance can be applied
between the containment at temperature, Tag and the tube with surface area,
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Figure 11. Debris thermal requirements
tube temperature equilibrium analysis.

for ex-vessel tube failure using a
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(As=id l0), containing debris with ex-vessel length, l0, equivalent diameter,
de, and heat flux, qd* Writing the resulting expression in non-dimensional
terms yields

4 4T- T. do [eq:tJ (13)

Using Table 1 penetration dimensions, Eqilation (13) has been evaluated
for decay debris heat fluxes of io5 and 106 W/m , assuming a containment
temperature of 330 K. Results shown in Figure 12 indicate that the debris
decay flux must be greater than 105 W/m2 for failure temperatures to occur.
Stainless steel penetrations are predicted to fail with slightly lower heat
fluxes than Inconel tubes because of the lower temperature at which the
ultimate strength becomes negligible for stainless steel. Note that the
effects of insulation on ex-vessel tubes were not included in the analysis.
The heat fluxes required to induce tube failure would be lower if insulation
effects were included.

4. TUBE EJECTION AND RUPTURE

Structural failure of penetration tubes is evaluated concurrently in two
postulated failure modes. The first considers tubes that penetrate the head
ejecting from the vessel, while the second considers rupture of the tubes
outside the vessel. Both are caused by exposure of the tube to molten debris
that reduces material strength and operating system pressure. This analysis
uses a mechanics of materials approach to evaluate the plausibility of the two
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Figure 12. Debris heat flux requirements for ex-vessel tube failure using a
steady-state equilibrium analysis.
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failure modes using structural material properties and characteristic
dimensions of the penetration tubes and the lower head. Creep properties of
the materials are not considered.

Figure 13 illustrates the thermal and mechanical loading and the
generalized geometry of the tube and vessel wall. It is assumed that the tube
and attachment weld have melted at the inner surface of the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV), and molten debris has entered the tube and been pushed down
through the tube by the operating system pressure until sufficient heat is
lost through the tube wall to cause some of the debris to freeze. This would
cap the tube and provide an additional area on which the internal pressure
could act. The only mechanism assumed to resist the ejection is the expansion
of the tube in the hole causing a friction force buildup through the vessel
wall. The resulting equilibrium equation of these forces provides a means of
evaluating ejection, which is achieved when the inequality is true

pi 4 > V, where: V = Jftwvdx (14)

and di and do are the tube inside and outside diameter, respectively. Here
the frictional shear, v, is a function of internal pressure, hole and tube
temperature, hole diameter, tube inner and outer diameter, friction
coefficient between the tube and hole, and coefficients of thermal expansion
(CTE), Poisson's Ratios, and elastic moduli of the head and tube materials.
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These parameters vary with temperature, which varies radially through the
vessel wall and, therefore, causes the frictional shear function to vary
radially. No support of the tube outside the vessel wall is assumed to resist
nozzle ejection, since instrument guide tubes are quite long and flexible
outside the reactor vessel and the control rod guide tubes would have to grow
about 3 cm before any external support could be developed. The total
frictional shear force, V (lb), is the integral of differential shear forces,
vdx, across the vessel wall thickness.

The differential shear force is assumed to be the result of an
interference pressure developed between a thick-walled cylinder, the tube, and
a surrounding rigid jacket, the vessel wall over a short increment of tube
length. Each increment expands separately because of the local temperature
and, for the tube, pressure loads. Closed form solutions" are then used to
calculate interface pressures required to force the tube outer diameter to
conform to the diameter of the hole in the vessel wall after free expansion.
This pressure is limited, however, to the pressure required to cause
compression failure of the tube material throughout its wall thickness12

without any buckling consideration. This limiting interface pressure, PLI' S
determined by

2 d
PLI = - ouln- . (15)

F3 di

The ultimate stress, gun is evaluated at the local tube temperature.

Eventhough any spatial temperature distributions for the tube and hole
can be modelled (see Figure 13), the calculations for developing the failure
maps use a linear distribution for the tube temperatures, Tt, and a
distribution representative of steady-state heat transfer out of the head, TH,

for the vessel wall material based upon a common inside vessel wall
temperature, which is input to the model.

Ultimate strength and elastic modulus of the tube material, and
coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) are properties not available for these
materials above 1255 K. The model linearly extrapolated from known property
values, when necessary, to estimate those at elevated temperatures. The
frictional coefficient is not a function of temperature, but is related to the
roughness of the sliding surface. This parameter is highly variable, but
Reference 13 indicates that it could be about 0.27 for high temperature,
oxidized conditions.

In addition, the model includes the internal pressure required to
rupture a cylinder, the tube with end effects ignored, whose material ultimate
strength is evaluated at the local tube temperature just outside of the vessel
lower head
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2b-Ja 1 .d (16)
2 di

This rupture pressure is then compared to the system operating pressure, which
is input to the model to determine whether conditions are sufficient to
rupture the tube if plugging occurs outside of the vessel wall.

Failure maps have been developed for typical incore instrument guide
tube penetrations in each reactor vendor's design varying the common vessel
inner wall temperature in the tube and hole temperature profiles with
operating system pressure held constant until ejection was achieved [the
inequality in Equation (14)] or tube rupture [Equation (16)] occurred.

Figure 14 illustrates the failure map for a B&W penetration with the
maximum differential, at ambient temperature, between the tube outer radius
and the vessel wall hole radius. Figure 15 is the failure map for the same
penetration with the minimum gap between the tube and hole surface. The maps
plot tube failures in terms of the inner wall temperature and the system
pressure. These maps are typical in form for the remaining penetration
failure maps shown in Figures 16 through 19, which are failure maps for GE
(BWR) instrument and control rod guide tubes. These failure maps also have
global rupture curves, which are discussed in the next section.

For this tube failure model three curves are possible: (a) a lower
bound ejection failure curve, below which the model predicts ejection; (b) an
upper bound ejection curve, above which ejection also occurs; and (c) an upper
bound ex-vessel tube rupture curve plotting failure above it. In actuality,
the lower bound ejection curve is not viable for the instrument guide tube
penetrations. Inner wall temperatures are not hot enough to cause the
penetration weld at the vessel inner wall to fail, and ejection would be
prevented. Therefore, the safe regions for these penetration tubes are below
the limiting upper bound ejection or rupture curve. The BWR control rod guide
tube penetration welds, however, are located at the top of the stub tubes,
which is 10 to 15 cm above the vessel inner wall. It is possible that this
weld could extend into a hotter region of the debris bed and melt, making the
lower bound ejection curve relevant for that penetration. This would give a
much smaller safe region for the BWR control rod guide tubes.

As a result of this development, several observations emerge regarding
the sensitivity of the problem to various parameters involved in the
calculation. Prior to this exercise, it was expected that tube ejection would
be highly sensitive to the coefficient of friction used in the analysis.
However, variation of this parameter from 0.27 to 0.6 typically changed the
curve positions of ejection failure less than 5 percent along the temperature
axis of the failure map. Tube failure is also insensitive to vessel head
thickness and radius. Also, as can be seen in the failure maps plotted for
penetrations having a maximum and minimum radial gap, failure is only
moderately dependent upon operating system pressure. Variation of the gap
size within the tolerance ranges affects only the lower bound ejection curve,
which, as discussed earlier, is not a limiting condition for instrument tube
failure for temperature levels where this failure mechanism can occur.
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Tube failure also seems to be invariant with respect to the shape of the
radial temperature distribution in the vessel wall. Figure 20 indicates the
shape of the temperature distributions for the vessel wall, or hole, and the
tube used in the development of the failure maps in Figures 14 through 19.
The through-wall temperature profile was modified to that shown in Figure 21
to reflect the shape expected in the wall at some time before reaching steady-
state heat transfer conditions in the lower head. The modified temperature
profile was then applied to the model for the B&W instrument guide tube.
However, little difference resulted in the tube failure map. Thus, tube
failure does not appear to be sensitive to thermal transient conditions. This
is because the binding force is caused primarily by the expansion of the tube
that does not vary much in temperature axially (about 30 K temperature
differential along the length of the tube in the vessel wall). This
temperature distribution assumption was made because it was expected that the
melt temperature inside the tube throughout the length of the vessel wall
penetration would not vary significantly.

The most sensitive parameters in these tube ejection calculations are
the lower head inner wall temperature and the ultimate strength of the tube
material, which limits the binding force between the tube and vessel head.
The influence of relative difference between mean coefficients of thermal
expansion (CTE) of head and tube materials appears not to be as great. The
radial tube-hole gap size primarily affects the lower bound ejection curve,
which is of significance for the BWR control rod penetrations.

Figure 22, a dimensionless plot governing ex-vessel tube rupture, shows
the variation of ratios of the tube rupture-pressure-to-material-strength
versus the ratio of tube outside-to-inside-radius (rgr1). A comparison of
the Tresca and von Mises failure criteria shows that control rod guide tubes
(r/rj = 1.23) will rupture at about the same pressure as the instrument guide
tubes (rJr- = 1.31). The reactor drain nozzle safe end (rlr. = 1.41) would
have a slightly higher rupture pressure if it were made of SAiO4 material.
Although made of SA106B carbon steel, the ultimate strength is almost the same
as SA304 below 700 K. No strength data are available for this material at
higher temperatures. If one assumed that ultimate strength at higher
temperatures was about the same as SS304, rupture failure of the drain piping
ex-vessel would be predicted at about the same pressure as the tube
penetrations in a BWR.

For this analysis, CTE, Young's Modulus, and ultimate strength values,
which are temperature dependent, were linearly extrapolated beyond existing
test data to zero at higher temperatures. The upper end temperatures on this
test data ranged from 920 K to 1260 K. In this model, the ultimate strength
of Inconel reduced to zero near 1450 K and that of 304 stainless near 1370 K.
The upper bound tube ejection curves and the tube rupture curves tended to
form in this vicinity. Since the stainless steel CTE at higher temperatures
is considerably higher than Inconel, it would be expected that, given the same
head material, the upper bound curve for tube ejection in stainless would be
higher than that of an Inconel tube. Comparison of Figures 14 and 17, which
are the failure maps for Inconel and stainless steel instrument guide tubes,
respectively, having the same radial gap size and inserted in a head of
SA533B1, indicates little effect of differential thermal expansion on this
upper bound curve. In fact, the Inconel tube failure curve is higher, in
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temperature terms, than that of the corresponding stainless tube. This is
attributed to the higher ultimate strength of Inconel.

Comparison of Figures 14 through 19 also indicates that the upper bound
on the safe region is always limited by tube rupture. This failure curve is
also highly dependent upon the ultimate strength of the tube material and the
flat temperature profile assumed along the length of the tube. This linear
profile is indicated in Figure 20.

For more detailed analyses, test data for the more critical material
parameters should be extended to temperatures at which the ultimate strength
is reduced to about 1 MPa. Otherwise a considerable underprediction of tube
and vessel capacity can occur based upon these results.

5. GLOBAL HEAD RUPTURE

Previous lower head severe accident analyses at SNL14 and EPRI15, in
which plastic and creep responses of vessel lower heads were calculated with
finite element models, have suggested a simpler approach to calculate vessel
rupture based solely upon radial temperature distribution in the vessel wall
and the ultimate strength of the head material at temperature. This
simplified approach is incorporated into this model of global head failure.
The simplified approach provides a means of comparison between the penetration
tube ejection/rupture failure modes and the global head failure mode.

This model uses the same vessel lower head wall temperature distribution
as used in the tube ejection/rupture model. The ultimate strength for SA533B1
as a function of temperature and the radial temperature profile are used to
determine the ultimate membrane load capacity of each of 20 increments of the
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wall thickness. All incremental ultimate load capacities are then summed to
develop a total membrane load capacity for the vessel. This load capacity is
then compared to the membrane load generated by the internal pressure, which
is an input parameter for the tube ejection/rupture calculation.

The global rupture failure maps are compared with the tube
ejection/rupture failure maps in Figures 14 through 19. Global failure is
predicted by this model above the curve. As can be seen, global rupture
controls the safe region only in PWRs, and then only at system pressures above
12 MPa. For a transient heat transfer condition, such as that represented in
Figure 21, the global failure curve is much higher than for the steady state
condition.

It is not possible to accurately model the phenomenon of creep in the
structural response of the lower head at this time because the creep
properties for SA533B1, which is the predominant plate material used in both
BWRs and PWRs, has not been developed above 922 K. SA533B1 and SA508, which
is used when forgings are needed in lower head fabrication, both undergo a
phase transition near 1000 K. This precludes the use of extrapolated Larson-
Miller parameters for any simplistic creep rupture analysis and the
extrapolation of existing constitutive creep laws for detailed finite element
analyses. The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory is currently performing
creep tests at temperatures above 922 K for SA533B1 material to resolve this
problem. It will then be possible to perform structural creep rupture
analyses, both simplified analytical and finite element, for vessel lower
heads exposed to thermal conditions above 922 K.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

To illustrate the final steps of this lower head failure analysis, the
results presented in this paper are used to compare plant response to a severe
accident. For the scenario, it is assumed that the reactor coolant has boiled
off and that 2400 K debris (-60% metallic and -40% ceramic) has relocated to
the lower head. Based upon the results presented in this paper, the following
conclusions can be made:

Vessel Thermal Response Time: Thermal fronts will penetrate both vessels
within 20 minutes and steady-state temperatures will be reached within
4 hours. However, BWR vessel response time is nearly twice as long as
PWR response time because the vessel is thicker. Hence, higher inner
wall temperatures are predicted for BWR vessels during the initial
heatup.

In-Vessel Tube Heatup and Failure: The ratio of the tube to debris mass
in the lower head governs in-vessel tube failure. Since BWR vessels
have a larger number of penetrations, higher temperature debris is
needed to cause in-vessel tube failure. However, penetrations in both
types of vessel penetrations are predicted to experience in-vessel tube
failure if subjected to 2400 K debris.

Melt Penetration Distance: If the melt behaves according to conduction
model predictions, results indicate that the melt penetrates beyond the
vessel in both BWR and PWR penetrations, independent of the melt
velocity. However, results from the bulk-freezing model indicate that
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the melt will only penetrate through penetrations with larger equivalent
diameters, such as a BWR drain nozzle. Although the melt penetration
distances are dependent upon melt velocity (which increases with system
pressure), bulk-freezing model predictions in Figure 9 indicate that
this dependence decreases at higher velocities.

Ex-vessel Tube Failure: For depressurized conditions, thermal
equilibrium calculations indicate that penetrations with larger
effective diameters, such as the GE BWR drain nozzle, fail after melt
penetrates beyond the vessel outer wall. Steady-state calculations
indicate that the debris heat flux must be greater than 4 x 105 W/m2 to
cause failure of this tube. For somewhat higher pressures (between 0.1
and 12 MPa), ex-vessel tube rupture is indicated as the controlling
failure mode if the control rod and instrument guide tube interiors are
exposed to melt and do not plug inside the vessel wall. Tube rupture
and tube ejection are highly dependent upon the temperature at which the
ultimate strength of the tube material reduces to zero, or at least a
very small strength value. The safe temperatures for the vessel wall
inner surface range from 1400-1500 K for PWR instrument guide tubes of
Inconel and 1000-1400 K for the stainless steel penetration tubes.
Lower bounds on the safe region are controlled by tube ejection, but are
probably only of concern for BWR control rod guide tubes. This is
because their attachment weld locations may be exposed to hotter
temperatures in the interior region of the debris bed than the
temperatures at the inner surface of the vessel wall. This failure
curve is most sensitive to radial gap size between the tube and vessel
wall and material CTEs.

Extrapolations of material properties made in these models could affect
the size of the safe region predicted. Any further refinement of these
calculations need material CTEs and stress-strain curves developed up to
temperature levels at which tube materials lose their structural
strength.

Global Rupture: If the system pressure in such accidents exceeds
12 MPa, global rupture of PWR lower heads would be the controlling
failure mechanism. However, this mechanism is not a controlling
condition in BWR accidents because of their lower operating pressure.

In summary, a methodology has been developed and preliminary results
have been obtained for an integrated assessment of lower head failure
mechanisms for a wide range of accident conditions and plant designs.
Preliminary results have identified the importance of geometrical and material
parameters in predicting vessel thermal and mechanical response. Accident
conditions, such as reactor system pressure and melt composition, have also
been identified as important in predicting lower head failure. Within the
next year, this investigation will concentrate upon studying failure by
coherent jet impingement and performing more detailed numerical analyses to
study two-dimensional and localized effects.
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ABSTRACT

Postulated severe accident prediction is essential
for determining appropriate accident management.
Various phenomena are understood, and predictive
computer models are developed from experimental
observations. The impracticality of full size
testing often can be accommodated by tests at
smaller scale. However, it is important that
tests at any scale preserve the full size
phenomena to be studied. Scale model laws are
presented in this study to help ensure that tests
for postulated BWR severe accidents are represen-
tative of full size behavior. A procedure is
developed for assessing the distortion expected in
observations when all important model laws cannot
be satisfied in a test. The same procedure is
extended to predict the full size response of a
plant which is different from a similar reference
plant, for which the accident response is known.

NOMENCLATURE

A
b

DP

E 0
eLs
e
g
L
M
0m
P
QO
To

t
Ab t
V
X
oC4

Area
Body force accel.
Specific heat
Pedestal door width
Total energy
Solidification energy
Shell thickness
Gravity accel.
Length
Mass
Mass flow rate
Pressure
Debris volume rate
Temperature
Time
Reference time
Velocity
Penetration length
Thermal diffusivity
Volumetric expansivity

Subscripts

b
d
f
i
j,k
liq
m
n
0

r
S
sol
v
w
06

Vessel break
Debris
Full size
Initial value
Phenomena indices
Liquid
Model
Moded coeff. index
Reference system;
Property at doorway
Reference property
Shell
Solidus
Vessel
Water
Ambient

( )* Nondimensional ( )
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Debris depth C Sound speed
* ,y General properties q''' Volumetric heat rate

. Convective coefficient IV Volume
Thermal conductivity U Internal energy

f Density r Shear stress dyadic
or Surface tension >A Dynamic viscosity
'Tr Model coefficient Second viscosity

INTRODUCTION

It is necessary to predict postulated severe accident
response in order to determine appropriate accident
management procedures. Current predictive methods involve
either representative experiments or verified computer
programs. Some available experiments are large scale
simulations for a given system and specific accident
parameters. Although full size experiments permit integral
tests, which include various phenomena either in series or
succession, it is impractical to test over the possible range
of system parameters.

Numerous experiments may be required to provide a
reasonable depth of phenomena understanding for either the
prediction of postulated accidents, or the formulation and
verification of predictive computer models. This is where
the value of small scale experiments becomes obvious. A
scale model system, which preserves full size behavior, can
provide technical understanding, while exhibiting full size
behavior in miniature. It is more practical to control
parameter ranges in a small scale test than in large size.
When various severe accident phenomena are not strongly
interdependent, separate effects small scale experiments can
provide information and insights for continued development of
computer models.

It is not always possible to exactly satisfy the
model laws when an experiment is to be performed at a scale
other than full size. Although distortions introduced can be
negligible, they require evaluation in order to determine how
well a scaled test represents full size behavior.

A concept which is closely related to scale model
distortions is the behavior difference between a given
nuclear plant and a similar reference plant. When severe
accident transient properties are known for a reference
plant, similar plants with different parameters can be viewed
as distorted scale models. Procedures used for evaluating
the effect of scale model distortion can be employed to
predict the severe accident response of a nuclear plant from
the given response of a reference plant under similar
conditions.

The objectives of this study are: to formulate general
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scale model laws for thermal-hydraulic behavior of BWR's;
to describe a procedure for predicting parameter distortion
effects on scale model behavior; and to present a method for
predicting severe accident response in a plant which is
different from a similar reference plant.

Scale model laws are obtained from a complete
formulation of the equations which govern phenomena to be
studied. The variables are normalized, and the equations are
rendered nondimensional, yielding dimensionless groups,
called model coefficients. If the dominant model
coefficients are preserved in a scale model, observed
behavior will represent that of full size. Furthermore, the
nondimensional equations provide a basis for predicting the
effect of parameter changes on system behavior. This enables
an estimate of both scale model distortion effects, and the
prediction of a given plant response from that of a reference
plant.

This study is focused on BWR systems. Although example
phenomena are largely chosen from core debris discharge into
a Mark I containment, shown in Fig. 1, other thermal-
hydraulic phenomena can be treated by the methods described.

GENERAL SCALING METHODOLOGY

The design of a scale model requires that all important
phenomena be preserved [1]. The Buckingham Pi theorem
historically has been used to provide model laws, although it
does not show which physical effects are negligible. The
force ratio similitude method, while useful in modeling
dynamic systems, does not show how to model thermodynamic
effects. A generalized method of similitude [2] is described
in this study, which provides model laws from a complete
problem formulation.

Appendix I lists the dimensional equations which
describe thermal-hydraulic phenomena in one- and
multidimensional flows, and spatially uniform systems
associated with severe accidents. Normalized variables and
their first derivatives are introduced, both of which have an
order of magnitude of 1.0. The magnitude of resulting
nondimensional coefficients, which appear in the describing
equations, show which terms (or physical effects) are
important, and which can be neglected.

The expected change in a variable is

A O= r - Qi (1)

where r is the maximum expected departure from the initial
value 0i . Normalized variables are expressed as
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*T (2)

Other variables which do not appear in derivatives are
normalized according to

+ *= (3)
Wr

where ' is a suitable reference value. The normalized
variables of Tables 1 and 2 were employed in the equations of
Appendix I to obtain the nondimensional forms of Appendix II.
The resulting model coefficients, designated as Ift , i = l,
2, ... , are listed in tables 3 and 4. 1

TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Normalized Variables Normalized Variables
One- and Multidimensional Flows Spatially Uniform Systems

Pa P Pi b_= b
v c , M-M! P-P;

V* -VT K *= K, v* AM P * = AP

AVi C,,, _ U -C C,

* X-p _ _ F=ha f

y3= P U.-.= AU D C,.AP PI I , V r P.
T-T *- Tj AV hi

AT K,

m _ C

t*, ; w th, Ci
at a, AVch i

XXq *=q * h, Y
L, qq

C =* Cq

V d D*= kd

Note: If mass M, energy U, pressure , or volume areLm o A = A constant, replace the denominators AM with M,, t
L A, 7,. AU with U,, and AP with Pd, where subscript r is an

s Ab appropriate reference value, such as the initial value.

coeffi~cit dointe,hoeeadsulbepsrvdia

V*=L,V=~n -+n +n
ox'x YdTY T

'V*2 =V* -(V) = LIV

Reference parameters are obtained for magnitude
estimates of the model coefficients, once a system or
phenomenon is chosen for a scale model study. Those model
coefficients appearing in any single describing equation from
(II.1) - (11.10) are compared, and those with relatively
small magnitude can be neglected. The remaining model
coefficients dominate , however, and should be preserved in a
scale model. If the dominant model coefficients can be
preserved, and no new physical effects are introduced because
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of the reduced size in small scale, measured results from a
scale model test provide variables which can be upscaled from
the nondimensional forms in Tables I and 2 to predict full
size behavior. That is, if a variable 4+ is measured in
the scale model, the corresponding full slmze value Cf is

TABLE 3 TABLE 4

Model Coefficients
One- and Multidimensional Flows

Model Coefficients
Spatially Uniform Systems

_g0 AP

AtAV
if2 = -

o V At
172 ='

73 = AP
PI

K,6, AT At
p,LICPI

3 = , At(AV)2

go AP(At)
2

b,(At)
2

7r, =

V, AV(At)2

778 = 3
LI

A T
if 9 = I

~,6AP
P,cp,

K, At AT
7rl= 2

p, T,c,,,L

V& At(AV)2

' 12 g=L 2,,,T,

=Iq, At
p,A,cp,

rr = D,

ff15 = PLI

2g~c,,(At)2

7T16 i~~ sin 0L,

=q; At
p, T,A ,c,,

L2

ffsgO T~cp(Avt)2

p AM

I= PAV
AU

APA7'
if 2 1 = E -

AU

q,At
7r23 = A U

Ui
724= A U

P"Yt

=r26- A U

APY,

AU

C, AM
7T28 =- -6

gocp, ApV
729 = AUp C2

g AP APY
f30= AUp, C2

AVi73 AI

Mj
7r2, =-A

Note: AM, AU, or AVU should be considered equal to their
initial values M,, UL, and V'j in systems where M, U, or ? are
constants.

q Ir t
fI = r rr AT

Tr praT

obtained from Eq. (2), which yields the relationship,

) * = m Omi = & P ffi

for which

How well a
related to

(4)

(5)0 O -'AFf ffi 4)

scale model represents full size behavior is
the reference parameters employed.
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REFERENCE PARAMETERS

The model coefficients of Tables 3 and 4 are determined
from reference parameters which characterize the phenomena to
be studied. Reference length Lr is the approximate
dimension of major interest. The response time A t
corresponds to the time interval for a phenomenon to occur.
Parameters &4 are the property changes expected during the
response time At . Most property changes either are known
or can be expressed functionally from simple analyses in
terms of quantities which can be controlled in a scale model.
If rigorous numerical values of the a4s could be obtained
from a full solution of the describing equations, there would
be no need for scale-modeling. If the A4 are expressed in
terms of controllable properties, the model coefficients then
display how scale model parameter tradeoffs can be employed
to preserve phenomena.

Numerous phenomena occur during postulated severe
accidents in BWR's, which may be appropriate for scale
modeling. These include [3]:

Loss of coolant
Natural circulation cooling and core dryout
Core heat up, melting, and relocation
Vessel wall/penetration melting
Debris discharge from vessel
Discharge hole ablation
In-vessel or ex-vessel debris bed cooling
Core-concrete interaction
Debris/water thermal interaction
Steam pressure spikes
Containment heating
Hydrogen combustion
Aerosol transport, scrubbing
Molten debris spreading, candling
Debris/structure thermal interaction

If some phenomena are uncoupled, they can be studied as
separate effects. However, there are cases where several
phenomena are coupled to an extent where a scale model test
could only have meaning if the related phenomena were
included in a single integral test.

INTEGRAL SCALE MODELING

Additional model laws may be required if several
phenomena or systems with different response times are to be
included in a single model test. Consider the separate
phenomena j and k with response times A t and a tk . The
normalized times for each separately are k
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=and t * = k (6)
l at. k A tk(6

Both phenomena considered in an integral test should have t.
and tk normalized to the same response time. Suppose thati
phenomenon j is determined to be more important, making it
desirable to normalize all responses to &t. . Then tj*

and tk would become

t.
t.*= 2. (unchanged)

j At.

(7)
tk t k tk &tk

tk = m At At = At tk

It is seen that another model law is obtained, namely the
ratio of &tk/ t. , or

j A tk (8)

If tf >> 1 , phenomenon j is rapid and k is
relatig46y sluggish. The inverse is true if l/ . k >> 1.
The interpretation for either case is that both ph omena can
be studied as separate effects. One example is the spreading
of molten core debris, which may take seconds, whereas local
shell heating following debris arrival may take minutes. If
the debris boundary condition could be imposed on the shell,
heatup could be studied as a separate effect. If the debris
cooled significantly while spreading, cooling and spreading
phenomena in a separate effects test would provide the
arrival temperature at the shell.

ESTIMATED EFFECT OF PARAMETER DISTORTION

Two cases of parameter variation are addressed:

Case 1 A scale model test may require preserving several
model coefficients fin , n = 1, 2,..., to be representative
of the full size system. It may be unreasonable or
physically impossible to preserve one or more model
coefficients exactly, and the distortion of test results
should be estimated.

Case 2 A representative test or verified computer simulation
is available for a given full size system, and it is
desirable to predict response in a similar system with some
parameter differences.
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Usually the prediction of one or more key variables,
such as pressure, temperature, or flow rate, is required in
order to prevent, manage, or mitigate consequences of a
postulated severe accident. The inability to fully control
the important parameters in a scale model (case 1), or
the need to predict system behavior with parameter variations
from a similar full size system (case 2) can impose a
variation in important variables. Rather than abandon a
scale modeling approach or require a new experiment or
computer simulation with parameter variation, a theoretical
procedure can be employed for estimating resultant changes in
important variables and system responses.

Normalized variables like pressure, velocity, and
temperature during a postulated severe accident are expressed
functionally as

= 4j (x*, y*, z , t ; 1 2') (9)4J , 2 ' k

where x*, y*, z*, and t* are independent, and the Trk are
the dominant model coefficients. A reference system is
designated by subscript "o", for which Eq. (9) becomes

= 0 *(x*, y*F z*, t* ; V , I 2I0 ' ,. l)
4 j 10 20'" ko (10)

If the 4 * are expanded in a Taylor series about properties
in the reference system at a given set of the independent
variables x*, y*, z*, t*, there follows

4 = + ( j (Tr -'Mlo) +

ark k ko()

Equation (11) shows that if one or more model coefficients
IT differ from the reference system values Tr , the
ad~usted 46* can be obtained by adding corrections to the
reference sy~tem * . The partial derivatives are
evaluated at x*, y*,)z9, t*, and the Ir k o

The success of this method for obtaining severe accident
variables from an available reference system depends on
dominance of the first order terms retained in Eq. (11) and
accuracy of the partial derivative coefficients.

The partial derivatives (D4.*/3 Or ) could be
generated and stored from a series af compbter calculations
or experiments, and then employed for estimating the

4>j* from Eq. (11) when values of lrk differ from the
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reference case.

Another procedure for obtaining the partial derivatives
involves the normalized describing equations of Appendix II,
from which time derivatives of the .j* are expressed as

( =toF )o F( 4 lto' 4¢2,o ' . 4n,o ...

rl fr 2  I... 1rk a...) (12)

Eq. cit) is next differentiated with respect to time to give

+ F (+
t* t* Jo Lt* r 1 lo +

[ - 1 (13)

If time is advanced from t* to t* + A t* , Eq. (13) can be
integrated over At* , for which the change in 0,* is

4 t* + At* - It* = 4*t* + Et* - °*t*

L 'frr, )At* (14)

k -

where the partial derivative terms of Eq. (12) are

L?4(i:*)]o= L/(Ffie (15)
LBTrk at* 0J° t* 0 9tk Dkbrk go

The incentive to formulate this procedure in normalized
variables is that the nondimensional describing equations of
Appendix II are likely to be simplified when the reference
case coefficients Irk are estimated and the relatively
small terms are neglected. Several scale-modeling and
parameter distortion examples are discussed next.

SCALE-MODEL LAWS FOR THE SPREADING OF MOLTEN DEBRIS

The spreading of superheated molten debris is governed
by the multidimensional mass conservation and momentum
principles described in Appendix I. The debris is assumed to
be discharging from the vessel at volume rate QO . It has
filled and overflowed the sumps, spread over the pedestal
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floor, and is discharging from the doorway onto the drywell
floor, where it spreads toward the shell of Fig. 2. The
molten debris depth in the doorway is expected to lie between
the maximum value, ( 2 1/3

I = (Q (6o Q2
0 gD0 2

from open channel flow theory [4], and a minimum puddle
depth,

2naTg0 1.0 , wetting

V fdg ; 2.0 , nonwetting (17)

obtained by equating the hydrostatic and surface tension
forces. The scale model laws for molten debris spreading are
given in Table 5 for the example parameters of Table 14.

TABLE 5

Reference Parameters and Model Coefficients
Molten Core Debris Spreading

Condition: Q /D0 > )

Parameters:

A V = Va - V0

° (gQo) 1/3)
o D85

L =Dr 0

A t= D0/Vo = 7 s

br = g (gravity-driven spreading)

Model Coefficients:

=0 9d 01/3

2 r 2ng D)

= 2.85

0T 1
2
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(Table 5 Continued...)

Ir 3 = t'4 = fr. = 0

'T (, = 1

",Jr 7 =

11' = A

gD 5

;Q2

1/3

= 52

te ScalinggQ 1/3

Time Scaling: t* = D

0/

t

Table 5 shows that both 1t and 117 can play a major role
in modeling the intermediate flow case.

If water was used in a scale model to simulate the full
size system, Ir and rT- could be satisfied only for the
doorway size ang flow rate shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

Water Simulation of Molten Core Debris Spreading

Full Size Parameters,
Molten Core Debris

Dof = 1.0 m (100 cm)

Qof = 0.00833 m /s (8330 cc/s)

df 9000 kg/m 3  (9 gm/cc)

C f = 1.0 N/m (1000 dyne/cm)

tf

Scale Model
Water Simulant

D =78 cmOm

Qom = 4625 cc/s

9 dm = 1 gm/cc

C-m = 70 dyne/cm

tm = (0.87)tf

It is seen from Table 6 that a water test would require
almost full size geometry, and the time scale would be
slightly faster than that of full size.

SCALE MODEL LAWS FOR THE COOLING OF MOLTEN DEBRIS

Debris cooling will occur by conduction to the concrete
and also by convection to the overlying water layer, as
indicated in Fig. 3. The cooling response time for
conduction to concrete is [15 2

Atdc = f i 2 Ad ) =584 s (18)
based op c tccpc r

based on example parameters of Table 14. However, the
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convection response time for cooling by water is [61

A d,w = d = 108 s (19)

Equations (18) and (19) give approximate cooling
response times of a debris layer by concrete conduction, and
by water convection, based on uniform temperature in the
debris. However, temperature uniformity can be approached
only if the internal conduction response time is relatively
fast. The internal conduction cooling of a debris layer
insulated at one face and cooled at the other has the
approximate response time [7],

At - zQ oJ 5.8 s (20)

Comparison of Eqs. (18), (19), and (20) shows that the
cooling of a thin debris layer is not limited by internal
conduction.

Further comparison of the cooling response times of
Eqs. (18) and (19) with the spreading response time of
Table 5 shows that for the example parameters of Table 14,
spreading is rapid, compared to cooling. This implies that
the spreading and cooling phenomena each could be studied as
separate effects. That is, molten debris simulant could be
poured into a floor-shell section like that shown in Fig. 4,
at a rate which causes its depth to increase at a scale-
modeled rate representative of the full size pour. Then, if
the cooling model laws are satisfied, the debris and shell
temperatures could be recorded for eventual upscaling to
predict the full size system.

Debris spreading and cooling prior to arrival at the
shell largely determine the arrival depth and temperature.
It appears that concrete heat transfer could be neglected
from modeling considerations because it is slow relative to
water cooling. Debris cooling involves fg - r and
T' for energy transfer of Eq. (II.7). Table 1  gives the
reference parameters used and the resulting model
coefficients obtained for debris cooling by water. It is
seen from Table 7 that Trt should be preserved in a scale
model test, for representative water cooling.

Although Ir includes the initial debris depth
emerging from the pedestal doorway, the depth will continue
to rise on the shell as a function of time, which could be
determined from a separate effects scale model of the
spreading transient. The volume inflow rate employed in a
debris cooling separate effects test would be controlled to
give a geometrically similar depth increase in a geometry
like Fig. 4.
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TABLE 7

Reference Parameters and Model Coefficients
Debris Cooling by Overlying Water Layer

Parameters:

A T = Tdi -T fir = «d = °

Tr =TS fir Ad

r= Cd cpr = cpd

L = SAV = Vr = 0

tdw dd Eq. (19)

Model Coefficients:

= Tdi - 0.= 5.97
9

10 =

11 74d S fr9 = 44.8

ft12 = 13 = °

At d(Tdi - T ) .01

Time Scale: tdw = t/Atd,w

The convective heat transfer coefficient of is
determined largely by physical properties of the water,
geometry, and the temperature difference. Inability to
exactly match the lCd/ot+ ratio in 'TrW perhaps could be
accomodated by the temperature differeAce or debris depth.

DEBRIS HEATING OF DRYWELL SHELL

Local heating of the drywell shell and cooling of the
debris layer upon arrival determines the shell temperature
transient. The debris superheat and composition is
determined from the vessel discharge properties, concrete
interaction, decay heat generation, and cooling while it
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spreads. All of these phenomena are assumed to be preserved
in either separate effects or an integral small scale test.
It is assumed that the debris mixture is such that its
specific heat c pd corresponds to the solidification
gradient e /(T , - TSol ), which is approximate for some
predicted cffposlitons. Thus, for some cases, the debris can
be treated as a conducting slab in contact with the shell.

Figure 5 shows the debris layer at the shell. Several
phenomena occur simultaneously, which involve heat conduction
in both the shell and debris, and convective cooling to the
overlying water. Internal convection could dominate the
debris heat transfer, but conduction is assumed within the
debris in this example.

Conduction response across a flat plate of thickness
IT is approximately [7]

- , I (21)

Conduction across the shell in the region of debris contact
corresponds to 2

&= e (22)

Both the shell and debris layer are treated as fins in
perfect thermal contact, both cooled by convection from one
side. The steady temperature profile in a fin without
internal heating, of thickness e , conductivity ac , initial
temperature T., , and boundary temperature T , with a heat
transfer coefficient 9 ,is given by °

T- T = exp (- A x) (23)

for which the steady temperature penetration in the shell and
core debris are

X = (24)

Xd = ICd (25)

The estimated time responses for the shell and debris layer
to approach steady temperature profiles after contact are

c s~ts =T S(26)
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X 2
latd = d = fdcpd~d

V d
(27)

TABLE 8

Parameters and Model Laws
Shell Thickness Heat Response

Parameters:

4 T = Tdi -T

T = Tr O

9r fs

Cpr

L =r

= c
Ps

etr =ts

s,- = e /' s

Model Coefficients:

1~r -d i TO9r = T =d = 5 97

Time: t* = t/A t s,e

TABLE 9

Parameters and Model Laws
Debris Heating, Water Cooling of Shell

Parameters:

4 T = Tdi - TO

T = To

_r Is

pr fs

C = =cp

Lr = I ~s e /s

4 t = 4t 5 w
= ?cp 5 e

' S

Model Coefficients:

Ir = 'fl = di T = 5.97
9 11 T~ lb

Time: t* = t/4 ts5 w
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TABLE 10

Parameters and Model Coefficients
Debris Cooling by Shell and Water

Parameters:

AT = Tdi , T fr =Fd

Tr =To c d= cd

r =-d L r %S.- r

,t= At -fcd
d,w N

Model Laws:

Tdi - Too
9 11 TO

Time: t* = t/A rd,w

Only model coefficients Tr , , and fr''' need to be
considered for the debris/shell/water thermal response.
Tables 8, 9,and 10 give the model laws for each phenomena as
if they were to be studied as separate effects. Later, they
are combined for study as an integral test.

It is seen in Tables 8, 9, and 10 that the
debris/shell/water thermal response phenomena require only
one model coefficient to be preserved for separate effects
scale modeling. However, an integral test involving these
phenomena could require additional model coefficients to
match the time scales.

AN EXAMPLE INTEGRAL TEST

Suppose that it was desirable to design a small scale
model which included the phenomena,

- Debris spreading to shell
- Debris cooling by water
- Debris cooling by concrete
- Shell heatup across its thickness
- Shell heatup and cooling by water
- Debris heat transfer to shell

It is not reasonable to preserve all the model coefficients
in a single small scale test. Further examination of the
relative response times in Table 11 helps to determine which
phenomena could be studied as separate effects. The debris
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TABLE 11

Relative Response Times

Phenomena Response Time, s

Debris spreading to shell At = 7 s
Debris cooling by water 'at = 108 s
Debris cooling by concrete o ta"' = 584 s
Shell heatup across thickness A td,c = 64 s
Shell heatup and cooling by water A tse = 850 s
Debris heat transfer to shell atsI W = 108 s

d,s

spreading phenomenon occurs in about 7 s, which is fast
relative to its 108 s water cooling time before arrival at
the shell. Therefore, a separate effects test for debris
spreading would be appropriate to show how the shell/debris
contact heating region grows with time.

A separate effects thermal response test of debris,
shell, and overlying water would be desirable, since these
phenomena are interdependent, and largely determine the shell
temperature transient. The required model coefficient from
Tables 8, 9, and 10 is

Td - ToAd = Or= di

Additional model coefficients which cause the associated time
scales to converge are,

lo= l s,e = = 0.078
100 a tS'w

and 2

A0 ' = se = e 'd = 0.59

tds

Suppose that 304 stainless steel were used for the shell in a
scale model test with a molten debris simulant metal like
Gallium, covered by a water layer. Table 12 lists a
comparison of important thermal properties. The debris
simulant Gallium has a melting temperature of 29 C. If the
water convective heat transfer coefficients were the same as
full size, a scale model test would have shell and debris
thicknesses of

e m = 0.83 cm model shell thickness

Sdm = 0.52 cm model debris initial depth
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TABLE 12

Shell/Debris Full Size and Gallium Thermal Properties

Property Full Size Test
Shell Debris Shell Debris

' kg/mr3  8000 9000 8000 6090
c J/kg-K 460 480 460 376
P W/T-K 50 30 14 28

i cm /s 0.14 0.07 0.04 0.12

Furthermore, Gallium has a boiling point of 2676 K , so it
would not be possible to satisfy the temperature groups Ir9
or 1t1 if the molten debris temperature was much superheated
above 1 he liquidus temperature (2600 K for some
compositions).

EXAMPLE EFFECT OF PARAMETER CHANGE ON SEVERE ACCIDENT

The example described in this section was chosen because
it permits an analytical means of demonstrating that the
procedure concept is valid.

When molten core debris is discharged from a hole in the
vessel bottom, its discharge rate depends on the hole size,
vessel pressure, and debris elevation of Fig. 6, according to

= ~db1 2 (P -P)
md = dA 20 P + 2gy (28)

Suppose that a scale model test was to be designed to observe
the discharge transient, but it was not possible to
pressurize the model vessel.

Mass conservation of Eq. (II.8) is employed to track the
amount of debris remaining in the vessel. Table 13 gives
reference parameters and model laws. Equation (II.8) becomes

=M +0 (29)
ddt out

It is assumed that the debris volume is small relative to the
vessel steam volume so that vessel pressure is constant at
Pq during the discharge. The remaining debris can be
expressed in terms of y in Fig. 6 as

Md = dAVY (30)
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TABLE 13

Reference Parameters and Model Laws, Debris Discharge

Reference Parameters:

4M =M di-

md 9 A |_oPvi - P.6 ) +2ymdr = fdAbkI + gy

& t = M di/ldr

Model Laws:

I19 1

Time Scale: t* = drt
Mdi

If y in Eqs. (29) and (30) is normalized as

Y - y.
*= y Y Yi (31)

Eq. (29) becomes

d* r + 1+ Y*
DE p + 1 0 (32)

IC t* = 0 , y* =0 (33)

where the model coefficient

n V . (34)

gd Yi

should be preserved in a representative model test. It is
assumed that the full size and model cases have parameters

Trpf = 2.0 (full size) 1tpm = 0.0 (model)

It is possible to obtain y*(t*; 1r ) from a solution of
Eqs. (32) and (33) for both values gf Ef . These solutions
are shown as solid lines in Fig. 7. It ii emphasezed that
the curve labeled 1t is for the full size or reference
system, whereas the 4v-- is for either a distorted scale
model, or another systfmm to be predicted from the reference
system.
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The partial derivative of Eq. (12) is applied to (32) to
give

__�Ip ( dqg
1 Yf

33/2 4 Y*f + 3
(35)

f

for which Eq. (14) yields

t* + At*
- Y* = Y* ft + t - Y*fk

- (0.385)L 1Y*f + 3]t*

At* (36)

The dashed curve in Fig. 7 was calculated from Eq. (36) at
time intervals of Et* = 0.2 . Agreement for this example is
good, which implies the validity of the method developed for
predicting the behavior of a system from the known behavior
of a reference system.

EXAMPLE PARAMETERS

The numerical values of Table 14 were employed in
example calculations of this study. Many of them can have
extensive ranges in actual cases.

TABLE 14

Example Parameters

D = 1 m
Q0= 8330 cc/s
2 c = 1.3 W/m-r

i( = 0.007 cm Is
g c= 2300 kg/m
cpc = 840 J/kg-K

f = 9000 kg/m3
Cd = 30 W/m-K

cpd = 480 J/k2-K

Cpd = 0.07 cm /s
d = 1 N/m

Tdi = 2600 K

'A = 400 W/m2-K
M d = T = 333 K
OpS = 16 W/m -K
IC = 50 W/m-j

= 0.14 cm /s
e s 3 cm

SUMMARY

General scale model laws have been presented for
thermal-hydraulic behavior of BWRs. These laws are expected
to help determine if tests of postulated severe accident
phenomena are representative of full size. A procedure has
been described for predicting parameter distortion effects on
scale model behavior for cases where it is not possible or
practical to exactly satisfy all the model laws. The
procedure for assessing distortion effects in scale models
was extended to predict severe accident response in a plant
which is different from a similar reference plant.
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APPENDIX I Dimensional Describing Equations

One-Dimensional Flow

Mass Conservation

aP dP pC2 dV + pC2 (dA + V 9A)=PC'

Momentum Creation

dV + V dV+go cP + f VJVj +gsinO=° (I.2)

Energy Conservation

go (dP + -+V dp) 9p (I .3)

or

T+V T pT (- +V-)= - 1 (I.4)
lt dz PCF dt dz pcP

where

- (82 T I dA d T) + f V3 + qin ( I . 5)
- Kka2 Z+dz DP2go A
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Multidimensional Flow

Mass Conservation

t+V-VP+PC2V-V =C-[V-(xVT)+r.-Vv]
at 90g 0cp

Momentum Creation

dt +V-VV+g-VP+b=gov- r = 8°MVIV + (C +It')V(T-V)
~Tp p p L 3 /

Energy Conservation

dSptiall PC (dt+V.vp)+p V- (KVT)- '

Spatially Uniform Systems

(I.6)

(I.7)

(I.8)

E C ho s th);
, t(h t o ),.t

lOut

Mass conservation fun Energy conservation

Pout
Pin

Mass Conservation
dM

out m~ dt (I.9)

Energy Conservation

out - in + qOut - 4in + P d- + (ho d)..,- (hah)in+ dU =°OtdtCsd

State

U M)
M =eP p) =e(PI

(I.10)

(I.11)

dU (U + PRI_ cp, dM
dt M M 7 3 I dt + (gocp ) dP + (Cp M _ p) ddI (I.12)
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APPENDIX II Nondimensional Describing Equations

One-dimensional Flows

Mass Conservation

1 dP* + r 1 (Pr2V* + *r°) a*

+ 7rT(IT3P + 1) av*

1* dt*+ (r3p * + 1) A*dt

+ (7r3p* + 1) A* (r 2 V*

0) dA* = p
+ 7T 2 onevtn

Energy Conservation

Momentum Creation

r2(T3P* + 1) dV*

+ 7T2 (7 3 P + 1)

dV*
X(IT 2V* + Ir dz*

+ T6 dp*

2 14(73P + 1)

X ( 2 V* + 1r2

+ 7T16 (IT3 p* + 1) = 0

(U - %)

1 dP*II dp

+I7r, 1 (7T2 V* + 1ro) dy*

'9p *

- 1T3 dt*

-73(n72V* + i2) kZ*
D*

CI

IrT(Ir 3 p* + I)cp dt*

+ 1T9 (7T 3 p* + ')Cp(77r2V

+ ) dT*

dz *

= 'ffjn3*(7r9T* + 1) dt*

+ IT1oP *(n9T* + 1)

X (7,V* + 1T2) .p*

+ 9** (= .3l)

{ * 71ri A*

x a *K*A* dT*)

.z* * z*

+ { 7r 3 3 qin -qOut
.7T17J A*

+ {I 147,iT15 }
I1 4 7TJ Si

(,3p* + l)(T2V* + 7TI) 3

2D*

(tM.)
Multidimensional Flows

Mass Conservation

1 dP*
'T, -E2 dt*

+ r I (7rw2V* + U2). V*P*

+ 7r2 (7T3 p* + l)V* V*

/3*
= [- V '(K*V*T*)]

CI,

P*
+ C* (Vsr,* -V* .V*) (.

Momentum Creation

dV*
I 2(IT 3p* + 1) -

+ 7T2(g3 P* + 1)(IT2V* + n2)
*V *V*

+ ffV*P* + 1r7 (7r 3 p* + 1)b*

= V8V*Fr*

(=r,C)
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Energy Conservation

9(lT3P + I)C* dT*

+ l9 (ir3p* + 1)

x c ('V* + W°) T*

= jr, *(X9 T* + 1) at*

+ 17,,,*(iTT* + 1)

x (2* + r 02( ) K T*)P

+ TrIIV* - (K*V* T*)

+ r*.v*-v*+"

Spatially Uniform Systems

Mass Conservation

IT9(nOUK - in) + dt* = ° (MYq

State

Energy Conservation

dV* dU*
(lr2 0 + iP*) 7F+ dt*

+ 72I[(p*h*)ou, - (r*h*)iI]

+17' 3 (qou- q*) ° . (nct O)

dU* = (w,9 + 1r 3ov*) dP*

+ [ 4 +U* ] dM*+ M*+ cp*2

+ [#26 + TV'* + i7rP* + rIT 1 PV*V]

x dM*

+ T28 t 725 + m*
- [lr28 + +P
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MOLTEN / ENTS TO POOL

BREAC CORIUM

SHELL HEATED BY DIRECT
CONCRETE' CONTACT WITH CORIUM
FLOOR SUM

Figure 1. Molten Corium Discharge into Drywell
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Figure 2. Molten Debris Spreading
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Figure 3. Debris Cooling While Spreading
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Figure 4. Controlled Test for Debris Depth at Shell
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Figure 5. Heat Transfer, Debris-Shell-Water
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Figure 6. Molten Debris Discharge From Vessel
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DEBRIS DISPERSAL FROM REACTOR CAVITY DURING LOW TEMPERATURE
SIMULANT TESTS OF DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING (DCH)*

Salomon Levy**

S. Levy Incorporated

ABSTRACT

The Ishii-Katoaka entrainment correlation for fully developed steady-state
annular two-phase flow was modified for application to the undeveloped and
transient conditions prevailing during blowdown from a reactor pressure
vessel into a reactor cavity during Direct Containment Heating (DCH). Good
correlation for the debris dispersion or entrainment fraction was obtained
for the Winfrith simulant data obtained with a constant gas flow rate in a
1:25 scale of the Sizewell reactor cavity. The same correlation was found
to apply to an equivalent circular reactor cavity over scales ranging from
1:132 to 1:21. The five fluids utilized in the Winfrith constant pressure
reservoir tests were brought to ether by the gas Euler number and the
property grouping 2P Jf2rP t/vo1 where Pc is the reactor cavity pressure, a
and pf the fluid surFace tension and density, and t is the blowdown time.

Blowdown tests with simulant fluids in the Sizewell, Zion, Surry and Watts
Bar scaled reactor cavities were correlated by the same equation and they
exhibited the same dependence upon the initial gas Euler number, the same
property grouping and an equivalent blowdown time. However, in contrast to
the constant gas flow rate tests, the gas density was found to influence
debris dispersal during blowdown tests. Also, a significant decrease in
entrainment was obtained with the use of woods metal as a simulant. The
decrease appears to be associated with increased Euler numbers and it may
be related to a change in flow pattern entrainment or a slowdown of the gas
velocity by the accelerating debris particles.

All tests showed a dependence upon the size of the orifice simulating the
reactor vessel hole. This could be due to the fact that the orifice size
may influence the thickness or the velocity of the gaseous boundary layer
formed above the fluid being entrained.

* This work was sponsored by Brookhaven National Laboratory under Purchase
Order No. 402034 in support of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Severe
Accident Scaling Methodology (SASM).

** The author would like to recognize the extensive help received from Dr.
J. Healzer who performed all the test data reduction and their plotting.
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Blowdown conditions required to initiate entrainment can be predicted from
the correlations developed herein. The values so determined for constant
gas flow rate approach the Kutateladze prediction when they are adjusted
for the actual blowdown gas velocity in the boundary layer near the floor
of the cavity. The Euler numbers for entrainment inception decrease with
orifice (vessel hole) size. For blowdown tests, they increase with reduced
gas and increased debris density.

For illustration purposes, the methodology was applied to predict debris
dispersion in the Zion and Surry plants. The predicted dispersions are
high when the reactor vessel hole is large or the vessel blowdown pressure
high.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

During a severe nuclear reactor accident, degradation of the fuel in the

reactor may lead to a significant accumulation of molten and solid debris

from the core upon the bottom head of the reactor pressure vessel. Due to

decay heat generated by the debris, the bottom head of the vessel can fail

and the reactor pressure will eject debris from the bottom head into the

reactor cavity located below it (see Figure 1). Debris discharge is

followed by blowdown of the primary system and the high velocity gases

escaping from the vessel are expected to entrain some of the debris from the

cavity unto the reactor building. Hot debris particles reaching the

containment will pressurize and heat it. This process is called Direct

Containment Heating (DCH) and is of particular importance to pressurized

water reactors (PWRs).

Several small-scale tests have been performed to understand and predict DCH

conditions and, in particular, the fraction of debris dispersion or

entrained material into the containment (1-8). Most of the tests have

employed simulant fluids and inert gases at low temperatures to avoid the

heating and chemical reactions that might occur in the reactor cavity during

a severe accident. The purpose of this report is to develop a methodology

for predicting debris dispersal under such simplified DCH conditions. It

was felt that success with this first set of data was a prerequisite to

expanding the methodology to the more complicated case of a reactor

accident.
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The methodology developed herein consists of five steps:

1) Available small-scale simulant tests with no chemical reactions are

reviewed and their results summarized. Special emphasis is placed

upon the physical aspects of the phenomena observed during the tests.

2) Existing entrainment correlations are considered and modified for

application to DCH under two different sets of blowdown conditions.

In References (1) to (5) the simulant fluids and gases are ejected

from a storage tank to reproduce reactor conditions. in References

(6) to (8), the simulant fluid is placed upon the reduced scale cavity

floor and gases are introduced into it at a constant flow rate over a

selected period of time.

3) Formulated correlations are applied to the available test data to

evaluate their merit and capability to deal with a variety of

geometries, fluids and gases. They are also compared to formulations

developed by Brookhaven National Laboratory.

4) Conditions for initiation of entrainment are derived and compared to

test results as well as to previously published correlations.

5) The correlations are applied to predict debris dispersion in two full-

scale nuclear power plants and to illustrate the impact of reactor

pressure and vessel hole upon debris dispersion.

2.0 SUMMARY OF SMALL-SCALE LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS WITH NO CHEMICAL
REACTIONS

In Reference (1) tests were conducted in an 1:10 scale model of the Zion

reactor cavity with and without internal structures. Water was utilized to

simulate the debris material and both air and helium were employed to

reproduce the reactor vessel blowdown. The results are reproduced in Figure

2. Figure 2(a) shows that it takes a minimum blowdown pressure to initiate

entrainment and that beyond that threshold pressure the fraction of debris

dispersed increases rapidly with the blowdown vessel pressure or gas

velocity. According to Figure 2(a) the initial mass of simulant debris
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appears to have a limited role. Also, helium exhibits a higher dispersal

threshold pressure than air and a reduced dispersal rate as the blowdown

pressure is increased. Figure 2(b) provides an explanation for the behavior

difference between helium and air, i.e. helium blowdown occurs much more

rapidly and is completed in about half the time for air. As expected, the

presence of structures in the cavity interferes with debris entrainment, and

reduces it as illustrated in Figure 2(c). Measurements of gas flow

velocities within the cavity were also carried out in Reference (1)- The

gas flow mapping revealed that a high velocity gas boundary layer is formed

along the bottom of the cavity and that it causes recirculation and even

backflow of gas towards the reactor vessel in the upper parts of the cavity.

In References (2) to (4), tests were carried in 1:42 scale models of the

Zion, Surry, and Watts Bar reactor cavities. Water and woods metal were

employed to simulate the debris material and both nitrogen and helium were

utilized to reproduce the reactor vessel blowdown. All these tests were

performed without structures present in the reactor cavity. The tests of

Reference (2) show that entrainment starts in the Surry scaled cavity only

beyond a threshold pressure which was correlated by a modified Kutateladze

number,

2~g 0.5
[pgi2/(Pfgo)0.5] (L)2 [ =7 (1)

where pg is the gas density, jg the gas velocity based upon the minimum

cross sectional area of the cavity, pf the fluid density, g the

gravitational constant, a the surface tension, L a characteristic reactor

cavity length and d the orifice (vessel hole) diameter.

Helium again produced less dispersal than nitrogen and the increased density

woods metal took higher pressure than water to reach the same level of

entrainment. The reactor cavity configuration tended to impact the amount

of material transported to the containment in direct relationship to the

openness of the flow path to the containment. The Zion reactor cavity gave

the highest entrainment, followed by the Surry and the Watts Bar cavities.
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Different orifice sizes were used during the tests. As the orifice size or

vessel failure hole is decreased, the blowdown time from the same size

vessel increases and the amount of material entrained goes up for the same

escape velocity from the hole.

In Reference (5), blowdown tests were performed in a 1/25 scale of the

Sizewell cavity and they were carried with water as the simulant and with

air or helium. The Sizewell results were comparable to those of the Zion

cavity.

The tests of References (6) and (7) were performed with a steady flow of gas

on a 1/25 scale model of the reactor cavity shown in Figure 1. The debris

simulant was spread over the cavity floor before gas was allowed to enter

the cavity. Both air and helium were utilized by Winfrith and five

different simulant fluids were employed: water, 10% ethanol-water, silicone

oil 200/5, silicone oil 200/10 and flutec PP9. A few tests were performed

with different times of gas flow and, as expected, Figure 3 shows that the

amount of liquid entrained increases with time. Most tests were carried out

with a discharge time of 10 seconds and they were plotted against the Euler

number, Eu

Eu = pgj g/2 Pc (2)

where Pc is the initial cavity pressure. As shown in Figure 4, the constant

pressure reservoir Winfrith results show no gas dependence as long as the

entrained fraction is plotted against the Euler number. Here again, we

observe the need for a threshold Eu to initiate entrainment. Entrainment

appears to increase as Eu raised to an exponent of 2 to 2.5. Even though

fluid properties were varied over a wide range, it was not possible to

correlate the results with a definitive grouping of properties.

Winfrith also performed a series of tests with an equivalent tube geometry

at different scales (8). Their results are plotted in Figure 5 and they

show no scale dependence for air-water tests as long as they are correlated

in terms of the Euler number. Finally, the Winfrith tests confirmed the gas
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Figure 3

Winfrith Reactor Cavity
Entrainment versus Time (Air-Water)
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Figure 4

Dependance of Entrainment Fraction on
Euler Number for Air-Water and Helium-

Water Systems in Winfrith Reactor Cavity
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Figure 5

Winfrith Entrainment Data in
Equivalent Circular Configurations
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flow mapping behavior and the impact of structures reported in Reference

(1).

Observation of flow within the reactor cavity were made during many of the

simulant tests. In the Winfrith tests (5), it was reported that the

simulant was pushed into the reactor cavity and that a wave front was formed

by the initial gaseous discharge. Spray formation occurred at the wave

front and most of the spray so formed impinged on the vertical end wall and

ran back onto the vault floor before being reentrained by gas out of the

cavity. In the Brookhaven National Laboratory tests, high-speed movies

showed that an early jet of simulant fluid was directed towards the cavity

floor. During that early phase of the blowdown, the simulant spread along

the floor with some fraction climbing the vertical walls and some fraction

splashing in various directions. When gas blowdown began, the simulant was

still in motion and no pool of simulant was observed to exist along the

cavity floor. The gases underwent considerable recirculation in all tests

and they entrained simulant from all walls where it was present,

particularly from the lower half of the cavity.

In References (9) to (12) entrainment tests were performed with high

temperature simulants and they generally were more energetic than the low

temperature tests because of the transfer of energy from the simulants to

the reactor cavity atmosphere. Still, they exhibited behavior similar to

that observed in the Brookhaven, Sandia and Winfrith simulant tests, which

supports the present efforts to correlate the simplified tests of References

(1) to (8).

3.0 ENTRAINMENT MECHANISM AND EXISTING CORRELATIONS

3.1 EXISTING CORRELATIONS

A considerable number of studies of entrainment have been performed with

gas-liquid flows. The earliest work was carried out by Ricou and Spalding

(I3) who reported measurements of entrainment from turbulent jets.

Subsequently, Harwell (14, 15) dealt with cocurrent pipe flows which led to

the correlation of the concentration of entrained droplets in terms of the
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non-dimensional grouping (viS/o) where 7j is the interfacial gas to liquid

film shear stress and 6 is the film thickness.

The most recent and comprehensive work on droplet entrainment in two-phase

annular flow was reported by Kataoka and Ishii (16). They started from

Paleev and Fillipovich's correlation for diffusion controlled droplet

deposition,

k - 0.022 Re0 25  C .26  pO.6  (3)

where k is the mass transfer coefficient, Reg the gas Reynolds number or

pgjgD/Pg, D the diameter, C the droplet concentration, and pg the gas

viscosity.

Katoaka and Ishii approximated C through

C = of e (4)
9

where e is the entrained fraction of liquid and jf is the total liquid

superficial velocity.

They also employed an expression developed by Ishii and Mishima (17) for the

entrained fraction e,

e = 7.75x10-7 Wel 25 Reff0.25  (5)

where Reff is the liquid film Reynolds based upon the liquid flow in the

film, PfJffD/igf, and We is the entrainment Weber number

PgigD IPf - Pg13
We a 1 (6)

The term [(pf - og)/pg]1/3 was incorporated into Eq. (6) to account for the

inertia of the liquid droplets present in the gas core.
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Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3) and recognizing the similarity between

entrainment and deposition rate, Katoaka and Ishii obtained

0.26MfD 7 0. 74 0.185 0.925 fr91
= 6.6x1O Reif Reff We (7)

where Mf is the entrainment rate per unit of interfacial surface area, and

Ref the liquid Reynolds based upon total liquid flow or pfJfD/If.

3.2 MODIFICATION OF KATOAKA-ISHII ENTRAINMENT RATE FOR APPLICATION TO
WINFRITH TESTS

Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

MfD
- 6.6x]0-7

tRef 10.74 9 (We 0 *0.26
(8)

One can also write that

f. dS
Mf = - Pf dt (9)

where 6 is the liquid film thickness on the floor of

function of time. Combining Eqs. (8) and (9), there

the cavity as a

results

-d (6/ 6 j) = 6.6x10-7
[Iifdt 1 rRef 10 .74  10.26

D6ipfJ [Reff] [ifJ (10)

[PgD PfJffD (PLPg I1/3 0.925

L a tf h cat t =

where Si is the initial film thickness at t -o.
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The liquid film flux, iffs can be related to the gas flux by recognizing

that the liquid film pressure drop, (dP/dz)ff, is equal to the gas interface

pressure drop, (dP/dz)g for fully developed annular flow, or

(dP/dz)ff = (dP/dz)g (11)

where z corresponds to distance in the flow direction.

Also, (dP/dz)ff can be expressed in terms of the total liquid pressure drop,

(dP/dz)f

2
(1-a)2 (dP/dz)ff = (dP/dz)f D (dP/dz)ff (12)

where a is the gas volume fraction. By employing the Wallis relation (18)

for annular gas pressure drop, one gets

(dP/dz)g = 9 ig 1 + 300 (13)

and

ff .2
(dP/dz)f = f f .f (14)

where fg ff are single-phase friction factors. From Eqs. (12, (13) and

(16), there results

iff 46 Pgf912l 6 (5
J = Df Xl 21+300 D(15)

Pf ff .+IJJD

If we assume that the liquid and gas flows are highly turbulent so that

fg = ff = constant we get

IJf D4 1 1 + 300 - (16)
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and substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (10) yields

-d (6/16) = 6.6xI ifft 1 Ref f0.74 .26

[(6/16  11+300 6/D] 0.925 L JReff f]

E( 2P 1 5 (2PcD) (4) IPpFD] (pp 11/3 0.925 (17)

L _ l PCJ t tDU f ( t 9g

Eq. (17) can be integrated to calculate 6 as a function of time. However,

before doing so, several adjustments are in order:

1. For simplification purposes, we shall treat the cavity as a single

node. Since new gas is injected continuously at the entrance of the

cavity, we can drop the term [(PL - Pg)/PL 1'/3. Also, to be

consistent, we shall evaluate Ref/Reff at that same entrance location,

or Ref/Reff = 1.

2. The Winfrith tests of Reference (7) show that entrainment when plotted

versus the Euler number is independent of the size of the cavity or D.

Eq. (17) leads to a slight dependence upon D, or D-0-075. That

dependence can be eliminated by changing the exponent in Eq. (8) on

the Weber number from 0.925 to 1. By adopting that change, Eq. (17)

is simplified considerably to give

- d (6/6i) - E1-5 CI0-26 2Pc 2P
/130 / c P~ [J~dt (18)(616i ) fl+-300 61D u ~f J a pf()

where Kc is a characteristic constant of the cavity geometry.

3. The entrainment correlation of Eq. (18) was derived from steady-state,

fully developed flow conditions. The liquid film during DCH blowdown

tests varies as a function of time, t, and the cavity distances are

very small compared to those required for fully developed conditions.

We can expect the entrainment to be greater in the DCH blowdown tests

than for fully developed conditions because we start with an unusually
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thick liquid film.

modifying Eq. (18)

will be a function

We can recognize undeveloped flow conditions by

with an entry length function Fent which we hope

of only the Euler number. There results

- d (6/6) Kc EU1 5 [1 Fent (Eu) a c dt (19)
(6/6S) 11+300 6/D Fen

3.3 CORRELATION OF WINFRITH CONSTANT RESERVOIR PRESSURE TESTS

Equation (19) can be integrated from time zero to time t to get

(f0.26 a Of IL
A -Pc V 2 PC t

l /1+300 6D -1 .1+300 6/D +1 ]
11+300 6/D -1 J1+300 Si/D +1 (20)

= Kc EU1.5 Fent (Eu)

In order to evaluate the merits of Eq.

left hand side of Eq. (20) versus Eu.

constant Kc and the validity that Fent

be noted that

(20) we can plot the grouping on the

Such an approach will determine the

is only a function of Eu. It should

6 6 6i D1
=iD (I-E) r (21)

where E is the integrated entrained or dispersed debris fraction over time

t.

We can rewrite Eq. (20 as

Y(E, 6/D) / ' ta 0.26
= Kc F(Eu) (22)

where Y(E, 6i/D) replaces the logarithmic function in Eq. (20) and is a

function of the entrained fraction E and the ratio of the initial fluid film

thickness Si to the cavity hydraulic diameter D, 6i/D. In Eq. (20) Kc is a
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characteristic constant of the cavity derived from the data and F(EU) is an

anticipated exponential function of the Euler number.

Eqs. (20) and (21) were applied to the data of Reference (6) where all tests

were started with a liquid film Si = 4.4mm which assumes that the sump

volume at the end of the reactor cavity of Figure 1 was filled with fluid

which did not participate in the entrainment process. This liquid film

thickness corresponds to 100 tons of debris material of 10,000 kg/m3 density

in the full scale reactor. For D we used the hydraulic diameter of the

minimum cavity cross section even though only the bottom of the cavity is

covered initially with debris and more than the top half of the cavity cross

section is involved in recirculating or secondary flows. The test results

plotted in Figure 6 were obtained with a 12.5mm rounded orifice located

330mm upstream of the end of a 25mm bore vertical steel pipe projecting just

beyond the pressure vessel bottom of Figure 1.

The non-dimensional entrainment group plotted in Figure 6 corresponds to the

left hand side of Eq. (22), i.e.

I Pf 1-f J

It is seen that the entrainment grouping is only a function of the Euler

number and that the data for the various fluids are brought together rather

well by the proposed formulation. The overall correlation spread is close

to that of the experimental data for the various fluids tested. The

straight line drawn in Figure 6 through the test results corresponds to

2.32c 2 c frig)O2
Y = 0.14 Eu2 a3  c - - t (23)

It should be noted that the Euler number in Eq. (23) can be related to the

blowdown reservoir pressure, P, by
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-++1
.2 2 ,2

Eu 2Pc [Ac2 (24)

where Ah and Ac are respectively the vessel hole (orifice) and minimum

cavity flow areas and -y is the specific heat ratio of the blowdown gas.

Figure 7 shows the data obtained for different blowdown times. Here again,

acceptable correlation is obtained for times from a few to about one hundred

seconds. Eq. (23) is plotted in Figure 7 and it gives good agreement with

the data.

Figure 8 reproduces the data obtained with air and water in an equivalent

circular geometry with a constant gas flow rate over 10 seconds. These

tests were carried out by matching the cavity circular area to the minimum

reactor cavity cross-sectional area. For the full scale plant of Figure 1,

the corresponding tubular cavity would have a diameter of 3.45m. Also, in

all tests of Figure 8 (with the exception of one series of tests discussed

below) the ratio of break (orifice) area to the cavity flow area was kept

constant, or Ah/Ac = 1/160. As depicted in Figure 8, the blowdown orifice

was located at the end of a 25mm vertical pipe, connected to the air supply

and just projecting below the core plate. The distance from the cavity

floor to the location of the orifice was also scaled geometrically. This

arrangement is different from that of the results of Figure 6 where the

orifice was located 330mm upstream of the end of the 25cm vertical bore

pipe.

The groupings utilized in Figure 8 are the same as those found in Figure 6.

They provide good correlation of the circular test data even though the

scale was varied by a factor of six. Equation (23) is plotted in Figure 8

and gives surprisingly good agreement with the circular geometry data. At

first it was believed that the agreement of Eq. (23) with the data plotted

in Figure 8 might be fortuitous in view of the differences in Figures 6 and

8 in the cavity geometries and in the location of the break size with

respect to the cavity floor. However, by comparing the Euler number to
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Air Water Tests at Different
Simplified Tube Geomotery
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initiate entrainment in both configurations, it was found that they were

identical and that the overall impact of orifice size and location may have

been made equivalent. Thus, the agreement between the results of the

equivalent circular geometry and those of the actual reactor cavity may be

justifiable.

The impact of break size upon entrainment is illustrated in Figure 8 where

for the 90mm or 1/44 scale circular cavity two orifice sizes were utilized:

7.07mm corresponding to the 1/44 scale, and 11.03mn corresponding to a 1/28

scale. The 7.07mm orifice data agrees with the test results at all other

scales, while the 11.03mm or 1/28 scale orifice gives reduced values of the

entrainment group as shown in Figure 8. The decreased entrainment

associated with the 11.03 mm orifice may be caused by an increased gas

boundary layer thickness and therefore reduced interface gas velocity above

the debris material for the same Euler number.

The data for the 11.03mm orifice was approximated by the dashed line

corresponding to

Y = 0.14 [iio]2 Eu 2.3 (2Pc] 2 (L] t (25)

In other words, it appears that the constant Kc needs to be adjusted by the

orifice diameter ratio when the orifice size is varied. Similar results

were reported in Reference (6) where the 12.5mm orifice employed in Figure 6

was moved from being located 330mm upstream of the end of the 25mm bore pipe

to its end. Locating the orifice closer to the cavity floor gave the same

gas flow rate but increased entrainment because the gas boundary layer

thickness above the liquid film was reduced and the gas velocity increased.

When the orifice was located 330mm upstream of the end of the pipe, it was

comparable to having an orifice of 25mm at the end of the pipe but producing

the same flow rate as the 12.5mm orifice. The fluid entrainment fraction

was increased by a factor of 4 to 5 by moving the orifice closer to the

cavity floor. This corresponds to the diameter ratio being raised to an

exponent of 2 to 2.3.
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3.4 APPLICATION TO BLOWDOWN TESTS

In the blowdown tests, the blowdown reservoir pressure P and the gas
velocity jg in the reactor cavity decrease with time. From Eq. (24), we get
for an isothermal expansion

'y+ 1
.2 2 22 2

Pgjg [Ah I [Ah] P r (26)2 _ [- tJ (1 i = tA1- i'
where Pi is the initial vessel pressure at time zero and r is equal to

1+1

r = [ (27)

Wulff (19) showed that for an isothermal expansion of the gas during

blowdown

P/P = e -T11e T (28)

where

Ahi t (29)

V

where R is the constant in the gas pressure-temperature relation, T1 the
initial gas temperature, and V is the blowdown vessel volume.

Utilizing Eq. (22) one gets by postulating that F(Eu) =Eu23

Y =Kc .36V Eui2.3 [I PC .6 2Pc c 0.6 (30)

Ah /RTi ~i ~ P~ If

Pi is the initial pressure in the reservoir tank and Eu1 is the Euler number
corresponding to the initial pressure Pi. Comparison of Eq. (30) and Eq.
(22) shows that the grouping of 0.36V/AhRTi plays the role of an equivalent

time and it shall be referred to as blowdown time. The comparison also
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reveals that, due to the presence of 1/ /R17, the entrainment parameter Y is

dependent upon gas properties as well as the Euler number.

3.4.1 Role of Orifice Size and Gas Properties in Blowdown Tests

Most blowdown tests have been performed with several orifice sizes and

different gases and it was necessary first to establish how the blowdown

tests depend upon orifice size. Figure 9 shows the entrainment or debris

dispersal fraction results measured by Brookhaven National Laboratory for

the Watts Bar cavity. A comparison of the data obtained for the same gas-

fluid combination reveals that there is a strong dependence upon orifice

size. Figure 10 plots the same data in terms of Y versus the Euler Number

Function of Eq. (30) [i.e., left-hand side of the equation excluding Kc] but

adjusted by the same orifice factor developed for the constant flow rate

Winfrith tests. It is seen that the blowdown results taken with three

different orifices are brought together by the same ratio (ds/d)2 where ds

is the standard orifice diameter to which all other orifices are corrected

to.

Close examination of Figure 10 exhibits a remaining dependence upon gas

properties because the helium data tend to always fall below the nitrogen

data. Applying a factor comparable to that developed for orifice sizing, it

was found that the data for nitrogen and helium were brought together as

shown in Figure 11 for the Watts Bar reactor cavity tests.

The entrainment parameter during blowdown tests with differing gases and

orifices can therefore be correlated by

Y c [d] I Xs 0 .36V Eu. 2.3 (2] 2c 9 (31)
i A hl¶R T P

where Kc is the cavity constant determined with a standard orifice ds and a

standard gas with a constant Rs at a temperature T s. Eq. (31) was applied

to blowdown tests carried out in the 1/25 scale Sizewell cavity, the 1/10

scale Zion cavity, and the 1/42 scale Surry and Watts Bar cavities. They
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1/42 Scale Watts Bar Blowdown Tests
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Figure 10
Watts Bar Data Corrected for Orifice Sizing

1/42 Scale Watts Bar Blowdown Tests Corrected to 9.53 mm Orifice
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Figure 1 1
Wats Bar Data Corrected for Orifice Sizing and Gas Property

1/42 Scale Watts Bar Blowdown Tests Corrected to 9.53 mm Orifice
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show that the corrections developed for orifice sizing and gas properties in

Eq. (31) work satisfactorily for many reactor cavities.

3.4.2 Watts Bar Blowdown Tests

The Watts Bar 1/42 scale blowdown tests used water and woods metal with

nitrogen or helium (4). Overall correlation of the Watts Bar data is shown

in Figure 11. It is adequate but not as good as for the Winfrith constant

gas flow rate tests. Some of the scatter, also, may be caused by the

inherent deviation in the blowdown experimental data. In Figure 9, Watts

Bar measured entrained fractions are plotted versus Euler number. Data

reproducibility is seen to be difficult because of the sharp rise in

entrained fraction versus Euler number. Also, for two of the test runs

carried out with the 9.53mm orifice, there is an observed flattening of the

entrainment rate as the entrainment fraction approaches one. A different

entrainment mechanism (e.g. thin film) may be more appropriate for such

points. There is one other reason for the increased scatter in Figures 9,

10, and 11. We observe that the woods metal data tend to be significantly

lower than the water results. The difference may be associated with the

increased gas velocity required to disperse woods metal and it is possible

that the higher gas velocities may have produced a different entrainment

flow pattern. Another possibility is that the gas may be slowed down

significantly by the accelerating heavy woods metal particles.

The Watts Bar Kc values were found to be Kc=1.0 for water and KC=0.06 for

woods metal. The Kc values were calculated for ds=0.00953mm and Rs and Ti s

taken for air at a 295K temperature for the water tests and at 440-474°K

temperatures for the woods metal results. The blowdown time was about 0.11

sec for the standard orifice of 0.00953m and for nitrogen.

3.4.3 Surry Blowdown Tests

The Surry 1/42 scale blowdown tests used water and woods metal with nitrogen

or helium. They utilized three orifices: 0.00467m, 0.00675m, and 0.00953m.

The Surry data are plotted in Figure 12 and they are seen to segregate into

two distinct sets as the Watts Bar data: water results which fall along a
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Figure 12

1/42 Scale Surry Blowdown Tests Corrected to 9.53 mm Orifice
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line with KC-0.8 and woods metal data which gather along another line with

KC=0.016. The Kc values were calculated for ds=0.00953m and Rs and Ti s

taken for air at a 295K temperature for the water tests and at 440-474*K

tank temperatures for the woods metal test. The blowdown time was about

0.11 sec.

The original Surry Brookhaven data are plotted in Figure 13 in terms of

entrainment fraction versus Euler number. Comparison of Figures 12 and 13

show that Eq. (31) does a good job of bringing together water and woods

metal results obtained with three different orifices and with two different

gases. Also, as noted with the Watts Bar measurement, the woods metal

correlation requires a significant lower value of the constant Kc because

increased Euler numbers are required to initiate entrainment for woods metal

by comparison to water.

The 1/25 scale Sizewell blowdown tests were performed with water and air or

helium (5). Three orifice sizes were used: 6.27mm, 9.45mm, and 19.05mm.

An acceptable correlation of the data is obtained in Figure 14 with Kc=0.020

for ds=0.0125m and Rs and Tis taken for air at a 2930K temperature. The

corresponding blowdown time was about 0.2 sec.

An orifice size of 0.0125m was used in Figure 14 to allow comparison with

the constant reservoir pressure tests. The results, however, show that,

while they employ many of the same non-dimensional groupings as the constant

gas flow rate tests, they depend upon the gas utilized and they require

different values of the cavity constant value Kc even when one takes into

account the 10 sec injection for constant gas flow versus the 0.2 sec

blowdowm time. In other words, there are differences in the dynamic

behavior of the two sets of Sizewell tests which had to be compensated for

by the cavity constant Kc and a gas property adjustment JRsTi 5s/RTi. One

typical dynamic difference, for example, is that the debris bed is moving

during blowdown tests instead of being stationary.
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1/42 Scale Surry Blowdown Tests
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Figure 14

Sizewell 1/25 Scale Blowdown Tests Corrected to 12.5 mm Orifice
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3.4.5 Zion Blowdown Tests

The Zion 1/10 scale blowdown tests were performed by Sandia with a 0.038m

orifice and water and air or helium (1). The results are plotted in Figure

15 and they are brought together by the same Eq. (31) with KC-0.01,

ds-0.038, and Rs and Ti,s taken for air at a 293K tank temperature. The

blowdown time was about 0.27 sec. Figure 14 tends to indicate that the

helium data could benefit from additional correction and that the initial

mass of debris used in the tests did not have a significant impact upon the

results.

3.4.6 Discussion of Blowdown Tests

The most remarkable feature of Figures 9 to 15 is that the test results

obtained for a variety of cavities and test conditions were capable of being

correlated by the same basic Eq. (31). This result is most encouraging to

this and future bottom-up efforts of correlating debris dispersal during

DCH.

For the two reactor cavities in which water and woods metal were employed,

woods metal dispersal required increased gas velocities, i.e. lower Kc

values, over those needed for water. An obvious correction factor which

could bring the two fluids closer would be an empirical density ratio.

However, it was felt that additional tests with woods metal simulant may be

needed because the Surry and Watts Bar woods metal data exhibited

differences in behavior not readily fixed by just a density ratio

multiplier. Also, the Kc values obtained with woods metal for the Surry and

Watts Bar were much more in line with the Kc values obtained with water in

the Zion and Sizewell tests. Finally, it was not clear where woods metal

data would have fallen for the Zion and Sizewell cavities. Additional woods

metal simulant tests could be helpful in clarifying this entire situation.

It may be worthwhile in performing such tests to enlarge the reactor tank

volume to see if it reduces the experimental scatter and if it can be shown

that the role of the tank size is as predicted by Eq. (31). Also, some
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Figure 15

Zion 1/10 Scale Blowdown Tests with 38 mm Orifice
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tests with constant gas flow rates may help elucidate the role played by

debris of very high density.

Similarly, better understanding of the gas boundary layer near the cavity

floor would be desirable particularly if it can explain the orifice sizing

factor derived from the test data. Also, available tests do not include a

systematic investigation of the orifice distance from the cavity floor and

future tests should consider it because reactor vessels are not all located

at the same distance from che cavity floor.

4.0 INCEPTION OF ENTRAINMENT

The inception of entrainment is an important parameter for several reasons.

First, the NRC and industry have been evaluating methods to reduce the

impact of DCH. One prime candidate is to reduce the reactor vessel pressure

and thus reduce if not avoid entrainment or dispersion of hot particles into

the containment. Second, the values for inception of entrainment provide

another opportunity to develop groupings of fluid properties to bring

together various fluids. Third, the impact of orifice or vessel blowdown

hole sizes as well as gas and fluid property differences can be rechecked by

looking at the start of entrainment.

There are two published correlations for the inception of entrainment. Both

show no dependence upon the type of gas employed. The first was developed

by Kutateladze (20).

PgJg/2Pc = 3.7 [gupf]J0-5/2Pc (32)

Another expression recommended by Ishii and Grolmes (19) for turbulent

liquid and gas flows can be rewritten as

P c pf No, /f (2Pc) for NM < 1/15 (33)

Pgg/2Pc = 0.1146 G2 pf/Pf (2Pc) for NM > 1/15
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where

A f /Lpfjar/g(pf -gp )]1/2

Euler numbers corresponding to entrainment inception for the constant gas

flow rate Winfrith tests have been calculated from Eqs. (32) and (33) and

they are compared to Winfrith values as well as inception Euler numbers

obtained from Eq. (23):

Fluid Winfrith Kutateladze Ishii-Grolmes Eq. (23)
Euler Euler Euler Euler

Water 0.035x10-3  1.81x10-3  1.45x10-3  0.052x10-3

Silicone 200/5 0.042x10-3  0.91xI0 3  0.26x10-3  0.050x10-3

Silicone 200/10 0.045x10-3  0.91x10-3  0.16x10-3  0.050x10-3

Flutec 0.50x10-3  1.3x10-3  0.33x10-3  0.043x10-3

The large difference between the Winfrith inception values and those

predicted by Eqs. (32) and (33) can be traced to the fact that the gaseous

"velocities near the cavity floor are more than 5 times greater than the

average" velocity based upon the entire cavity cross-sectional area (6).

Figure 16 taken from Reference (6) supports the need to multiply the

inception Euler numbers from the Winfrith tests by a factor of 52 or 25.

When this factor of 25 is applied to the Winfrith inception values, they

approach the values calculated from available correlations and particularly

Kutetaladze Eq. (32). However, both Kutetaladze and Ishii and Grolmes

predict increased fluid property impact upon entrainment inception than

measured at Winfrith.

The values derived from Eq. (23) were obtained by setting S/6i=0.99 and

calculating the Euler number and the parameter Y corresponding to one

percent entrainment or debris dispersion. As one would expect, the

calculated critical Euler numbers were in close agreement with the Winfrith

results.
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C)

C)

Tunnel Width 134 mm-

Figure 16

Normalized Gas Velocity Distribution Measured In 1/25 Scale Model of Vault at Winfrith

Negative values signify backward flow.

Measurements made in vertical plane at minimum valut cross section position.

Gas discharge: air at 50 psig from rounded hole 12.5mm diameter at
bottom end of simulated PWR pressure vessel.
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In the case of blowdown tests, test data can be employed to deduce the

entrainment inception Euler numbers. For example, for the Surry 1/42 cavity

the experimental data in Figure 13 were extrapolated to an entrained

fraction of one percent and the following estimated inception values were

obtained:

Orifice of 4.67mm, N2 and water Euc . 6.5x10-5

Orifice of 4.67mm, He and water Euc = 1.6x10-4
Orifice of 6.75mm, N2 and water Eqc = 1.4x10-5
Orifice of 6.75mm, N2 and woods metal Euc = 2.3x10-3
Orifice of 9.53mm, N2 and water Euc = 2.5x10-4
Orifice of 9.53mm, He and water Euc = 6.2x10-4
Orifice of 9.53mm, N2 and woods metal Euc = 5.0x10-3

We note from the preceding that during blowdown tests Euc changes with

orifice sizing and gas and fluid properties. These same characteristics are

predicted by Eq. (31) which can specify critical Euler numbers from the

standard Euc s for other orifices and gas conditions as follows.

R Ti Cd 4 11/2.3
Euc = Eucs [ R. Tj J J

Eus = [0 0.99] / Kc | -a ]).26 0.36V (34)

Ah!sTi,s

Eq. (34) predicts that the critical Euler ratio would vary as the gas

density ratio raised to the 1/2.3 power; in other words, the helium critical

Euler would be about 2.3 times that with nitrogen. Similarly, Eq. (34)

would predict a decrease in critical Euler number with the orifice diameter

to the 1.74 power, so that the critical Euler number would increase by a

factor of about 1.9 in going from an orifice size of 4.67mm to 6.75mm and

from an orifice of 6.75mm to 9.53mm. Finally, a factor of about 17 is

obtained for going from water to woods metal critical Euler numbers if the

changes in Kc values of Figure 12 are taken into account as well as the
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changes in fluid density and surface tension. All of these trends agree

with the patterns shown by extrapolated critical Euler numbers from Figure

13.

A critical Euler number for one percent entrainment in the 1/10 scale Zion

cavity with an orifice of 0.038m was calculated similarly from Eq. (34) with

Kc=0.01. It was found that Eucm5.64x10-4 for an air water blowdown compared

to the measured values of 1.1x10-3 and 1.9x10-3 for six percent entrainment.

The close agreement obtained between measured and predicted critical Euler

numbers and their variation with orifice sizing, gas and fluid properties

lends considerable further support to the methodology developed herein. The

success also suggests that measurement of a critical Euler number for a

specified fluid gas combination and reactor cavity could be very useful in

predicting debris dispersal because it can be extrapolated to different hole

sizes and gases through Eq. (34). Also, entrainment or debris dispersion

values at other Euler numbers than the critical value can be derived from

Eu2.3
Y = Y(S/&. = 0.99) Eu2.3 (35)

c

Eq. (35) could be very helpful in reducing the number of required simulant

tests.

5.0 COMPARISON TO BROOKHAVEN CORRELATIONS

Brookhaven National Laboratory has employed a non-dimensional analysis to

debris dispersal and it has been able to utilize least squares optimization

methods to specify constants and exponents for specified non-dimensional

groupings to get good fits to test data. Two such correlations have been

developed for the Sizewell and Watts Bar blowdown tests. While good

agreement was obtained with the test data in both cases, the form of the

correlations as well as the values of most of the constants and exponents
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were quite different for the Watts Bar and Sizewell debris dispersal

measurements.

For the Watts Bar 1/42 scale cavity, the fraction of retained debris was

found by Brookhaven to be a function of a parameter X, where

g1.618 0.44

X = N5 (]' 1 [] (1+0.273 N4 ) / (1+3.783 N1 ) (36)

where L is a characteristic cavity length scale and

.2
PgJg

N5 = -gjg
P.j

; N Pi
4 = P

V Upf
; and N1 = 3-

ggj2

A comparison of the parameter X to the Euler number function of Eq. (30) can

be made in the special case where

0.273 N41 >> 1 and 3.783 NO 522 >> 1

so that

[L1 618 Pg 0.44
N1.63 N-0.522
N4 N1 (37)

Expression (37) can be rewritten

X0. 962
X = Eu 1 33

(Y+1 -0.8115
2PcLJ.022 X () 1.618 LAcV 11.63 [ y X I 1i

__ 1gpf O [A L

(38)

The function X is very similar to the Euler number function of Eq. (30). In

fact,
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Brookhaven X Euler Number Function

Euler number
2.337

Eu1
2.30

Eu1

Surface tension
{2P 022

2Pc/a

Orifice diameter

Reservoir Volume VI.63 V

1+1 -0.8115

I2P) ) 0.962 [ap I 4) 1J

I gp ~ fJ pJ 2te1
Other fluid
properties

{2Pc] 1

) P NT
RT,

The close agreement about the role of Euler number, surface tension, and

even the orifice diameter is especially gratifying. However, there is a

difference in the dependence upon reservoir tank volume, i.e. V1.63 versus

V. And, in the case of other fluid properties, one finds that the

Brookhaven group is close to the grouping in the Euler number function

multiplied by about pf-0,962. In order to test the Brookhaven property

group, the Watts Bar and Surry data plots of Figures 11 and 12 were

multiplied by the ratio of water density to woods metal. The results are

shown in Figures 17 and 18. While excellent agreement was obtained for

Watts Bar in Figure 17, the Surry data of Figure 18 do not perform as well.

Additional tests with woods metal could help resolve this discrepancy.

The Brookhaven correlation for the Sizewell blowdown tests was formulated in

terms of a comparable parameter X where

(]0.89 P0 314

X = N5 (1+1.399 N4 ) / (1+1.847 N1 ) (39)
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Figure 17

Watts Bar Blowdown Data Corrected for Liquid Density

1/42 Scale Watts Bar Blowdown Tests Corrected to 9.53 mm Orifice
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Figure 18
Surry Blowdown Data Corrected for Liquid Density

1/42 Scale Surry Blowdown Tests Corrected to 9.53 mm Orifice
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Equation (39) can be rewritten for the special case of 1.399 N40 >> 1

and 1.847 N1  >> 1 as

1+1 -0.3125

.422 go 0.428 Lg0.89  2PcL]0.609 2Pc Ac V 0.625 (2] -1(

Relation (40) is different in every respect from Eq. (38) and the Euler

number function of Eq. (31). The significant changes between Eq. (38) and

Eq. (40) may be due to the exclusive emphasis put on least squares

optimization of the constants and exponents in the Brookhaven fits. It is

clear that such correlations could have benefited of the physical

perspective provided by the present methodology to retain some resemblance

between the two fits.

6.0 APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR PLANTS

Debris dispersion in full-scale nuclear plants can be predicted from Eq.

(31). Before doing so, it is important to note that the debris dispersal,

E, and the entrainment parameter Y are most dependent upon the initial Euler

number and, therefore, the initial pressure ratio, Pi/Pc. Gas velocity and

cavity cross-sectional flow area are just as significant. Next in order of

importance comes the pressure hole size because debris dispersal will

increase with the area of the hole. Also, because the blowdown time is

proportional to V/Ah, a full-scale plant will be subject to an entrainment

parameter Y ten times that of the Y value predicted for a 1/10 scale model.*

There is one final cavity characteristic which enters the calculation: it

is the cavity floor area which determines the value of initial debris

thickness, 6i, for a specified release of debris from the reactor vessel.

This parameter, or the ratio of 6i/D, however, has a minor role.

* Brookhaven carried identical woods metal tests with two different sizes
of reservoir and the entrainment parameters measured were directly
proportional to the reservoir volume as predicted by Eq. (31).
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Cavity important parameters are summarized in Table 1 for the various

cavities tested to date. The corresponding full-scale values are shown in

parentheses. Also, because of their influence upon entrainment, the size of

the tank reservoir, orifices used in the tests as well as the distance of

the orifices to the cavity floor, the volume of debris (excluding sump

volume), and the cavity hydraulic diameter are listed. Table 1 shows that

there is considerable variation in many of the key parameters which impact

the entrainment parameter Y and the constant Kc among the facilities tested.

In order to get some perspective on debris dispersal in a full-size cavity,

calculations were carried out for the Zion plant with Eq. (31) for a vessel

hole size of 0.4m and a primary system volume of 340m3 (2). Steam was used

as the blowdown gas and it was assumed to be at saturation pressure. We

used Rsteam=1.61 Rair and -=1.28. The constant Kc was set at 0.01. The

corium properties utilized were a=0.45 N/m, pf=10,000 kgs/m3 and Af=6xl0-3

kg/msec.

The debris volume was taken as 8m3, giving Si/D=0.0983 and the calculated

values of Y and E are plotted in Figure 19. High debris dispersal (90

percent or higher) is obtained at reactor vessel pressures of Pi=3 MPa and

above. Depressurization to pressures below 1 MPa would be necessary to

reduce debris entrainment to less than 10 percent. As shown in Figure 19, a

decrease in hole size has a significant impact upon the entrainment

parameter Y. Decreasing the hole to 0.04m gives only 10 percent debris

dispersal at full reactor pressure. Debris dispersions for the Surry plant

are plotted in Figure 19 for a primary system volume of 268m3 (2). The

constant Kc was taken at 0.016. Surry performs better than the Zion plant

but it still leads to high dispersions with an 0.4m vessel hole. It should

be noted that the debris dispersions shown in Figure 19 assume that no

structures are present in the reactor cavity and such structures have been

shown to significantly lower debris dispersion.
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Table 1

BLOWDOWN TEST CHARACTERISTICS

FACILITY

SCALE

CAVITY AREA, m2

ORIFICE DIAMETER, m

I

N)

N)

ORIFICE AREAICAVITY AREA

ORIFICE DISTANCE TO FLOOR, m

CAVITY FLOOR AREA, m2

CAVITY HYDRAULIC DIAMETER, m

RESERVOIR TANK VOLUME, m3

VOLUME OF DEBRIS MINUS SUMP, m3

INITIAL FILM THICKNESS/

CAVITY DIAMETER

SIZEWELL

1/25

0.0196 (12.3)

0.0687 (0.157); 0.00945

(0.236); 0.01905 (0.476)

1/636; 1/280; 1/69

0.214 (5.35)

0.0978 (61.1)

0.140 (3.5)

0.019 (297)

0.000788 (12.3)

SURRY

1/42

0.00716 (12.6)

0.00467 (0.19); 0.00675
(0.28); 0.00953 (0.4)

1/418; 1/200; 1/100

0.108 (4.54)

0.02532 (44.7)

0.0836 (3.51)

0.00622 (461)

0.000176 (13.0)

WATTS BAR

1/42

0.0106 (18.7)

0.00467 (0.19); 0.00675

(0.28); 0.00953 (0.4)

1/619; 1/296; 1/149

0.114 (4.79)

0.03443 (60.5)

0.101 (4.24)

0.00622 (461)

0.00019 (14.1)

ZION

1/10

0.0772 (7.71)

0.038 (0.38)

1/68

0.454 (4.54)

0.298 (29.8)

0.272 (2.72)

0.25 (250)

0.00014 (14)

0.058 0.083 0.054 0.173



Figure 19

Entrainment versus Pressure Ratio
Steam Blowdown
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. The entrainment fraction during DCH simulant tests can be predicted

from modified entrainment correlations for two-phase annular flow.

Good correlation of test data was obtained for the Winfrith tests

where gases were allowed to flow over a variety of fluids at a

constant flow rate for a specific period of time. For transient

blowdown tests simulating reactor conditions, the correlation of

results was not as good but it shows promise for application to DCH

plant circumstances. An adjustment factor needs to be developed for

high density debris and additional woods metal simulant tests would be

desirable.

2. A threshold gaseous reservoir pressure is needed to initiate

entrainment. Prediction of the inception criterion requires knowledge

about the gaseous velocity near the floor of the cavity. The gas

velocity in proximity of the fluid being entrained is several times

the average velocity in the cavity. The measured values for

entrainment inception exhibit deviations from accepted steady-state

correlations. They show dependence upon the orifice or vessel hole

size and increased dependence upon the gas and liquid density. More

attention should be paid in simulant tests to accurately measure the

inception of entrainment because the results might help in improving

the prediction of entrainment fraction.

3. The size of the orifice employed to scale the reactor vessel hole has

an impact upon entrainment fraction. This was surmised to be caused

by a different velocity or thickness of the gaseous layer above the

entrained fluid. Careful scaling of orifice size and of its distance

form the cavity floor is desirable in future tests to understand their

impact.

4. Examination of Table 1 suggests that a more systematic approach to

some test variables would be desirable. Efforts should be made to

standardize upon a small number of debris volumes to be ejected, hole
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sizes, and reservoir volumes, and types of fluid simulant and blowdown

gases. Such efforts will ease the comparison of test results from

various facilities.
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MELCOR Analysis of the TMI-2 Accident*

Edward A. Boucheron

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque NM 87185

Telephone: (505) 844-2105

ABSTRACT:

This paper describes the analysis of the TMI-2 standard problem that
was performed with MELCOR. The MELCOR computer code is
being developed by Sandia National Laboratories for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for the purpose of analyzing severe
accidents in nuclear power plants. The primary role of MELCOR is
to provide realistic predictions of severe accident phenomena and
the radiological source term.

The analysis of the TMI-2 standard problem allowed for comparison
of the model predictions in MELCOR to plant data and to the results
of more mechanistic analyses. This exercise was, therefore, valuable
for verifying and assessing the models in the code. The major
trends in the TMI-2 accident are reasonably well predicted with
MELCOR, even with its simplified modeling. Comparison of the
calculated and measured results is presented and, based on this
comparison, conclusions can be drawn concerning the applicability
of MELCOR to severe accident analysis.

* This work was supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and performed
at Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract Number DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The MELCOR computer code [1] developed by Sandia National Laboratories
for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is a second-generation plant risk
assessment tool and the successor to the Source Term Code Package.
MELCOR is a fully integrated, engineering-level computer code that models
the progression of severe accidents in light water reactor nuclear power
plants. The spectrum of severe accident phenomena is treated in MELCOR in
a unified framework covering reactor coolant system and containment
thermal-hydraulic response, core heatup, degradation and relocation, and
fission product release and transport. The results of these calculations are to
be used as an integral part of probabilistic risk assessment studies. Current
use of MELCOR includes estimation of severe accident source terms,
including sensitivity and uncertainty studies, for a variety of applications.

The first four phases of the TMI-2 standard problem [21 have been analyzed
with MELCOR version 1.8.0 on a VAX 8700 computer system. The purposes
of these analyses were twofold. First, while MELCOR has been used
extensively to analyze BWR plants, it had not been used to analyze
commercial PWR plants. Therefore, one goal of the analysis was to identify
any PWR specific features that were needed within MELCOR.

Second, the analysis of the standard problem allowed the predictions of
models in MELCOR to be compared to plant data, and to the results of more
mechanistic analyses. This exercise was, therefore, valuable for verifying and
assessing the models in the code. As will be shown, the major trends in the
TMI-2 accident are reasonably well predicted with MELCOR, even with its
simplified modeling.

This paper describes the analysis of the TMI-2 standard problem that was
performed with MELCOR. A comparison of the calculated results and
measured or inferred data is presented and, based on this comparison,
conclusions are drawn concerning the applicability of MELCOR to severe
accident analysis.

2.0 THE TMI-2 STANDARD PROBLEM

The TMI-2 accident is partitioned into four distinct phases for the purpose of
the standard problem analysis. The sequence of events and related
phenomena are described in detail in the latest accident scenario [3]. Phase 1
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covers the period from accident initiation (0 minutes) to shutdown of the last
RCS coolant pump (100 minutes). Phase 2 (100 to 174 minutes) begins with a
core boildown, leading to core uncovery, heatup and early degradation. Phase
3 (174 to 200 minutes) was initiated by an RCS pump transient which injected
coolant into the core, followed by continued heating of core debris already in
an uncoolable geometry. Phase 4 (200-300 minutes) is initiated by restoration
of full HPI flow, leading to a recovering of the core. Perhaps most
significantly in phase 4, a relocation of molten core debris from the core
region to the lower plenum occurred at -224-226 minutes. Through this
redistribution of core debris, a coolable configuration was reached and the
accident progression was terminated.

3.0 MELCOR NODALIZATION AND MODELING

The MELCOR model of the TMI-2 reactor system was developed from a
RELAP5/SCDAP input deck of the system that is included as part of the
standard problem package [2]. The Initial Condition and Boundary Condition
(ICBC) database [2] was also used to set the initial conditions for the input
decks. Relatively few nodes are employed in the MELCOR model to balance
the desire to maximize running speed with the complexity required to
provide realistic simulation of the TMI-2 accident progression.

In the analysis performed, the first phase of the accident was simulated
independently of the following three phases. This approach is used for two
reasons: one is to have both the first and second phases conform with the
initial conditions imposed by the standard problem guidelines, and the
second is to prevent errors in the phase 1 calculation from propagating into
phase 2. Because there is currently no method within MELCOR for starting
calculations with damaged cores or restarting calculations with altered
database values, such as liquid inventory, the phase 3 and 4 calculations were
run directly from the end of the phase 2 calculation. As a consequence, two
different MELCOR input decks are used, one for the first phase and one for
the subsequent phases, 2 through 4. The only major differences between the
two input decks are the initial conditions imposed for phases 1 and 2, and the
use of the MELCOR radionuclide package in the second and subsequent
phases. The use of the radionuclide package is required in order to model the
transport of fission products when released from the fuel as the core degrades.

The reactor core is modeled with three radial rings at 14 axial levels for a total
of 42 core cells. The upper 12 axial levels are modeled as fueled, with the
lower two levels representing the core support structures and lower head
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volume. The reactor vessel and internal structures are modeled with 26 heat
structures. The reactor containment is simply modeled by one control
volume.

Figure 1 shows the MELCOR nodalization of the reactor coolant system (RCS)
and secondary side loops. The RCS is modeled as 11 control volumes,
connected through 15 flow paths, and containing 18 heat structures. The two
actual pumps on each RCS loop are lumped together so that each loop has
one equivalent pump model. It should be noted that MELCOR does not
contain an explicit pump model; pumps were simulated using a homologous
model built with MELCOR control functions, including two-phase
degradation of pump performance. The pressurizer is represented with a
single control volume that in turn connects to the containment volume
through the Pilot Operated Relief Valve (PORV) drain line. The pressurizer
heater bundle is modeled by directly depositing power into the pressurizer
liquid. The PORV is operated through MELCOR control functions to open at
the design set pressure and latch open, thus initiating the accident sequence.

Figure 1.
MELCOR Nodalization of the TMI-2 Reactor Coolant System.
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Each Once Through Steam Generator (OTSG) is modeled using five heat
structures that represent the tube bundle as divided into five axial sections.
These heat structures communicate energy between the RCS primary and
secondary side control volumes. The use of axial segmentation provides a
means of representing axial temperature gradients in the OTSG, a
phenomenon which is important to correctly model primary to secondary
heat transfer under severe accident conditions. Both secondary side heat
transfer loops are modeled with four control volumes, connected through
four flow paths and containing six heat structures. The unique nature of the
OTSG and the complex thermal-hydraulic behavior during the accident
transients made the OTSG simulation especially challenging.

The RCS letdown and High Pressure Injection (HPI), along with OTSG
Auxiliary Feedwater flow rates, were modeled as hydrodynamic material
sources and sinks in the lower plenum volume and secondary side steam
generator volume, respectively, and are simply input as tabular functions.
All of the tabular input for these quantities were taken as the suggested
values from the ICBC. No attempt was made to assess the adequacy of these
values with the MELCOR predicted response, i.e., the calculated liquid levels
of the receiving volumes.

The above nodalization was used in calculations of all four phases of the
accident. The initial conditions for phase 1 were obtained by setting the
reactor power, the pump speed, and the secondary side flow rate to their
nominal operating values [2] and running a null transient to produce an
equilibrium solution. The results of this null transient were compared to the
nominal steady-state operating conditions. Slight adjustments were made
until the steady-state operating conditions were satisfactorily predicted; the
RCS pressures and temperatures were calculated to within a few percent of
nominal operating values. This steady-state condition then served as the
initial condition for phase 1.

For phase 2, the initial conditions were obtained from the standard problem
package [2]. The best-estimate value for the RCS inventory at 100 minutes
was used as input for the code. Phases 3 and 4 were simulated by continuing
calculations from the end of phases 2 and 3, respectively. The current debris
models in MELCOR employ simple spherical particle heat transfer
correlations and do not take debris packing and consolidation effects into
account. Therefore, in an attempt to more correctly model the debris bed
heating and consolidation, the effective convective heat transfer was reduced
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at the time of the phase 3 calculation restart through the use of MELCOR
sensitivity coefficients.

The loop 2B pump transient that marks the initiation of phase 3 was
simulated with a mass source to the downcomer volume and a
corresponding mass sink in the loop B cold leg. Using a mass source/ sink
rather than the pump model allowed for direct control over the amount of
mass injected. The pump transient was modeled as transferring the
equivalent mass of 28 m3 of liquid, over a 15 second period [2].

The key event of phase 4 is the relocation of debris into the lower plenum.
There is currently no model in MELCOR to allow the radial migration of
debris, so simulation of the debris relocation was made through resetting of
the core support flags at 224 minutes in the calculation. The net effect of this
flag being reset was to convert the remaining core to particulate debris and to
allow the debris to relocate to the lower plenum.

4.0 RESULTS

4.1 Phase 1 Results

Phase 1 of the accident can be considered a small break LOCA; is it basically a
simple thermal-hydraulic transient. During this phase, prediction of primary
system pressure is the key quantity of interest. A consideration of the system
characteristics shows that the primary system pressure is a function of mass
inventory and heat transfer to the secondary side. Both of these parameters
are not easily determined for the accident due to the uncertainty in the
letdown and HPI flowrates on the primary side, coupled with auxiliary water
flowrates to provide cooling on the secondary side.

It should be noted that MELCOR was not designed to model this type of
thermal-hydraulic transient in great detail because the early phase of severe
accidents are not considered to have a major quantitative impact on the
magnitude of the source term. Since the intended role of MELCOR is as a
support calculation tool for PRAs that can cover integrated severe accident
sequences, an approximate treatment of this initial phase is considered
satisfactory. A detailed, accurate representation of the thermal-hydraulics
during the initiating event and first minutes of the accident is not intended
in this analysis.
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Calculating the RCS mass inventory is crucial to a correct result for phase 1
since it directly affects the system pressure and sets the initial liquid inventory
for phase 2 (if calculation of that phase were to be continued directly). The
RCS inventory is primarily dependent on the mass loss through the PORV, as
modified by HPI and letdown flows. The PORV mass flow rate in turn
depends on primary system pressure and the loss coefficient used for choked
flow in the PORV. The approach used was to benchmark the MELCOR PORV
model against experimental data to verify that correct performance would be
represented in the phase 1 calculation.

The discharge coefficients of 0.787 for steam and two-phase flow and 0.60 for
liquid flow are suggested as best values for the standard problem simulation
[4]. Benchmark calculations were made with MELCOR and show that
MELCOR predicts steam and liquid flows to be within 8 and 6 percent,
respectively, of the EPRI test results for the Dresser model 31533VX-30 PORV
[5]. Although these EPRI tests were for transient operation of the PORV, as
compared to steady-state calculations, the MELCOR results were found to
compare favorably with the test results for PORV discharge flowrates.

Not surprisingly, calculations of the full TMI-2 system model show
reasonable agreement in instantaneous PORV flow rates, which in turn leads
to an integrated mass loss through the PORV sufficiently accurate to model
the accident sequence. At the end of phase 1, the integrated PORV loss was
computed to be 126000 kg as compared to the result of 105000 kg given in
reference [4]. The difference can be accounted for by the fact that the
calculations in reference [4] employ the homogeneous equilibrium model
(HEM) for critical flow, whereas MELCOR uses the Moody model. In general,
the Moody model predicts higher flowrates than HEM, except near saturated
liquid enthalpy. While the discharge coefficient used in MELCOR could
easily be adjusted to produce better results, it was determined that the current
model was adequate for this simulation considering that the stated accuracy of
reference [4] was +20% total inventory over the accident.

The calculated primary system pressure is compared with the TMI-2 plant
data in Figure 2. For the early transient phase, the MELCOR calculations
predict the system pressure reasonably well. Later in the transient some
divergence of the results is seen. The underlying cause has been determined
to be the OTSG model used. The complexity of tube bundle heat transfer with
differing heat transfer regimes cannot be easily modeled. In MELCOR, the
control volumes are assumed to be well mixed so that each control volume
has only one liquid temperature and one vapor temperature. If large
temperature gradients should exist in the volume atmosphere or liquid, then
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the code can only resolve these if a finer control volume nodalization is used.
Also, the heat transfer model for heat structures is relatively simple and does
not include complex flow regimes that occur in each OTSG during the
accident. For example, the heat structures cannot model water directly
impinging on them, as the Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW) does in these heat
exchangers. The resulting model simplification causes the primary-to-
secondary heat transfer to be overpredicted, thus leading to the
underprediction of pressure.
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Figure 2.
MELCOR Prediction of the Reactor Coolant System

Pressure Response During Phase 1.

In spite of these simplifications, the pressure response was predicted
reasonably well. The trends are well represented and better quantitative
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agreement could be obtained by modifying heat transfer model parameters
and using a finer nodalization.

There were some unresolved difficulties in using MELCOR for phase 1
calculations. The thermal-hydraulics associated with the two competing
circulating flows of loops A and B, coupled with increasing void in the RCS
primary system, caused the calculation to be numerically inefficient. Due to
the relatively simple modeling of two-phase degradation, the RCS pump
model provided less physically realistic results as the RCS voided.
Nevertheless, calculation of the first phase was successfully completed for the
goal of determining the accuracy of predicting the coolant inventory at the
start of phase 2.

In summary, the MELCOR predictions for phase 1 are in reasonable
agreement with the data. The RCS inventory loss was well predicted for
phase 1 and the key trends in the pressure response are predicted. Excellent
quantitative agreement is not achieved due to the simplistic treatment of the
primary-to-secondary heat transfer. However, for severe accident simulations
for risk assessment studies, the current modeling is considered to be
satisfactory.

4.2 Phase 2 Results

Phase 2 of the standard problem covers the period from core uncovery to
initial core degradation. During this phase, one is interested in predicting the
core liquid inventory, core heating, hydrogen production, and the cladding
melting and relocation. While the data for this phase is less quantitative than
in phase 1, there is sufficient information to perform an assessment of the
core degradation modeling.

The results for phase 2 show reasonable agreement with the available data.
Table I lists the timing of key events during this phase. The predicted timing
of most events was found to be relatively good. However, the fuel rod
rupture time is predicted early which is most likely due to the simplified
treatment of this model. The hydrogen production is calculated to occur over
a prolonged period. This is due in part to an intentional reduction in the
oxidation rate modeled in the calculation, accomplished through MELCOR
sensitivity coefficients. It was found through sensitivity studies that using
reduced oxidation rates lead to smoother hydrogen production which leads to
improved thermal-hydraulic prediction and calculational performance.
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Key Standard Problem MELCOR
Event Best Estimate [2] Calculation

Hot Leg
Superheat Detected 6300 s 6100 s

Initial Hydrogen
Production 7800 s 7600 s

Cladding
Failure (1200 K) 7900 s 7700 s

PORV Block
Valve Cbsed 8340 s 8340 s

Initial Melt
Relocation (?) 8800 s

Rapid Oxidation
Begins 9000 s 8600 s

Hydrogen
Production Ends 9200 s 10440 s

Set to ICBC Value

TABLE I.
Timing of Key Events During Phase 2.

As in phase 1, the prediction of primary system pressure is found to be very
sensitive to the primary-to-secondary side heat transfer. The primary system
pressure is plotted with the TMI-2 plant data in Figure 3 and is found to be in
good agreement with the data. In phase 2, the production of hydrogen in the
core leads to a significant degradation of the primary-to-secondary heat
transfer. This is because the noncondensible hydrogen gas "blankets" or
"blocks" the tube side of the OTSG and prevents flow through the steam
generator. Furthermore, the production of hydrogen leads to higher primary
system pressure through the partial pressure contribution of the
noncondensible gas. The good agreement here indicates that the timing of
hydrogen production and the effect of hydrogen production on heat transfer
are being predicted well. Sensitivity studies confirm this conclusion.
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Calculations that predict a later hydrogen production will in turn predict
pressurizer draining that will greatly lessen the predicted phase 2 core
damage. Late in phase 2, the primary system pressure is underpredicted.
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Figure 3.
MELCOR Prediction of the Reactor Coolant System

Pressure Response During Phase 2.

There appear to be two reasons that can at least partially account for this.
First, due to both the hydrogen partial pressure contribution and steam
generator blocking, the rate and total amount of hydrogen production is
crucial to system pressure prediction. Secondly, it appears that at the end of
phase 2, other phenomena may have been occurring that are not adequately
documented, and therefore no adequately modeled, such as localized core
debris slumping or dripping that led to rapid steam generation. There is a
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large pressure increase observed that is at least partially accounted for by the
operation of the 2B main coolant pump. This can be seen at the latest times
plotted in Figure 3. Since this defines the end of phase 2 and start of phase 3,
it is undear how to interpret data at the end of phase 2.

The fuel assembly models predict dryout, subsequent heating, cladding
oxidation, cladding rupture, and melting and relocation in the upper portions
of the core by the end of phase 2. The lower levels in the core exhibit varying
degrees of heating and oxidation. The calculation shows that the core
gradually uncovers with the liquid level reaching a lower limit of
approximately 1.3 m above the bottom of the core, exposing the upper 2.4 m
of the core to steam. The core liquid level (swollen) as a function of time is
shown with the downcomer liquid level in Figure 4.
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Figure 4.
MELCOR Prediction of the Liquid Levels; Core and Downcomer Volumes

During Phase 2. Heights are Relative to the Bottom of Active Fuel.
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The initial fuel rupture was calculated to occur at 7700 seconds after the
beginning of the accident. The plant data indicate that this event occurred at
about 8200-8400 seconds, and the computed best-estimate value is 7900
seconds [2]. MELCOR predicts rupture early. However, if the rupture
temperature criterion were 100 K higher, the calculated rupture time would
be approximately 300 seconds later. If one considers the uncertainty in the
rupture model, then the results are in reasonable agreement with the data.
Again, this indicates that the core heating is being adequately modeled with
MELCOR.

Figure 5 shows the time history of hydrogen production, which begins
around 7600 seconds and rapidly increases around 9000 seconds. At this
point, "blanketing" of the heat exchangers should be fully established. The
total calculated hydrogen production is 225 kg, which is in good agreement
with the standard problem package value (-200 kg [21).

MELCOR predicts core relocation (i.e., candling and particulate debris
formation) to begin around 8800 seconds. There is a MELCOR core model
that simulates the hold-up of molten Zircaloy behind the ZrO2 shell. The
effective release temperature of the oxide shell is 2500 K by default and
relocation cannot, therefore, begin until this temperature is exceeded.
Figure 6 shows the time history of fuel temperatures at five axial levels for
the inner radial ring, indicating the axial temperature variation in the core.
The maximum core temperatures at the end of phase 2 are about 2900 K.
Table II shows the average component temperatures and surrounding fluid
temperatures through the core at the end of phase 2. Axial levels are
numbered 3 through 14 from the bottom of the active core upwards. Radial
rings are numbered 1 to 3 from inner to outer. Approximately 35% of the
core has been degraded and 25% of the total core Zircaloy has been oxidized at
this point in time. Obviously, the upper regions of the core are predicted to be
heavily oxidized. The degraded state of the core is represented schematically
in Figure 7. There is significant radial deviation in damage state. This is due,
at least in part, to the radiation model employed. Within the current
MELCOR core model only global radiation view factors are used for each core
cell and structure, whether intact or debris. To represent core structure and
debris radiation heat transfer in a reasonable manner requires a compromise
value for the overall cell view factor. This modeling limitation also accounts
for some of the high local temperatures predicted for the inner radial ring, as
exhibited in Table I.
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Figure 5.
MELCOR Prediction of Integral Hydrogen Production During Phase 2.

The only significant problem encountered in the phase 2 analysis was
calculating the correct response of the pressurizer after the PORV block valve
is dlosed. It was found that a delicate balance exists between the RCS pressure
and pressurizer level. If the RCS pressure falls too low, then the pressurizer
can empty and effectively terminate the accident progression in phase 2. In
the initial MELCOR calculations for this phase, the pressurizer level was
treated as a boundary condition beyond 9000 seconds and was not allowed to
empty. In subsequent calculations, when the core hydrogen production
model was operating in the proper time frame, this boundary condition was
eliminated and the code calculation predicted that the pressurizer indeed did
not drain. Figure 8 shows the calculated pressurizer level as compared to the
plant data. The MELCOR calculations do indicate good agreement; the
pressurizer does not drain, but is held back by a positive pressure difference
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from the primary system. This is due in large part to the rate of hydrogen
production, as alluded to in earlier discussion. An improved model for the
blocking effect of hydrogen in the OTSGs will likely reduce the heat transfer
and lead to a higher primary system pressure prediction and, therefore,
further reduce the minor pressurizer draining that is still indicated late in the
phase 2 calculation.
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Figure 6.
MELCOR Prediction of Inner Radial Ring Cladding Temperatures at

Various Axial Levels During Phase 2.
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Figure 8.
MELCOR Prediction of Pressurizer Level Response During Phase 2.

In summary, the MELCOR simulation of phase 2 is quite good. The timing of
key events appears to be acceptable considering the uncertainty in the
phenomena. Hydrogen production and the state of the core at the end of
phase 2 are in reasonable agreement with the estimates found in the standard
problem package. This agreement shows that core degradation modeling in
MELCOR is applicable to severe accident analysis.
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Radial Ring
21

Axial
14

Level

13

12

1 1

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

26
2846.10

26
2846.1 0

N2
2846.1 0

NA
2846.1 0

2845.73
2846.1 0

2956.53
2956.90

2568.58
2567.18

1191.66
1305.02

576.46
568.95

574.39
568.95

573.64
568.95

572.84
568.95

29
2679.79

NM
2679.79

2679.79

29
2679.79

2679.44
2679.79

2764.22
2764.66

2596.02
2597.58

1167.15
1194.35

575.25
568.95

573.88
568.95

573.20
568.95

572.50
568.95

3

2486.37

2685.89
2486.37

2516.19
2470.97

2100.95
2056.70

1954.34
1821.35

1416.62
1269.80

1014.32
878.46

583.48
567.12

573.61
568.95

573.24
568.95

572.65
568.95

572.04
568.95

TABLE II.
Average Core Cell Temperatures at the End of Phase 2 (10440 s).

Top number is average component temperature.
Bottom number is channel fluid temperature.
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4.3 Phase 3 and 4 Results

During phase 3 there are several computationally challenging events taking
place; the loop 2B pump transient, core debris heatup and consolidation, and
recovery of liquid level over the top of active fuel. In terms of the ability to
calculate the basic thermal-hydraulics associated with the pump transient and
recovering of the core, MELCOR performed well in that there were no great
computational problems experienced. The difficulties in the simulation of
phase 3 and 4 were due to the simplified debris heat transfer models that exist
in the current MELCOR code.

Figure 9 shows the predicted RCS pressure during phases 3 and 4. It is clear
that the calculation is not following the trends shown in the data. There are
at least two reasons for this behavior: (1) the hydrogen blocking model is
insufficient, as discussed in the phase 2 results, and (2) the simplified debris
heat transfer models are inadequate. All hydrogen production ends at the
loop 2B pump transient. This is because there are no reflood phenomena
related hydrogen production models in MELCOR, such as a core-shattering,
rapid-oxidation model. The pump transient initiates a high steaming rate
that serves to cool the existing debris and core structures below rapid
oxidation temperatures. This cooling effect precludes any subsequent
hydrogen production in phases 3 and 4 which, in turn, accounts for some
underprediction in RCS pressure due to the missing hydrogen partial
pressure contribution.

The MELCOR debris models are lumped-parameter heat transfer calculations
employing a single temperature for all debris at any particular axial level in
the core model. The convective correlations are for single spheres in an
infinite medium, not packed beds. A simple boiling model that is employed
globally in the core is applied to the debris without any consideration of bed
dryout. Therefore, a stratified structure with steep temperature gradients,
such as existed at TMI-2, is difficult to represent with this model. Since
MELCOR can only resolve stratification to the level of core nodalization with
simple lumped parameter models, it is not surprising that the code does a
poor job representing the thermal response of debris during this phase.
Table m presents the core thermal state in phase 4, just prior to debris
relocation. It is clear that the core debris and remaining structures are all near
liquid saturation temperature; the debris has cooled. The core geometry at
the end of phase 3 and into phase 4 is essentially the same as at the end of
phase 2 because the debris and core structures are cooled during the pump
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transient and subsequent core reflood and thus do not exhibit any continued
melt progression.
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Figure 9.
MELCOR Prediction of Level Response in the Reactor Coolant System

During Phases 3 and 4.

Figure 10 shows the core, downcomer and upper plenum liquid levels for
phases 3 and 4. The initial surge in core level from the pump transient is
apparent at 10500 seconds, but drops off due to boiling. The core liquid level
again increases in the 12000-12500 second time frame with a corresponding
pressurization that can be seen in Figure 9. After 12500 seconds, the core is
completely covered with liquid.
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Radial Ring
1 2 3

Axial Level
14 NA NA NA

544.31 544.31 544.31

13 NM NA 548.43
544.31 544.31 544.31

12 NA NA 549.89
544.31 544.31 544.31

11 NA NA 550.87
544.31 544.31 544.31

10 553.41 551.49 551.61
544.31 544.31 544.31

9 554.14 553.06 548.43
544.31 544.31 544.31

8 551.37 547.76 551.92
544.31 544.31 544.31

7 547.44 548.60 551.80
544.31 544.31 544.31

6 554.43 552.95 551.49
544.31 544.31 544.31

5 553.39 552.05 550.74
544.31 544.31 544.31

4 551.77 550.67 549.58
544.31 544.31 544.31

3 550.13 549.29 548.43
544.31 544.31 544.31

TABLE III.
Average Core Cell Temperatures Just Prior to Debris Relocation (13440 s).

Top number is average component temperature.
Bottom number is channel fluid temperature.
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Although the calculation was continued through the debris relocation
portion of phase 4, an inspection of Table III reveals that there is no molten
debris to relocate to the lower plenum volume, as in the accident. The
MELCOR phase 4 calculation therefore "predicts" relocation of hot solid core
debris to the lower plenum. The calculation was terminated at 230 minutes
because the MELCOR calculation predicts the debris to have all solidified in a
coolable geometry.
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Figure 10.
VELCOR Prediction of Level Response in the RCS During Phases 3 and 4.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The MELCOR 1.8.0 computer program has been shown to be capable of
modeling the TMI-2 standard problem for the first four phases of the standard
problem exercise, for the first 230 minutes of the accident. Although
improvements are still needed for various models in MELCOR, the
calculations are capable of simulating the course of events in the TMI-2
accident, with the exception of core debris models that can adequately model
the complex thermal behavior and radial relocation.

In phase 1, the MELCOR predictions are in reasonable agreement with the
data. The key trends in the pressure response and the inventory loss are well
predicted. Excellent quantitative agreement is not achieved in pressure
prediction due to the simplistic treatment of the primary-to-secondary heat
transfer.

In phase 2, the MELCOR analysis is quite good. While the timing of some
events is slightly incorrect, the general trends are very good. Hydrogen
production and the state of the core at the end of phase 2 are in reasonable
agreement with the estimates found in the standard problem package. From
these results, it can be concluded that the core degradation modeling in
MELCOR is applicable to severe accident analysis.

The phase 3 and 4 calculations demonstrate that MELCOR is capable of
handling recovered core sequences, even if in a limited manner; more
sophisticated core debris and relocation models are required to correctly
represent the true events that took place in the TMI-2 accident.

One particular outcome of this analysis is demonstration of the ability of
MELCOR to analyze severe accidents in PWR plants. With future code
development efforts, guided in part by this work, the ability of MELCOR to
simulate, with confidence, the full range of LWR accidents will be greatly
improved.

One observation that can be made is that the ability to use a computer code
such as MELCOR for prediction of severe accident progression is best early in
the accident and becomes progressively less certain later in the accident. This
is due both to the accumulation of uncertainty in calculation, and through
the addition of severe accident phenomena with their associated uncertainty
to the calculation. The TMI-2 analyses provide a good demonstration of this
principle. The Phase 1 results were predicted fairly easily, although there is
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some uncertainty as to what the RCS inventory would be as a function of
time. The phase 2 calculation demonstrates the ability to generate divergent
results, due to the addition of highly non-linear processes such as core
oxidation and counter-current limited flow in the pressurizer drain line.
Without the known "correct answer" of plant data from the accident, it
would be easy to generate different consequences ranging from minimal to a
highly damaged core.

It should be clear from these analyses that the ability to simulate an accident
sequence will be highly dependent on the code user. The user must select the
appropriate nodalization and provide the appropriate models for phenomena
that are important for the accident sequence to be simulated. It is obvious
that the models for appropriate accident phenomena must exist. It is unclear
how to best represent the effects of possible operator interactions, such as
imposing them as timed events or as keying off of system variables, such as
pressure. Finally, it is clear from these analyses that great difficulty exists in
capturing bifurcation points in the calculation, such as the possibility of
pressurizer draining that existed in phase 2. When the "correct answer" is
not known a priori, there is little chance of following all the correct branches.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results from MELCOR (Version 1.8BC)
calculations of the Long-Term Station Blackout Accident Sequence,
with failure to depressurize the reactor vessel, at the Peach Bottom
(BWR Mark I) plant, and presents comparisons with Source Term Code
Package (STCP) calculations of the same sequence. This sequence
assumes that batteries are available for six hours following loss of
all power to the plant. Following battery failure, the reactor
coolant system (RCS) inventory is boiled off through the relief
valves by continued decay heat generation. This leads to core
uncovery, heatup, clad oxidation, core degradation, relocation, and,
eventually, vessel failure at high pressure. STCP has calculated the
transient out to 13.5 hours after core uncovery. MELCOR calculations
have been carried out to 16.7 hours after core uncovery. The results
include the timing of key events, pressure and temperature response
in the reactor vessel and containment, hydrogen production, and the
release of source terms to the environment.

INTRODUCTION

MELCOR is a fully integrated computer code that models all phases of the
progression of severe accidents in nuclear power plants [1]. It is being
developed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission by Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) and is designed to provide an improved severe accident/source
term analysis capability relative to the older Source Term Code Package
(STCP) [2]. BNL has a program with the NRC to verify and apply the MELCOR code
to severe accident analysis for several plants.

This paper presents the results from a MELCOR calculation of a Long-Term
Station Blackout Accident Sequence with failure to depressurize the reactor
vessel. Peach Bottom, a boiling water reactor with Mark I containment, was used
in the analysis. The paper also compares MELCOR predictions with STCP

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Contract
DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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calculations for the same sequence [3]. This sequence assumes that batteries are
available for six hours following loss of all power to the plant. Station
blackout sequences have often been determined to be important contributors to the
risk from severe accidents [4]. Following battery failure, the reactor coolant
system (RCS) inventory is boiled off through the relief valves by continued decay
heat generation. This leads to core uncovery, heatup, clad oxidation, core
degradation, relocation, and, eventually, vessel failure at high pressure. STCP
has calculated the transient out to 13.5 hours after core uncovery. MELCOR
calculations have been carried out to 16.7 hours after core uncovery. The
results include the timing of key events, pressure and temperature response in
the reactor vessel and containment, hydrogen production, and the release of
source terms to the environment.

The main contribution of this paper is in reporting a successful MELCOR
plant simulation of a severe accident sequence resulting in source terms to the
environment. MELCOR is a relatively new code, and every new application brings
it into uncharted territory where new code errors are uncovered. This
application was no exception, and after several code errors were uncovered and
resolved, the calculations eventually went to completion. These applications
thus allow MELCOR to gain maturity as a source-term analysis tool. The
comparisons with the older, more widely used STCP, while being a byproduct of
this effort, do serve as a useful yardstick and lend credibility to the results
from the new code.

MELCOR PLANT MODEL

Figure 1 is a schematic of the Mark I containment design for the Peach
Bottom plant [5].

Nodalization

The MELCOR Peach Bottom model is a modified version of the untested input
deck that was received from Sandia National Laboratory in 1988. It consists of
19 control volumes (6 for the RCS, 3 for the primary containment, 9 for the
secondary containment, including refueling bay, and 1 for the environment);
33 flow paths (16 in the RCS and primary containment and 17 in the secondary
containment); and 66 heat structures (20 in the RCS and containment and the rest
in the secondary containment). The reactor core is modeled with 3-3 core cells
(i.e., 3 concentric radial rings and 11 axial levels). Levels 7 through 11
comprise the active core region, and levels 1 through 6 are the lower plenum
including the core plate which is Level 6. Figures 2 [6] and 3 show the MELCOR
nodalization for the Peach Bottom plant and its reactor core, respectively.

Some Features of Simulation

MELCOR either explicitly or parametrically models all key in-vessel and ex-
vessel phenomena. In-vessel phenomena modeled include the thermal-hydraulic
behavior of the reactor coolant system (RCS), fuel rod heatup, zircaloy
oxidation, and hydrogen generation, core degradation, and lower head response.
Fission product release, transport, deposition, and revaporization are also
treated. Ex-vessel phenomena include core/concrete interactions, primary and
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secondary containment thermal-hydraulic and heat structure response, hydrogen
burning and detonation, aerosol behavior, and the impact of engineered safety
features (e.g., pools) on thermal-hydraulics and radionuclide transport.

Each cell may contain one or more types of components, including intact
fuel, cladding, canister walls (for BWRs), other structures, such as control rods
or guide tubes, and particulate debris, which may each contain several materials
(e.g., U02, Zircaloy, ZrO2). Oxidation and heat transfer by radiation,
conduction, and convection are calculated separately for each component. A
simple candling model treats the downward flow and refreezing of molten core
materials, thereby forming layers of conglomerate debris on lower cell components
which may lead to flow blockages and molten pools. Failure of core structures,
such as the core plate as well as lower head heatup and failure followed by
debris ejection, are treated by simple parametric models. For this simulation,
the failure was triggered by a user-specified temperature corresponding to zero
yield strength. Upon vessel failure, steam and gases are discharged through the
opening. The default option allows solid debris and molten material to be
discharged at a rate calculated from the pressure difference, flow area, and a
loss coefficient.

Models for a broad spectrum of radionuclide behavior are included in
MELCOR. By default, MELCOR uses the 15 classes recommended in the MELCOR
Phenomena Assessment [7]. These default classes include two nonradioactive
classes for bulk material aerosols (H20 and concrete) and are summarized in
Table 1. The user may also create new classes to model the stoichiometric
combination of elements in existing classes, such as Cs and I.

The release of fission products from fuel is modeled in MELCOR using either
CORSOR or CORSOR-M [8]. Depending on user choice, these rate equations are then
modified for the appropriate surface area to volume ratio of the fuel/debris as
compared to the ratios represented in the experiments on which the models are
based. If the clad is intact as determined by the gap release model discussed
below, any released material is added to the gap inventory. This model is also
used for the release of nonradioactive material. Release of radionuclide from
the fuel-clad gap is modeled simplistically by a user-specified clad failure
temperature (1173K for all calculations in this report). When the clad
temperature in any cell in a given ring exceeds this clad failure temperature,
or if the clad in a cell in this ring melts completely away, the entire gap
inventory for that ring is instantaneously released. The elemental and compound
forms of each class are both considered in the release model. For the Cs class,
the elemental form is Cs but the compound form may be CsOH. The difference in
the elemental and compound molecular weights determines the amount of
nonradioactive material that is added to the released mass. In the Cs class
example, the mass of OH is added to the total mass of the Cs class.

Release during core-concrete reactions is treated by the VANESA [9] models.
Aerosol dynamics involving agglomeration and deposition are calculated with the
MAEROS [10] equations, while condensation and evaporation from aerosol and heat
structure surfaces are calculated using the TRAP-MELT [11] models.
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RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH STCP

In the base case, MELCOR simulation of the station blackout scenario
presented here, the maximum allowable timestep size (Atmo,,) is specified as 10
seconds, and the fuel release model selected is CORSOR with surface-to-volume
ratio correction. The containment is assumed to fail in the drywell at a
pressure of 9.1 bars (-132 psia), which is consistent with the STCP assumption
[1], and with analysis of the steel shell performed by Ames Laboratory [12].
Computing time required for 60,000 seconds of problem time was 34,200 seconds
(WARP=1.75) on a VAX 6340 computer.

Key Events

Table 2 summarizes the predicted timing of key events for the MELCOR and
STCP (1] calculations, starting with core uncovery when the water level has
dropped to the top of the active fuel. MELCOR predicts clad melting and
relocation to start at about 99 minutes, with fuel melting following about 18
minutes later. STCP, on the other hand, does not distinguish between the
different core components and calculates core melt to start at 114 minutes.
MELCOR models the core in 3 radial rings and predicts partial core collapse to
occur in the innermost ring at 154 minutes, while STCP calculates gross core
collapse at 166.8 minutes. This can explain why the predicted dryout of the
lower plenum occurs so much quicker for STCP. Vessel failure occurs in MELCOR
at 274 minutes when the penetrations in ring 1 fails, whereas STCP calculates
gross lower head failure at 205 minutes. This difference can be explained
because core relocation occurs more gradually in MELCOR, via "candling" and
debris formation. Note that following vessel breach, steam, non-condensible
gases, and aerosols escape from the opening, while ejection of debris to the
cavity occurs much later. This MELCOR-predicted time lag will greatly diminish
the perceived probability of occurrence of DCH following this high pressure core
melt sequence. MELCOR predicts drywell failure to occur at 7.1 hours, or 40
minutes later than the STCP calculation. This is again related to the earlier
vessel failure predicted by STCP. Both codes predict deflagrations to occur in
the reactor building and refueling bay, shortly after drywell failure.

In-Vessel Behavior

The response of important in-vessel parameters as calculated by MELCOR are
shown in Figures 4 through 10. Figure 4 shows the pressure response of the
separator (CV350) and dryer (CV360) regions. The total pressure remains
approximately constant due to the pressure-relieving operation of the SRV valves.
However, the sharp downward pressure spike in steam partial pressures corresponds
to a sharp positive pressure spike in the partial pressure of hydrogen which is
produced from zircaloy oxidation. The sharp drop in total pressure starting at
16,500 seconds corresponds to vessel failure and subsequent depressurization of

the vessel. Figure 5 shows the swollen liquid level in the core (CV340), bypass
(CV330), annulus (CV310), and lower plenum (CV320), as a function of time. The
rapid level drop in the lower plenum is seen to start at the same time that
partial core collapse occurs in ring 1 (-9,250 seconds), leading to eventual
lower head dryout at 12,378 seconds. Figures 6 and 7 show the cumulative flow
of steam and hydrogen, respectively, through the SRV lines. The curves taper off
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and become flat for t>16,500 seconds, indicating that flow through these lines
stops following vessel failure and depressurization.

Figures 8 and 9 show masses of fuel in various axial levels of the core in
the innermost ring. The sharp drop in mass at one level and a corresponding
sharp mass increase at a lower level indicates downward relocation. MELCOR
calculates the maximum temperature in the core to be 2500 K, occurring in cell
111 -7,000 seconds after core uncovery. STCP predicts peak core temperature of
4100OF (-2530 K), occurring -6,850 seconds after core uncovery.

Figure 10 shows the MELCOR-predicted cumulative in-vessel hydrogen
production, which reaches in excess of 1300 kg by the end of the calculation,
60,000 seconds after core uncovery.

Ex-Vessel Behavior

The primary containment pressure and temperature histories calculated by
MELCOR are presented in Figures 11 through 17. In Figures 11 and 16, it can be
seen that failure of the reactor vessel leads to rapid pressurization of both the
drywell and wetwell, but the pressure stays below the nominal failure level.
Containment failure is calculated to occur at about 426 minutes after core
uncovery due to the combination of an elevated suppression pool temperature
(Figure 17) and the buildup of non-condensible gas. The curves from STCP
calculations show similar trends. Failure of the primary containment is followed
shortly by several hydrogen burns in the reactor building and refueling bay.
Their timings relative to containment failure are similar for both MELCOR and
STCP. The predicted duration of deflagration is longer for MELCOR than for STCP.
This is because the MELCOR plant model considers many compartments in the reactor
building, with delays in burn propagation from one compartment to the next, while
STCP models the entire reactor building as one volume.

Figure 18 shows the temperature history of metallic and oxidic debris
layers in the cavity and Figure 19 shows the cumulative masses of non-condensible
gases released from core-concrete interactions.

Fission Product Transport and Release to Environment

The overall behavior of fission products and decay heat calculated by
MELCOR is shown in Figures 20 through 23. Figure 20 shows the cumulative release
of radioactive fission product mass from the fuel, along with deposited and
released mass of aerosol and vapor components. Total released radioactive mass
in-vessel is about 800 kg. Figures 21 and 22 show the in-vessel and ex-vessel
releases, respectively, of CsOH, Te, and CsI. Note that in CsOH, only Cs is the
radioactive component. It can be seen from the figures that the Cs and I
releases occur predominantly in-vessel, whereas more of the Te release occurs ex-
vessel. Figure 23 shows the location history of decay heat, both in- and ex-
vessel. It can be seen that, with successive penetration failures in the three
rings, the core decay heat drops in steps, as cavity decay heat increases in
steps, while total decay heat decreases gradually with time.
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Prior to vessel failure, fission products are transported to the
suppression pool via the SRV lines, and thereafter, they enter the drywell
directly. Following containment failure, fission products leak from the drywell
into the reactor building, where they travel through the various compartments,
and the refueling bay. Table 3 shows the fractional distribution of fission
products in various regions of the plant and the environment at the end of the
calculation from both MELCOR and STCP. Note that the Cs fractions for MELCOR in
the table were obtained by weighted addition of Cs fractions in CsI form (Class
16) and in CsOH form (Class 2), as follows:

f(Cs) = 0.92f(Class 2) + 0.08f(Class 16) (1)

The coefficients, 0.92 and 0.08, in Eq. (1), were obtained from the
distribution of Cs between the two classes. MELCOR-calculated I mass in the form
of free Iodine (Class 4) was seen to be several orders of magnitude smaller than
I mass in the form of CsI (Class 16). Hence, MELCOR-calculated I fractions in
Table 3 were assumed equal to the fractions of CsI.

A comparison of environmental releases between MELCOR and STCP reveals
significant differences. MELCOR predicts much lower environmental release
fractions of Sr, La, Ce, and Ba, and STCP predicts lower fractions of I, Cs, and
Ru. MELCOR and STCP predict similar release and retention of I and Cs from the
fuel during in-vessel core meltdown; however, the higher environmental release
fractions of I and Cs from MELCOR can be attributed to late revaporization from
the RCS after the core debris penetrates the reactor vessel. This phenomenon is
not modeled in STCP, and, therefore, the revaporization model in MELCOR
represents an important advance in modeling capability. Note that since Te is
mostly associated with ex-vessel release due to core/concrete interactions, the
revaporization of Te from the RCS has no impact on its total release to the
environment. The lower refractory releases is because MELCOR calculates debris
ejection into the cavity over a much longer period of time, based on successive
penetration failures in the three rings, while STCP assumes the release of all
of the core at the time of vessel breach. The MELCOR meltdown model, therefore,
results in less vigorous core concrete interactions than STCP, leading to lower
release of the fission products associated with this phase of the accident.
These two models represent credible variations on possible core meltdown
configurations and should be taken into account as part of an uncertainty study.
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Materi al
Table 1

Classes in MELCOR [2]

Class Name Representative Member Elements

1. Noble Gases Xe He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn,
H. N

2. Alkali Metals Cs Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Fr, Cu

3. Alkaline Earths Ba Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Ra,
Es, Fm

4. Halogens I F, Cl, Br, I, At

5. Chalcogens Te 0, S, Se, Te, Po

6. Platinoids Ru Ru, Rh, Pb, Re, Os, Ir,
Pt, Au, Ni

7. Early Transition Elements Mo V, Cr, Fe, Co, Mn, Nb,
Mo, Tc, Ta, W

8. Tetravalents Ce Ti, Zr, Hf, Ce, Th, Pa,
Np, Pu, C

9. Trivalents La Al, Sc, Y, La, Ac, Pr,
Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb,
Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu,
Am, Cm, Bk, Cf

10. Uranium U U

11. More Volatile Main Group Cd Cd, Hg, Zn, As, Sb, Pb,
Tl, Bi

12. Less Volatile Main Group Sn Ga, Ge, In, Sn, Ag

13. Boron B B, Si, P

14. Water HO HO

15. Concrete --- _---
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Table 2
MELCOR and STCP-Predicted Timing of Key Events

Key Event Time min)

MELCOR STCP

Core uncovery 0.0 0.0

Start zircaloy oxidation 76.0

First gap release of fission products 76.8

Start melt and relocation 117.0 114.0

Core collapse 154.4 166.8
(partial)
ring 1

Lower plenum dryout 206.3 176.3

Vessel failure 274.0 205.0

Reactor vessel depressurized 275.1

Start debris ejection to cavity 341.2 205.1

Drywell failure 426.0 386.0

Start deflagrations in reactor building 426.4 386.5

End deflagrations in reactor building 427.6 386.9

Start deflagrations in refueling bay 429.4 390.6

End deflagrations in refueling bay 430.8 390.7
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Table 3
Fractional Distribution of Fission Products by Group in Plant and Environment

Species RCS WetweLL Drywetl Cavity Reactor BuiLding Refueling Enviromnent
Bay

MELCOR STCP MELCOR STCP MELCOR STCP MELCOR STCP MELCOR STCP MELCOR STCP MELCOR STCP

I 0.404 0.67 0.146 0.23 0.325 7.8E-02 0.0 0.0 3.43E-02 4.2E-03 5.64E-03 5.8E-05 8.56E-02 7.8E-03

Cs 0.334 0.74 0.14 0.14 0.307 8.8E-02 0.0 0.0 4.36E-02 4.9E-03 9.49E-03 6.ZE-04 0.164 9.OE-03

Te 2.6E-02 0.35 1.13E-02 3.6E-02 0.107 7.3E-02 0.797 0.23 3.01E-02 0.19 1.01E-02 1.lE-02 1.78E-02 0.10

Sr 5.29E-02 9.7E-04 9.88E-03 2.9E-02 8.48E-02 0.31 0.76 0.16 4.0E-02 0.26 1.12E-02 1.7E-02 4.13E-02 0.21

Ru 5.51E-03 1.3E-06 2.89E-04 3.3E-07 2.67E-04 1.1E-07 0.993 1.0 3.61E-04 5.3E-07 7.19E-05 4.8E-08 8.85E-04 3.2E-07

La 4.3E-03 1.3E-07 1.54E-05 4.1E-03 7.48E-03 1.2E-02 0.984 0.94 2.8E-03 2.4E-02 1.OE-03 1.4E-03 8.23E-04 1.7E-02

Ce 4.27E-03 0.0 6.05E-06 5.3E-03 7.4E-06 1.8E-02 0.996 0.91 7.89E-06 3.8E-02 1.69E-06 2.2E-03 1.88E-05 2.8E-02

Ba 5.29E-02 1.9E-02 9.88E-03 5.2E-02 8.48E-02 0.16 0.76 0.38 4.OE-02 0.22 1.12E-02 1.3E-02 4.13E-02 0.15
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MARK I CONTAINMENT (Peach Bottom)

Figure 1 Schematic of -'e Containment Design for the Peach Bottom
Plant [8]C
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RESULTS OF RECENT ORNL FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE TESTS

R. A. Lorenz, M. F. Osborne, J. L. Collins, and T. Nakamura
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6221

ABSTRACT

Four fission product release tests have been performed with
Zircaloy-clad uranium dioxide (UO2) fuel rod segments in the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) vertical induction-heated
(VI) apparatus at temperatures up to 2700 K. The first three
tests (VI-1, VI-2, and VI-3) were performed in a steam-helium
atmosphere, and test VI-4 was performed in a hydrogen-helium
atmosphere.

In test VI-4, the strongly reducing atmosphere created by melted
Zircaloy in hydrogen caused significant release of the fission
product europium and good retention of the fission product
antimony. The releases of krypton and cesium were similar in both
atmospheres even though the fuel rod collapsed shortly after the
melting point of the cladding was reached. The formation of
volatile iodine species (12, HI, and CH3I) remained low (<0.5%) in
hydrogen atmosphere test VI-4.

Good release correlations for volatile fission products have been
obtained using the ORNL Diffusion Release Model. Cesium transport
behavior was affected by the hydrogen atmosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

Four tests sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission have been
conducted in the ORNL VI apparatus. The goals of these tests were to
determine quantitative fission product releases as well as the transport
characteristics and fuel integrity behavior under severe accident conditions
in steam and hydrogen atmospheres. A general summary of previous tests1 and
associated chemical behavior of released fission products2-5 have been
published. Detailed data reports for each test have also been published.6 "

A brief summary of the operating conditions for the VI tests is given in
Table 1. Test VI-4, a special test designed to duplicate Sandia National
Laboratory (SNL) test ST-1,16 was the only ORNL test conducted in a hydrogen
atmosphere.

2. ORNL TEST APPARATUS

The apparatus arrangement used in the VI test series is shown in Fig. 1.
Gas flow passes up through the furnace and carries released fission products
into the fission product collection system. Vapor forms, such as cesium
iodide (CsI), condense in the platinum-lined thermal gradient tubes (TGTs).
Aerosol particles are collected on the filters and volatile forms of iodine
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Table 1. Conditions and results for fission product release tests

Test No.

Parameter VI-1 VI-2 VI-3 VI-4

Fuel specimen:' Oco BR3 BR3 BR3
Mass (fuel + clad), g 135 103 102 99
Burnup, MWd/kg 40 44 44 47
In-pile Kr release, % 0.7 -2 -2 -5

Test conditions:
Heatup rate, K/s 1 1 0.3 1.2
Test temperature, K 2020, 230 0b 2300 2000, 27 00b 2440
Time at test temp., min 20, 20 60 20, 20 20
Time at >2000 K, min 54 70 90 35
Steam flowc High High High 0

Fractional release, %
85Kr 57 >31 100 96
1omAgd 33 9 NDe NDe
125Sbd 28 68 99 5
129I 33 f f f
137Cs 65 63 99 96

'Oco - Oconee; BR3 - BR3 reactor in Belgium.

bSome tests (VI-1 and VI-3) were conducted in two phases, at different
temperatures.

'Steam flow rates: high - >1 L/min.

dBecause gamma decay rates were very low, data for "10oAg and 125Sb are
minimum release values.

IND - not detected.

fAnalyses incomplete, pending availability of neutron activation
analysis.
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Fig. 1. Vertical fission-product release apparatus.

(I2, HI, and CH3I) are collected on impregnated charcoal. Three of these
systems are used sequentially. Fission gas passes through the steam condenser
and is collected on large cold charcoal traps where the 85Kr is monitored con-
tinuously. Other radiation detectors provide continuous monitoring of 134Cs
and 137Cs collected in the TGTs and on the filters. When steam is used, the
hydrogen formed from the Zr-H20 reaction is measured continuously.

Direct counting of gamma emitters in the fuel before and after each test
provide a material balance for 1 3 4 Cs, 1 3 7 Cs, 103 Ru, 125Sb, 1 44Ce, and 1 54 Eu. Other
techniques are used to measure the release of 1291, Mo, Ba, Te, U, and Pu.

Details of the furnace are shown in Fig. 2. With the exception of test
VI-4, the induction coils were spaced to provide a uniform temperature along
the length of the fuel specimen in order to permit accurate calculation of
release rates as a function of temperature. The coil spacing for test VI-4
shown in Fig. 2 was used in order to duplicate the large axial temperature
gradient that existed in the SNL ST-l test.

3. TEST VI-4

As indicated in Table 1, two of the tests were conducted so that fission
product release from a single fuel segment could be measured at two different
temperatures. The temperature history shown in Fig. 3 for test VI-4 was
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chosen to closely follow that used in SNL test ST-1. The ST-1 test was con-
ducted in the SNL Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR). Heating in that test
occurred only from fission heating in the four-rod test fuel bundle.

The temperature at the top of the 15-cm-long fuel segment in test VI-4
was much lower than the center and bottom of the fuel rod in duplication of
the conditions in the SNL ST-1 test. In test VI-4, when the temperature of
the lower half of the fuel rod reached -2150 K (shortly after melting of the
Zircaloy cladding began), an ion chamber aimed at the bottom of the fuel rod
showed that the fuel rod had collapsed into the bottom part of the furnace.
From this time forward in test VI-4, the fuel temperature was essentially
uniform. The ST-1 fuel swelled in the lower high-temperature portion of the
fuel at approximately this same temperature, but the four-rod bundle remained
standing in the high axial temperature gradient.

The release rate coefficients for krypton and cesium were marginally
higher in test VI-4 than in steam-atmosphere tests VI-2 and VI-3. All three
tests used fuel from the BR3 reactor, but the VI-4 fuel was made from a
different batch of uranium dioxide and the burnup was -12% higher. The
present understanding of the particular fuels and the effect of burnup makes
it impossible to identify the specific reasons for small differences in
release rates. The VI-4 fuel rod was seal welded but failed at -1200 K. The
initial leakage was probably through a cracked weld, and this might have
caused the apparent restriction of the early cesium releases compared with
release through the 1.6-mm-diam drilled hole in the cladding of other ORNL
tests. Release differences below -2000 K were probably fuel related because
the oxygen potential inside of the fuel rod would be controlled by the
interior wall of Zircaloy cladding. In the ORNL tests, this surface was
unoxidized at temperatures below -2000 K even with high steam flow rates.

The sequential operation of the fission product collection system is
designated in Fig. 3 as A, B, and C. The releases of 134Cs and 85Kr in this
test are shown in Fig. 4. The release rate coefficients are shown in Fig. 5
and are compared with those from CORSOR-M.17 The coefficients for tempera-
tures below -2150 K, before fuel rod collapse, are low by almost a factor of 2
because the lower half rod temperature was used for the entire calculation.
The measured release coefficients followed the CORSOR-M coefficients until the
temperature stabilized. Similar behavior occurred in tests VI-2 and VI-3.
It should be noted that the test VI-4 release rate coefficients calculated by
SNL and shown in the ST-1 paper16 are incorrect.

Gamma counting of the fuel residue after test VI-4 showed that most of
the fuel slumped to the bottom - the high-temperature zone of the furnace.
The fuel residue was examined at Argonne National Laboratory. The axial
section from the lower end of the fuel region was photographed after each of
six successive grind and polish operations. These views, shown in Fig. 6,
reveal much void space in the bottom end of the fuel region. The U02 was
present in pieces of various sizes, usually associated with some cladding
material, with many regions of mixed zirconium and uranium oxides where fuel-
cladding interactions had occurred. Also, numerous areas of interaction
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between the fuel-cladding melt and the ZrO2 furnace tube were apparent. In
tests performed with steam atmosphere, there was no swelling of fuel or
collapse of the fuel rod segments.

4. VOLATILE IODINE FORMATION

ORNL testing continues to show that only small amounts of volatile
iodine forms (12, HI, and CH3I) are produced within the first second after
release from the fuel. As is typical, <0.5% of the iodine released in test
VI-4 was collected on the impregnated charcoal cartridges. This demonstrates
that the hydrogen atmosphere in test VI-4 had no significant effect on vola-
tile iodine formation. The results from steam-atmosphere test VI-3 are simi-
lar, which is especially interesting since an oxidized stainless steel liner
was used in TGT-A in this test. TGT-A was operated at low temperature during
the first part of its service period and then raised to the usual TGT tempera-
ture profile. This heating sequence was used in order to condense some CsI
and then heat it to encourage reaction with the oxidized stainless steel or
revaporization and movement downstream for recondensation. The amount of
volatile iodine species formed during the operation of TGT-A was <0.5%, a
demonstration of the minimal effect of oxidized stainless steel and the steam
atmosphere on volatile iodine formation. The H2:H20 ratio during part of the
operation of TGT-A in test VI-3 was >1.0 as a result of the reaction of steam
with the cladding. Aerosols from reactor structural and control rod materials
were not present in the ORNL tests.

Tests performed at SNL have demonstrated that CsI will decompose to a
large degree in stainless steel apparatus in a steam atmosphere at 1170 K.18
When compared with the ORNL tests and reactor accident scenarios, the SNL
tests can be characterized by high surface areas, frequent gas-to-surface
contacts, and the lack of excess cesium (over iodine) and other fission
product species.

5. EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE ON FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

The collapse of the fuel rod into a uniform temperature regime in test
VI-4 provided an opportunity to unambiguously determine the effect of the
Zr-U02 reaction on fission product release rates. Early tests with trace-
irradiated Zircaloy-clad U02 heated by a centered tungsten resistor in an
inert atmosphere showed that the release of tellurium was inhibited and the
releases of barium and strontium were enhanced.'9 The first observation of
europium release being enhanced by a reducing atmosphere was in test HT-42 0

when localized melting of Zircaloy cladding caused a small release of
europium. More recently, the SNL ST-1 tests16 showed similar restricted
release of tellurium and enhanced releases of Ba, Sr, and Eu when melted
Zircaloy reacted with the U02 and fission products in hydrogen atmosphere.

Table 2 shows a comparison of antimony and europium releases for ORNL
steam and hydrogen atmosphere tests. Antimony behaves essentially the same as
tellurium.3'2' Both apparently are trapped by the unoxidized Zircaloy. The
release rate coefficients for antimony and europium in test VI-4 were
-2 x 10-3 min-' and -7 x 10-3 min-1, respectively. In previous ORNL HI and
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Table 2. Effect of atmosphere on fission product release

VI-2 VI-3 VI-4
(steam) (steam) (hydrogen)

Element 2300/20 min 2300/60 min 2440/21 min

Antimony 68% 99% 5%
Europium 0% 0% 15%

VI tests, molybdenum was released to a much greater extent in high steam flow
rate tests in which the cladding was completely oxidized.

6. FISSION PRODUCT TRANSPORT

The design of the ORNL apparatus provides information about the
transport characteristics of fission products immediately after release from
the fuel. Vapor species condense or react with the furnace ceramics (ZrO2 or
Th02) and TGT (platinum or stainless steel). Aerosol particles are trans-
ported with good efficiency to the filters. In steam-atmosphere tests VI-1,
-2, and -3, -30% of the released cesium was deposited from vapor forms and 70%
as aerosols. In hydrogen-atmosphere test VI-4, the opposite was true: 80%
deposited from vapor forms and 20% as aerosols. In general, fission products
associated with aerosol particles travel further and are more likely to escape
through any leak in the containment. The gas flow rate in test VI-4 was lower
than usual, and this might have affected the vapor/aerosol ratio.

The TGT liners and the filters are weighed after each test to determine
the total mass of deposits. Table 3 shows the weight gains for the four VI
tests. The total amount of material deposited in both the TGTs and the
filters is less in the VI-4 hydrogen-atmosphere test. In steam atmosphere
tests, some of the weight is the result of oxides being formed. There were no
structural (stainless steel, inconel) or control rod (Ag-In-Cd or B4C)
materials present that would add to the deposited masses.

More than 90% of the europium and antimony released in test VI-4 depos-
ited in narrow bands on zirconium oxide (ZrO2) ceramic surfaces as shown in
Fig. 7. This is indicative of condensation (or possible chemical reaction) of
the species involved. Release of these elements as a function of time could
not be accurately determined since only a small fraction entered the sequen-
tially operated fission-product collection systems. Some of the released
cesium also deposited on ZrO2 ceramics in test VI-4. The temperatures in
Fig. 7 for locations between 15 and 28 cm are estimated. In steam-atmosphere
tests, some cesium has deposited on ZrO2 at slightly higher temperatures than
in test VI-4. The formation of cesium zirconates is suspected.
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Table 3. Vapor and aerosol deposits

Vapor Amount of aerosol in each collection
deposit system (mg)a

Test Flow rate in TGT
No. (L/min) (mg) A B C Total

VI-1 2.5 404 245 227 297 769
VI-2 1.9 281 188 434 231 853
VI-3 1.9 682 308 1094 1084 2486
VI-4 (H2) 0.9 161 63 85 72 220

aAerosol sources were cladding, fuel
components of the furnace ceramics.
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7. ORNL DIFFUSION RELEASE MODEL

Nakamura and Lorenz have developed the ORNL Diffusion Release Model.
This model for cesium, iodine, and fission gas release is based on the
diffusion equations developed by Booth.22 Correlation of ORNL fission product
release data using medium to high burnup fuel heated to severe accident tem-
peratures showed that measured grain sizes were equal to the equivalent sphere
size in the Booth equations. At low temperatures and burnups, this was not
the case because grain boundaries and edges were largely isolated from the
open pore structure.

It was also found that fuel burnup had an effect on the diffusion
coefficient. The relatively narrow range of burnups used in the ORNL tests
made it impossible to obtain a decisive analysis of the effect of burnup.
Equations for calculating the classical diffusion coefficient, D, were
obtained for two burnup ranges.

For the higher burnup range, 38 to 44 MWd/kg U,

D = 0.0000763 ex 74300) (1)
E+ 1 .99 T)

where

D - the diffusion coefficient, cm2/s,
T - temperature, K.

For the lower burnup range, 10 to 30 MWd/kg U,

D = 0.002 ex 9- 50). (2)

Fractional release of the volatile fission products can be calculated
using the following equations. For small fractional releases, when
Dt/a2 < 0.1

f = 6 r _D 3 Dt (3)
Nira2  a

where

f - fraction released,
D - diffusion coefficient from Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), cm2/s,
t - time, s,
a - measured grain radius, cm.
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For large fractional releases, when Dt/a2 > 0.1,

f= 1 - 6~ e 2D

IX2 i _a' )

In most test and accident scenarios, the diffusion coefficient, D, changes
with time. In order to calculate the total fractional release, f, when the
value of D is changing, Eq. (3) or (4) is used with the quantity Dt summed as
follows:

Dt = ED(T)At . (5)

Calculations and summing of the Dt values at 1-min intervals are satisfactory
for the temperature changes encountered in ORNL tests. The grain radius, a,
was measured before and after some of the ORNL tests. The average grain size
was used to obtain the ORNL correlations when it was available. The grain
size increase was not large, so it would be satisfactory to use the initial
grain radius for "a" in most calculations.

8. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR TEST VI-4

As in all of the ORNL tests, the releases of 85Kr, 134Cs, and 137Cs were
monitored on a minute-by-minute basis. Release rate coefficients (Fig. 5) and
diffusion coefficients were calculated from these data. The diffusion coeffi-
cients are shown in Fig. 8 along with diffusion coefficients calculated with
the ORNL Diffusion Release Model (high burnup correlation).
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For this calculation, the temperature used was that of the lower half of
the fuel rod. Prior to fuel collapse at -2150 K, the upper half of the fuel
rod was relatively cool (-1700 K) and was not releasing much krypton or
cesium. The diffusion coefficients shown for temperatures below -2150 K are,
therefore, low by a maximum of a factor of 4. There was very little change in
diffusion coefficients as a result of either the Zr-U02 reaction (often
referred to as "liquefaction") or the major change in geometry when the fuel
collapsed.

Tests HI-3 and HI-4 were performed with steam flow low enough that most
of the cladding remained unoxidized when its melting point was reached. The
Zr-U02 reaction ("liquefaction") occurred, but there was no collapse of these
horizontally supported fuel rods, nor was there any swelling of the fuel
itself as occurred in the ST-1 test. It should be noted that the burnup range
in these three HI tests was 10 to 38 MWd/kg U. As with test VI-4, the
measured release rates and diffusion coefficients for cesium and krypton were
similar to those from tests VI-1, -2, and -3 that were conducted in steam with
no Zr-U02 reaction. Release rate coefficients higher than CORSOR-M and
diffusion coefficients higher than the ORNL Model are usual for low fuel
temperatures because of gap release and early grain boundary release.

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Compared to earlier tests in steam, the hydrogen atmosphere in test VI-4
had the following effects. The Zr-U02 reaction weakened the pellet structure
and caused collapse of the high burnup fuel segment at -2150 K, shortly after
the melting point of the cladding was reached. The releases of krypton and
cesium were not significantly affected. Europium release occurred, but most
of the antimony was apparently retained by the unoxidized cladding. Measure-
ments of the releases of tellurium, barium, uranium, and plutonium in test
VI-4 are in progress.

A higher proportion of the released cesium was in vapor forms in the
hydrogen atmosphere test. Greater than 90% of the released europium and
antimony condensed in narrow temperature ranges. The total mass of deposited
vapor species and aerosols was significantly less in test VI-4.

The amount of volatile iodine species was <0.5% in test VI-4. Similar
very low amounts are formed in the first second after release in steam-
atmosphere tests. This is also true of test VI-3 which contained an oxidized
stainless steel TGT liner. The amount of volatile iodine produced was also
low in previous tests in which silicon dioxide (quartz) and thorium dioxide
were present.

Good release correlations for krypton and cesium have been obtained with
the ORNL Diffusion Release Model. This model shows a release dependency on
grain size and burnup, and accounts for decreasing release behavior at high
fractional releases.
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ABSTRACT

VICTORIA [1] is a mechanistic computer code designed to
analyze fission product behavior within the reactor coolant system
(RCS) during a severe accident. It provides detailed prediction of
the release and transport of radionuclides and non-radioactive
materials during core degradation. These predictions account for
the chemical and aerosol processes that affect radionuclide
behavior. Finally, it has the potential to determine the long-term
revaporization of deposited radionuclides.

Much of the validation done to date has used the HI and VI
out-of-pile tests done at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the ST-
1,2 in-pile tests done at Sandia National Laboratories. Each of
these tests concentrated on release from fuel.

The VICTORIA code is now adequate for reactor accident
analyses of radionuclide release during the early stages of core
degradation, aerosol processes in the RCS, and vapor deposition in
the RCS. Further development is needed to enable prediction of
radionuclide release during later phases of core degradation,
especially after vessel failure, resuspension of deposited
materials at the time of RCS depressurization, and radionuclide
entrapment and revaporization in ruptured steam tube accidents and
other by-pass scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Release of radionuclides into the atmosphere is the main concern in the
event of a nuclear reactor accident. The physical processes that influence
the quantity and timing of a potential release are highly complex. In order

This work supported by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and performed at
Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated for the US Department of
Energy under Contract Number DE-AC04-76DPOO789.
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to be able to predict the outcome of a nuclear accident, it is necessary to
accurately model as many of the relevant physical processes as possible.
VICTORIA [1] is a mechanistic computer code designed to model such releases
during a severe reactor accident.

The mechanisms treated by VICTORIA in the fuel include diffusive release
of volatiles from the fuel grains and surface interaction, condensation,
speciation, and diffusion within the fuel porosity, the fuel/clad gap, and
breaches in the cladding. The mechanisms treated within the reactor vessel
and RCS include diffusion, speciation, convective transport, and condensation
of volatiles to form aerosols and films on material surfaces, agglomeration
and deposition of aerosols, revaporization from surface films. Each of the
models are described in some detail below.

II. FUEL RELEASE MODEL

The fuel configuration includes the fuel pellets, composed of fuel
grains and porosity, the gap between the fuel pellets and the cladding, and
the cladding. The cladding may be intact or damaged, depending on whether a
user prescribed failure temperature has been reached. If failure has
occurred, one or more breaches exist so that fission products can diffuse
through the cladding. The relevant diffusive processes are atomic diffusion
within the fuel grains, surface and molecular diffusion within the open
porosity, and molecular diffusion within the gap and cladding breaches. In
addition, interaction with surfaces, condensation onto surfaces, and chemical
speciation take place within the fuel configuration. Volatiles that escape
through the cladding act as a source for the reactor vessel and reactor
coolant system (RCS). This process is shown schematically in Figure 1.

Booth [2] derived a closed-form solution for the transient concentration
profile of a volatile species diffusing within an individual fuel grain. His
analysis made several idealizations: (1) the fuel grains were taken to be
spherical; (2) the diffusivity was taken to be constant; and (3) the
concentration at the grain surface was taken to be constant. From his
analysis, Booth derived the rate at which a volatile species diffuses through
the surface of a grain. This model is used in VICTORIA as a source term for
species entering the fuel porosity. Diffusion through the fuel porosity, the
gap, and breaches in the cladding is treated by a standard finite difference
technique.

The Booth model has the advantages of being simple and fast. However,
the assumptions used in the model may be a little weak in some accident
scenarios. In general, temperatures are transient, so the diffusivities are
not steady. Because the volume of the fuel porosity is at least an order of
magnitude less than that of the fuel grains, the concentrations at grain
surfaces is generally transient as well. Moreover, the current
implementation of the Booth model neglects phenomena such as bubble formation
within grains and grain-boundary sweeping. As a result, work is currently
underway at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) to provide an improved model
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Figure 1. Schematic of the processes for species transport from the fuel
through the gap and clad and into the bulk gas. Aerosol and
chemical reaction processes are also illustrated.
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for fission product release from the fuel that would incorporate the effects
mentioned above [3]. The new model will be included as an option, so it
should be possible to determine the parameter range for which the current
Booth model is adequate. Furthermore, it may be possible to refine the Booth
model to broaden the parameter range in which it can be used.

An important aspect of release of gases from fuel rods is the effect of
an oxidizing environment on the fuel itself. Data from the Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited indicates that release is much faster when the fuel becomes
sufficiently oxidized [4]. Work is ongoing to incorporate such effects in
VICTORIA at Chalk River and ANL. An oxidizing environment would be possible
in the late stages of an accident, perhaps after vessel failure had occurred.

III. CHEMISTRY

The chemical interactions of fission products can have an important
effect on the timing, chemical form, and quantity of products that may be
released from the RCS in the case of a severe accident. Two areas of
particular importance are the chemical form of iodine (which affects its
volatility) and the quantity and composition of deposited aerosols. The
latter are important because of the possibility of resuspension or
revaporization of the deposited aerosols during, or after, vessel or RCS
failure. An assessment of these areas of concern requires detailed
consideration of chemical interactions within the fuel, within the gas, and
between gas and vessel structures.

The current list of 25 chemical elements treated by VICTORIA includes
not only the volatiles that are of primary concern in the event of an
accident, but also those which may interact with the volatile species and
inhibit their release, those which are easily measurable experimentally and
so are beneficial for validation, and those which are important because of
their quantity within the reactor vessel and RCS. Chemical interaction of a
set of 167 chemical species are analyzed by VICTORIA. The sets of elements
and species are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Both chemical
equilibria (determined by minimization of Gibbs free energy) and phase
behavior are fully treated. Chemical reactions are modeled within the fuel
grains, in the porosity of the fuel, within the fuel/clad gap, and in the
bulk gas inside the reactor vessel.

Future improvements to the chemistry model developments include a
complete accounting for interactions between structure surfaces and condensed
films, a preprocessor to enable the element and species set to be easily
modified, the addition of an aqueous chemistry model, and additional
refinement of the thermochemical data base. These improvements are being
pursued at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and at Winfrith Technology
Centre (WTC) in the United Kingdom.
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Figure 2. The elements includes in VICTORIA's chemistry package.
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Figure 3. The species included in VICTORIA's chemistry package.
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IV. AEROSOL MODEL

The aerosol model in VICTORIA is built upon the CHARM model developed by
Wheatley [5]. The CHARM model treats aerosol behavior in a single
computational cell, which is assumed to be well mixed. Time-varying external
conditions are calculated in advance and supplied as data to the model. The
implementation of CHARM in VICTORIA allows two options: (1) aerosol particle
composition is transient but spatially uniform, which implies that particles
of all sizes have the same composition or (2) aerosol particles are taken to
be composed of a pure species, in which case a separate particle size
distribution is calculated for each species that exists as an aerosol. In
addition, the capability to account for the thickness of laminar or turbulent
boundary layers and their effect on deposition rates has been added in
VICTORIA.

The aerosol model in VICTORIA accounts for the following basic
mechanisms: (1) condensation or evaporation from aerosol particle surfaces;
(2) deposition onto structural surfaces; (3) agglomeration of aerosol
particles; (4) and transport of aerosols from one cell to another by
convection. The deposition mechanisms modeled are gravitational settling,
laminar or turbulent deposition, Brownian motion, thermophoresis,
diffusiophoresis, and inertial deposition in curved channels (bends).
Agglomeration mechanisms include Brownian motion, relative gravitational
motion, interactions in a shear field, and inertia in a turbulent field.
Additional mechanism that are being added include resuspension of deposited
aerosols (at ORNL) and revaporization due to decay heating (at SNL).

V. ASSESSMENT

To date, the validation studies, i.e., comparisons between VICTORIA and
experimental data, have concentrated on release from fuel. Although the
comparisons were quite favorable much additional work remains to validate
each of the models in VICTORIA. The following paragraphs briefly explain the
work that has been done to date and outline the remaining work and which
laboratory intends to carry it out.

The validation of VICTORIA has been based on the HI and VI out-of-pile
tests done at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and the ST-1 and -2 in-
pile tests done at SNL. A comparison for of the release rate history of
cesium for the ST-2 test is shown in Figure 4. The agreement between data
and prediction is excellent. However, this comparison needs to be repeated
in light of recent modifications that have been made to the fuel release and
chemistry packages in VICTORIA in order to evaluate the new models. When the
new fuel release model is installed, it will need to undergo a more complete
assessment. The ORNL HI [6] and VI [7] series and the SNL ST-1 and -2 tests
[8] have been selected to be the basis for assessing fuel release models.
However, additional data will be required to assess the model for release
from highly oxidized fuel being developed at AECL Chalk River.
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Assessment of the chemistry package will be done by comparing with the
experimental data of Elrick [9], Bowsher [10], Sallach [11], Alexander and
Ogden [12], and others. This data includes information about interactions of
release gases with structural surfaces, which will be vital for validating
VICTORIA. It will also be essential to obtain good data for assessing the
aqueous chemistry model. Finally, determining whether the current set of
elements and species is sufficient or not for specific studies remains a
somewhat elusive but necessary goal for the overall validation effort.

A large number of tests have been performed that can be used to assess
the aerosol model in VICTORIA. Each of these tests should be valuable for
evaluating certain aspects of the aerosol model. The EPRI-Argonne tests [13]
should be useful for assessing formation and transport of aerosols (and in
addition, how bulk gases interact with structures. The FALCON [14] tests
being conducted at WTC should allow validation of interactions between
aerosols and the bulk gas surrounding them. The Marviken-V experiments [15]
examined the agglomeration of aerosols and their deposition onto pipe and
vessel surfaces. The EPRI LACE LA-1 and -3 [16] tests look at deposition in
vertical and horizontal pipe sections. The EPRI LACE tests are especially
interesting because they were used in a previous validation exercise.
Additional testing will be needed to validate the resuspension model being
developed at ORNL. This experimentation is being conducted at ORNL as well.

In addition to the validation efforts outlined above, it is viewed as
essential to perform a number of integral validation exercises, i.e., ones in
which several or all of the various packages in VICTORIA are exercised. The
list of integral tests that are slated for validation studies includes the
following: (1) the Phebus FP tests [17] being conducted in France, which
will simulate a number of typical accident scenarios, and (2) the Chalk River
Blowdown Test Facility tests [18], which will emphasize fission product
interactions with several wall materials as well as deposition on long
horizontal pipes. These validation exercises should provide a quantitative
measure of how well VICTORIA will perform when applied to realistic accident
scenarios.

VI. SUMMARY

An international partnership--including four laboratories within the
U.S. and one each within the United Kingdom and Canada--has been formed to
continue the development and assessment of the VICTORIA. The models
currently in use, further developments that are being undertaken, and the
experiments and tests necessary for validation have all been briefly
described in the text above.

The VICTORIA code is now adequate for reactor accident analyses of
radionuclide release during the early stages of core degradation, aerosol
processes in the RCS, and vapor deposition in the RCS. In particular, it can
calculate releases from fuel configurations that have not changed
substantially from their design; calculate aerosol formation, agglomeration,
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and deposition in the RCS; and calculate radionuclide deposition and
revaporization on pipe walls. As such, it can now be applied to at least the
early stages of most accident scenarios. It is not currently applicable to
situations where highly oxidizing atmospheres are present, such as after
vessel failure; where the fuel is in a highly degraded configuration, such as
debris beds; or where resuspension of aerosols occurs, especially during
depressurization. Furthermore, it is not currently applicable where thermal-
hydraulics are coupled to the processes calculated by VICTORIA, such as flow
area reduction due to aerosol deposition; where chemical kinetics are
important; or where liquid water is present within the reactor or RCS.
Further work, which is ongoing, is needed to include resuspension of
aerosols, to account for oxidizing atmospheres, to more realistically
calculate fission product release from the fuel, and to account for decay
heating caused by deposited layers in pipes or channels. Finally, the
validation work that is necessary in order to confidently apply VICTORIA to
realistic accident scenarios is in its very early stages.
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SUMMARY

Pool scrubbing is a key element in LWR source term estimates. In fact a
number of pathways currently identified for the most risk significant
sequences involve segments through water pools (e.g. a transient without
scram for a BWR and containment bypass for a PWR). Previous work on pool
scrubbing has shown that observed decontamination factors (DFs) are very
sensitive to the test conditions. The steam content of the carrier gas,
pool temperature and many other parameters have a strong influence on
fission product retention processes. The SPARTA experimental program
(Suppression Pool Aerosol Retention Test Apparatus) has been planned at
ENEA-CRE Casaccia Laboratories to evaluate the overall DFs in a full
scale facility using X-quencher and horizontal vent discharge devices.
Parameter sensitivity will be established in a small scale facility (1:6
scale).
The experimental facility consists of an aerosol generation system, a
delivery line, a discharge system (X-quencher or horizontal vent) and a
water pool.
Two different facilities in small and large scale depending on the
specific test, will be set up.
The aerosol generation system includes a plasma arc heater, fissium
feeders (CsI and Mn powders), a vaporization furnace (oven), and a
reaction/mixing chamber.
The resistance heated vaporization method (oven) is used for the
generation of the soluble aerosol (CsOH). The plasma torch generates
soluble and insoluble aerosols (CsI and MnO). These aerosol materials are
generated by vaporization/condensation process and mixed in a chamber to
provide some co-agglomeration and fallout of oversize particles before
sending them to the water gool. Aerosols and carrier gases are introduced
in an approximately 370 m water volume for the large scale (simulating
a suppression water pool) and 15 m for the small scale facility
(simulating a relief tank or a scaled suppression pool).
To characterize aerosols in inlet and outlet lines, cyclons, inertial
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spectormeters, particle and optical analyzers are usedth
The first test has been performed on December 6 , 1989, at the
ENEA-Energy Research Center in Casaccia, near Rome.
The main objective of the test was to check the facility performances and
draw out preliminary indications on aerosol decontamination factor.
The test took place using the small pool as retention system. This pool
is equipped with a discharge device formed by two horizontal vents (each
one of 150 mm in diameter), located one over the other, with a maximum
submergence of about 1.8 m.
The water in the pool has been heated up close to saturation by previous
steam injection through an annular sparger placed at the bottom of the
pool.
The test performed showed the reliability of the facility and the
effectiveness of the tests in contributing to understand the pool
scrubbing phenomena.
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ABSTRACT

The SPARTA (Suppression Pool Aerosol Removal Test Activity) facility
was built to carry out a series of pool scrubbing aerosol retention
tests to assess and improve experimental data base and to verify
calculation methods and codes.
The main features of the SPARTA facility are described; the aerosol
generation system for MnO, CsI and CsOH fission product aerosol
simulants, the "small pool" where parametric tests will be carried
out, the "large pool" that is the main feature of the plant, with
its full scale X-quencher (as the one in the GE-BWR Mark III design)
and horizontal vent.
Service and carrier gas cylinders (N?, Ar, He), steam production by
the near VAPORE facility togheter with the connecting pipes complete
the plant.
On-line process instrumentation, sampling stations and off-line
samples analysis devices make up the plant instrumentation and allow
to draw the test observations and results.
Some details and the preliminary observations following the first
performed test are finally described with some views on the
possibilities of the facility and of the program in the near future.

INTRODUCTION

Pool scrubbing is a key element in LWR source term estimates. In fact a number
of pathways currently identified for the most risk significant sequences
involve segments through water pools (e.g. a transient without scram for a BWR
and containment bypass for a PWR). Previous work on pool scrubbing has shown
that observed decontamination factors (DWs) are very sensitive to the test
conditions. The steam content of the carrier gas, pool temperature and many
other parameters have a strong influence on fission product retention
processes. The SPARTA experimental program (Suppression Pool Aerosol Retention
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Test Apparatus) has been planned at ENEA-CRE Casaccia Laboratories to evaluate
the overall DFs in a full scale facility using X-quencher and horizontal vent
discharge devices. Parameter sensitivity will be established in a small scale
facility (1:6 scale).
This paper describes the main SPARTA facility experimental features and the
first test results.

OBJECTIVE

The main objective of the SPARTA activity is to determine realistic
Decontamination Factors for fission products discharged in to water pools
through full-scale X-quencher and horizontal vents.
Improvement of the pool scrubbing experimental data base and code validation
are also important tasks of the project.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

In figure 1 the SPARTA process scheme is shown. Essentially the facility
consists of three sections:
1) The retention systems, the large and the small water pool with the

discharge devices.
2) The aerosol generation system.
3) The aerosol sampling and measurement system.

Fig. I - SPARTA process scheme and aerosol sampling locations
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Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental facility whose main
features are listed in table 1.

FILTER FAN
AENROSOL V.LIVETE LINL'

. ....

STEAM/AIR MIXTURE

PLASMA GUN

1M HOT AEROSOL

U COLD AEROSO1,

Fig. 2 - SPARTA facility

Retention Systems

It is possible to carry out the tests either in a small scale retention
system, the small pool (D=2.5 m, H=4 m), or in a full scale system, the large
pool (D=8 m, H=10 m) with its discharge device (an horizontal vent with
internal diameter of 700 mm or an actual X-quencher).
The aerosol stream introduced inside the retention system and emerging from
the pool surface is collected and vented to the atmosphere through a filter
and a blower of the collecting line.
The aerosol sampling stations are located at the entrance of the
discharge device and at the top of the pool.
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I SPARTA: MAIN FEATURES

Small water pool
0 = 2.5 m H = 4.5 m

RETENTION SYSTEM

Large water pool
O = 8 m H = 10 m

DISCHARGE DEVICES
An actual X-quencher

A full size horizontal vent

Steam up to 0.8 Kg/s

CARRIER GAS FLOW RATE

Air up to 1.5 Kg/s

INLET GAS TEMPERATURE Up to 1800C

Small pool up to 991C

POOL TEMPERATURE

Large pool up to 40°C

AEROSOL SPECIES
CsI
CsOH
MnO

TABLE 1
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Aerosol Generation System

In figure 3 the aerosol generation system is shown: the mixing vessel (D=800
mm, L=3200 mm), on which the plasma gun is mounted (Metco, P=70 KW) with its
powder feed unit, the nozzle through which the cesium vapours coming from the
electric oven are injected, the nitrogen and steam nozzles and the spargers.

t W~~vDER x~

AR +

N2 INLET

V3 V4 | VAPOR INLET

-- _MIXING VESSEL

V2 / ____ AEROSOL MIXTURE

_ _ = \CESIUM VAPORS INLET

Fig. 3 - SPARTA aerosol generation system

Figure 4 shows the vaporization chamber used to increase the vaporization
efficiency of the plasma gun.
It was planned to use CsI and CsOH as soluble and MnO as unsoluble aerosols
species. These species are generated inside the mixing vessel.
If CsI is produced, CsI metallic powder is introduced, using a feeder device,
into the flame zone of the plasma gun inside which the powder evaporates. Th-
vapours are then cooled and condensed in aerosol particles by nitrogen,
injected inside the mixing vessel through a sparger.
If MnO is produced, in the same way as CsI, Mn metallic powder is introduced
into the flame zone and the produced vapours react into the mixing vessel with
the steam injected through a second sparger to produce MnO vapours.
Nitrogen injection allows the cooling and the condensation of these vapours in
MnO aerosol particles.
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Fig. 4 - Vaporization chamber

Finally if CsOH is produced, liquid cesium, contained in a proper tank, is
introduced into a special electric oven to generate cesium vapours. In the
same way like manganese vapours, the steam-cesium vapours reaction products
and their subsequent condensation will generate CsOH aerosol particles.
The carrier gas species inside the mixing vessel are N2. Ar and He (plasma

gas) for CsI generation and N , Ar, He and steam for MnO and CsOH generation.
Additional air-steam flow mixture or single air or steam flow can be injected
into the aerosol delivery line downstream the mixing vessel to carry out the
tests at the required carrier gas flow-rate and aerosol concentration
conditions.

Aerosol sampling lines and measurement devices

The aerosol sampling lines and measurement devices arrangement are shown in
figure 5. The main aerosol measurement stations are located at the inlet and

outlet of the water pools.
The figure shows the instrumentation and the devices used at the inlet station
of the small water pool. Four probes draw isokinetically the aerosol stream
inside the main piping by means of two vacuum pumps installed downstream the
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control cabinets.
Line 1 sampling probe feeds the first of the two fractionating samplers which
essentially consists of a Sierra's Series 280 Cyclades (4 cyclones) and of a

total filter both contained in a heated housing. These devices allow the
evaluation of the aerodynamic particle size distribution and the total and
partial mass particles concentration (for each of the 5 stages including the
total filter). Downstream the total filter, the carrier gas stream is measured
in temperature (T), pressure (G) and flow-rate (FM) by means the transducers
located inside the control cabinet (T.G, FM and gas composition values define
the cyclone calibration curve). Valve V2 allows to set up the fixed sampling
gas flow-rate.
Finally condensers and other devices allow to measure the steam fraction and
the gas composition (gas sample). For this reason the line is heated at a
temperature higher than the saturation temperature. The fractionating sampler
temperature, Tlis higher than the fluid temperature, Tfl, to allow dry
sampling conditions (absence of water content on the particles).
Line 3 sampling probe feeds the second fractionating sampler. This line is
completely similar to line 1; the only difference is the fractionating sampler
temperature, T3, that is equal to the fluid temperature, Tf3, (wet
conditions). The comparison between the samples of line 1 and line 3 permits
to estimate either the water content possibly present on global masses of
narticles and its influence on the aerodynamic separation.
Line 2 sampling probe draws the aerosol stream to the first total sampler
which consist of a total filter, similar to that used in line 1 and line 3,
contained in a heated housing (T3=Tf3, dry conditions) and used to measure the
total mass particle concentration.
Upstream the filter a secondary probe is inserted to feed aerosol to the
spectrometer device. With the INSPEC (INertial aerosol SPECtrometer
(Ref. /2/3/)) it is possible to determine aerodynamic particle size
distribution and mass concentration. Contrarily to the cascade cyclones, the
identity of single particles can be kept on the INSPEC filter plane deposition
surface. After the recovery, the filter, in PTFE (PolyTetraFluorEthylene, a
material like Teflon), can be analysed with optical and/or scanning electron
microscopy to measure the physical (geometric) size and the shape factor
(morphology) of the particles. The spectrometer main part, from a functional
point of view, is the sampling head, which can be described in terms of three
sections; the throat, the 90° bend and the deposition chamber (see fig. 6).
Inside the prism-shaped throat, the aerosol flow, Qa, is drawn into the stream
of winnowing gas, Qw, and the flow is accelerated; around the 900 bend, the
particles are separated from each other on the basis of their inertia as they
travel in laminar flow (S displacement); inside the deposition chamber, the
small separation is extended and the particles are collected on a filter. The
device is calibrated for giving the aerodynamic size of the particles as a
function of the deposition distance with a size range of 0.4 to 10 am. The
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Fig. 6: Schematic diagram of the sampling head
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best resolution is obtained with a high winnowing air flow-rate combined with
the lowest possible aerosol flow-rate.
In Figure 7 the sampling head cross-section and in figure 8 the gas flow
circuit (control unit) are shown. Both the sampling head and its heated
housing are in stainless steel material and the unit is manifactured to move
automatically the sampling head, to remove the filter exposed inside it and to
insert in sequence new clean filters for several sampling over an extended
period of time.
Line 4 sampling probe feed the second total sampler. This line is completely
similar to line 2, the only difference is the temperature (T4=Tf4, wet
conditions).
The comparison between the INSPEC dry and wet condition filters allows to
estimate either the water content present on single particles and/or its
influence on the aerodynamic separation.

TEST CONDITIONS AND RESULTS

th-Eeg
The first test has been performed on December 6 , 1989, at the ENEA-Energy
Research Center in Casaccia, near Rome.
The main objective of the test was to check the facility performances and draw
out preliminary indications on aerosol decontamination factor.
The test took place using the small pool as retention system. This pool is
equipped with a discharge device formed by two horizontal vents (each one of
150 mm in diameter), located one over the other, with a maximum submergence
of about 1.8 m.
The water in the pool has been heated up close to saturation by previous steam
injection through an annular sparger placed at the bottom of the pool. A
sustained steam flow of about 0.3-0.4 Kg/s allowed aelatively rapid rise of
the water temperature up to 90-950C within 3 hrs also avoiding any chugging
problem. In order to perform the test CsI aerosols has been produced by the
METCO plasma torch. Carrier gas flow was mainly composed of air, N2 and some
Ar and He. For this test no steam has been supplied into the carrier flow so
that in the inlet flow a steam fraction close to 0.0 was established; in the
outlet flow a certain amount of steam was present for the entrainment above
the pool due to the pool water high temperature. The averaI e aerosol
concentration of the inlet flow has been estimated at about 5 g/cm while the
temperature into the total flow reached about 900C, something less than the
planned value. The main test conditions are summarized in table 2.
A restart of the test after about 20 min was necessary due to a plugging of
the CsI powder feed line in the plasma torch. During the test the plasma torch
power ranged from 40 to 42 Kw. The final mass balance enabled to estimate that
about 150 gr of CsI had been injected over the 50 min of the test duration.
The post test analyses showed satisfactory behaviour of the aerosol sampling
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ENEA-ENERGY AREA-

Exp erim ental Engineering Div ision

SPARTA FIRST TEST CONDITIONS

AEROSOL SPECIES Cs I

DISCHARGE DEVICE HORIZONTAL

SUBMERGENCE (m) 1.8

NONCONDENSABLE GAS 0.09
FLOW-RATE (kg/s)

STEAM FLOW-RATE 0.0

POOL TEMPERATURE (0C) 95

AEROSOL AND GAS 90
TEMPERATURE(VC)

AEROSOL CONCENTRATION
(g/m3) _5

VENT

AEROSOL
SYSTEM

AEROSOL
SYSTEM

RETENTION
SYSTEM

GENERATION

MEASUREMENT

(SCRUBBING)

PLASMA-TORCH/MDIXNG
VESSEL

INERTIAL SPECTROMETER
(INSPEC, PRODI)

TOTAL FILTER

WATER-POOL
(D=2.5m; H=4m)

Table 2
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system (INSPEC, filters, etc.) and of the process instrumentation. In figure 9
the particle equivalent diameter distribution is shown (histogram) at the
inlet of the pool. The related average aerodynamic diameter of the
distribution was about 0.67um with a standard deviation of 0.318.

Fig.9 - Histogram: equivalent diameter, area and shape factor

Following these analyses a preliminary evaluation of the OF has been carried
out looking at the different filters and based on mass of aerosol deposited,
gas sampling flow and sampling time. Such evaluation gave a consistent result
of DF *7 that is not so different also from pre test calculations with SPARC
code (Ref. /5/).
Chemical analyses of the samples have been also carried out in ENEA/CRE
Casaccia and in external organizations. Spectrum photometer, gas
chromatography, microwave dryers and chemical reactants have been used for a
first set of samples. Optical techniques as SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy)
and EDAX (Energy Dispersive X-ray) have been also used for a second set.
Related pictures are shown in figg. 10 and 11. Specific problems arose only
indetecting Iodine traces when their amount was less than 20 Ug.
In that case other more sophisticated analytic procedure would have been used.
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Fig.10 - Microphotography (SEM) of metallic particles
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into the iNSPEC at Dool outlet
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POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENTS

The "SPARTA Project" test matrix definition was completed just after the
Chernobyl accident. Due to this event the Italian Government decided to stop
the national nuclear power plants establishing a moratorium period of five
years until 1992. Such a provision caused a strong delay in the SPARTA
schedule even posing a threat to its future. Nevertheless the national
interest in this activity also supported by international attention,
particulary through the "European Pool Scrubbing Group" (a specialists group
that meets perdiodically to provide a forum for the presentation and
discussion of the results of theoretical and experimental studies and new
initiatives related to pool scrubbing phenomena of interest in the reactor
zafety context (Ref. /7/)) and the European Community, gave to the staff the
opportunity to continue, even though with reduced activity, in order to
proceed with the tests aiming to reach almost the main objectives of the
initial Program.
The test performed showed the reliability of the facility and the
effectiveness of the tests in contributing to understand the pool scrubbing
phenomena.
In the frame of the nuclear researches in Italy, that are going on
notwithstanding the moratorium decision, efforts are made to collect th-
necessary resources to continue the Program. If these efforts, together with
possible international collaborations, will succeed, SPARTA will be restarted
and will conceivably be able to complete successfully his tasks, giving
further contributions to the knowledge of the pool scrubbing phenomena for
assessment and quantification purposes.
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LARGE-SCALE HDR-HYDROGEN MIXING EXPERIMENTS
- TEST GROUP Eli -

L. Valencia, L. Wolf*
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH

PHDR-HT, Karlsruhe, FRG
*Battelle-Institut e.V., Frankfurt am Main, FRG

The reliable knowledge of the temporal and spatial distribution of non-condensible
gas concentrations, especially H2, in multi-compartment geometries is necessary to
design and install mitigative features. On the basis of past experiences gained both
with respect to experimental and computational aspects, a complete, major test group,
Eli, was designed and performed in the context of the HDR-Safety Program Phase
III (1988-1992) in the summer of 1989.

The test series consisted of a total of eight different experiments covering all aspects
of the H2-distribution and potential mitigation features.

A total of 700 sensors were applied during these experiments.

The paper outlines all major HDR-facility features and presents detailed experimental
results of experiment E1l.2, which was one of the two blind post-test PHDR
Benchmark Exercises and which has been selected as an open post-test OECD
International Standard Problem No. 29, now in progress.

Introduction

BMFT (Federal Ministry of Research and Technology) has funded and is continuously
supporting a long-range research program on H2-research in nuclear safety in the FRG for
many years. Elements of this research are:

o hydrogen mixing experiments in the Battelle Model Containment both
in simple and multi-compartment geometries

o H2-deflagration/detonation experiments
o H2-deflagrations in multi-compartment geometries
o H2-mitigation measures
o hydrogen mixing experiments in the large-scale HDR-facility /1-5, 7/
o code and model development for the areas listed above

The following concentrates solely upon the experimental efforts concerning hydrogen
mixing in multi-compartment containment geometries.

A review of the four known past experiments on hydrogen distribution together with their
major experimental characteristics and a qualitative overview of some important results has
been given at the 16th WRSIM /1/. It was concluded that the combination of issues
important for the physical phenomena controlling the H2-distribution mechanism, namely:

- sufficiently large scale of the experimental facility
- high H2 -release rates
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- multi-compartment geometry with sufficiently large dome
volume representation

- multi-steam and H2-injection phases
- different axial positions for H2-release
- examination of the efficiencies of mitigating features

has not been investigated yet.

As demonstrated in /1/ the HDR-facility satisfies all of the criteria cited above. Therefore,
the preliminary H2-distribution experiment T31.5, performed in December of 1987 during
Phase II of the HDR-Safety Program constitutes a milestone in terms of hydrogen
distribution experiments. This especially because not only a first set of experimental data
for long-term gas transport behavior in a large-scale, multi-compartment facility in the
presence of steam under natural convection conditions was generated, but also an
assessment performed of the present status of computer codes and modelling in this area
by virtue of a blind post-test exercise with broad international participation. Results of the
comparisons between data and predictions were presented and discussed at the 17th
WRSIM /7/, SMiRT-10 /4/ and NURETH-4 /5/.

On the basis of the experiences gained from T31.5, with respect to experimental,
measurement and computational aspects, a complete, major test group Eli was designed
and performed in the framework of the HDR-Safety Program Phase III (1988 - 1992)
during the summer of 1989. The objectives of Eli have been outlined in the Overall
Program Description of the HDR Safety Program Phase III. The complete test series
consisted of a total of eight different experiments with five major experiments, E11.1
through E11.5. Whereas the scoping experiment T31.5 was DBA-oriented as the majority
of all previous HDR-blowdown experiments, the Eli-experiments were geared towards
small break LOCA induced/controlled containment atmosphere conditions. Only test E11.5
provided HDR-typical large LOCA initial containment conditions. An overview of the five
test procedures is given in /9/. The experiments covered a number of different conditions
such as axially different injection positions of steam and gas mixture, multiple injections
of gas mixtures (He/H2: 85/15 vol % plus 60/40 vol %) multiple steam injections into
different compartments, internal and external spray (on top of dome) initiations, boiling
sump simulation, "dry" energy addition and venting measures at three different axial
positions.

Experiments E11.2 and E1l.4 were chosen for two PHDR-Benchmark Exercise /8/ in the
context of blind post-test predictions with broad international participation. Upon
completion of both exercises, test E11.2 was selected as an open post-test, OECD
International Standard Problem No. 29 /10/ which is presently in progress.

Objectives of Test E11.2

The test objectives of E11.2 were as follows:

(1) Establishment of a small break LOCA typical stratified containment atmosphere
(2) Examination of the large, global natural convection loop through both major

staircase flow paths and the upper, hot containment zones
(3) Establishment of a mainly cold stagnant, air-enriched atmosphere in containment

zones below the break zone
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(4) Examination of transient, local and global H2/He-mixture behavior in a containment
environment provided by (1) - (3)

(5) Study of thermal buoyant breakup of the initial stratification pattern by injection
of lower density steam into lower containment zone

(6) Study of the resultant circulation and mixing pattern thoughout the containment and
their effects upon gas mixture homogenization

(7) Examination of the mitigation feature of an external spray system impinging upon
the upper dome steel shell and its impact upon thermodynamic and thermal-
hydraulic conditions as well as gas distribution inside the dome

(8) Measurement of local velocities at important positions along the major conceived
flow paths

(9) Measurement of local heat transfer in all major sections of the containment
(10) Determination of energy partitioning in the containment
(11) Determination of energy transfer across the steel shell into the annular gap and

measurement of gap velocities

Test Procedures of Experiment E11.2

Figs. 1 and 2 summarize the test procedure exercised for experiment E11.2. Whereas Fig.
1 provides an overview of the experimental procedure, Fig. 2 shows the specified mass
flows of the different injections versus the time scale. As can be seen, the experimental
procedure consists of the following elements:

(1) Heatup phase for pre-conditioning the containment atmosphere by simultaneously
using a small break LOCA of the RPV (break diameter: 25 mm - 1 inch) and
external steam (3.3 kg/s) supplied by a nearby coal-fired power station (T = 225
0C, h = 2980 kJ/kg). Both sources were located at H = + 23 m close and in the
so-called staircase flow path.

(2) The heatup phase was continued with reduced steam injection (1.68 kg/s) at the
same location.

(3) Overlapping with the last phase of steam injection, the He/H2-gas mixture (He: 85
vol %, H2: 15 vol %) injection was initiated which lasted for 32 min.

(4) Steam injection into the subcompartment R 1405 which is located in the lower
section of the HDR-containment on the opposite side; this injection phase with the
same mass flow and thermodynamic conditions as the previous one lasted for 3
hours. This steam injection should prove that an established, stable stratification
pattern throughout the containment can be destabilized by an injection of fluid with
lower density.

(5) A brief natural cooldown period followed where the containment pressure decreased
to 1.8 bar.

(6) External spray system which lasted over a total of 3.75 hours, with 4 phases of
increasing mass flows as indicated in Fig. 2. The external spray was constrained
to the upper dome region as shown in Fig. 4 together with the complete supply
system. The system was operated to prove its efficiency with respect to provide
an additional heat sink in order to decrease the containment pressure.
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(7) Natural cooldown for 5.75 hours.

(8) Venting of the containment from the position at H = + 30 m till complete
depressuriza-tion of the facility.

The data acquisition was stopped about 26 hours after the initiation of the experiment.
Timing, mass flows and thermodynamic conditions of the various injections were oriented
and scaled after the so-called low pressure path (LP*).

Engineering Facilities in the HDR-Containment

Fig. 3 shows the types and locations of the various engineering facilities which were
applied in different combinations for the Eli test group. For test E11.2 both steam
injection positions, the external spray facility and the upper most part of the vent system
came into operation. As shown in Fig. 4 the external spray system consists of the
following subsystem /9/:

- Inlet system:

Emergency cooling pump N 197 with pipe sections running from an elevation of - 11 m
up to + 45 m; spray lines on top the steel shell dome with 32 spray nozzles at H =
+ 45 m, 12 spray nozzles at H = + 49 m and 4 spray nozzles at H = + 50 m.

- Outlet system:

Collection device for spray water installed at the steel shell at H = + 40 m connected
to the flood water tanks I and II. Supply line from the auxiliary cooling system to the
building emergency cooling pump.

- Spray curtain:

As shown in Fig. 4 a spray curtain was installed to have all spray water collected in
the collecting device, so that no fluid could enter the annulus region.

At the end of each of the individual experiments of test group Eli, the venting system
was always activated, which was equipped with stainless steel filters.

As shown in Fig. 3, the venting system in the containment consists of three parts
positioned at + 5 m, + 12 m and + 31 m, respectively. At about H = + 15 m the three
lines connect to a collecting pipe which connects to the filter unit via a control valve and
a check valve. The pipe connections to the filters are axially and laterally compensated.

Measurement Systems

A total of 700 sensors were applied during the experiments of test group Eli. Especially,
the requirements for the gas concentration, the humidity and the velocity measurements
were extremely stringent.

A continuous sampling system was used for the gas concentration measurement. 46 of
these systems were installed into the HDR-containment. The gas to be measured is
extracted from the containment system by a pump with a mass flow of 30 I/min. The
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measurement principle uses the change of thermal conductivity of a heated platinum wire
with the gas concentration. As different steam contents exist at the gas concentration
measurement positions, the gas sample must be dried before it reaches the sensor. Also,
the humidity must be measured at this position in order to sample the complete information
of initial steam, air, and gas concentrations.

The humidity sensor is based upon measuring the capacity and is produced by the thin
film technique. It delivers a linear output signal for the relative humidity ranging from 0 -
100 %.

The flow velocities are measured using standard rotating impeller technique. The flow
direction is determined by using a second scanner which is offset from the first one. The
velocity sensor operates at a maximum temperatures of 150 'C. The lower threshold is
below 0.1 m/s and it can measure velocities up to t 20 m/s.

A selected number of thermocouples measuring the temperature of the containment
atmosphere along the major flow paths in the containment are shown in Fig. 5. Equally,
a selected number of positions of steam and gas concentration sensors are depicted in Figs.
6 and 7, respectively. In order to determine the energy transferred from the containment
to the annular gap between steel shell and secondary concrete, Fig. 8 shows the axial
positions of quadruples of thermocouples measuring the temperatures of the containment
atmosphere, the inside and outside steel shell as well as the atmosphere of the gap. This
arrangement allows the determination of the energy balance.

The experimental results shown in the following chapter are primarily data of the sensors
depicted in Figs. 5 through 8. Other sensors not shown in these figures are explained and
presented in the complete measurement plan /6/ for test group Eli.

Mass Flows Rates for Experiment E11.2

Figs. 9 through 11 summarize the measured mass flows rates of the vessel blowdown, the
external steam supply and the He/H2-gas mixture injection.

Fig. 12 provides the temperature history of the water externally sprayed upon the steel
dome. These and other data necessary to perform computer analyses were supplied to the
participants of the PHDR blind post-test exercise /8/.

PHDR Blind Post-Test Exercise

Fig. 13 lists the participating organizations with their respective computer codes. As can
be seen from this table all major codes known for gas distribution analysis developed by
industry, licensing institutions and research organizations participated in this exercise.

PHDR provided all necessary geometric and structural data of the HDR-containment on
tape to the participants. A workshop on the comparison between measurement and
computational results will be performed at KfK on November 28 and 29, 1990.

In the meantime, E11.2 has been selected as OECD International Standard Problem No.
29, which is performed as an open post-test exercise /10/. All of the participants received
a tape with the complete set of measured data from the experiment E11.2.
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Experimental Results

Figs. 14 through 30 provide a thorough overview of measured physical quantities in
different parts of the HDR-containment by virtue of superpositions of the temporal histories
over the complete test time. This set of figures is supplemented by Figs. 31 through 46
which show axial profiles of the physical quantities over the height of the containment for
distinct phases of E11.2, e.g. heatup, gas injection, external spray, and natural cooldown
for various characteristic instants in time. The evaluations of the physical processes which
take place spatially and temporally in the HDR-containment can be best comprehended by
a synthesis of both sets of figures.

Containment Pressure

Fig. 14 shows the containment pressure history throughout the whole transient. The peak
pressure of about 2 bar is reached after completion of the heatup period. Upon reduction
of the steam supply, the pressure briefly decreases and slightly peaks at the beginning of
the gas mixture injection after which it decreases again.

The steam injection into the lower containment briefly raises the pressure again and
provides sufficient energy to flatten the depressurization gradient. The initiation of the
external spray leads to a sharp drop in the containment pressure which levels off despite
stepwise increase of the spray mass flow rate. Upon completion of the external spray, the
pressure smoothly increases somewhat and remains at a constant level because the internal
structures and sumps release their energies. Upon initiating the venting system at the upper
most part, the containment depressurizes to atmospheric conditions in about an hour.

Physical Processes Around Break Location

Figs. 15 through 20 summarize the conditions around the break location between the axial
containment elevations of H = + 12 m and H = + 27 m, e.g. slightly beneath the upper
containment floor. The data are shown pairwise for the flow path "staircase" and "spiral
stair", respectively in order to demonstrate similarities as well as discrepancies between the
behavior of both major flow channels.

As can be seen from the pairs of figures, the steam and two-phase mixture from the small
break as well as the external steam leaves the compartment (H = + 23.5 m) near the
staircase and having a lower density than the surrounding containment atmosphere rises
plume-like towards the dome. At the end of the heatup period a maximum temperature of
130 0C is reached in the staircase below the upper floor of the containment (Fig. 15),
whereas the maximum temperature of 115 TC is lower in the spiral staircase. In both major
flow paths a strong stratification pattern evolves during heatup. Therefore, the temperature
at the position of H = + 22 shows an already lower temperature history compared to H
= + 27 m. However, temperatures at both positions show an identical increase in the spiral
staircase. Lower sections, such as H = + 12 m are barely affected by the heatup period.
It is only when steam is injected into the lower compartment R 1405 that the temperature
suddenly increases up to 80 0C before the external spray and natural cooldown periods
result in a continuous decrease.

It is interesting to note that in the staircase the temperature at H = + 27 m drops below
that at H = + 22 m at around 800 min and remains lower for the rest of the test time.
This is not the case in the spiral staircase. Also of interest is that the temperatures at
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H = + 27 m and + 22 m briefly spike upon the initiation of the external spray. This is
also noticeable for most of the temperatures at the beginning of the venting process.

The most important observation from these temperature histories is the fact that a steam
injection in the lower parts of the containment results in a breakup of stable stratification
in both flow paths. The succeeding external spray period re-establishes stratification but
with smaller temperature gradients in both flow paths.

The steam concentration histories in Figs. 17 and 18 reflect exactly what was already
observed for the atmospheric temperatures. At H = + 27 m a peak steam concentration of
85 vol % is reached in the staircase whereas the maximum value in the spiral staircase is
only 77 vol %. However, it is worthmentioning that at H = + 17 m the steam
concentration in the spiral stair is always higher than in the staircase. The steam injection
into the lower containment section does not affect axial elevations higher than H = + 22
m (compare cross-over of curves 1 and 2). Prior to the external spray period, the steam
concentration between H = + 12 m and H = + 27 m equalizes in the staircase, whereas
some small differences are noticeable in the spiral staircase. Initiation of the external spray
results in a more uniform behavior of the steam concentration in the spiral staircase than
in the staircase where a stratification develops. Initiation of the venting system leads to a
more or less steam concentration spiking dependend upon the position.

Figs. 19 and 20 summarize the behavior of the gas mixture around the break location level
in both flow paths, respectively. As can be seen from these figures the gas concentration
reaches a maximum of 17 vol % at H = + 27 m in the staircase whereas only 12 vol %
have been measured in the spiral staircase. The succeeding steam injection into the lower
containment section sweeps the gas mixture into the higher elevations and results in a
drastic reduction of the gas mixture concentration in this whole section of the containment.
The subsequent external spray period with its increased condensation effects in the dome
area continues this gas mixture depression. It is only after the completion of the external
spray period that the gas mixture concentrations with delays at different axial positions
instantaneously increase again reaching higher maximum concentrations in the spiral
staircase than in the staircase. The subsequent cooldown leads to a homogenization of the
gas concentration. The venting process results in instantaneous reduction of the gas
concentration in the vicinity of the vent part. Lower elevations are affected only after
substantial time delays.

Physical Processes Along Both Major Flow Paths

Figs. 21 through 26 show the same cycle of figures as before for the complete axial
extension of the HDR-containment of both major flow paths. Curves 1, 2 and 3 represent
the dome region whereas curves 4, 5 and 6 reflect the behavior of the lowest containment
regions.

Overall, the same behavior of the physical quantities can be observed as already discussed
in the previous section. However, the dome region warrants special attention which merits
some additional comments in the following.

In the staircase, the maximum temperature is reached at H = + 31 m with somewhat lower
temperatures higher in the dome (see Fig. 21), whereas the temperatures in the spiral stair
section of the dome area show identical behavior (see Fig. 22). Noticeably, the upper dome
temperatures show a smaller cooldown gradient than the upper floor region in both flow
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paths during the additional steam injection into the lower containment region. However,
once the external spray operates, the upper dome temperatures drop drastically and fall
below those of the upper floor area around 1000 min into the transient. At the end of the
succeeding natural cooldown period, all temperatures equalize at the staircase side, whereas
small differences still persist on the spiral staircase side.

The venting process barely affects the dome temperatures. Figs. 23 and 24 present the
concentrations which reflect the temperature behavior already discussed above. A maximum
steam content of 97 vol % is reached at H = + 31 m on the staircase side, whereas only
79 vo. % are obtained on the side of the spiral staircase. This type of asymmetry in the
dome area is visible in all of the following quantities, too.

The steam injection into R 1405 keeps the steam content high in the dome whereas it
sharply drops in the dome floor area. The external spray leads to a drastic reduction of the
dome steam content from 50 vol % to about 7 vol % in 3 hours due to increased
condensation at the steel surface, e.g. the upper dome region becomes steam de-inerted
whereas the dome floor region stays at about 30 vol %. Towards the end of E11.2, the
steam content ranges only between 3 vol % and 18 vol % over the total containment
height.

The aforementioned described spatial and temporal changes in the atmospheric conditions
largely affect the gas mixture behavior as documented in Figs. 25 and 26.

As can be seen from both figures, the initial increase in the gas concentration is rather
uniform over the sectional height from H = + 31 m till H = + 48 m in the staircase,
whereas on the spiral staircase side the dome floor area does not reach the initial peak
value. This initial release phase is followed by the steam injection into the lower
containment section which results in continuously increasing gas concentrations in the dome
but at the same time reduces the gas concentrations in the dome flow area and below (see
also Figs. 19 and 20). Upon the initiation of external spray, the gas concentrations
drastically increase in the dome reaching peak values of 25 vol %. This dramatic increase
is due to the sudden increase of steam condensation and the resultant replacement of steam
by the non-condensible gas mixture. At the time of maximum gas mixture concentration
in the dome, the minimum gas mixture concentration of 4 vol % is observed throughout
the rest of the HDR-containment. Once the maximum condensation potential has been
reached (still during the first period of external spray mass flow) gas concentrations in the
dome decrease with the same gradient as they had increased before reaching their
maximum value. This decrease in the dome region is strongly coupled with an
instantaneous increase in all other parts of the containment coupled with some time delays
(see Figs. 19 and 20) dependend upon the axial elevation. During the later phases of the
external spray period as well as during the natural cooldown, gas concentrations changes
markedly slow down. Concerning the gas concentration, a clearly visible asymmetry exists
with a stratification pattern at the staircase side of the dome, whereas the spiral staircase
part is obviously completely mixed and homogeneous.

At the end of the cooldown period the concentrations have reached about 10 vol %. The
subsequent venting affects the dome region somewhat upon initiation but it is only after
a substantial time delay that drastic reductions are noticeable.
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Physical Processes in the Annular Gap

Figs. 27 through 30 summarize the behavior in the annular gap between steel shell and
secondary concrete. As can be seen a strong stratification pattern also develops in the gap.
Neighboring gap regions of staircase and spiral staircase behave identical. However, gap
regions outside the major flow path show much less stratification as well as lower peak
temperatures which clearly indicate azimuthal thermal asymmetries.

Fig. 30 depicts gap velocities at different axial elevations. They range between 0.1 m/s up
to a maximum of 1.0 m/s.

Axial Profiles of Physical Quantities During Heatup

The following set of figures supplement the informations provided in the foregoing
discussions by presenting the major physical quantities as profile plots with time as
parameter for the characteristic experimental phases of E11.2. This adds another perspective
to the temporal plots shown in the previous sections.

Again, the figures are pairwise arranged, to more easily comprehend similarities and
discrepancies in the two major flow paths.

Figs. 31 and 32 show the builtup of the axial temperature gradient over the height of the
containment during the heat-up period. It is interesting to note that the spiral staircase side
is characterized by uniform temperatures over an axial extension of 30 m, whereas on the
staircase side the maximum temperature is reached at the dome floor with lower
temperature higher up. The axial gradient is much more pronounced in the staircase.
Temperatures in the lower containment sections are barely affected during the 11.5 hours
energy supply. The associated steam concentrations shown in Figs. 33 and 34 follow the
trend of the temperatures.

Axial Profiles of Physical Quantities During Gas and Steam Injection

Figs. 35 through 38 provide axial temperature and gas concentration profiles for both gas
mixture and following steam injections. The different profiles cover the time range between
720 min and 960 min.

The steam injection into the bottom region of the HDR-containment results in a substantial
decrease and flattening of the final temperature gradient at the end of the heatup period.
At the same time large portions of the whole containment are heated up to an atmospheric
temperature of 70 'C. At the end of the steam injection a nearly constant temperature
gradient of 30 'C prevails over a height of 50 m.

As can be clearly seen from the gas concentration profiles, shown in Figs. 37 and 38, the
effect of the steam injection into the lower containment is to push the non-condensible gas
into higher elevations. Worthmentioning is that in the staircase region a negative gradient
exists in the higher dome sections whereas in the spiral staircase region a positive gradient
prevails.
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Axial Profiles of Physical Quantities During the External Spray

Figs. 39 through 42 provide axial temperature and gas concentration profiles for the
external spray period consisting of a total of 4 subphases with increasing mass flows (see
Fig. 2). The different profiles shown in the figures cover the time range between 975 min
and 1200 min.

The overall, expected effect of the external spray onto the top of the dome is reduction
of both the temperature level and the gradient throughout the whole containment.
Atmospheric temperatures in the dome decrease by 40 'C during the external spraying.
Furthermore, temperatures are homogenized over larger axial extensions with progressing
time especially in the spiral staircase region. Most interesting for the staircase side is that
the break location (H = + 23.5 m) acts as a thermal barrier with gradual temperature
changes above and below it. Even at the end of the substantial spray period a peak
temperature of 90 0C prevails at the elevation of the break. This phenomenon suggests that
either rests of water evaporates in the RPV or large fractions of energy are released from
the surrounding concrete structures or a combination thereof.

The dramatic impact of the external spray upon the gas concentration in the dome region
is clearly seen from Figs. 41 and 42. During the time period between 975 min and
1020 min the maximum concentration jumps from 15 vol % to 25 vol %. The developing
concentration gradient between H = + 31 m and H = + 40 m, e.g. over only 10 m ranges
between 10 vol % up to 25 vol %, dipping off to slightly lower maximum values higher
up in the dome. Afterwards maximum concentrations decrease but only slightly reduce
their gradients. At 1140 min into the experiment, concentrations have been largely reduced
down to values around 14 vol % and extend over larger portions of the containment, e.g.
a tendency towards homogenization in the upper part of the containment is evident. With
progressing time the remaining concentration gradient moves downward into lower
containment sections. Towards the end of the spray period, the gas concentration is slightly
higher in the spiral staircase than in the staircase. On the other hand, the axial extension
of regions of uniform gas concentration is larger in the spiral staircase.

Axial Profiles of Physical Quantities During Natural Cooldown

Figs. 43 to 46 show the axial temperature and gas concentration profiles for the period of
natural cooldown.

The various profiles shown in these figures cover the time range between 1200 min and
1380 min. Not much happens in this time span. Temperatures slightly equalize and gas
concentrations reduce in the dome region. Worth mentioning is that temperatures actually
increase in the dome region! The marked thermal discontinuity at the break location
vanishes. A slightly negative temperature gradient persists from the break elevation towards
the dome whereas a positive temperature gradient of about 50 0C remains between the
lower containment section and the break elevation.

The cooldown moves the gas concentration gradient slightly downwards during the first
hour where it remains stationary for the next two hours. Above this position, concentrations
slightly decrease with ongoing time; below it, the gas concentrations increase.
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At the end of the natural cooldown (3 h), a pronounced gas concentration gradient remains
ranging from 2 vol % to 11 vol % over an axial extension of only - 4 m. Concentrations
are fairly homogeneous above and below this zone.

Conclusions

This overview of major characteristics of the experiment E11.2 could only touch on the
primary features of some of the data from the total of 700 sensors.

The following main conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing:

(1) During accidents with small break LOCA or small leak, pronounced and substained
temperature gradients develop dependent upon the axial elevation of the break/leak.

(2) Non-condensable gas releases into a stratified containment atmosphere result in similar
concentration stratifications.

(3) Release of low density steam at low axial elevations in the containment can break
up stratification patterns without leading to homogeneously mixed conditions. The
steam plume sweeps the gas into the dome region, thereby reducing gas
concentrations along its flow path.

(4) External spray on top of the steel dome decreases dome temperatures and containment
pressure by about 0.5 bar in about 4 hours. Vigorous condensation inside the dome
during the initial spray phase results in drastic spiking of gas concentration in the
dome within a period of 30 min.

(5) Venting at the top part results in a depressurization gradient of 0.35 bar/h. Its effects
upon local temperatures and gas concentrations is delayed dependent upon their
elevations relative to the vent position.

(6) Even after additional steam injection, external spraying and natural cooldown, and
more than 10 h of no supplemental energy supply, sizeable temperature and gas
concentration gradient persist over rather narrowly limited axial extensions, above and
below which homogeneous temperature and gas concentrations prevail.

The data of E11.2 provide an excellent test bed for computer code validation efforts.
Certainly, E11.2 constitutes a stringent test for many modeling features in present codes.
In the aftermath of the learning effects from the previous PHDR Benchmark Exercise,
T31.5 /2-5/, the comparisons between data and computational results will provide another
milestone in assessing the codes' capabilities as well as to focus on potential future
improvements.
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EVALUATION OF THE HYDROGEN EXPLOSION HAZARD

S.B. Dorofeev, A.S. Kochurko, B.B. Chaivanov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy
USSR, Moscow 123182

Abstract - On the basis of brief review of
recent experimental and theoretical results an
evaluation of hydrogen explosion hazard during
accidents is made. It is possible to determine a
geometric conditions in which detonation can
propagate for a given mixture composition. The main
task in this problem is the estimation of
detonation cell width for various mixture
composition. The direct computer detonation cell
modeling instead of ZND-modeling is suggested for
this purpose. The conditions of spontaneous
detonation or strong explosion processes initiation
including deflagration to detonation transition
(DDT) and detonation self-initiation mode in
nonuniform mixtures (SWACER- mechanism) are
analyzed. The detonation self-initiation being
considered as part of DDT-process determines the
minimum detonation formation distance. The
evaluation of this distance in self-initiation mode
is suggested for various mixture composition on the
basis of the values of minimum initiation energy or
detonation cell width. This approach gives a
possibility of the hydrogen explosion hazard
estimation in spite of many uncertainties remained
and important unresolved questions of the DDT and
spontaneous detonation.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The formation and release of large amounts of hydrogen
with the producing of combustible mixture can accompany the
industrial accidents, including the course of a severe
accident in a nuclear power plant. Inflammability and slow
burning of such mixtures in most cases are not dangerous for
industrial objects. Fast deflagration with the speeds of
about 500 m/s and more and detonation are the explosion
processes promoting the serious damages. For this reason it
is necessary to know the conditions, when the explosion
processes initiation can be expected. The new experimental
and theoretical investigations in this field broaden
essentially our understanding on possibility and mechanism of
explosion processes generation. The said results give a base
for explosion hazard determination approach and allow to
evaluate the explosion generation conditions at hydrogen
mixtures burning.

In the last few years several excellent review papers
have been published [1-61. Results of detailed investigations
on detonation properties of hydrogen mixtures have been
considered thoroughly in the review of C.M.Guirao,
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R.Knystautas, J.H.Lee [5]. The critical analysis of the
results of large-scale experiments on hydrogen detonation is
in interesting and useful review of M.Berman [6]. These
papers facilitate considerably the formulated problem
solution and provides applying to a part of results, which
the proposed approach on explosion danger determination is
based on.

Following [6] divide the problem on hydrogen detonation
into two bounded parts, i.e. consider (i) detonation
propagation conditions and (ii) detonation onset conditions.
Hydrogen/air/steam mixture formation is expected during the
course of a severe accident in a nuclear reactor power plant,
and this mixture serves as the main example in further
consideration.

2. DETONATION PROPAGATION CONDITIONS.

2.1. Detonation limits.

Traditionally these conditions are found experimentally
by determination of a mixture composition, at which
detonations can propagate. One of the important results,
obtained in the last few years, is a strong experimental
demonstration of detonation limits (limiting mixture
composition) broadening. According to classical
investigations [71 the detonation in a hydrogen/air mixture
was considered to be possible at hydrogen concentration from
18,2 to 58,9 % vol ( the respective flammability limits are
in the range of 4-8,7% to 77,4%), and maximal steam
concentration, when the detonation in stoichiometric mixture
can propagate, was evaluated as 30% (inflammation was up to
45-55%). Experimental investigations [8-10] show the
detonation possibility in a hydrogen/air mixture with the
hydrogen concentration from 9,4% to 76,9% and the air steam
concentration up to 39%. These data unlike the data of [7]
were obtained in the large-scale experiments.

Though consideration of detonation limits as a function
only of a mixture composition without account of temperature,
pressure and geometric conditions had no reasons, the said
results impress greatly. In fact they show the detonation
possibility of all combustible mixtures in a volume large
enough. This required intent attention towards characteristic
lengths of the detonation processes and their comparison with
combustible mixture volumes.

2.2. Detonation cell size and propagation conditions.

One of the main determining parameters of detonation
properties of a mixture is a cell size of a multiheaded
detonation. The ratio of this value to combustible mixture
volume size characterizes the detonation propagation ability
[11-171. For instance, for detonation propagation in
two-dimensional channel the width of the last one should be
not less the detonation cell width (the same critical
conditions for mixture volume exist for various geometric
configurations). The cell width in its turn, is determined by
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Fig.l. Flammability and detonation limits of
hydrogen~/air/steam mixtures. Temperature approximately
of 1000C, superatmospheric initial pressure. X -
detonation cell width, Lm - minimal detonation
formation distance.

the chemical reaction kinetics and, therefore, by initial
mixture temperature and pressure. Temperature and pressure
growth of a mixture results in detonation cell size
diminishing and in detonation limits broadening in a concrete
geometry. The increase of system sizes at fixed mixture
parameters results in the detonation limits broadening as
we 11.

A flammability limits diagram of a hydrogen/air/steam
mixture is presented in Fig.C. The shaded region corresponds
to the data t7i Thick shading depicts a detonation region
while the rare one - an inflammation region. Solid lines
(plotted according to the experimental data u5,8-101) bound
approximately mixture composition regions, inside which a
detonation with a cell width less than pointed in diagram was
observed. Detonation limits are seen to be significantly
wider with a mixture volume increase.

Cell width of multiheaded detonation X presents one of
specific scales, characterizing a mixture reactivity. At the
same time the parameter X can be regarded as a fundamental
mixture characteristics approximately only. The main
advantage of this value is a comparative simplicity of its
experimental determination by means of soot tracks left on a
smoked foil at detonation wave propagation. Detonation of
real fuel-air mixtures produces the tracks of irregular
character as the detonation wave structure itself has.
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C
Fig.2. Examples of soot tracks computer models produced by

TWOL-numerical code in narrow (a,b) and wide channels
(c).

Moreover, multi-mode structure regularity depends on a
mixture composition. For a part of mixtures irregularity is
so large that it inhibits even the approximate X
determination [18). For another part of mixtures stable wave
structures with different X values depending on geometric
conditions (for example, a channel width) and a detonation
wave preceding development can be observed. And finally for a
part of mixtures a stable structure of flow with a certain
cell size is taken place. Despite the said shortcomings a
cell size is a common and comparatively well studied
detonable mixtures characteristic, connected with other
dynamic parameters of a detonation process.

2.3. Cell width evaluation.

For evaluation of conditions for maintaining of a
detonation propagation the data on cell size in mixtures of
different compositions and various initial temperatures and
pressures are necessary. In the case of a hydrogen/air/steam
mixture this problem has been solved partially, primarily,
due to experiments at a HDT-facility [5]. However, the
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Fig.3. Examples of soot tracks (negative) computer models
produced by 2ET-numerical code. (a,b,c)- ethan, (d,e)-
hydrogen kinetic models; (a,b)- different initiation
conditions in the same mixture and channel; (c)-
irregular structure example; (d,e)- different channel
width and the same mixture.
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Fig.4. Detonation wave pressure structure in two-dimensional
channel (2ET-numerical code).

experimental facility of larger scale are required for
detonation properties investigations of low sensitive
mixtures. For this reason it is desirable to determine
theoretically the cell size. The most developed approach in
this field is ZND-modelling to find a relationship between
the calculated induction zone length of a stationary
detonation wave and experimental cell width data [19]. On
this base the interpolation and extrapolation of the
experimental results is undertaken.

ZND-modelling can be considered as a first fitting only
in a theoretical cell size prediction. The progress in a
detonation front structure gasodynamic modelling permits to
suppose the direct modelling of a detonation cell fitting
based on two-dimensional calculation of gasodynamic flow with
chemical reactions. Results of the direct computer soot
tracks modelling and a front wave structure example are
presented in Fig.2-4. Results are obtained using the
developed in the I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy
numerical codes in Lagrangian and Euilerian formulation: TWOL
(Kochurko A.S.) and 2ET (Efimenko A.A.). The direct modelling
permits to get the front structure peculiarities noted above
(i.e. regularity, stability, various detonation modes). It
gives an opportunity of detailed comparison with the
experimental data and increases the cell size prediction
reliability.

In conclusion the experimental data on cell sizes for
hydrogen mixtures of various composition with the additional
data on soot tracks direct modelling could allow to solve
mainly the problem of conditions determination, when a
detonation propagation is possible.
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3. DETONATION ONSET CONDITIONS.

Detonation initiation processes in fuel-air mixtures can
be divided in:

1 ) direct initiation by an impulse source of energy
(electric spark, for example);

2) deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT);

3) self-initiation of explosion processes and detonation
in nonuniform mixtures (SWACER-mechanism).

3.1. Direct (blast) initiation.

In case of direct initiation a strong shock wave is
created in a mixture and initiates a chemical reaction while
propagating trough the mixture, energy release feeds the
leading shock wave. If initiation source energy is less than
a certain critical value, the shock wave comes off the
reaction front and damps, otherwise self-sustained detonation
wave is generated in a mixture. The direct detonation
initiation by an impulse source is hardly probable in
accidental situations, especially for lean hydrogen mixtures.
Thus, minimal initiation energy for hydrogen-air mixtures
with hydrogen concentrations 20%; 18,5% and 16,7% is
equivalent to explosion energy of 30 g, 150 g and 460 g of
tetryl respectively [5].

3.2. Deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT).

The investigations, pointed at deflagration to
detonation transition studying are historically conducted
(till the beginning of 80-s) in long tubes with fairly small
diameters 116-21], permitted to find out the detonation wave
generation, was observed between a reaction front and the
leading shock wave, produced by a flame. A detonation wave
source is a so-called local explosion in a highly turbulized
mixture. The distance between an ignition point and a
detonation initiation site is about 60 tube diameters [24,26]
for stoichiometric fuel-air mixtures. The leading role in a
pre-detonation acceleration of a flame front belongs to a
flow turbulization at tube walls [21-23,26].

Recent experimental results demonstrate the DDT
probability increase at mixture geometric sizes enlarge
because of a detonation formation length diminishing and
concentration limits of hydrogen content broaden. The
transition length can be equal to 1-2 specific sizes of a
combustible mixture-filled channel [10]. Deflagration to
detonation transition in the performed experiments was
observed at hydrogen concentration of 15% and more. These
data were obtained in "Flame"-facility with the channel size
1,83;92,44;30,5 m. For a small-scale "Miniflame"-facility
concentration constraints are significantly more strict and
are equal to 30%.
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Fig.5. Detonation formation under the autoignition of
preheated mixture.

Note as well an important role of obstacles
configurations at DDT. Water vapor condensation increases
also the deflagration to detonation probability. At present
time there is no appropriate model to describe full enough
all the deflagration-to-detonation transition stages. Note,
that a DDT was not observed in an unconfined fuel-air mixture
volume in the turbulizers absence (271.

3.3. Detonation self-initiation (SWACER-mechanism).

At existence of a new initiation detonation mechanism
Ya.B.Zeldovich et. al. have pointed first in their paper
[28], devoted to a numerical modelling of a flow in a
reactive medium with a temperature gradient. They
demonstrated an opportunity of fast detonation wave
generation at nonuniform mixture autoignition. Mechanism of
this process is connected directly with the induction time
gradient in a reacting mixture. Induction time nonuniformity
in the conditions close to autoignition results in chemical
reaction spontaneous front formation, spreading with the
induction time determined velocity, and shock wave generation
in a mixture. Fast shock wave amplification occurs in case of
chemical energy release and gasodynamic processes
synchronization. In contrast to shock initiation the
overpressure detonation stage is absent, detonation mode
insert is carried out "from below" as a result of a weak wave
increase.

The existence of a large clasE of nonuniformities
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Fig.6. Detonation initiation under the interaction of weak
pressure perturbation with small concentration
nonuniformity.

providing the explosion generation has been proved in
theoretical investigations of a new initiation mechanism
[29-35]. In [351 criteria of "coupling" between gasodynamic
processes and chemical energy release (criteria of quick
amplification of the weak shock wave) were formulated.
Necessary mixture nonuniformity in accidental situations can
result from local mixture heating, insignificant additions of
active substances (radioactive particles, for instance), flow
of turbulent hot gases and products of combustion. In Fig.5-7
the typical examples of numerical modelling of detonation
formation in nonuniform mixtures [36] are presented.

In experimental papers of J.Lee et.al. [371 an
abnormally fast explosion development in highly sensitive
mixtures (H2 +C12 , H2+02 with Cl2 additions) in the result

of the nonuniform distribution of free radicals concentration
at ultraviolet irradiation of a mixture was observed. The
optimal radiation intensity existence, resulting in a shock
wave of maximal amplitude generation, was proved. Authors of
[371 suggested the conventional name of shock waves
amplification gradient mechanism - SWACER (Shock Wave
Amplification by Coherent Energy Release). In the tests
described in [381 mixture parameters nonuniformity was
created by the jet of hot products of combustion. Spontaneous
ignition in such a system led to quick formation of the
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Fig.7. Detonation formation as a result of reflected wave
amplification in pre-conditioned by direct wave
region. The initial high-pressure (P = 1.5 MPa) region
is located to the right of the rigid wall.

detonation wave. The results of experiments on unconfined
clouds of low-sensible fuel-air mixture can serve as well as
an example of SWACER-mechanism effect on detonation
initiation [39-411.

Thus there are strong experimental evidence in favour of
existence of the "new" mechanism of detonation initiation by
means of appearance and quick amplification of pressure waves
in nonuniform mixtures.

3.4 Self-initiation mode significance in spontaneous
detonations.

The analysis of experiments on the direct initiation and
deflagration-to-detonation transition [1] permitted to
propose the formation of necessary conditions for detonation
onset by the gradient mechanism at the final stage of DDT
(local explosion) and in the region between the reaction
front and the leading shock front under the blast initiation.
This could be the base for formulation of common approach to
various detonation development processes description.

From this point of view consider the deflagration to
detonation transition processes. In Fig.8 the examples of
such processes are presented. In all cases mixture region
serving as a detonation source is clearly seen. This
self-initiation region is formed due to combustion
products/reagents mixing, then spontaneous ignition, shock
wave generation and fast amplification take place. The
detonation initiation is necessary to be prepared by a
combustion development providing (1) turbulent mixing region
formation, intense enough for autoignition, and (2)
self-initiation zone size, sufficient for detonation onset by
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explosion turbulence

size and intensity

self-initiation region

Fig.8. Schematic illustration of the developing empirical
understanding of detonation self-initiation mode
significance in DDT--processes.

the gradient mechanism. The necessary mixture turbulization
can be resulted from either a long way of flame propagation
in narrow tubes or combustion in a large volume, turbulizing
effects of obstacles, or solid and liquid particles flows
etc. In all cases the detonation generation itself in
self-initiation zone requires a distance less than a specific
size of burned (before local explosion) mixture volume.
Minimal distances of detonation formation are determined thus
by the self--initiation mechanism.
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The results, described briefly above, allow to make a
conclusion of the key significance of SWACER-mechanism in the
spontaneous detonation formation. Experimental and
calculating modelling of explosion and detonation
self-initiation in close to self-ignition nonuniform mixtures
can be taken as a base for spontaneous explosion generation
conditions determination.

3.5. Detonation self-initiation conditions modelling.

With the aim of detonation onset conditions evaluation
numerical modelling of the self-initiation mode in nonuniform
mixtures has been undertaken [36]. Comparison analysis of
detonation onset conditions in cases of blast initiation and
self-initiation in combustible mixtures with nonuniform
concentration and temperature distributions has been carried
out. The minimal nonuniformity size equal to about 5
detonation cell length in an imperturbable part of mixture
providing the detonation formation is shown to be independent
on nonuniformity nature responsible for mixture inflammation.
Minimal initiation energy connected with nonuniformity turns
to be close to blast initiation minimal energy and is
determined only by mixture properties. The results obtained
permit to use the data on detonation cell width (or minimal
initiation energy) for determination of detonation onset
conditions in nonuniform mixtures and evaluation of a
minimal detonation formation distances.

The results of calculations of minimal distances Lm, in
which detonation formation can be expected in
hydrogen/air/steam mixtures, are given in Fig.1. Lean
hydrogen mixtures and mixtures with high steam concentrations
are seen to be characterized by large enough Lm value (for
about several meters). Explosion generation in such mixtures
due to detonation self-initiation and DDT can be expected in
volumes with specific size more than the respective Lm value.
On this base it is possible to evaluate hydrogen explosion
hazard during the course of various severe accidents from a
probable mixture composition in the volume or compartment
under consideration and the size of this volume. That is, the
question on detonation onset possibility in the given mixture
volume of known composition under any (including unfavorable)
concurrence of circumstances is the main in this
consideration. The evaluation made so seems to be more
determining than quality analysis [9], representing in fact
expert assessment fulfilled on the base of the rich
experience of the authors of this paper. At the same time the
pointed Lm values have approximate character and can be used
merely for evaluations. The relationship between Lm value and
mixture detonation properties (such as minimal initiation
energy or cell size) needs in more detailed calculations and
experimental modelling of detonation self-initiation. The
data on cell sizes (initiation energy) as pointed above needs
in broadening too, especially for low sensitive mixtures.
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4. CONCLUSIONS.

The detonation propagation conditions in
hydrogen-containing mixtures can be determined with
appropriate accuracy on the base of data on detonation cell
width (or initiation energy). The available data on cell
width should be added in the field of low sensitive mixtures.
The direct computer detonation cell modelling is proposed for
interpolation and extrapolation of experimental data.

The deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) and
detonation self-initiation in nonuniform mixtures are the
main processes responsible for spontaneous destructive
combustible mixtures explosions. These two processes
probability increases with enlarging of explosive mixture
volume. Factors taking place in the accidental conditions
such as temperature nonuniformities, radioactive particles
presence, turbulent mixing, pressure perturbations and others
can provide a detonation self-initiation in
hydrogen-containing mixtures.

SWACER-mechanism is of great importance in spontaneous
detonation formation processes determining in particular the
minimal detonation onset distances. Experimental and
theoretical modelling of explosion processes development and
detonation self-initiation in nonuniform mixtures can be laid
into a base of determination of spontaneous detonation
conditions.

Nowadays minimal detonation formation distances can be
evaluated on the base of data on blast initiation minimal
energies or detonation cell sizes (about 5 detonation cell
length).
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ABSTRACT

An integrated analysis of Mark-I liner attack in a postulated core melt accident is pre-
sented. The approach consists of the mechanistic treatment of the sequence of physical
phenomena that lead to liner contact by corium debris, and their coupling through a
probabilistic framework that allows representation of uncertainties. We emphasize a
physically consistent treatment in each sequence, but allow for qualitatively different
scenarios to represent the range of behavior due to model uncertainties. The results
are presented in a format that allows their direct use in PRAs, and, in particular, expert
opinion is incorporated by a new methodological approach (first applied in our study
of ca-mode failure-NUREGICR-5030) that involves expert review of, and comment
on, a fully documented study all under one cover. Details of the methodology (Risk
Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology-ROAAM) are also presented.

1NTRODUCMION

The Mark I liner attack issue arises because the tight containment floor geometry relative
to the large corium inventory can produce direct exposure of the liner (in the vicinity of the
floor) to the melt as illustrated in Figure 1. Such exposure, even in the presence of water,
provides an obvious potential mechanism for liner meltthrough, which is equivalent to contain-
ment failure. More importantly, the timing is such that this failure can be classified as "early
failure" with obvious implications on outside consequences, although there have been external
consequences analyses indicating that, from an overall risk perspective, this importance may
have been overrated (Specter & Bieniarz, 1988).

The issue was first raised by the Containment Loads Working Group (NUREG-1079) and
became known as the "Mark I Liner Attack." It has since been pursued primarily by Greene
(Greene et al., 1985), but recently it has led to a flurry of activity including a special workshop
in Baltimore (1988) and a special session in the 17th Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting
(October 1988). Furthermore, it has figured prominently as a risk contributor in NUREG-1150,
and it is a point of primary focus of the revised SARR

Early analyses by IDCOR claimed that liner failure would be highly unlikely even in the
absence of water (so-called dry drywell case); more recently, an NRC task force (Walker et al.,
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Figure 1. The liner attack configuration in a Mark-I containment.

1988) concluded that failure would be virtually assured even in the presence of water (so-called
wet drywell case). The work reported here (for details see Theofanous et al., 1990) comes to
the conclusion that failure in the presence of water would be "physically unreasonable," while
in the absence of it very likely. Both conclusions are presented as conservative estimates and
only for the specific Peach Bottom geometry considered in the analysis.

In this summary, emphasis is placed on the methodological aspects; the specific Mark-
I problem being only an example of a more generic usage toward the resolution of complex
phenomenological issues, as they arise in severe accident assessments.

THE RISK ORIENTED ACCIDENT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY (ROAAM)

Since WASH-1400 and the germinal papers of Kaplan (1981) and Kaplan & Garrick (1981),
the use of probabilities has made major inroads, from the classical reliability type applications
(fault trees) to the quantification of sequences of physical events (event trees). Such use has
made possible a systematic approach to understanding, and even quantifying, the risk from se-
vere accidents in complex technological systems (nuclear primarily); however, the use has been
loose, thus leading to substantial controversies as well. The nature, and intensity, of these prob-
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lematic aspects can be well surmised by an open debate on "The Interpretation of Probability in
Probabilistic Safety Assessments" (Apostolakis, 1988), and a recent editorial exchange between
Evans (1989) ("Bayes is for the Birds") and Kaplan (1990) ("Bayes is for the birds all right; it's
for eagles").

To a large extent these problems are due to misplaced, in our view, efforts to bridge
the gap between "judgmental degree of belief" aid "statistical expectation (inference)" of the
likelihood of a physical event. Indeed, some of the key staples of Bayesian thought envision
that "probabilities only exist in the mind of the expert," while on the other hand, "a well-founded
probabilistic estimate would coincide with the relative frequency in a large number of trials, were
they ever to become available." This conceptual bridge leaves begging the legitimacy of such
use and opens the door to misuse (by the practitioner) as well as to misinterpretation (by the
critic/user of the results).

These problems become critical in addressing the so-called "issues." Such "issues" arise
in a PRA because there is disagreement, among the experts, in the quantification of respective
branches of an event tree. Typically, these issues have a dominant influence on the outcome
(i.e., failure vs. non-failure), and one is interested in quantifying uncertainty as well. From
the field of nuclear technology well known issues are the "ac-mode (steam-explosion-induced
containment) failure," the "Mark I liner attack," and the "Direct Containment Heating." The
state of the art in dealing with issues in a global PRA context is reflected in NUREG-1150,
which was instrumental in bringing to the forefront their existence.

As a complement to these PRA efforts, the ROAAM approach described in this paper is
focused on the resolution of such issues. Its key characteristics are a much more intimate tying
of the probabilistic with the phenomenological aspects, strict quality controls on quantification,
and a gradual approach to resolution.

Overall Structural Aspects

The method is based on the recognition that as a first step toward resolution, the experts
must be given an opportunity to compare results on the same basis. Given that the issue exists
because bottom-line results are quite different (i.e., failure vs. non-failure), the above requirement
means that such comparisons must be made on smaller parts of the problem. Thus we arrive
at the ideas of "decomposition" and "convergence." An assembly of the complete problem
in terms of its component parts is called a "framework." "Convergence" means that on each
part there is broad agreement on the quantification among the experts. Clearly, such by-parts
convergence guarantees agreement on the conclusions. The key point is that the framework
must be constructed as to adequately represent the controlling physics while at the same time
be amenable to comparisons and convergence in each of its parts. In particular, it must allow
comparisons of widely different models or scaled experiments. In this fashion, the method
tackles "model uncertainty" as well. In severe accident analysis, modelling uncertainty is the
dominant factor; in general, it can not be represented by parameter uncertainties in a specific
model.

The particular level of decomposition is critical in this regard. At one extreme a suite of
models/codes can be used for a totally mechanistically coupled analysis of a sequence. In this
case the decomposition is at the parameter level, i.e., discussions focus on individual parameters
and uncertainties are represented by appropriate probabilistic quantification of such parameters
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and their propagation through the models. A good example of this approach (besides numerous
ones in NUREG-1150) is a recent study carried out in connection with the QUASAR program
(Khatib-Rabbar et al. 1989). They utilized the Source Term Code Package (STCP) and dealt
with hundreds of parameters. At the other extreme, decomposition can take the form of a
mini-event tree (i.e., the WASH-1400 treatment of a-mode failure) where each key event in the
complex sequence leading to failure is assigned a probability. Decomposition at the parameter
level is appropriate where the physics of the process is adequately understood and reflected in the
modelling approach adopted. However, for "issues" this is never the case, and as a consequence
there are more than one, if not a proliferation of models. Clearly, parametric variations within
any one of such models can explore only a subregion of the uncertainty space-the question
of model uncertainty remains wide open. Decomposition at the sub-event level, on the other
hand, can only represent an ad hoc selected subset of events and does not appear conducive (as
past experience demonstrated) to focusing the technical debate on clearly delineated sub-areas
of the phenomenology.

In ROAAM, the emphasis is placed on model uncertainty and a level of decomposition that
allows a physically based appreciation of the sequence of events; that is, the probabilistic model
is structurally composed (the framework) of a sequence of cause-effect relationships (called
"causal relations" or CRs).

Probabilistic Ouantification

Our approach here recognizes that, in the absence of experiments that are fully representative
(scaled) of the sequence in question, it makes no sense to speak of "statistical expectation" or
"relative frequency." Nor can there be any claim that our judgment of the likelihood can be cast
in actual frequensic terms. Moreover, variability (i.e., statistical variations for nominally similar
conditions) would normally be dwarfed by uncertainties in the phenomena themselves. Thus
we use probability as a tool to propagate judgmental degrees of belief through the probabilistic
model, i.e., the numbers by themselves have no intrinsic meaning. That is, we use a physically-
based probability scale (see Table 1 for an example) for the quantification of inputs, and using
the same scale we convert bottom-line results to a physical interpretation.

Table 1. Definition of probability levels

Process
Likelihood Process Characteristics

1/10 Behavior is withinlnown trends but obtainable only at
the edge-of-spectrum parameters.

1/100 Behavior cannot be positively excluded, but it is outside
the spectrum of reason.

1/1000 Behavior is physically unreasonable and violates well-
known reality. Its occurrence can be argued against
positively.
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As this is a Risk Oriented approach, the quantification is probabilistic, aiming to account for
phenomenological uncertainty, while at the same time broadly enveloping the range of behavior.
In particular, when uncertainties are large, again a manifestation of an "issue," it is rather
impossible to identify "appropriate" probability distributions. Nor is it hopeful that one can
get the experts to agree to any such distribution. Attempts to bypass this problem included
averaging, or weighted averaging of individual expert quantifications, and the use of a maximum
entropy (uncertainty) principle. On "issues" the quantifications are highly diverse and averaging
becomes highly problematic (i.e., see NUREG- 1150). Weighted averaging has been expounded
from self-grading of experts, to rather elaborate self-calibrating schemes (Cooke, 1988), however,
difficulties with application to severe accident phenomenological issues are again obvious. The
idea to maximize uncertainty, results in uniform, or log-uniform, distributions of the quantified
parameter, over a range of it deemed "probable" (Unwin et al. 1989; Bari & Park 1989). Again,
for "issues" this procedure would yield ranges that span the whole behavior, i.e., from failure
to non-failure; thus the utility is limited to emphasizing the range of uncertainty, rather than to
helping resolve the issue. Moreover, even though for truly random events this may be appropriate,
phenomenology is anything but random and hence such treatment is actually highly misleading.
Other criticisms, put in a more general (than phenomenology) context also have been expressed
(Cooke 1989; Kaplan 1989; von Winterfeldt 1989). In ROAAM these difficulties are avoided
by means of two schemes. When the range of behavior is deemed too wide and the conservative
trend (in it) is unclear we resort to an appropriate number of "splinters," as introduced by
Theofanous (1988), (i.e., Scenarios L II, and m in the Mark I problem, see next section). If, on
the other hand, the conservative trend is clear, we seek an adequately conservative distribution
with the aim that it can envelop what any reasonable expert might expect. During the ROAAM
process some adjustments may become necessary; however, clearly such an approach is much
more amenable to convergence than using a distribution that purports to reflect a high degree
of ignorance.

Procedural Aspects

Another major operative element in ROAAM is "time." Again, the mere existence of
the issue typically means that it has survived extensive prior work, perhaps even leading to
hardened polarized positions. Above, we explained how the experts can be forced to compare
notes on small parts of the problem-by the way, this allows also the use of a larger cadre of
experts since narrow specialties now may be possible to contribute independently, to individual
parts. Moreover, this comparison is on strictly technical grounds and it is in no way affected by
the integral result which is not known until the "integration" through the framework is carried
out. Clearly the "time" element is essential for such comparisons, and gradual adjustment of
individual expert's opinions, so that it is more appropriate to think of ROAAM as a "process"
rather than a single shot affair. At any time one has a clear depiction of the status, with a
clear appreciation of specific areas of uncertainty, and their respective influence on the results.
One is thus able to make judgments (i.e., use of such results) as one must make, one can order
priorities allocating research funds, and most importantly the path continues to provide a syn-
ergistic effect among the workers with beneficial impact on "enriching" the technical basis of
the component parts and thus refining the respective quantification. In this fashion, especially
if carefully orchestrated, the method can lead to ever improved convergence and thus continu-
ing reduction of the "intangible uncertainty (see Theofanous 1988). Of course, it is the job of the
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decision makers to recognize when adequate convergence has been achieved, although when this
is the case it is quite self-evident.

In implementation there is a substantive and a formal aspect. The substantive refers to
minimum standards of acceptable quantification. In particular, the models must be explicit,
physically based, and testable. The experiments must be clearly applicable. In both cases there
must be explicit applicability rational documented. The formal aspect refers to the manner
of integrating the experts into the study. The ROAAM "process" begins with a first complete
documentation/quantification put together by one expert (or a closely knit research group). Expert
comments are invited on it, preferably with a prior presentation to the whole panel given only
for the purpose of clarification on the written material. The panel must not be selective, but
rather to include all experts on the problem to the extent possible. These comments, under
the expert's signature, are then made part of the study, together with the responses provided
by the authors. The "process" can then continue by a general workshop, where comments
and responses are openly discussed, specialized working group meetings for further in-depth
discussions, and additional research. Within a few months any remaining questions can crystalize,
and continuation of the "process" can be pursued by any appropriate combination of the above.

A ROAAM APPLICATION: MARK-I LINER ATTACK

As mentioned already, the base document initiating ROAAM has been issued (Theofanous
et al., 1990). The process continued with the assembly of a 19-member expert panel, collection
and response (by the authors) of review comments, and a 1-1/2-day workshop at Harpers Perry,
West Virginia. Currently, the ROAAM process is pursued by four working groups on respective
topical areas deemed worthy of further evaluation according to the Harpers Ferry workshop.

Within the space available here, we can provide only the briefest of views; thus we con-
centrate on the probabilistic framework and include only an overview of the results. For the
actual quantification (i.e., the inputs), which actually constitutes the bulk of the work, the reader
is referred to the original document (NUREG/CR-5423). This document also contains the expert
panel comments and our responses, and its study (as opposed to reading summary accounts like
this one) is essential to determining the "status" of this issue.

The Probabilistic Framework

We begin by recognizing that the process of liner attack is quite complex on its own; more
importantly, it is preceded by a very complex sequence of events (phenomenology), each one
of which can influence the outcome significantly. This phenomenology is not understood well
enough at this time to allow a fully deterministic modelling with traditional uncertainty analysis.
We pursue the probabilistic modelling approach, with the "decomposition" and "convergence" el-
ements described in the previous section. An appropriate level of decomposition for this purpose
involves (a) melt release phenomena to the containment (that is, the rates, quantities, compo-
sitions, and temperatures of corium exiting the reactor vessel), (b) melt spreading phenomena
on the containment floor (in particular, looking for liner submergence histories and respective
melt pool temperatures and compositions), and (c) liner attack, or thermal loading phenomena
(in particular, looking for peak liner temperatures). Evidently these three components are linked
as the release affects spreading, and thus liner submergence, which, in turn and jointly with melt
temperature (and superheat) affect the thermal loading.
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Qualitatively, this decomposition/linking is reflected in the probabilistic framework shown
in Figure 2. This figure is keyed to, and it can be clarified by, the illustration in Figure 3. The
release-spreading phenomena is schematically illustrated in Figure 4. Quantification is affected
by providing the inputs for each free-standing component in Figure 2 and carrying out the
integration using the method of discrete probability distributions in the manner dictated by the
framework.

Critical (Failure) Superheat
Vs.

Superheat Duratlon Time
and Liner Submergence

CR3 I

Figure 2. Schematic of the decomposition of the Mark-I liner attack issue.

As shown, the structure of this framework involves as inputs three probability density
functions (the pdf's) and three causal relationships (CR's). The idea is that liner failure potential
is determined by three main parameters: molten pool depth (H) against the liner, its superheat
(AT), and the time duration of the superheat transient (r). This relationship is qualitatively
illustrated as component CR3 (for Causal Relation #3) in Figures 2 and 3. That is, for each
height Hi and superheat duration r, there is a critical superheat AT,, above which the liner will
fail. On the other hand, we expect that for each height there will be a likely range of superheats
and respective durations (pdf5) as determined by melt composition (pdf3), the initial superheat
(pdf4), and the process of corium-concrete interaction (CR2). This relationship is illustrated,
qualitatively, as a "convolution" of CR2 with the probability distributions of the zirconium
(metal) content of the melt (pdf3) and of the initial superheat (pdf4). The result, obtained as
pdf5, together with the probability distribution of pool depth (pdf2), can be combined with
CR3 to produce the total failure probability. The depth distribution itself can be obtained by
recognizing that depth is primarily related to the quantity of melt released and by combining this
causal relation (CR1) with the probability distribution of the quantity of melt released (pdf 1).
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Figure 3. Proposed probabilistic framework for Mark-I liner attack. pdf stands
for "probability density function" and CR, for "Causal Relation." X denotes various
operations, and P is probability.

As an overview of the quantification (specification of inputs):

* pdf 1 embodies and codifies the in-vessel portion of the meltdown sequence, lower head
failure, and melt release,
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Figure 4. Illustration of melt release-spreading event.

* CR1 represents the spreading dynamics, including the role of freezing and possibly remelt-
ing,

* CR2 conveys the outcome of corium-concrete interactions in the neighborhood of the liner
and especially the role of chemical reactions in heating the melt layer,

* pdf3 is based on the in-vessel behavior and lower head failure (the scenario),

* pdf4 takes into consideration the melt release scenario and the heat transfer aspects during
the spreading processes preceding liner contact, and

* CR3 maps out the heat transfer process within the liner, as defined by the thermal loading
potential (superheat), the time scale for such aggressive attack, and the thermal resistance for
heat rejection to the water layer above (proportional to submergence) and to the embedded
portion of the liner and the concrete below.

Because of major uncertainties in the core melt progression, or the in-vessel portion of the
accident, three separate types of melt release scenarios were considered: an immediate release
of a significant portion of the melt followed by a gradual release of the remaining quantity
(Scenario I), a gradual release over an extended period (Scenario II), and a large release of mainly
solidified debris (Scenario III). It is assumed that each scenario occurs with the probability of
fully evolved core melt, and an estimate of the conditional probability for liner failure in each
is sought. Scenario II is intended to represent behavior dominated by early local failure(s)
(instrument tubes), and the release of core materials through them as the materials become
molten in the lower plenum. Scenario I is intended to represent the behavior where core plate
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failure is delayed, melt accumulates prior to its release into the lower plenum, and a local lower
head failure occurs soon after this release. Finally, Scenario III accounts for the possibility that
the lower head may suffer creep rupture prior to significant melting of the fuel debris on it.
These scenarios are intended to envelop the range of behavior that can reasonably be expected.

In the above treatment we chose to bound (rather than represent) uncertainties in CR2 (the
superheat duration time) and CR3 (the failure criteria). Consideration of these uncertainties is
made possible through an expanded probabilistic framework, as illustrated in Figure 5, which
can be interpreted with the help of Figure 6. As a consequence of this treatment, the failure
probability is obtained as a random variable (as compared to the point estimate value obtained
by the simplified treatment above) with a distribution as illustrated, for Scenario I, in Figure 7.
From these kinds of results one can obtain such things as expected values, and total probability
of failure and interpret them in terms of the probability scale used in the quantification (Table
I).

F-bybiis&c Fuaion O01aoc

E-ExpmubmOpmzw

Figure 5. Probabilistic framework for Mark-I failure.
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Summary of Results

The main results are sunmmarized in Table 2. These results indicate that in the absence of
water liner failure is a virtual certainty. Water, on the other hand, can prevent such failures,
again with virtual certainty, as according to our probability scale values below 10-3 indicate a
"physically unreasonable" expectation. As opinion about the robustness of these results can be
formed in light of a number of sensitivity calculations, carried out with arbitrarily biased input
distributions, one at a time, such as to raise the failure probability. Some of these results are
summarized in Table 3.

Table 2. Predicted liner failure probability.
Base case results.

Scenario I Scenario II

Without Water 1 0.63

With Water 6x 10l5  1.2 x 104
3.5 x 10-6

*Refrs to the release of Table 3.3
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Table 3. Sensitivity/parametric results of liner failure probability
All caseswith water.

Scenario I Scenario II

Limit* Upward Loss 3
(<1.OMWtm 2) 1.1 x 10
(<O.5 MW/m2) 8.8 x 10-

Enhance* CRI by 30% 9 x 104

Change* CR1 4 x 10-2
to Figure 7.7(a)

*Ali changes made to test the margins for failure

Additional sensitivity studies were carried out by considering continuous variations in the
biased inputs (i.e., by shifting the input distributions by various amounts. Thus a shift in the
superheat pdf of 50 K means that the whole distribution was shifted to higher values by 50 K. This
type of variation was made to pdfl, pdf3 and pdf4. In addition, we considered also arbitrarily
shifting the failure criteria. For each such value (of liner failure temperature) a new CR3 was
obtained; the critical superheat lines in CR3 moved downward. The results are presented in the
following.

The sensitivity to the quantity of melt release is shown in Figure 8. We see that increases
by 3-4 rn3 cause corresponding changes in failure probability by one order of magnitude. Note
that a shift of -6 m3 corresponds to setting the peak of the probability distribution to 18 m3,

which is - 100% of the core. With such a shift the 10-l and 10-2 ranges correspond to -20 and
-26 rn3 , which are quantities well above 100% of the core (i.e., impossible). The sensitivity

to the Zr content in the melt is shown in Figure 9, and it is shown to be rather small. The
sensitivity to the initial melt superheat is shown in Figure 10. Note that the -75 K shift (needed
to produce a failure probability of 10-2) corresponds to setting the peak of the distribution at
100 to 125 K and the 4 x 10-2 range at 175 to 200 K. The sensitivity to temperature failure
criteria is shown in Figure 11. The 10-2 failure is reached for a failure temperature (applied to
the peak temperature position in the liner) of 1150 'C.

Finally, the results of several simultaneous variations in inputs are given in Figure 12. Note
that a triplet (simultaneous) shift by 3 m3 in quantity of melt, 25 K in superheat, and 150 K
reduction in temperature failure criteria (i.e., from 1500 to 1350 'C) produces an increase in
failure probability from essentially zero (6 x 10-5) to 10-2. Probably this result demonstrates
best our statement in the conclusions, that no single process is of controlling influence to the
results.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENTATIONS

We are proposing a probabilistic methodology as an overall systematic, disciplined approach
for addressing the Mark-I liner attack issue. The probabilistic framework encompasses the key
features of the phenomenology, yet it is flexible enough to allow independent quantification of
individual components as it may arise from independent research efforts. As a first step in this
direction, we assembled, discussed, and took into consideration in the quantification proposed
herein all relevant prior work. Furthermore, as an essential aspect of the overall methodology,
we have asked most of those whose work has been referenced and/or used in this report (i.e.,
the experts) to comment. The letter of invitation, the list of experts invited, the comments
received, and our responses are included in the NUREG report. As an even more important
characteristic of the methodology, we hope that other quantifications (or information relevant to
such) of independent components will become available in the future, such that we can aim for
convergence and closure.

In the course of the work we discovered that the eventual development of the full proba-
bilistic model (i.e., framework and quantification) requires an iteration between structuring the
framework and delving into the physics that affect its components. Also, we came to the conclu-
sion that for a complex phenomenological issue, such as the Mark-I liner attack, the multilayer
of uncertainties can quickly get out of hand; thus, this issue-focused gradual approach attempted
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here is a much preferred medium as compared to the usual global PRA efforts. This is consistent
with what we learned from our first application of this methodology, which was for the perhaps
even more complex issue of a-failure (steam-explosion-induced containment failure). Judgment
is required to achieve a balance between what uncertainties to consider, and what is preferable
to bound, while at the same time retaining a proper level of flexibility in the approach. Also,
judgment is required to achieve the proper focus in the iteration mentioned above, between
structuring the framework and sorting out the physics. Fortunately, the method is simple enough
to set up and compute so that other points of view in structure can be readily incorporated.

We have limited our interest to the so-called low-pressure scenario, and the Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station has been used for the specifics. We have attempted to envelop the
behavior by means of two melt release scenarios and two variations within one of them. For a
flooded drywell, the results indicate conditional failure probabilities of 3.5 x 10-6, 1.2 x 10-4,

and 9 x 10-4, which according to our probability scale used in the quantification indicate that
liner meltthrough can be considered as "physically unreasonable." By contrast, in the absence
of water, the same quantification approach (i.e., a similar level of conservatism in creating
the inputs) leads to failure probability levels of 0.63 and 1; that is, a virtual certainty. We
would not exclude the possibility, however, that in this latter case our approach may turn out to
prove unduly conservative in not recognizing certain (unknown as yet) mitigating aspects of the
complex phenomenology.

The above, bottom line, results are the consequence of an intricate combination of physical
processes associated with melt release and spreading behavior, corium-concrete interactions,
and liner heat transfer, such that no single mechanism could be identified as dominating in the
context of the quantification employed here. The only possible exception to the above is for
oxidic melts where contact with the liner in the absence of water produces failure almost under
any conceivable conditions (of pool depth and superheat). Thus we can only speak of key
contributing factors, a summary of which, as identified in this study, is as follows.

* The rapid release of oxidic melts can be readily bounded in total volume and thus in
resulting liner submergence. By contrast, metallic melts can involve considerably larger
volumes but very slow release rates that favor retention in the pedestal area and, again,
reasonable bounds on liner submergence.

* Melt superheats are low initially and short-lived once the melt is subject to interactions with
coolant and/or concrete. In particular, even large quantities of zirconium in the melt cannot
produce sustained superheated conditions; the role of chemical energy is rather limited to
influencing the time duration of the superheated regime.

* The transient aspects of liner heatup couple crucially with the transient of the melt superheat
in determining failure conditions.

Several potentially important aspects of the phenomenology were not considered as either pre-
mature at this time, or for lack of adequate data. They can be summarized as follows.

* Liner failure by melt attack can only be highly localized and the relief path created could
easily plug (narrow clearance between the shell and concrete wall; insulation filling).

* Lower head failure could occur by creep rupture, with a highly superheated metallic phase
circulating through a porous matrix of oxides.
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* Slow melt release scenarios could favor significantly higher in-pedestal melt retention than
considered here, and a slow, creeping process of spreading characterized by melting-and-
freezing cycles. Although this would provide additional margin-to-liner-failure, it may be
important in endangering the pedestal wall itself.

* Shallow melt pools (say up to -30 cm) could be easily quenchable when flooded by water
in a wide geometry (no wall effects). The currently planned, international, MACE program
at ANL is likely to resolve this issue in the near future. Clearly, this would permit a less
conservative treatment and the demonstration of even greater margins to failure.

* Local, intense fuel-coolant interactions, especially during the melt release and spreading
phase could further enhance margins to failure by promoting melt quenching, retention
within the pedestal, aid widespread distribution of any melt that made it through the pedestal
door.

* Crusts formed on the liner could come loose under the dynamics of the agitated melt.
Although this possibility is considered rather unlikely, it may be worthwhile to devise an
experimental test for it.

Further to the possible consideration of some of the above areas, we believe that ongoing work
on various aspects of the pool-to-liner heat transfer and corium-concrete interactions will provide
additional insights, and depth, to the quantification proposed herein. In particular, we suggest that
better depiction of the regimes of interest can be obtained by utilizing crucibles with preheated
side walls, low initial melt superheats, and prototypic power densities and melt compositions.
Furthermore, we hope that the probabilistic inputs (pdfls and CR's) proposed in this study
will receive a scrutiny, enrichment, and refinement in future efforts that aim for convergence
and eventual resolution of this issue. This latter aspect is an integral part of the methodology
proposed herein.
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ABSTRACT

Accident prevention and management programmes and the
Emergency Response System (ERS) are important elements of the
Agency's activities in the area of nuclear power plant (NPP)
safety. Safety Codes and Guides on siting, design, quality
assurance and the operation of NPPs have been produced and are
used by NPP owners. A system of nuclear safety evaluation
services is provided by the IAEA. The Emergency Response
System and the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) have
been developed. The framework for the development of an
accident management programme has been set up by the IAEA. The
main goal is to develop an Accident Management Manual which
should provide a systematically structured approach to the
development, implementation and execution of accident
management at NPPs. An outline of the Manual has been
distributed and the first draft of the complete Manual will be
issued in 1991. The component parts are: co-ordinated research
programmes (CRPs) on severe accident management and
containment behaviour; the use of vulnerability analysis;
mitigation of the effects of hydrogen and generic symptom
oriented emergency operating plans. The IAEA provides guidance
by the dissemination of information on methods for accident
prevention, response and management; collates approaches in
this field in different organizations and countries; and
arranges an exchange of experience and the promulgation of
knowledge through the training of plant managers and senior
staff in various countries.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a logical scheme to the IAEA's activities aimed at effectively
preventing, responding to and managing accidents at nuclear power plants
(NPPs). The main elements of this scheme are: Accident Prevention and
Management Programmes, and the Emergency Response System (ERS).

Much work has been done in the Agency to develop international safety
principles for NPPs. According to the "Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear
Power Plants" prepared by the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (1],
the first priority in nuclear safety is to prevent accidents in NPPs.

With this aim, Safety Guides and Codes on siting, design, quality
assurance and the operation of NPPs were produced and are being used by the
Member States. A system of nuclear safety evaluation services is provided by
the IAEA to complement national safety efforts in preventing accidents. These
services are: the Operational Safety Review Teams (OSART); the Assessment of
Safety Significant Events Teams (ASSET); the International Peer Review Service
(IPERS); and the Engineering Safety Review Services (ESRS).
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The OSART and ASSET services provided have been offered and have been
used by many Member States in the past few years. The newly introduced ESRS
concentrates on design problems providing a regional link for OSART
(operation) and ASSET (significant events) safety assessment and evaluation.

In order to classify the different events that can occur at NPPs, it
was necessary to create special methods for their evaluation. For accident
assessment purposes, a safety significance scale for events at nuclear power
plants was also developed by the IAEA, the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD
(OECD/NEA) and the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO). In March
1990, a scale and guidance for trial use were agreed on, namely the
International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) and its associated user manual [2].

The seven level scale (Fig. 1) takes account of off-site and on-site
impacts and degradation of defence in depth, each with several indicators of
event significance. Events with no safety significance are classified as
below scale/level zero; industrial accidents or other events not related to
nuclear plant operations are classified as out of scale.

Final adjustments to the scale and to the user guidance will be made on
the basis of experience in the trial period. The scale does not replace
criteria adopted nationally and internationally for the reporting,
description, definition and technical analysis of nuclear events. It is
feasible to use the scale as a basis for evaluating events reported under the
IAEA Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident.

Since the Chernobyl accident in 1986, the IAEA has developed an
effective Emergency Response System (ERS) for notification of radiological
accidents and for the provision of assistance. An Emergency Response Unit at
the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna is available 24 hours a day for operating the
system, and can quickly be actuated by specially trained staff. In 1989 a
manual was distributed for use by the national emergency response systems in
coding and decoding accident information transmitted through the worldwide
Global Telecommunication System. Computer software is being written to
simplify and speed up the process [3].

As the operational status of the ERS is being ensured, emphasis is
turning to assistance to upgrade national capabilities to give or receive
timely notification. Activation of the ERS in response to radiological
accidents in Goiania, Brazil, in 1987 and in El Salvador in 1989 showed ways
in which the system needed improving. An exercise in early 1990, after
extensive staff training, identified ways to improve procedures and guidance,
and the maintenance and development of the system [3].

One of the main areas of the IAEA's activity in safety is accident
management. The main goal is to develop an Accident Management Manual. This
manual should provide a systematic structured approach to the development,
implementation and execution of an accident management at a nuclear power
plant.

It is possible to define accident management as actions taken in the
course of an accident by the plant operating and technical staff in order:

(1) to prevent core damage;
(2) to terminate the progression of core damage should it begin;

and to retain the core within the reactor vessel;
(3) to maintain containment integrity as long as possible; and
(4) to minimize off-site releases. 3
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The role of the IAEA consists of providing guidance for those with
responsibility for performing these tasks, in accordance with the Agency's
Statute and safety standards by disseminating information on and methods for
accident prevention, response and management. This can be achieved by holding
technical meetings, by preparing appropriate documents, etc. The main task is
to prepare the Accident Management Manual.

Cross-comparison and collation of accident management approaches in
different organizational settings and countries is also of great importance.
The co-operation between the Nuclear Safety Division of the IAEA and the
Office of Research of the USNRC is an example. One effective form of exchange
of experience and promulgation of knowledge is the training of plant managers
and senior operating staff in various countries.

II. ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

Although it is now feasible to design NPPs in such a way as to reduce,
if not to eliminate, the risk of beyond design basis accidents (severe
accidents), it seems prudent to put emphasis primarily on the safety of the
current generation of operating reactors. These reactors were designed many
years ago to accommodate with safety margins certain design basis accidents,
and are expected still to be operating for a number of years. The performance
of these plants is being evaluated under accident conditions exceeding the
design basis. Experiments and analyses performed in the last few years have
shown that many plants incorporate a margin of safety that enables the
operators to manage a severe accident and to restore control of the plant and
bring it to a long term safe condition.

The realistic evaluation of plant behaviour in an accident takes
account of the use of any system that can help to prevent or alleviate an
accident by slowing its progression, restoring core cooling, reducing core
damage or maintaining containment integrity. Plant systems used for normal
operation, if their capabilities are well understood, can be utilized to
augment safety systems as operator tools for accident control. The
assumptions that must be made to compensate for the lack of understanding of
accident phenomena, thus no longer need be so extreme.

To provide additional margins of protection against severe accidents,
two principal alternatives are available:

(1) to strengthen the containment and mitigate releases so that, with a
high degree of certainty, the net release will present little or no
public risk;

(2) to strengthen the lines of defence, most notably the engineered safety
systems, so as to reduce the probability that there will be substantial
loads on the containment.

There are advantages to each alternative, and they are not mutually
exclusive.
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Ways of strengthening the containment or mitigating releases have been
studied extensively. Venting systems have been installed at numerous plants,
e.g. in France, Germany and Sweden, to prevent gross containment failure and
therefore radioactive releases into the environment. The filtered venting
concept also poses problems, namely:

(1) how much radioactive material can be vented; and
(2) what to do with the filters after the accident.

In the first case, the problem is to develop convincing evidence that
the radioactive release represents a tolerable risk. In the second case, the
filters will have to be disposed of, presumably as high level waste.
Nevertheless, filtered venting can be assessed as a last resort when other
measures have failed.

However, analyses of mitigatory features have shown that the designs of
existing plants do not lend themselves to accommodating easily new hardware
for dealing with accidents beyond the design basis. Thus the options for
installing mitigation systems on existing plants are limited.

Because of these limitations and the need to make good the deficiencies
of relying solely on mitigation, accident management appears to be a likely
candidate as a cost effective way of reducing the risk to public health and
safety. There have been many instances of a plant's control and safety
systems being used in an unconventional way to regain control. The fire at
Browns Ferry and the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI), both in the USA,
were two such major events. In a different fashion, effective ad hoc
emergency measures were used to control the radioactive release at Chernobyl.
These cases demonstrate that accidents need not progress inexorably to the
extreme. For instance, the TMI-2 accident showed that progression is not
inevitable once the core has begun to melt, and core cooling may be restored.
Although some 20 tonnes of core material sank to the lower vessel head, the
accident did not rupture the reactor pressure vessel. Thus a core melt
accident does not necessarily cause the reactor pressure vessel to fail.

The research task is now to determine how to acquire and codify
knowledge of severe accidents in order to make their management much more
effective.

Introducing accident management, as for instance in Phase B of the
German Risk Study [4], is a turn away from this assumption. The results of
this study indicated that the likelihood of a core melt is considerably
reduced if account is taken of system changes, of the probable functioning of
even degraded safety systems, and of accident management measures.
Appropriate accident management measures could reduce the likelihood of a core
melt by an order of magnitude or more, and for most initiating events could
prevent rapid containment overpressure.

The potential for recovering control is augmented by the time available
before a major threat occurs to the pressure vessel and subsequently to the
containment occurs. In a typical 'high pressure severe accident' sequence
such as station blackout, it will take about two hours for the onset of major
damage to the reactor vessel. If by that time the pressure has been reduced,
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then further threats are lessened because the possibility of high pressure
melt ejection as a direct threat to the containment has been eliminated. The
risk of a large early release is thus greatly reduced, though it is still
necessary to cope with hydrogen and containment heat removal.

An important step in accident management is the development and use of
'extended" emergency operating procedures and accident management procedures
with some safety objectives that need to be fulfilled. There is obviously no
universal set of accident management procedures. More likely, specific
guidelines can be developed for individual plants and should be applied if the
usual event oriented procedures cannot, e.g. if failures cannot be diagnosed,
if operator actions prove inadequate or even exacerbate the situation, or if
the status of critical safety parameters is unsatisfactory. The reliability
of key engineered safety systems is of great importance to accident
management, as is the reliability of systems for depressurization, water
injection and power supply, as well as instrumentation suitable for an
accident environment.

Research to reduce uncertainties about accident phenomena continues,
but understanding is considered to be sufficiently advanced that feedback from
research and probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) and other analyses to plant
operations is being expedited. Research results are beginning to be reflected
in accident management programmes at operating plants. Further research in
support of work at the national level to develop and implement plant specific
approaches to accident management is being co-ordinated internationally and
its results are being shared. However, it is clear that much can be done
towards implementing practical accident management programmes even before
further research or plant specific PSAs are completed.

As already mentioned, the IAEA is preparing an Accident Management
Manual of systematic, structured guidance on how to develop and implement an
effective accident management programme. It will deal with the evaluation of
vulnerability and the formulation of strategy, and with how to incorporate the
results into validated symptom oriented emergency operating procedures (and
specifically accident management procedures) and into training and
organization for their effective use. The manual will include practical
problem solving examples to guide plant operators and management in its use.
The IAEA issued in 1990 an extended draft outline of the manual, together with
a discussion of accident management philosophy.

The draft of the manual includes a proposal for a framework for the
development and implementation of an accident management programme. A set of
objectives have outlined which can be used to develop the elements of an
accident management programme. The following elements have been identified;
however, they may not yet be comprehensive enough to be applied to all types
of nuclear power plants:

(1) identification of plant and human capabilities and vulnerabilities;
(2) delineation of decision making responsibility;
(3) determination of information needs;
(4) development of effective strategies;
(5) development of engineered methods;
(6) development of procedures and guidance;
(7) training;
(8) validation/verification;
(9) incorporation of new information.
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Figure 2 shows the relationship between the nine elements. They may be
logically separated into two phases: development and implementation. The
first four elements relate primarily to the development of accident management
strategies; the remaining activities are more closely associated with the
implementation of the strategies that have been shown to have a high
likelihood of success. Since development and implementation activities can be
closely related, it may be necessary to deal with them in parallel.

For each of these elements an objective has been outlined, together
with the process required to obtain "products" as a result of the development
of an accident management programme.

The major elements of accident management and their relationship are
described in the manual outline, which has been distributed to experts in the
field for comments and proposals for modifications and/or additions. The IAEA
expects to issue the first draft of the complete manual in 1991.

III. RELATED ACTIVITIES

The framework for the development and implementation of an accident
management programme has been set up by at the IAEA. The main parts of this
framework are: co-ordinated research programmes (CRP) on severe accident
management and containment behaviour; use of vulnerability evaluation;
mitigation of the effects of hydrogen; containment performance under severe
accident conditions; and generic symptom oriented emergency operating plans.

There are two CRPs with the aim of promoting the exchange of
information on severe accident phenomena and the development of strategies for
accident management. The first is on severe accident management, with
participation on the basis of research contracts from Bulgaria, China, the
CSFR, Hungary and the Republic of Korea, and on the basis of research
agreements from France, Germany and the USA (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(USNRC) and the Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI)).

The second CRP is on containment integrity and effectiveness for
accident conditions beyond the design basis, with participation on a research
contract basis from Bulgaria, China, the CSFR, Egypt and the Republic of
Korea, and on the basis of research agreements from Germany. These programmes
are to be completed in 1991-92.

Some aspects of the framework have been discussed at technical
committee meetings (TCMs) in 1990, such as the TCM on Containment Loadings and
Performance under Severe Accident Conditions (21 - 24 May 1990, Vienna) and
that on Symptom Oriented Emergency Procedures and Accident Management (5 - 8
June 1990, Vienna). There are two more TCMs to be held in 1990: on Plant
System Utilization for Accident Mitigation (26 - 30 November,
Garching/Germany) and on Nuclear Thermal Reactor Safety Research (4 - 7
December, Cadarache/France).

In 1991 the integral parts of the framework will be discussed at: the
IAEA/CEC Specialists Meeting on Hydrogen Mitigation (4 - 8 March 1991,
Brussels/Belgium); the TCM on Experience with Containment Filtration and
Venting (18 - 21 June 1991, Stockholm/Sweden); the TCM on Thermal Nuclear
Reactor Safety Research (21 - 25 October 1991, Vienna); and the TCM on Plant
Specific Accident Management Procedures and Systems Requirements (November
1991, Vienna). At this last meeting, comments on the basic document and the
draft of the Accident Management Manual will be discu sed.
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IV. ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT TRAINING

The IAEA organizes and conducts training courses in accident
management. The courses are of two types: interregional, with an international
audience, mainly from developing countries, and from a broad range of
functional disciplines (for plant management, operational staff, members of
regulatory bodies, safety analysts, etc.) and regional or national courses,
for which the audience is from a single country and also tends to be more from
the utility operational staff and the regulatory organization. The courses are
designed to cover PWR and BWR systems (with PWRs the most common plant type,
and also the USSR designed WWER (PWR) systems and the Canadian CANDU plants).

The main objective is to summarize current knowledge and broaden the
participants' understanding of accident progression and core melting phenomena
and responses to them. This includes the understanding of important
parameters and events influencing severe accident progression and of the
applicable accident management strategies. The main topics which are
extensively covered are: emergency operating procedures (event and symptom
based), accident management procedures, containment venting and filtration
systems, and on-site accident management strategies.

The first interregional training course took place in 1989; the second
will be held in 1991 (18 March - 19 April, Argonne, USA). It is the intention
to conduct the training courses bi-annually since accident management and its
application is a fast progressing field.

The regional training courses are developed and tailored to the
specific needs of a country and the type of reactors in operation. The first
AM course was held in Yugoslavia in 1990. The forthcoming courses, still in
preparation, are in: Mexico (BWRs, January 1991), South Africa (PWRs, February
1991), South Korea (PWRs, August 1991) the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic
(WWERs, September 1991) as part of an OSART mission, and Hungary (WWERs, late
1991). It is expected that the number of requests from Member States for
national training courses on AM will grow steadily.
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FIGURE 2
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Louis M. Shotkin, Chief
Reactor and Plant Systems Branch
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Abstract

The relation between the NRC and industry accident
management programs is outlined. Three research goals
are defined, separating the NRC research program into
short-term and long-term activities. The process for
identification and initial assessment of candidate
accident management strategies is presented and
strategies selected for detailed evaluation are
identified.

Accident Management can be defined as those actions taken by the plant staff
during the course of an accident to: prevent core damage; terminate progress
of core damage and retain the core within the vessel; maintain containment
integrity; and minimize off-site releases. An accident management program
involves pre-planning and preparatory measures to provide the plant operating
staff with the maximum capability possible during a potential severe core damage
accident.

The NRC is working with industry to achieve the goal of assuring that each
operating utility has in place a framework and a plan for responding to a
potential severe accident. The approach emphasizes planning to make maximum
use of existing equipment and resources during the management of a potential
accident. That is, no major design changes are anticipated in order to achieve
this goal. Further, the utility accident management plan must be structured to
accept new information on severe accidents when it becomes available. It is the
responsibility of industry to define and implement plant-specific accident
management programs. The regulatory responsibility of NRC is to articulate
overall accident management principles and evaluate industry guidelines and
implementation. The role of NRC accident management research is to provide the
base of knowledge needed to support the regulatory responsibility.

In the short-term, the research program is tasked to develop information to
evaluate industry guidelines for accident management (A/M). The industry A/M
program plan is centered around three products. The first is a generic guide-
lines document for evaluating a utility's current A/M capability. This document
will be issued by NUMARC. The second is a technical basis report on A/M
guidance. This report will be issued by EPRI. The third is a set of vendor-
specific A/M guidance to be issued by the individual owner groups. The NRC
generic letter on A/M will be issued after these industry documents and will
refer, as appropriate, to these industry products. An overview of these
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industry and NRC activities are shown in Figure 1. The long-term NRC research
program is oriented to obtaining information that will focus on providing the
technical basis for evaluating the five elements of an A/M framework:
1) strategies, 2) instrumentation, 3) guidance and analysis aids,
4) decisionmaking responsibility, and 5) training. Only a few strategies will
be selected for detailed evaluation.

The following excerpt from SECY-89-012 describes the NRC guidance on the last
four elements.

o Instrumentation

Licensees will be expected to review instrumentation changes that might
be needed at their plants in order to implement their accident management
procedures. Currently, the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research and
EPRI are independently assessing the need for and availability of
instrumentation during various accident scenarios. When comparing the
results of this assessment to Regulatory Guide 1.97 which describes
acceptable standards for post accident monitoring instrumentation, it is
expected that the impact on existing instrumentation will be minimal.

o Accident Management Guidance

Each licensee will be expected to make available for the technical support
staff and managers a set of guidance for diagnosing the progress of severe
accidents and planning the appropriate response. The NRC staff will work
with industry (e.g., NUMARC/EPRI) towards the development of generic
guidance to licensees in this area.

o Decisionmaking Responsibilities

Each licensee's "Accident Management Plan" will be expected to include a
review, and modification if necessary, of the plant's current
decisionmaking authority for accident management strategies, to assure:
well-established, clear lines of authority and communications for severe
accident conditions, assigned responsibilities for specific key decisions
and established authority and criteria for procedural overrides and ad hoc
equipment/procedure modifications.

o Training In Severe Accidents

Operators, technical support staff, and managers responsible for
responding in the event of an accident should be generally aware of the
progression of severe accidents (i.e., their symptoms and timing) and
should be proficient in potential response strategies. Licensees'
accident management plans are expected to be aimed at upgrading existing
training programs as needed to ensure that training for these personnel
includes an appropriate treatment of severe accident management. This
will be done with as little impact as possible on the current training
curricula for licensed plant operators.
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Although the concept of managing accidents is not new, the discipline of
accident management itself is new and is still being defined. The primary
regulatory goal is to have a functioning A/M program in place at each utility.
The goals of the A/M research program are directly tied to achieving the primary
regulatory goal. The three research goals are:

1) Identify and assess candidate severe accident management strategies. This
research goal assures that new information on severe accidents is usefully
defined and then practically applied to a better understanding of accident
management. This research goal defines the main efforts expected in the
long-term NRC accident management research program.

2) Develop information to assess industry guidance on the accident management
framework which defines the necessary components of a functioning utility
severe accident management plan.

This research goal supports the short-term needs of the regulatory goal
to issue a generic letter on accident management.

NRC/Research has published reports on accident management framework
(NUREG/CR-5543) and information needs for a PWR with a large, dry
containment (NUREG/CR-5513, Volumes 1 and 2). Research on training and
decisionmaking has been initiated from the human factors point of view.

3) Assess options and develop methods and criteria for NRC review and audit
of industry accident management framework and capabilities.

This research goal supports the long-term accident management audit
requirements of NRR. After an accident management program has been
defined, and is functioning at a utility, the NRC may need to periodically
exercise an option to audit that capability. Such accident management
audits are not anticipated for the next few years. During this longer-
term period, research will be undertaken to investigate several options
for performing this audit function.

The overall process to accomplish the first research goal is shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Phase 1 is nearly complete, with contractor technical experts
having identified those strategies which will be assessed in detail in Phase 2
(See Figure 2). An indication of the material used and the topics considered
in the identification and initial assessment process is shown in Figure 3.

A report that addresses long-term considerations in severe accident management
has been completed and will soon be published as a NUREG/CR report. Thirteen
specific short-term strategies were assessed for their implications on achieving
a long-term stable state. Such assessment is needed to assure that, a) long-
term strategies exist in A/M plans, and b) any short-term strategies do not
interfere with achieving long-term safety objectives.

It is important to note that the sequences which are being considered are not
only those with high risk consequences, but also those which cover expected
challenges to important safety functions. The safety function approach can be
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beneficial since it is impossible to predict that a potential severe accident
will be a specific high risk scenario, but it is possible to predict that it
will challenge important safety functions.

One main purpose of the Phase 1 effort was to gather input from a multitude of
sources on identification of potential strategies for accident management.
Strategies were not further considered if they were:

1) already covered in NUREG/CR-5474 (Assessment of Candidate A/M Strategies)

2) already covered in approved EPG's

3) too plant-specific to be of generic interest

4) not cost-effective in that they would require extensive equipment
modification

5) useful only for an isolated sequence of low risk which did not provide any
unique challenges to important safety functions.

These constraints helped to focus the strategy identification process. First,
since accident management at a utility is supposed to make maximum use of
existing equipment, the converse was used as a constraint. That is, any
strategy identified was rejected if it required a major equipment modification.
Another constraint was based on the fact that NRC has already approved industry
emergency procedure guidelines (EPG's). Some of these EPG's extend into the
time-phase of severe core degradation and thus include some mitigative accident
management strategies. Thus, those mitigative strategies which were already
identified in approved industry EPG's were not considered further. This was
especially true for the BWR EPG's.

The almost 20 strategies recommended in NUREG/CR-5474 specifically excluded
those strategies which would deal with challenges to containment safety
functions. Research is ongoing to investigate potential strategies in five
containment types: 1) Mark I, 2) Mark II, 3) Mark III, 4) ice condenser, and
5) large-dry. NUREG/CR reports documenting this research will be published late
in CY 1991. In addition, research is planned to evaluate appropriate strategies
in NUREG/CR-5474 for their mitigative capabilities, after severe core damage.

NRC does not intend to investigate all possible strategies, but will just
perform research on a few of the more potentially important ones so that the
staff will have an adequate technical basis for evaluating industry programs.

The key mitigative strategies identified for detailed assessment in Phase 2
include the following ex-vessel strategies.

1. Flood the cavity in PWR's before vessel failure;

2. Flood the drywell in BWR's before vessel failure;

3. Use of containment sprays;
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4 Use of the steam generator secondary to influence primary system behavior,
after severe core damage;

5. Containment venting.

The efficacy of these strategies is being evaluated for important risk-dominant
scenarios. For example, flooding of the BWR drywell is being evaluated for a
station blackout sequence. The pumping and diesel generator requirements are
being considered along with the ability of the water to cool the vessel wall
through existing insulation. The time available for responsible decisionmaking
is also being investigated.

Each strategy has benefits, as well as adverse effects. For example, turning
on the containment sprays during a severe accident could cool the containment
structure and any material that may be in the containment. However, the
condensation of steam in a hydrogen-filled atmosphere could increase the
probability of a hydrogen event.

The in-vessel strategies being considered for detailed assessment are those
associated with the loss of heat removal (Figure 4). These strategies encompass
the important phenomena and operator actions that are common to many other
potential in-vessel strategies. These are broken down into four options for
operational action:

1. Water addition

2. No action

3. Early depressurization

4. Late depressurization

A first report on these studies has already been published in NUREG/CR-5447,
Depressurization as an Accident Management Strategy to Minimize the Consequences
of Direct Containment Heating.

The possible effects of steam explosions are being considered, as well as the
effects of natural circulation leading to possible inadvertent depressurization,
through failure of an ex-vessel piping system component.

An important part of the detailed assessment includes possible adverse effects
of these strategies. Uncertainties introduced by equipment malfunction,
instrument error, phenomenological factors and human factors are all being
considered.

The potential risk reduction of these in-vessel strategies is also being
quantified, using the methods and results already published in NUREG-1150.
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SEVERE ACCIDENT NATURAL CIRCULATION AND DEPRESSURIZATION IN PWRSa

R. J. Dallman
D. J. Hanson
L. D. Schlenker
D. A. Brownson

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Idaho Falls, ID 83415

ABSTRACT

Early containment failure from direct containment heating (DCH)
has been identified as a potential contributor to risk in a
pressurized water reactor (PWR). One important factor needed to
evaluate the contribution of DCH to risk is the conditional
probability that, given a core melt, the primary system will be
at high pressure when the reactor vessel lower head fails. Two
mechanisms that could reduce the pressure during a core melt
accident are discussed. First, natural circulation in the
reactor coolant system can cause temperature-induced hardware or
equipment failures that would force the system to depressurize
"passively" (without operator action). The second mechanism is
intentional depressurization, accomplished when plant personnel
intentionally open relief valves and/or vent lines to reduce the
pressure. Results from analytical studies of these mechansims
are presented, as is an initial assessment of the applicability
of the intentional depressurization results for other PWRs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Early failure of the containment from direct containment heating (DCH) has
been identified as an important contributor to public risk [1] for a
pressurized water reactor. As shown in Figure 1, the probability that DCH
will cause a containment failure is comprised of three components. The
first component is the probability that a core melt will occur at a high
reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure. The second component is the
conditional probability that given a core melt at high pressure, the RCS
will remain at high pressure until the reactor vessel lower head fails.
The third component is the conditional probability that given a vessel
failure and a subsequent high pressure melt ejection (HPME), the
containment will fail from DCH. This paper discusses the second
component.

There are two primary mechanisms that could reduce the primary system
pressure during a core melt accident. One mechanism includes those

a. Work supported by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570.
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Probability of core Conditional probability Conditional probability
melt sequence with that sequence stays that containment

RCS at high pressure at high pressure fails due to DCH

P(CM) CP(NO DEPRESS) CP(DCH)

Figure 1. Three main elements determining probability of containment
failure from DCH.

hardware or equipment failures that could cause a depressurization
"passively" (without operator action). They include pump seal leakage
(necessarily large enough to depressurize the primary system), stuck-open
relief valves, and temperature-induced structural failures (e.g. surge
line failure) caused by natural circulation. The second mechanism is
through intentional depressurization, accomplished by the operator opening
relief valves and/or vent lines. Since natural circulation can be an
important contributor to structural failures, this paper first discusses
the current understanding of the natural circulation process. Results
from intentional depressurization studies are then briefly presented and
an approach to extrapolate those results to other plants is outlined.
Finally, a generic quantification is given of the contribution of natural
circulation and intentional depressurization to the probability of
DCH-induced containment failure.

2. NATURAL CIRCULATION

During the latter stages of severe accidents in pressurized water reactors
(PWRs), the coolant inventory in the core is depleted and fuel rod heatup
ensues. Because of the radial power distributions in the core, the fuel
temperatures in the central region of the core are higher than at the
periphery. Subsequent heat transfer to the fluid, which is predominantly
steam, results in less dense fluid near the core center. A
buoyancy-driven flow pattern can thus be established with hotter fluid
proceeding upward in the middle of the core, which is replaced with cooler
fluid from the periphery. Computer code simulations [2, 3, 4] have
predicted a natural circulation flow pattern within the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) that includes well-established flows within the core region
and the upper plenum. Experiments conducted by Westinghouse [5] confirm
these flows. In addition, the experiments indicate that hot leg
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countercurrent flow could be present. This flow involves hot fluid
exiting the RPV through the upper portion of the hot leg and cooler fluid
returning to the RPV through the lower portion of the hot leg. Some of
the hot fluid enters steam generator tubes and transients heat to the
tubes and secondary fluid.

The net result of natural circulation flows is to transport energy from
the reactor core and deposit it in other structures, such as the upper
plenum internals, hot leg pipe, and steam generator tubes. This energy
transport has the effect of reducing core heatup rates, while causing the
ex-core structures to heatup. Additionally, having hotter fluid in the
loops when the power-operated relief valve (PORV) cycles exposes the
pressurizer surge line and downstream piping to increased temperature
loading. Ultimately, a failure of ex-vessel piping could occur due to
creep rupture or even melting prior to the time of a lower head failure
(if core melt progression is not terminated). The implication of such an
ex-vessel failure is that risk is reduced because ejection of corium from
the lower head would most likely occur at low pressure, and the effects of
DCH would be mitigated. While that would reduce risk, having the RPV at
low pressure could increase risk because of a higher probability of
in-vessel steam explosions. In addition, if the ex-vessel failure
occurred in the steam generator tube(s), the potential for fission
products to bypass the containment would exist. The failure may also be
small enough (or late enough) so that only a limited depressurization of
the RPV would take place, and DCH would still be a concern.

Natural Circulation Flows

Three natural circulation flows can be important during severe accidents
in PWRs: in-vessel circulation, hot leg countercurrent flow, and flow
through the coolant loops (Figure 2). Each of these flows may be present
during a high pressure boiloff transient such as the station blackout
(TMLB') sequence.

In-Vessel Natural Circulation. In-vessel natural circulation begins when
the core heatup begins. Because the center part of the core is at a
higher power than the periphery, the superheated steam there is hotter and
less dense, and a radial density gradient is established. The denser
vapor in the outer part of the core tends to flow toward the center,
replacing the hot vapor that rises into the upper plenum. This vapor
plume rises to the top of the upper plenum, where it is turned radially
outward to the core barrel, and then back down toward the top of the
core. Heat transfer to the structures in the upper plenum cools the
vapor, reinforcing the density gradient between the center of the vessel
and the periphery. The cooler steam reenters the core through the top of
the peripheral fuel assemblies. As core uncovering continues and the
liquid level drops, the recirculating flow extends farther into the core.
Depending on the axial power profile, the flow may eventually extend to
the bottom of the core. The density gradient in the upper plenum also
establishes a recirculating flow within the upper plenum.
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In reality, there may be many natural circulation cells established in the
core, especially during the core damage portion of the transient. These
cells will exist between fuel assemblies, between parts of fuel
assemblies, and even between subchannels. Wherever a radial temperature
gradient exists, a natural convection flow may be established. The rapid
increases in local temperature associated with the accelerated oxidation
of the Zircaloy fuel rod cladding, at a temperature around 1850 K, may in
particular result in the establishment of these relatively small natural
circulation cells. These smaller flow cells are believed (assumed) to
exist within larger overall natural convection cells involving the entire
core. It is these core-wide patterns that are being investigated and
discussed here.

The in-vessel natural circulation flow may affect the cladding oxidation.
Because steam is being recirculated from the upper plenum back into the
core, it is less likely that the oxidation reaction will become
steam-starved. The slower cladding heatup caused by the removal of some
of the core energy to the upper plenum structures, combined with a
steam-rich environment, may result in more extensive oxidation of the
cladding at lower temperatures. This in turn may lead to smaller amounts
of unoxidized Zircaloy melting as the temperature increases, which could
delay relocation of molten material and cause less dissolution of the fuel
pellets.

Both the smaller amount of fuel dissolved by liquid Zircaloy and the
higher upper plenum structure temperatures affect the fission product
behavior. The smaller amount of dissolved fuel may delay the release of
many of the fission products until the fuel melts. At this later time,
which will be closer to the time of vessel failure, there will be less
time for the fission products to be retained on surfaces in the RCS, which
may result in more fission products in the containment. The higher
structure temperatures would tend to reduce the amount of fission products
retained in the upper plenum, causing them to be deposited elsewhere or
released to the containment.

Higher vapor temperatures in the upper plenum will also make hotter vapor
available to the hot legs. Flow through the hot leg and surge line to the
PORVs will heat the piping. If the pipe temperatures are high enough,
creep rupture failure of these pipes may become a concern. Failure of the
RCS piping before the vessel fails could allow the system to depressurize,
initiating accumulator injection. If the depressurization continues far
and fast enough, the RCS pressure at the time of vessel failure may be low
enough to preclude direct containment heating.

Hot Leg Countercurrent Flow. Single-phase countercurrent flow in the hot
leg is expected to begin when superheated vapor enters the top of the hot
leg, displacing saturated vapor, which then flows back to the reactor
vessel along the bottom of the hot leg. When the hotter vapor enters the
steam generator inlet plenum, it will rise toward the steam generator
tubes. Vapor enters some of the tubes, displacing the cooler steam that
was in the tubes. The displaced vapor enters the outlet plenum, then
reenters other steam generator tubes, forcing vapor into the inlet
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plenum. A density gradient is thus established between tubes. This
density gradient then pulls more hot vapor into the tubes, displacing more
cooler steam. The process continues until a steady flow is established,
with hot vapor flowing from the inlet plenum to the outlet plenum through
some of the steam generator tubes, and cooler vapor returning to the inlet
plenum through the remaining tubes.

Now consider the flow streams shown in Figure 3. The hot (Th) and cold
(Tc) fluid temperatures at three locations will be examined: the hot

Steam generator

Reactor vessel

Hot leg

P431 LN87031 3

Figure 3. Hot leg natural circulation stream flows.

leg nozzle (1), the steam generator end of the hot leg (2), and the inlet
to the steam generator tubes (3). At each of the locations, the hotter
fluid is flowing from the reactor vessel toward the steam generator outlet
plenum, and the colder fluid is flowing toward the reactor vessel.

The hot vapor entering the hot leg from the reactor vessel flows toward
the steam generator along the top of the pipe. As it flows, heat is
transferred to both the hot leg piping and the returning cooler fluid
stream. This heat transfer occurs in both the Westinghouse natural
circulation experiments [4] and calculations performed with the COMMIX
computer code [6]. There may also be some mass transfer between the two
fluid streams. The result is that Th 1 > Th 2: As the flow enters
the steam generator inlet plenum, some of it'mixes with the fluid in the
plenum and with the cold flow exiting from some of the steam generator
tubes. The mixing reduces the temperature of the steam entering the steam
generator tubes, and Th,3 < Th,2. Heat is transferred to the tubes as
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the steam flows through the steam generators. When the flow returns to
the inlet plenum, some of it mixes with the hot leg flow. This mixing
raises the temperature of the steam returning through the hot leg, so that
T 2 > .. 3. As the flow proceeds along the bottom of the hot leg to
ti reactor vessel, heat is being transferred from the hotter fluid above
into this cooler steam, and from this cooler steam to the hot leg pipe.
Whether these energy transfers result in a net heating or cooling of the
return flow has not been quantified, but the vapor temperature will
probably not change significantly along the bottom of the hot leg. Also
unaccounted for in this discussion is the effect of circumferential heat
transfer in the hot leg piping, in which heat would be conducted from the
hot upper part of the hot leg to the cool lower part.

Assuming a steady flow, the total energy transfer in the coolant loop is
the product of the hot leg mass flow rate, the average heat capacity of
the flowing vapor, and the temperature difference between the opposing
flows at the hot leg nozzle. The analyses associated with the
Westinghouse experiments showed that the hot leg mass flow rate is a
function of geometric parameters, the fluid density, and the square root
of the temperature difference (Th 1-Tc 1). Thus, the heat transferred
by the hot leg natural circulation flo, depends on the temperature
difference at the nozzle, and any interactions that tend to increase the
cooler vapor temperature will reduce the flow rate and the heat transfer.
Both the mixing in the steam generator inlet plenum and heat transfer from
the hotter vapor above act to increase the temperature of the returning
vapor.

Similarly, the heat transfer in the steam generator tubes is the product
of the mass flow rate through the tubes, the average vapor heat capacity,
and the temperature difference (T3 3-Tc ). The heat transfer in the
tubes will be affected by interactions that alter either of these
temperatures. Again, the mixing in the inlet plenum tends to reduce
Th,3, thereby limiting the heat transfer in the steam generators.

Now consider the case in which there is no mixing in the steam generator
inlet plenum. The hot vapor temperatures in the hot leg will change
little; a lower temperature in the cooler vapor will increase the amount
of heat transferred between the opposing flow streams slightly. However,
Th 3= Th ,. The higher temperature fluid entering the steam
genierator' tubes will result in increased heat transfer to the tubes. The
absence of mixing also means that T12= T 3, so that the flow
returning through the hot leg is colder. §ince the flow is driven by the
temperature difference between the hot and cold fluid streams in the hot
leg, the mass flow will increase. The higher mass flow rate will increase
the heat transfer in the loop, slowing the core heatup. The higher steam
generator tube temperatures will also change the relative energy
deposition between the hot leg and the tubes, with more energy being
transferred to the tubes.

Mixing in the steam generator plenum is a controlling phenomenon for the
hot leg natural circulation flow. It limits the mass flow in the hot leg
by increasing the temperature (and lowering the density) of the vapor
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returning from the steam generator along the bottom of the hot leg. It
limits the heat transfer in the steam generator by reducing the
temperature of the hot vapor entering the tubes. While accurate modeling
of the mixing is important in providing a realistic simulation of the hot
leg flow behavior, it is also clear that neglecting the mixing in the
steam generator inlet plenum in the analyses will yield steam generator
tube temperatures and hot leg mass flow rates that are higher than would
be expected in an actual transient.

The primary structural consideration associated with the hot leg
countercurrent flow is the integrity of the steam generator tubes. Steam
generator tubes are very thin compared to the loop or surge line piping,
and are therefore quickly heated if exposed to high temperature vapor.
Should the tubes fail, a direct path outside of containment (through the
steam line relief valves) becomes available to any fission products
carried in the coolant.

Loop Flow. Should the loop seals clear of liquid during the transient and
the water level in the lower part of the RPV drop below the core barrel,
loop natural circulation would be reestablished. In contrast to the
natural circulation that occurs following the initial reactor coolant pump
coastdown, the fluid flowing through the coolant loops would now be
superheated vapor. Loop natural circulation flow is a buoyancy-driven
one-dimensional flow with heat addition in the core and heat rejection
primarily in the steam generators. However, in this situation heat would
be transferred to the piping throughout the coolant loops. Because of the
resulting large vapor density differences and the height of the steam
generators, this flow is generally large enough that it disrupts any
multidimensional natural circulation flows that might exist.

The high flow rate and large amount of metal structures available as heat
sinks result in a much slower core heatup. The slower heatup rate could
result in complete oxidation of the cladding before any of the Zircaloy
melts. Fuel rod relocation would be delayed for several hours. Failure
of the piping anywhere in the RCS is possible, although the steam
generator tubes would be particularly susceptible because they are much
thinner than the hot or cold legs. Heating of all the piping will also
tend to reduce the extent of fission product retention in the RCS.

Surrv TMLB' Simulations

In the SCDAP/RELAP5 analysis of a TMLB' sequence in the Surry nuclear
power plant [1], a best-estimate simulation was performed to assess event
timings. Table 1 lists those timings up to core heatup. A subsequent
core heatup calculation was run by restarting the base case at 160
minutes. Results from that calculation are listed in Table 2, which shows
that pressurizer surge line failure was predicted at 246.3 minutes. A
series of nine sensitivity calculations was then performed, beginning with
the same initial conditions at 160 minutes (the beginning of core
heatup). Parameters that were varied included axial power profile, steam
generator inlet plenum mixing, piping heat loss, upper plenum crossflow
resistance, and core crossflow resistance.
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Table 1. Sequence of events up to core heatup for the base case

Event

Transient initiation

PORV cycling begins

Steam generators dry

Hot legs reach saturation

Loop natural circulation flow ends

Core heatup begins

Time (min)

0

82.9

85.4-90.3

120.9

129.9

159.8

Table 2. Sequence of events for the base case

Event

Calculation begins

Center channel oxidation begins

Middle channel oxidation begins

Two-phase liquid level below core

Outer channel oxidation begins

Center channel fuel rod cladding fails

Middle channel fuel rod cladding fails

Outer channel fuel rod cladding fails

Pressurizer surge line fails

Center channel fuel rod relocation begins

Middle channel fuel rod relocation begins

Outer channel fuel rod relocation begins

Calculation ends

Time (min)

160.0

185.3

186.1

190.2

192.6

223.4

225.3

241.3

246.3

248.0

248.8

250.0
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The RCS failure time and location were fairly insensitive to the
parameters varied in the sensitivity calculations. The surge line was
predicted to fail in all of the calculations except in one case, where the
hot leg failed shortly before the surge line. In the sensitivity
calculations, failure of the surge line occurred within 13 min of the base
case time of 246.3 min in all but one of the cases. For that particular
sensitivity, no steam generator inlet plenum mixing was modeled. That
appears to be an unrealistic bounding assumption.

The details of the SCDAP/RELAP5 simulations are contained in Reference 1.
Additionally, the results are consistent with those obtained with other
codes. A logical question can be asked: If the existing experiments
support robust natural circulation, and calculations modeling that
circulation predict ex-vessel failure, then why did the surge line not
fail during the TMI-2 accident? Examination of leadscrews from TMI-2 [7]
indicate that upper plenum periphery temperatures were well below those
that would threaten structural integrity. It follows that ex-vessel
temperatures would be even lower. While the TMI-2 accident was in many
ways very different from a TMLB' sequence, a widely accepted explanation
of the apparent lack of severe accident natural circulation has not been
published.

To help resolve the question of the likelihood of natural circulation
during a PWR severe accident and whether it will cause an ex-vessel
failure, a project is under way to assess the pertinent phenomena and
relevant data base. The first part of that project involved a review
meeting of technical specialists [8]. During that meeting, the phenomena
judged to be important to severe accident natural circulation were
identified. Table 3 summarizes those phenomena. The accident was divided
in two phases. Phase I was defined as the early core heatup phase, with
the potential for some fuel rod ballooning, but no significant hydrogen
production or geometry disruption. Phase II was defined as the core
damage portion of the accident. Additionally, phenomena were identified
as being important based on system location. For that, the RCS was
divided into in-vessel and ex-vessel (hot leg, surge line, and steam
generator) regions. Important boundary conditions included PORV cycling,
pump seal leakage, and loop seal conditions. A key observation was that
time-dependent flow resistances and noncondensible gas stratification and
heat transfer were deemed important. These two areas were not simulated
well in the Westinghouse tests, nor are they calculated well by the
codes.

Currently, an independent evaluation of the Westinghouse data and
applicable NRC-sponsored codes is being performed regarding their
capabilities to characterize these phenomena.

3. INTENTIONAL DEPRESSURIZATION

The likelihood that natural circulation will result in a temperature-
induced failure of the RCS prior to lower head (or penetration) failure
from corium attack can not currently be quantified with sufficient
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Table 3. Important phenomena during natural circulation cooling

Phase I - In-Vessel

Assumptions:

1. Fuel rod geometry intact
2. Core partially uncovered
3. No significant hydrogen generation
4. Pressurizer is drained
5. Hot leg flow is a boundary condition
6. Core power and distribution is a boundary condition

Phenomena:

I .
2.
3.
4.

Convective heat transfer - core plus upper plenum
Radiative heat transfer - core plus upper plenum
Flow resistances - core and upper plenum - includes
Hot leg entrance phenomena

ballooning

Phase I - Ex-Vessel Hot Leg Countercurrent Flow, PORV Closed

Assumptions:

1. Pressurizer is drained
2. Loop seals are intact (water filled)
3. Vessel - hot leg region provides flow boundary conditions
4. RCS - containment have ambient heat transfer boundary conditions

Principal Phenomena of Concern:

1 .
2.
3.

4.
5 .
6 .
7 .

Surge line mixing
Steam generator inlet plenum mixing
Steam generator secondary side heat transfer and other fluid
conditions (i.e., pressure leakage, etc.)
Hot leg turbulence (non-dimensional evaluations)
Hot leg countercurrent flow
Hot leg circumferential heat transfer in pipe
Vapor-to-structure heat transfer

.*. 1
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Table 3. continued

Phase II - Ex-Vessel Hot Leg Countercurrent Flow, PORV Closed

Assumptions:

Same as Phase I hot leg, countercurrent flow.

Phenomena:

Same as Phase I - hot leg, countercurrent flow but has additionally:

8. Noncondensible gases - stratification and heat transfer
9. Fission product behavior

Other Natural Circulation Cases

Other generic flow cases were addressed. However, because of either low
probability of occurrence or more obvious flow patterns, they were handled
in a less structured format. These include:

Phase I. II - Ex-Vessel - PORV Open

Similar to above cases except flow patterns in the surge line would
be overwhelmed by flow out the surge line.

Phase II - In-Vessel

Similar to Phase I In-Vessel except the defined fuel rod geometry may
be lost, hydrogen generation may be significant, the in-core flow
resistance characteristics will be time dependent, and noncondensible
gases may influence the vapor-to-structure heat transfer and flow
patterns.

In-Vessel. Pump Seal Failure LOCA

These involve backflow out the cold leg to the failed pump seals.
In-vessel flow involves bypass flow to the outside of the downcomer
and thence out the cold leg.

Loop Circulation

This flow would be very efficient in providing core cooling but could
not occur unless the water seal at both the lower lip of the core
barrel and the reactor coolant pump suction loop were cleared. The
review group judged that the probability of this was low.
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accuracy that this failure can be relied upon to prevent DCH. For this
reason, intentional depressurization of the RCS is being studied as an
accident management strategy. Results to date [9] have been obtained for
the Surry nuclear power plant using simulated TMLB' conditions. These
results indicate that intentional depressurization using the PORVs and
upper head vent can reduce the pressure to a sufficiently low value that
DCH could be mitigated. To reliably accomplish this depressurization, the
Surry Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) would need to be modified so
that the functional restoration procedure that initiates depressurization
would be entered during a TMLB' sequence. In addition, systems that
support the long term operation of the PORVs during a station blackout,
for example the batteries and air to operate the valves, would need to be
modified to extend the time over which they are effective. A remaining
step in the Surry evaluation is to examine how the risk is changed by
intentional depressurization, including the potential effect of steam
explosions resulting from relocation of the core material at low
pressures.

A project is currently under way to evaluate the capability of all current
PWRs to intentionally depressurize through application of the Surry
depressurization results to other plants. The first step in this program
is to identify plant parameters that are important for depressurization,
such as plant geometry, systems parameters and plant capacities, and
setpoint parameters. These parameters will be used to group PWRs and to
relate the capability of plants in these groups to the Surry
capabilities. For example, the relative capacity of the PORVs is expected
be important in determining how representative the Surry depressurization
results are for other PWRs. If there are groups of plants where the Surry
results are not applicable, additional depressurization analyses may be
necessary.

Extension of Results to Other Plants

Plant differences that could strongly influence the success of intentional
depressurization would be associated with the plant hardware or with the
plant operations. Although the effect of plant operations can be very
important, this effect has not been evaluated. It is known that many of
the plants designed by Westinghouse would be expected to have procedures
with a structure similar to the Surry procedures. It is also recognized
that procedural changes could be made to ensure the success of intentional
depressurization if plant specific analysis indicated that current
procedures were not adequate.

Hardware parameters that are considered to be important influences on
intentional depressurization include: (a) PORV characteristics, (b)
pressurizer, surge line, and relief valve piping characteristics, (c)
plant support system capabilities, and (d) accumulator capacity and
injection setpoints. It is recognized that other plant characteristics
such as steam generator type and core characteristics (control rod
material, power profile, etc.) may each influence depressurization, but
these influences were judged to be smaller than those listed above. As an
example of the expected results, a brief discussion follows on the
potential effect of the PORV size on depressurization at plants other than
Surry.
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The flow capacity of the PORVs would have a major effect on the capability
of a PWR to intentionally depressurize. Scaling studies for small break
loss-of-coolant accident experiments have shown that power or volume
scaling would be appropriate to preserve the timing of the
depressurization when scaling PORV sizes between PWRs. The equation for
power scaling PORV flows from Surry to other PWRs could then be written:

Ms PS

mp Pp

Where m is the mass flow rate of the fluid through the PORV, P is the
plant thermal power, and the subscript s denotes Surry and p denotes other
PWRs. A similar equation could be written for volume scaling with the
ratio of system volumes replacing the power ratio. Information on the
PORV capacities, power and volumes were collected for about twenty-five
PWRs. The results are most easily visualized if the relief capacity of
each plant is plotted as a function of power and an equivalent Surry
relief valve size is plotted as a line that represents the relief valve
capacity that would be scaled to Surry at the corresponding value of
power. The equation of this line is:

Pplot
mplOt = ms X p

P5

Where the "plot" subscript denotes the values plotted as a line. The
results for the power scaling approach are shown in Figure 4. A similar
approach was taken for volume scaling and is shown in Figure 5. Table 4
lists the plant abbreviations in these two figures.

The results on Figures 4 and 5 provide an indication of the expected rate
of depressurization of PWRs when compared to that calculated for Surry,
assuming equivalent plant system conditions and operations. The flow
capacity of the head vents were not accounted for in these comparisons
since they are generally very small compared to the PORV capacities.
Plants that are above the Surry Power or Volume Scaled lines would
generally be expected to depressurize more rapidly than Surry. It would
therefore be expected that, unless there were plant differences other than
system power or volume that would significantly affect plant behavior
during a TMLB' sequence, these plants could be depressurized prior to
vessel failure. Since the Surry calculation represents only one PORV
capacity for one plant, there is no way to determine the effect of a
smaller PORV size on the capability to successfully depressurize prior to
vessel failure. Therefore, no conclusions for the success of
depressurization can be reached for points that lie below the lines on
Figures 4 and 5. It would be expected that the likelihood of successful
depressurization is less for plants that are the greatest distance below
the line, if all other conditions are similar to Surry. It is interesting
to note that the majority of the plants that fall below the line tend to
cluster in three groups: (a) large four loop Westinghouse designed
plants, (b) Combustion Engineering designed plants that have PORVs, and
(c) Babcock and Wilcox designed plants.
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Table 4. Key to abbreviations for Figures 4 and 5

Abbreviation Plant Name

ANOI Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1
AN02 Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2
BRA Braidwood Unit 1
BVI Beaver Valley Unit 1
BYR Byron Unit 1
CC1,2 Calvert Cliffs Units 1, 2
CookI Donald C. Cook Unit 1
Cook2 Donald C. Cook Unit 2
CP1,2 Comanche Peak Units 1,2
DB Davis-Besse
FAR Joseph M. Farley Unit 1
FtC Fort Calhoun
GIN Robert E. Ginna
HN Haddam Neck
KEW Kewaunee
MIL2 Millstone Unit 2
MIL3 Millstone Unit 3
MY Maine Yankee
OC01,2,3 Oconee Units 1,2,3
PAL Palisades
PB1,2 Point Beach Units 1,2
PI1,2 Prairie Island Units 1,2
PV1,2,3 Palo Verde Units 1,2,3
ROB H. B. Robinson Unit 2
SAL Salem Unit 1
SEA Seabrook
SH Shearon Harris
S01 San Onofre Unit 1
S02 San Onofre Unit 2
S03 San Onofre Unit 3
StLl,2 St. Lucie Units 1,2
SUM Virgil C. Summer
TMI-1 Three Mile Island Unit 1
TP3,4 Turkey Point Units 3,4
TRO Trojan
WAT Waterford Unit 3
ZI1,2 Zion Units 1,2
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In addition to the capacity of the PORV, the design of the PORY may also
have an influence on the capability to depressurize to pressure levels
equivalent to those calculated for Surry. The PORYs for Surry are air
actuated valves. Some PORVs in use at other plants are actuated using an
electrically operated pilot valve to expose an internal valve area
(similar to a piston) to the RCS pressure which essentially drives the
valve open. Since all of the PORVs are spring loaded, some PORV designs
rely only on the system pressure to overcome the spring force to open the
valve and to hold it open. If the pressure in the system falls below a
certain value, the force on the piston may not be sufficiently large, and
in some valve designs the spring can force the valve to close. Closing of
the PORV at an elevated pressure would definitely result in a plant
response that was different than predicted for Surry. However, since a
rise in pressure would be expected to reopen the PORV, this feature may
not significantly affect the capability to successfully depressurize.
Whether depressurization was successful would depend on the magnitude of
the pressures at which the PORV closed and reopened. These values would
be dependent on the valve design and should be evaluated for plants with
this type valve.

4. GENERIC EVALUATION

The two mechanisms described above, natural circulation and intentional
depressurization, are potentially important in depressurizing the primary
system to reduce the threat of DCH. This is illustrated through an event
tree formulation which attempts to quantify the conditional probability
that the different mechanisms will reduce pressure sufficiently to avoid
DCH. Figure 6 contains the major elements of interest. The first branch
is entered following a core melt with the RPV at high pressure. For the
sake of discussion, a reasonable number for this probability is 1.OE-04.
"Passive" mechanisms (requiring no operator action) that could
depressurize the RPV sufficiently include a very large pump seal loss-of-
coolant accident/leak, a stuck-open relief valve, and temperature-induced
structural failure caused by natural circulation. Given current
understanding, the contribution of the passive mechanisms to the reduction
of DCH risk is relatively small. In fact, 0.45 is considered to be a
reasonable number for the combined conditional probability (CP)
representing the failure of depressurization. The contribution of these
mechanisms is due, in part, to large uncertainties involved with the
natural circulation process. When results from the ongoing research are
available, the number may go up or down. Intentional depressurization,
however, has the potential to significantly reduce the risk from DCH. The
study of TMLB' at Surry [9] indicated that the probability of the failure
of the operator to initiate depressurization is <0.08 if there is more
than twenty minutes available to perform diagnosis. It is entirely
possible that the failure probability could be reduced even farther and
that a reasonable value could be 0.001 with clear procedures, training,
and reliable instrumentation and equipment. Extension of the Surry
results to other PWRs will allow broader statements regarding the
effectiveness of intentional depressurization.
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Figure 6. A simplified containment event tree illustrating typical depressurization mechanisms
and their relative effectiveness.
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ABSTRACT

This paper has as its focus, the uncertainties associated with potential
severe accident management schemes. These include uncertainty in key
phenomena, in operator behavior and in systems and instrumentation. Several
recommendations are made concerning viable accident management strategies
in the face of uncertainty.

INTRODUCTION

Severe accident management can be defined as the use of existing and or alternative
resources, systems and actions to prevent or mitigate a core melt accident. Together with
risk management (e.g. changes in plant operation and/or addition of equipment) and
emergency planning (off-site actions), accident management provides an extension of the
defense-in-depth safety philosophy for severe accidents.

A significant number of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) have been completed,
which yield the principal plant vulnerabilities, and can be categorized as a) dominant
sequences with respect to core melt frequency, b) dominant sequences with respect to
various risk measures, c) dominant threats which challenge safety functions, and d) dominant
threats with respect to failure of safety systems. Severe accident management strategies can
be generically classified as a) use of alternative resources (i.e. air, water, power), b) use of
alternative equipment (i.e. pumps, generators), and c) use of alternative actions (i.e. manual
depressurization and manual injection).

For each sequence/threat and each combination of strategy there may be several
options available to the operator. Each strategy/option involves phenomenological and
operational considerations regarding uncertainty. These include a) uncertainty in key
phenomena, b) uncertainty in operator behavior, c) uncertainty in system availability and
behavior, and d) uncertainty in information availability (i.e. instrumentation).

This paper has as its focus, uncertainties associated with severe accident management
strategies for Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs).
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IN-VESSEL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Phenomenological Uncertainties

In-vessel accident progression can be subdivided into core uncovery, core heatup and
oxidation, relocation of fuel, formation of a corium pool in the core, core slumping into the
lower vessel head, formation of a debris bed in the bottom head, and vessel failure. During
core heatup and oxidation, large uncertainties exist with respect to: fuel shattering when
water is added to the overheated core, hydrogen formation, columnar buckling, melting and
relocation of control rod materials, clad ballooning and rupture, and physical characteristics
of core debris.

During fuel relocation, uncertainties exist with respect to melt initiation and
progression, blockage formation, corium pool and crust formation, rupture of steam
generator tubes and failure of the surge line. The phenomenological uncertainties with
respect to in-core corium pool formation result from incoherence, freezing and remelting,
and the failure mode of the crust supporting the pool. In case the core slumps, the
phenomena with very large uncertainty are: the size (large versus small) of the pour,
localized failure of the core support plate, steam explosion/steam spike, and size and shape
of solidified core debris. For a molten pool in the lower vessel head, uncertainty exists with
respect to location of vessel failure and melt ejection mode.

Though considerable uncertainties exist with respect to core degradation and the
consequences of water addition to the vessel under severely degraded core conditions, it is
generally agreed that water should be added to the vessel as soon as it is made available to
the operator. The rate and timing of injection may be important under certain conditions.
These conditions can only be identified through numerical simulation of the involved
physical processes and the system behavior. However, the modeling of such phenomena as
quenching of a very hot debris bed and rate of hydrogen production was identified as
deficient in several of the available codes.

The question of depressurization of the primary system during a severe core damage
accident is important. Depressurization would not only reduce the direct containment
heating (DCH) threat, but would also increase the number of systems that could be made
available to the operator to inject water into the vessel. However, a major concern is that
the probability of occurrence of steam explosions increases as the pressure drops below 25-
30 atmospheres.

2. Key Actions and Uncertainties

Injection of water, control system pressure via feed and bleed, and depressurization
of the primary and/or secondary side are considered to be key operator actions. But the
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operator may be handicapped because of the large uncertainties that exist with respect to
the state considerations of the plant and the response of the reactor system to a given
action. These uncertainties result from loss of instrumentation during a severe core damage
accident and the limited understanding we have of the physical processes. The water
injection rate and timing of injection may also contribute to uncertainties in the response
of the system.

3. Availability of Key Systems, Instrumentation and Information

Safety and non-safety grade plant systems as well as additional sources of water such
as water from a fire hydrant will be available to the operator. Most of the containment
instrumentation should function, but only some, if any, of the instrumentation in the
core/reactor vessel will be available to the operator. Thus inferences with respect to the
plant state will have to be drawn by cross correlating the limited information available from
the instruments (an area worthy of investigation) or from other indicators (mass/energy
balances, etc.). During the event, the operator will be assisted by the Technical Support
Center (TSC) staff which will have at its disposal the results of simulated system behavior.

Large uncertainties will exist with respect to the determination of the plant state from
the available instrumentation. Reliability of the functioning instruments will also be of
concern. Because of the lack of reliable information, the operator may not know how much
time he has available to take a particular action, and how the system response compares to
what should be expected after a certain action has been taken.

4. Negative Consequences Actions

The two most important actions the operator will perform are the depressurization
of the system and the addition of water. Both of these actions can lead to enhanced
hydrogen production, a pressure spike due to rapid generation of steam and hydrogen, steam
generator rupture, and to an increased potential for steam explosion. Consequently steam,
hydrogen and fission products will be released into the containment, which in turn will
increase the pressure and temperature in the containment. The identified action will also
influence the subsequent progression of the accident through core shattering and RCS
boundary failure.

EX-VESSEL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Introduction

The two types of strategies receiving principal attention are addition of water to the
primary system and addition of water to the containment. Uncertainties in operator action
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related to situations where only a limited supply of water is available, where there was a
choice between borated and unborated water, where there was a potential for recriticality
with unborated water, and a potential for inducing a violent hydrogen burn with belated use
of containment spray is also discussed.

2. Uncertainties in Operator Action

a. How does the operator know if part or all of the core is outside the vessel, and if it
is in the vessel cavity?

b. How does the operator know when and if the ex-vessel core debris is quenched (and
not attacking the concrete)?

c. How does the operator know enough about conditions in containment to be
confident that it is wise to turn on the containment sprays?

d. If enough water (borated or not) is available, should the operator always try to flood
the containment up to the top of the lower pressure vessel head?

e. Given a significant concern about impending containment failure due to
overpressure, and no filter, should the operator deliberately release fission products
while trying to control the pressure by venting? When? How?

3. Assessment Tools

a. Knowledge of location of core and core debris (in or ex-vessel). In principal, the
following should give an indication that the lower vessel head has failed and core debris is
entering the vessel cavity:

1) Wide range pressure gauge in containment
2) Containment temperature
3) Containment radiation monitor
4) Hydrogen concentration

All of these parameters should show an increase upon vessel failure. However, if the
hole in the vessel is small, or for some other reason, the rate at which the molten material
leaves the vessel is limited, similar, albeit not-identical sensor changes could possibly occur
due to failure of the primary system elsewhere, e.g., the pressurizer surge line. Analysis to
quantify anticipated changes in P, T, H2 and radiation levels as a function of core condition,
amount and rate of molten material exiting from the vessel, and pressure vessel cavity
conditions might be useful to see if general operator guidance can be developed.
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Except for the steam explosion issue, if the operator had a means of pumping borated
water available, he should give priority to adding at least lOOOg/min. to the vessel, if the
equipment so permitted. If the vessel was breached, this water should get to the cavity
where it was next wanted. This water addition to the vessel should be done whether the
operator knows where the core is, or not.

If a greater flow of borated water was possible (and this was measurable) the
additional flow should be diverted to the containment.

b. How does the operator know If the ex-vessel core debris is quenched? There are
no quick measurements which seem to be available to answer this question. If the corium
is attacking concrete, the CO/CO 2 concentrations in the containment should be changing
and are measurable, albeit not easily or frequently. The hydrogen concentration might also
be increasing, but this could be for other reasons, at a local H2 monitor. It may be possible
to take containment atmosphere samples and look for specific isotopes. Study is required.

c. Should containment sprays be turned on with large concentrations of hydrogen
present? It is suggested that a detailed dynamic examination of the kinetics and
thermodynamics of the interaction of core spray with containment atmosphere heavily
loaded with steam and hydrogen might show that enough water remained mixed with the
hydrogen that detonation did not occur. Analysis of this problem is recommended to
provide a better perspective on reality of enabling a hydrogen detonation. In the ice
condenser, the problem may be more complex, due to the lower ultimate containment
failure pressure.

d. Should containment be flooded to a level above pressure vessel bottom? If
enough water were available, borated or not, the containment could be flooded to the top
of the lower vessel head as soon as core damage appeared inevitable, in an effort to retain
the molten core in the vessel if possible. This step requires calculations on its efficacy, if
achieved, and potential adverse effects have to be evaluated. Both may be plant specific.
Possible adverse stress effects on the vessel from cavity flooding with the primary system at
pressure should be evaluated, as well as other piping in the primary/secondary system due
to overcooling.

The use of non-replenishable sources of water for flooding the vessel cavity requires
evaluation in terms of possible adverse effects, e.g., a later shortage of water sources, should
recirculation capability be lost. An additional uncertainty arises from the potential that with
continued cooling by highly borated water, boric acid might precipitate out and plug cooling
paths, leading to a delayed, aggravated situation. Study of this issue is required.
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3. Other Comments

Some other diagnostic instruments which might be useful for some of the strategies
include the following:

a) Pressure vessel cavity water level monitor,
b) Containment sump level indicator.

It is suggested that energy balance calculations (over a time period of several hours)
might provide additional insight. However, further analysis is needed to ascertain if and
when such calculations would be meaningful and useful.

4. Conclusions

It is concluded that it is likely that the operator will have to respond without
complete knowledge that his actions have established a safe, stable state. However, the
uncertainties regarding safe, stable states are not debilitating and would be mitigated by
assuring cooling and heat sink capabilities over a long time, and monitoring containment
conditions with active continuing participation by the accident management team. The
relatively long time (10 or tens of hours) before containment integrity is challenged for large
dry PWRs should provide a considerable interval in which needed systems might be
recovered.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions to be drawn from this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. As a severe accident progresses from initiation at core uncovery through melting,
slumping and vessel attack, to vessel failure; and then from penetration of the vessel
to concrete attack, the uncertainties in terms of phenomena, availability of key
systems and instrumentation, and operator behavior, will increase.

2. During the in-vessel progression, water should be added whenever and wherever
possible. The key issues are rate of water addition and primary system
depressurization. Depressurization:

a) increases the number of potential water sources available, and
b) reduces the threat of direct containment heating (DCH); but it also
c) increases the probability of a steam explosion.
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3. During the in-vessel progression stage of a severe accident, in-core instrumentation
will be lost. The operators will have to rely on containment instrumentation when
applicable, and computer simulation by the Technical Support Center (TSC) staff.

4. During the transition between the in-vessel and ex-vessel progression, the operators
and TSC staff will not know where the molten core is. If the water supply is limited,
the key question is whether or not water should be injected into the primary system
or into the containment via the sprays?

5. The major ex-vessel considerations are:

a) pre-flooding the cavity up to the bottom head to prevent vessel failure,
b) knowing when, and if, the core debris is quenched,
c) turning on the sprays in a steam inerted containment when there is significant

hydrogen present,
d) deliberate venting of the containment (without a filter) if failure is imminent.

It is suggested that:

a) a pressure vessel cavity water level monitor and
b) a containment sump level indicator

might prove useful for some accident management strategies.

6. From a fission product view point, sequences such as interfacing systems loss of
coolant accidents (V-sequences) and steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) accidents
lead to direct paths for release. Water addition should always help, depressurization
could make releases worse. It was concluded that accident management does not
stop if the containment fails, or isolation is lost. Sprays and foams could still mitigate
the consequences of containment failure.

7. Judicious use of computer codes and models is essential if severe accident
management is to be viable. At present, there is a tendency to a priori determine
the course of an accident, including the effects of accident management. A key issue
is whether or not there is a need to improve the codes to the point most uncertainty
is removed, and at what cost? Or would the operators and TSC staff use their
knowledge of the plant, irrespective of what the codes indicate?
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Abstract

Brookhaven National Laboratory, under the auspices of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, is investigating accident management
strategies which could help preserve containment integrity or
minimize releases during a severe accident. The objective is to
make use of existing plant systems and equipment in innovative ways
to reduce the likelihood of containment failure or to mitigate the
release of fission products to the environment if failure cannot be
prevented. Many of these strategies would be implemented during the
later stages of a severe accident. The identification and assessment
process for containment and release strategies is described, and
some insights derived from its application to a BWR Mark I plant are
presented here.

1. Background

The experience accumulated from Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
analyses indicates that a cost effective means of reducing severe accident risk
even beyond its current low levels can be effected by licensees supplementing
plant operating procedures with additional guidance for severe accidents, that
is, by planned management of severe accidents. While minor hardware
modifications may in some cases be necessary to implement the resulting
procedural changes or additions, much can be accomplished through innovative use
of already existing plant systems. Such an approach to risk reduction is
preferable to one which relies on significant, and therefore costly, hardware
modifications or additions.

In March 1990 Brookhaven National Laboratory published NUREG/CR-5474,
"Assessment of Candidate Accident Management Strategies" [1]. In this document
a set of candidate accident management strategies, previously identified from
various Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and industry reports, such as NUREG-
1150 (2], were assessed to provide information to individual licensees for
consideration when performing their Individual Plant Examinations. The emphasis
of the strategies assessed in NUREG/CR-5474 was on preventing or mitigating core
damage, i.e., to arrest the accident progression in-vessel. The effects of the
strategies considered were generally well understood and many of the strategies
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were found to be already implemented at some plants.

Currently, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), under the auspices of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, is investigating accident management
strategies which could help preserve containment integrity or minimize releases
during a severe accident. The objective of this BNL program is to make use of
existing plant systems and equipment in innovative ways to reduce the likelihood
of containment failure or to mitigate the release of fission products to the
environment if failure cannot be prevented. Many of these strategies would be
implemented during the later stages of a severe accident, i.e. after vessel
breach, and sizeable uncertainties exist regarding some of the phenomena
involved. A majority of the strategies identified go well beyond existing
procedures and often depend on the specific containment type. In the BNL program
strategies for all of the five different containments used in the U. S. are being
considered: BWR Mark I, Mark II, and Mark III, as well as PWR ice condenser and
large dry containments. The two containments reviewed to date are the BWR Mark
I [3] and the PWR ice condenser [4] containments.

The remainder of this paper presents, in an abbreviated form, a
description of strategy identification and assessment as well as some of the
insights from the BNL investigation of containment and release management
strategies for a Mark I plant, documented in Reference 3. In Section 2 the
strategy identification and assessment process is described. In Section 3 a
station blackout sequence for a BWR Mark I plant is outlined and the application
of various management strategies at different stages of the sequence are
discussed. Section 4 provides a more detailed discussion of a subgroup of the
strategies considered in Section 3, i. e. containment venting strategies.
Section 5 contains a brief summary.

2. Identification and Assessment

For each containment type the most likely challenges are identified and
existing emergency guidelines and procedures are reviewed to see how they address
these challenges. Where needed and when possible, new strategies are devised.
The feasibility and effectiveness of these new strategies are assessed, allowing
for the complicated phenomena and associated uncertainties involved. Both
beneficial and adverse effects of the suggested strategies are considered. The
additional strategies are evaluated for consistency with existing procedures and
for practicality in terms of available resources of personnel and equipment. For
both the identification and assessment of strategies maximum use is made of
available existing information from such sources as NUREG-1150, other PRA's, as
well as industry and NRC reactor safety reports. The assessments also describe
the indicators regarding plant status that the operators can realistically
expect to have during a severe accident and which would enable them to implement
a strategy and monitor its results.

As part of the identification process challenges and relevant strategies
are systematically identified and grouped via the development of safety objective
trees for the containment under analysis. These trees start from a safety
objective which is maintained by certain safety functions. The functions are
threatened by particular challenges via a number of mechanisms. Each mechanism
can be addressed by one or more strategies. The tree developed by this process
for the Mark I containment is illustrated in Figure 1. For example, one safety
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objective for all containments is preventing containment failure. This objective
is met by the safety functions of containment integrity control, containment
pressure control, and containment temperature and thermal attack control.
Containment pressure control can be challenged by rapid pressurization or slow
pressurization. In a Mark I containment, slow pressurization can result via the
mechanisms of noncombustible gas buildup, mass and energy addition, gas burning,
or loss of heat rejection. Strategies which address gas burning, for instance,
are: maintaining an inert atmosphere, venting to control gas concentration,
spraying, or diluting of the atmosphere.

Once a comprehensive list of challenges and strategies has been established
the strategy assessment must take into account the effect of accident phase and
previous history on strategy implementation. Strategies for similar challenges
may vary depending on the accident stage during which the challenge occurs, or
different factors may become important for a strategy during different accident
phases. For instance, different considerations may apply depending on whether
the strategy is implemented before core melt, during core melt, in preparation
for vessel breach, during the ex-vessel phase, or during the radiological release
phase of the accident. For example, venting is an important containment and
release strategy for BWR's. However the implications for venting are very
different for "clean" venting than for post core-melt venting. Under some
circumstances clean venting can be used to control containment conditions prior
to fuel damage to prevent emergency core cooling system (ECCS) failure. For post
core-melt venting at least three different "strategies" can be identified with
different concerns regarding diagnostics, downside risks, human factors, etc.
These depend on whether (1) venting is done early to reduce containment pressure
in anticipation of a large pressure increase resulting from vessel breach, (2)
venting is required later in the accident due to slow pressurization from core-
concrete interaction, or (3) venting via the wetwell is used to provide fission
product scrubbing to reduce emissions from a containment leaking under pressure.

To account for the factors alluded to above, accident management strategies
are best assessed in the context of the sequences (or sequence categories) during
which they may occur. Engineering judgement must be employed in selecting the
type and number of sequences used for strategy assessment. Assessing every
strategy under all credible circumstances (even if these are assumed to be known)
would require the investigation of a very large number of sequences. There are
obviously practical limitations on the number of sequences to be considered and
the addition of new sequences after the first several will yield quickly
diminishing returns.

To assess the containment and release strategies for each containment type
a set of sequence categories was selected that would assure: (1) all identified
challenges to safety functions were covered, (2) potential failures of safety
systems were considered, and (3) sequences with the potential for high
consequences were included. For the Mark I containment, the sequence categories
selected based on these objectives consisted of station blackout, ATWS, LOCA,
loss of containment heat removal, and isolation failure. These provide a range
of the accident characteristics which need to be considered such as: The initial
condition of the reactor and the containment at the inception of the accident,
the speed of accident progression, and the availability of major safety systems.
Of course the identified strategies are not only applicable to the sequences used
for assessment. The strategies may often be beneficial under other conditions as
well, although the circumstances surrounding those conditions may need to be
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accounted for in strategy implementation.

The actual strategy assessment process consisted of the following steps:

1) Accident sequences were selected during which the identified
challenges and associated mechanisms could arise.

2) How the existing Emergency Procedure Guidelines address these
challenges was considered.

3) Where possible, and if necessary, appropriate additional strategies
were suggested to address the challenges.

4) The feasibility and effectiveness of these strategies was discussed,
taking into consideration the complicated phenomena and the
uncertainties involved.

5) The added strategies were evaluated for consistency with existing
guidelines and for practicality in terms of human factors and
available resources.

To illustrate the strategy assessment process the following section
discusses the application of some potentially beneficial containment and release
strategies during a station blackout sequence in a BWR Mark I plant.

3. Application of Strategies During Station Blackout in a Mark I Plant

Station blackout sequences are initiated by a loss of all off-site and on-
site ac power. This leads in a Mark I BWR to the loss of all active engineered
safety features except the steam powered High Pressure Core Injection (HPCI)
system and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system. Both high pressure core
cooling systems require dc power for operation. Core damage develops when the
high pressure core cooling systems cease to work, either from depletion of the
station batteries or due to a saturated pool if the suppression pool is the water
source for the systems. The latter failure possibility can be avoided if the
operator uses the Condensate Storage Tank (CST), or an alternate water supply,
as water source for the systems.

Figure 2 is a schematic of the containment pressure history for a
particular station blackout sequence in a Mark I plant. The figure is useful as
a reference for the following discussion.

In the calculation of this sequence it is assumed that the high pressure
core cooling systems fail because of battery depletion six hours after the
initiation of the accident. (Battery life could be extended, to more than ten
hours, by shedding nonessential loads. This will increase the probability of
recovery but also results in higher containment pressure and temperature at
battery depletion due to increased decay heat over the additional time period.)

The timing of key accident events is important to assess the probability
of successful strategy implementation involving operator actions. As shown by
the typical values of Figure 1, core melt starts at about 4.5 hours after the
termination of core injection; vessel breach occurs approximately 1.5 hours after
core melt; and containment failure occurs at about 3 hours after vessel breach.
This timing depends on the assumptions used in the calculation, such as the
cladding oxidation rate, and variations in reactor conditions, such as whether
the reactor is depressurized or whether there is a stuck-open safety relief valve
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(SRV). Results obtained from a number of calculations with a variety of
assumptions and reactor conditions [5,6,7,8,9] give the following time window
ranges: (1) core melt starts approximately 2 to 5 hours after battery depletion,
(2) vessel breach occurs at about 1 to 2 hours after core melt, and (3)
containment failure, from high temperature or high pressure, occurs at about 3
to 12 hours after vessel breach. Early containment failure from direct
containment heating (DCH) or drywell liner melt-through (DLMT) may occur at the
time of vessel breach.

For convenience the accident time history in Figure 1 has been divided into
a number of phases. It starts with a "very early" phase which begins at accident
initiation and extends to the beginning of core melt. This is followed by an
"early" phase which covers the period from the start of core melt until just
after vessel breach. The "late" phase lasts from shortly after vessel breach
until several hours to a day later. Releases due to containment failure may
occur near the end of the late phase but could occur as soon as the vessel fails
with an early containment failure.

3.1 Very Early Phase

After the loss of all plant ac power the decay heat is removed by the steam
turbine driven high pressure core cooling systems and discharged into the
suppression pool. This will result in a temperature rise in the suppression pool
due to the loss of pool cooling capability. A slow pressure and temperature rise
in the containment atmosphere will also occur due to the evaporation of the water
in the suppression pool and the heat transfer from the high temperature primary
system. The Primary Containment Control Procedure of the plant will be entered
early in the accident, probably due to high suppression pool temperature since
torus temperature is the only containment instrument available in many Mark I
plants during station blackout conditions. (A typical entry condition is a torus
temperature of 950F). However, containment related actions by the operators are
unlikely at this time since there is a of lack of containment pressure and
temperature data and containment safety equipment such as the fan coolers and the
Residual Heat Removal System are unavailable. When the suppression pool
temperature exceeds the heat capacity temperature limit (HCTL) for high reactor
vessel pressure (approximately 160*F at 1000 psi), the operator will depressurize
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) according to the HCTL curve to a pressure level
that still allows the operation of the high pressure core cooling systems
(approximately 150 psi). There is no challenge to containment integrity before
battery depletion and a full recovery of plant systems is possible if ac power
can be regained.

After the depletion of plant batteries, control of the SRV and the turbine
driven high pressure core cooling systems will be lost, and the RPV pressure will
again increase until the SRV setpoint is reached and an SRV blowdown occurs. The
reactor pressure vessel continuously loses coolant through SRV operation and
eventually the core is uncovered.
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3.2 Early Phase

After core uncovery core degradation begins followed by increasing core
damage as more coolant inventory is lost through the SRV's. The hydrogen and
other non-condensible gases being generated in the overheated core also pass
into the suppression pool at the SRV set-point pressure, possibly causing
significant suppression pool loads. Eventually, as core melt continues, molten
core materials will reach and attack the reactor vessel boundary, resulting
finally in vessel breach.

The blowdown of high pressure steam and non-condensible gases at vessel
breach will result in a large containment pressure increase. Although this
pressure increase alone may not always cause early containment failure, there are
mechanisms that may cause containment failure at or shortly after vessel breach.
They are direct containment heating (DCH), which may fail the containment by
rapid containment pressurization, and drywell liner melt-through (DLMT), in which
the spreading hot corium melts through the containment steel shell. Once
initiated, these mechanisms can rapidly result in containment failure and,
therefore, any strategy that is intended to mitigate their effects should be
carried out well before vessel breach, especially since the timing of vessel
breach is so uncertain.

After core melt but before vessel breach, containment pressure may reach
the setpoint for containment sprays but operator action is again not expected
because containment status indications are still lacking and the containment
spray system is still inoperable. Even with a containment pressure indication
(attainable under station blackout (SBO) conditions in some Mark I plants, e.g.,
Browns Ferry) and an alternate water supply available, containment sprays are not
likely to be used at this stage under present guidelines since the immediate
challenge to containment integrity is not likely to be very severe, and the
emphasis is still on core cooling. According to current containment control
guidelines an alternate water supply should be used for containment spray only
if the primary containment pressure limit (PCPL) is reached otherwise it can be
used for spray only if it is not needed or useable for core cooling. An example
of an alternate supply not useable for core cooling might be a fire water system,
cross-connected to the residual heat removal (RHR) system, which has an
insufficient pressure head for core injection after battery depletion and the
associated RPV pressure increase. This fire water could therefore be used for
the containment spray system, even under present guidelines, to flood the reactor
pedestal region and the drywell floor.

Such prior flooding could be of benefit in mitigating some of the
challenges presented by the mechanisms described above which occur at vessel
breach.

The probability of drywell liner melt-through may be reduced by flooding
the reactor pedestal region and drywell floor before vessel breach, and
continuing water addition to the corium after vessel breach. In cases where
containment liner melt-through does occur, fission product release from the
containment can be reduced by wetwell venting to reduce containment pressure, and
thus the driving force for fission product release at the time of melt-through.
The total amount of radioactive materials released will be reduced due to the
fission product scrubbing capability of the suppression pool and fission product
deposition along the vent path.
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While a DCH pressure failure can best be avoided by maintaining the RPV at
low pressure before vessel breach, if this is not possible the effect of DCH may
also be moderated by reducing the initial containment pressure via containment
spray. Sprays may also provide additional heat sinks for the dispersing core
debris although at present a pressure increase due to droplet vaporization cannot
be ruled out. In addition early wetwell venting can also reduce containment
pressure by releasing a part of the containment atmosphere through the
suppression pool. This has the added benefit of retaining some of the fission
products in the suppression pool.

3.3 Late Phase

Assuming the containment has survived the threats associated with vessel
breach, a number of mechanisms will produce challenges to the containment
subsequently. The energy and non-condensible gases generated from core concrete
interaction (CCI) produce significant thermal and pressure loads on the
containment. The containment may fail either by thermal degradation of
penetration seals or containment structural materials, from the pressure load,
or a combination of both. It is therefore important to control both the
temperature and pressure of the containment atmosphere.

The most effective way to control the loads from CCI is to succeed in
quenching the corium. Again assuming an alternate water supply has been made
available (or AC power has been restored) this may be achieved by keeping the
corium submerged with water, supplied either via the drywell spray or through
core injection. Although there are questions about whether CCI can be terminated
by submerging the corium in a pool of water, adding water should at least lessen
CCI. In addition a pool of water on top of the corium will provide aerosol
scrubbing and reduce the amount of fission products released from the CCI by
aerosol scrubbing.

The containment will fail from excessive pressure if containment cooling
cannot be restored in time or if the amount of non-condensible gases generated
in CCI exceeds the containment capacity. To prevent containment pressure
failure, the current BWR emergency procedure guidelines call for containment
venting when the containment pressure reaches the primary containment pressure
limit (PCPL). Since the batteries are depleted, the required Control Room
pressure indication will be unavailable and successful implementation of this
strategy must rely on alternate pressure indications, such as readings from a
mechanical pressure gauge. Manual operation of the vent path valves is also
required because all electric power sources have been lost. The environmental
conditions in the vicinity of the primary containment, where manual operation of
the vent valves is performed, are likely to be very harsh at this time. The
discharge of the hot and highly radioactive containment atmosphere to the reactor
building after valve opening presents a severe threat to the plant personnel
performing this task, and may drastically reduce the chance for successful
completion. An additional safety risk arises from the possibility of a hydrogen
burn in the reactor building.

In order to make containment venting a practical severe accident management
strategy for SBO sequences, the above problems of hazardous environmental
conditions associated with carrying out the venting procedures manually should
be addressed and resolved, perhaps by using a dedicated power supply to operate
some valves remotely.
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3.4 Release Mitigation

If containment failure cannot be prevented there may still be opportunities
to mitigate the resulting fission product release. If the containment failure
occurred early, i.e. at vessel breach, due to rapid containment pressurization
from DCH or mass and energy addition, or by DLMT this will result in the most
severe fission product release: The containment is likely to fail in the drywell
at high pressure, the break size is likely to be large, and CCI will be in
progress. Without any mitigating measures the amount of release of radioactive
materials from the containment will be significant. The only opportunities left
for preventing or reducing fission product release to the environment occur in
the reactor building, via its natural retention capability and in some cases via
the actuation of the reactor building fire sprays. The fission product release
from the containment continues after the initial discharge as a result of energy
and mass addition to the containment atmosphere from decay heat and CCI.

If the containment survives the challenges at vessel breach, containment
failure may still result from the longer term thermal or pressure loads or a
combination of both. A containment rupture will result in a significant initial
puff release of fission products. If a containment pressure failure is
prevented, without containment temperature control containment leaks may develop
due to the thermal degradation of the containment penetration seals. The fission
product release will depend on the containment failure mode, and so will the
severe accident management strategies that are employed.

If all plant electric power remains unavailable at this stage of an SBO
accident, there is not much the operator can do to manage the accident. Most of
the actions that could be used to mitigate the consequences of the accident
should have already been performed, as discussed previously. The only system the
operator can perhaps control is the reactor building fire protection system if
manual control is available and if the fire spray has not been activated
automatically by the high temperature discharge from the break. However if ac
power is restored, a not unreasonable assumption since approximately 15 hours
have passed since the initial blackout, other strategies are also feasible.

With power restored, wetwell venting and water addition can still play
important roles in reducing radiological releases. Other systems that have the
potential to reduce the release of radioactive materials to the environment are
the reactor building (RB) itself, the reactor building fire protection system
(FPS), and the standby gas treatment system (SGTS). If the containment has been
flooded previously, this would also achieve some fission product control.

If the containment failure takes the form of a drywell leak and the leakage
area is small, the containment will remain at pressure and the fission products
will be released slowly, but continuously, from the drywell. Wetwell venting can
reduce the driving force for fission product release, i.e., containment pressure,
and via fission product scrubbing in the suppression pool, reduce the total
amount of radioactive materials released to the environment.

Should the containment failure mode be a leak, fission product release can
also be reduced if the leak area can be identified and flooded. The leakage flow
from the containment atmosphere will then pass through a pool of water where some
of the fission products will be retained in the pool.
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At this stage operators will try to add water to the core debris once a
water source is available. However, adding water to hot corium will produce a
pressure increase in the containment from corium-water interaction and could
result in a puff release of fission products to the environment or further
aggravate containment leaks. The decision on when and how to deliver water to
the corium may depend on the status of off-site evacuation, plant information and
analytical predictions regarding the effects of water addition. The availability
of plant information and the safety equipment required for water addition depends
on the previous course of the accident at the time of ac recovery.

Water addition via containment sprays can be used to scrub fission products
from the containment atmosphere and thus reduce fission product releases. The
sprays are most necessary and useful when a containment leak or rupture exists
and wetwell scrubbing is ineffective, either because of insufficient drywell to
wetwell pressure differential or a suppression pool bypass.

Whether there is sufficient information for appropriate spray management
is uncertain and may depend on the previous accident progression to the time of
recovery. The operators may need additional instructions to initiate the drywell
spray because of uncertainty in the conditions limiting the operation of drywell
spray. The drywell spray initiation criteria and limiting conditions specified
in the existing BWR guidelines may not be sufficient to make spray decisions at
this time.

Since the containment is already breached, it is important to avoid the
potential adverse effects of sprays such as containment de-inerting. A de-
inerted atmosphere can result in hydrogen burns in the containment which may
further damage the containment, or cause a puff release of fission products to
the environment. Spray management will depend on plant status information and
predictions of containment response to containment spray actions.

Fission product retention in the primary system, the suppression pool, and
on containment structures is more effective if these elements can be maintained
at a lower temperature. Containment sprays using cool water, either from the use
of RHR heat exchangers or from alternate cool water sources, can be utilized to
achieve this purpose.

The Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) may be available after ac power
recovery. It can be used to remove fission products from the reactor building
atmosphere by HEPA and charcoal filters. It may also be desirable to discharge
the release from a higher location, such as the off-gas stack if possible.

Although the HEPA filters of the SGTS are likely to fail in a severe
accident from aerosol plugging, the charcoal bed adsorption efficiency may still
be maintained. The operation of the SGTS may be desirable even in the case when
both HEPA and charcoal filters fail because of the paths and release point
associated with the SGTS.

The SGTS may become inoperable if the fire dampers are closed in response
to the high temperature of the discharge from the containment break. It may be
desirable to set the fire damper closing temperature at a point such that the
SGTS will continue to work under severe accident conditions but is still
protected from possible fire damage.
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On the negative side the operation of the SGTS may reduce the residence
time of fission products in the reactor building and, in the event of a loss of
system filters, accelerate the fission product release.

The reactor building (RB) fire spray can reduce the release of radioactive
materials to the environment. If possible the spray should be actuated manually,
after containment failure if it has not been actuated automatically by the high
temperature of the break flow. The effectiveness of the fire spray in achieving
fission product retention depends on the design of the system: An area spray
design which covers an entire area of the RB is more effective than a curtain
spray design which prevents the spreading of fire from one area to another.

The diesel driven part of the fire spray system does not depend on plant
electric power and may be triggered automatically by the high temperature in the
reactor building. However, remote manual actuation, if available, may need plant
power. Local manual actuation may not be practical because of the hazardous
condition in the reactor building when this strategy is needed. Manual operation
of the fire spray system, when all plant power is lost, is further complicated
by the loss of all normal reactor building radiation and temperature monitoring
systems. Furthermore, the water source of the fire spray system may have been
used as an alternate water supply for core cooling or containment spray.

There can be adverse effects associated with use of the RB fire spray: It
will condense the steam in the reactor building and increase the possibility of
an early hydrogen burn in the reactor building. Continuous operation of the
reactor building fire spray may flood the areas where safety-related equipment
is housed. This raises the possibility of a common-mode event disabling
equipment in the flooded areas which could otherwise be useful subsequent to
power recovery.

Finally the possibility of primary containment flooding should be
mentioned. Primary containment flooding is part of the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) control guideline in the BWR EPGs (Contingency #6) [10]. The guideline
calls for flooding the containment up to the top of the active fuel (TAF) level
of the reactor core and thus provide cooling water to the core. While it may be
first applied as an in-vessel strategy, its use also mitigates fission product
release from the containment by keeping the core materials, both in and out of
the vessel, submerged and providing a water pool for fission product scrubbing.

As a strategy for controlling fission product release, it can be used to
maintain the plant in a long term stable condition even after significant plant
damage from an accident. This flooding may be initiated early in an accident (as
compared with most of the containment strategies discussed here) because it is
part of the RPV control guidelines in the EPGs. To flood the containment, the
suppression pool makeup system is initiated to rapidly add a large quantity of
water to the containment, and all available systems that take suction from
sources outside the containment are started to deliver water to the containment.
Contingency #6 of the EPGs describes in detail the systems, water sources, and
procedures to be used to fill the containment. Estimates by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory of the amount of water needed to flood the drywell to cover the RPV
bottom head in a Peach Bottom type of containment show approximately 1.5 million
gallons are needed. Note that previous wetwell venting would increase the amount
of water needed, since less gas would be trapped in the wetwell atmosphere space.
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Plant systems and instrumentation in the containment may be submerged and
damaged. The addition of a large quantity of water to the containment will
increase the containment load by increasing containment pressure as a result of
a reduction in containment airspace volume, and a hydrostatic load from added
water level. The decay heat will also raise containment pressure steadily and
the drywell vent paths needed to reject this energy may be flooded. Instrument
taps in the containment may be submerged and the effect on instrument readings
should be considered.

4. Mark I Containment Venting Strategies

Among the containment and release strategies discussed above the
possibility of containment venting was mentioned several times during the
description of the accident progression.

The current BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) [10] call for
containment venting as a means to prevent a containment pressure failure. The
BWR EPGs prompt the operator to carry out containment venting before the
containment pressure reaches the primary containment pressure limit (PCPL).
However, the discussion of Section 3 suggested that during a severe accident
containment venting could also be used to good effect for other reasons than to
prevent exceeding the PCPL. These other uses are: (1) to prevent containment
pressure failure at reactor vessel breach by reducing the base containment
pressure before vessel breach, and (2) to reduce the total amount of fission
products released to the environment by suppression pool scrubbing even after the
loss of containment integrity.

In addition containment venting could be enhanced if criteria for
initiation of venting were based not only on containment pressure, but also on
the rate of containment pressure increase.

4.1 General Venting Considerations

Whenever the primary containment is intentionally opened during the course
of an accident certain considerations apply regardless of the reasons for
venting.

In all cases operator actions needed to carry out the containment venting
strategy include (1) determining that the condition for venting initiation has
been reached, (2) determining the vent paths to be opened, (3) defeating the
containment isolation valve interlocks (This step needs the assistance of an
auxiliary operator to obtain the necessary equipment and make the needed
temporary terminal connections.), and (4) opening the valves from the control
room. Step 4 requires ac power. In the case of an SBO event ac power is not
available and the auxiliary operator must open the valves manually wherever the
valves are actually located in the plant. Step 1, determining venting initiation
conditions, requires availability of instrument indications, especially pressure
readings. Typical pressures and temperatures for instrument qualification are
approximately 70 psia and 350'F, respectively [11]. The actual environmental
conditions in a severe accident when this strategy is called for may be harsher
than the qualification conditions, particularly if CCI has been in progress for
some time. In a station blackout (SBO) sequence, the control room indication of
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containment pressure is lost after dc power is depleted. This is the most likely
time period when containment venting would be needed. Therefore, for SBO
alternate pressure indications, such as mechanical pressure gauges, are required
for a successful implementation.

Possible adverse effects of containment venting include an unnecessary
fission product release in those cases where containment integrity could have
been maintained without venting. The amount of fission product release from
venting depends on its timing with respect to core damage and vessel breach.

Venting may also cause the loss of ECCS pumps due to insufficient net
positive suction head (NPSH) from the reduction of containment pressure combined
with a high suppression pool temperature. This problem may be avoided by
switching the pump suction from the suppression pool to an alternate source
before venting.

The vent valves, once opened, may not reclose successfully when required
later. The performance of the vent valves is especially important if
intermittent venting is employed. The vent valves may experience some plastic
deformation or even fail during the opening and closing process because the
valves involved may not have been designed for this particular purpose. This
deformation or failure may result in a varying amount of containment leakage
depending on whether the valves reseat improperly or suffer a complete inability
to reclose.

Duct work which might be used for some of the vent paths outside the
primary containment may fail and the vented flow will enter the reactor building
directly. This may create a very harsh environmental condition in the reactor
building and impair the functioning of important equipment in the reactor
building, which is normally qualified for less severe environmental conditions.
If hydrogen is released from the primary containment in this way it may burn in
the reactor building, which is not inerted. This may damage reactor building
structures and also adversely affect equipment performance.

Finally, venting may lead to containment de-inerting and should be
terminated before de-inerting occurs.

The time available for the necessary venting actions plays an important
role in the feasibility of the strategy, as do environmental conditions if manual
opening of the valves is required. For the Peach Bottom plant the time required
to successfully carry out the procedure is estimated to be about 30 minutes for
both TC1 and TC2 ATWS sequences[9], where power is available but many vent paths
must be opened, and about 2 hours for the station blackout sequences where power
is unavailable [9]. The environmental conditions such as heat and radiation
level may be too high for the operators to manually open the valves, although
this is highly plant dependent. For instance, a human reliability analysis for
the Peach Bottom plant [9] estimates the success probability for manual
containment venting after vessel breach for the TB1 station blackout sequence to
be zero because the duct work in the reactor building is predicted to rupture
and the radiation and temperature environment near the 18-inch wetwell exhaust
valves will be lethal (The radiation is estimated to be about 12000 rads/hr) [9].
For ATWS, where time available is shorter and more vent paths need to be opened,
the same analysis estimated that the success probability of venting is 0.7
because with power available venting can be accomplished quickly and remotely.
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4.2 Early Wetwell Venting to Prevent Containment Pressure Failure at vessel
Breach

This strategy differs from current BWR EPGs in that the PCPL is not
reached, and not in danger of being imminently reached at the prevailing rate of
pressure increase, when venting is initiated in this strategy. The purpose of
venting at a lower pressure is to reduce the initial containment pressure, in
anticipation of a sudden, large pressure increase associated with a high pressure
vessel breach, and thus prevent catastrophic early containment failure. If
containment failure is inevitable even with reduced initial containment pressure,
such as may occur due to direct containment heating (DCH) or an early drywell
liner melt through (DLMT), this strategy may still have some benefit. It can
reduce the total amount of fission products released to the environment because
that part of the fission product inventory accumulated before vessel breach will
be passed through the suppression pool and scrubbed.

Since the timing of vessel breach remains a highly uncertain issue this
strategy would have to be implemented based on time from injection failure and
available indications from in-vessel instruments. The strategy may be helpful
during sequences in which the containment reaches significant pressure well
before vessel breach. The application of the strategy would also be based on
previously established analytic models and predictions regarding the effect of
vessel breach on containment loads under a variety of conditions.

Early venting, when the containment atmosphere is relatively clean,
combined with the use of the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS), will reduce
containment pressure and not increase fission product release to the environment
significantly. However, its effectiveness is limited by the capacity of the
SGTS.

For cases where the release of radioactive materials is more significant,
either from a venting rate exceeding the SGTS capacity due to the required
greater pressure reduction rate, or the loss of SGTS function due to the harsh
environmental condition created by the vented gas, early venting is less
desirable unless there is a strong indication that it is required to prevent
early containment failure.

Since this strategy involves engineering judgements and analytic
predictions, the decision to implement this strategy should rely on the Technical
Support Center (TSC) for technical recommendations. The operator will be
reluctant to carry out this strategy once a considerable fission product
inventory has accumulated in the containment unless there is explicit and
unambiguous guidance. If fission product inventory is relatively low, it would
be relatively easy to make a decision on small scale early venting through the
SGTS which would keep the off-site radioactivity release rate within allowed
limits.

4.3 Venting to Prevent Containment Pressure Failure

This strategy would be carried out when the primary containment pressure
and/or the containment pressure rise rate reaches pre-determined limits, i.e. the
primary containment pressure limit (PCPL). Current venting guidelines in the BWR
EPGs state that the primary containment will be vented before its pressure
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reaches the PCPL, even if the permitted off-site radioactivity release level is
exceeded.

The determination of the PCPL needs careful consideration because too low
a value may cause unnecessary release of fission products to the environment
while a higher value increases the potential for containment failure or the
inability to activate vital safety equipment [12]. The challenge to containment
integrity by containment pressure is determined by the balance between the energy
input rate to the containment and the energy removal rate via containment venting
(and other containment heat removal mechanisms if they are available). Therefore
the size of the vent path chosen (assuming this can be varied) and the time for
the initiation of venting should be a function of both the rate of pressure
increase as well as the actual pressure: a rapidly rising pressure may require
venting at a lower pressure and with a larger total vent area than a slower rate
of increase. Some individual plants already include pressure rate considerations
in their venting procedures.

Presently there is no guideline in the BWR EPGs on when to reclose the vent
path(s). It would be desirable that guidelines, based on pressure
considerations, be provided for vent reclosing to minimize the release of fission
products.

Depending on the accident sequence in progress, the PCPL may be reached in
any phase of the accident. For instance containment venting may be required
before core melt in some ATWS sequences. The venting area needed for successful
mitigation of an ATWS sequence is likely to be very large. The total effective
venting area available in the plant (which may be considerably less than the
cross-sectional area of the pipes and ducts of the vent paths) should be
evaluated to assure that it is sufficient for containment pressure control.
Since the fission products in the containment atmosphere are relatively low
before core melt begins, the major concern during such an early vent case is the
effect of the high temperature and high flow rate discharge on the reactor
building structural integrity and on reactor building equipment. The fission
product release will be more severe if containment venting is used after vessel
breach. Reactor building retention, including the use of the SGTS and the fire
spray, becomes more important for these cases.

4.4 Wetwell Venting for Fission Product Scrubbing

Drywell leakage from a combination of pressure and temperature loading is
very possible in the later stages of some severe accidents [13]. The driving
force for fission product release is the pressure in the primary containment.
Even though this pressure may be below the PCPL, and may not be increasing
quickly, wetwell venting may be called for. Such venting will reduce the driving
force and provide fission product scrubbing through the suppression pool and thus
reduce the total release of radionuclides to the environment.

This strategy may be called for when the radioactivity in the reactor
building or off-site is abnormally high (e.g., exceeding the maximum safe
operating limit) but the containment remains at pressure. The need of the
strategy is indicated by the history of the accident progression (e.g., whether
there is a core melt or a vessel breach) and the numerous radiation monitoring
instruments in the reactor building and off-site.
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To avoid unnecessary venting there must be a clear indication that con-
tainment leakage from the drywell exists before this strategy is carried out.
There are normally sufficient number of area radiation and temperature monitoring
instruments in the reactor building to determine the approximate location of the
leak. However, the instruments in the secondary containment are generally
qualified for environmental conditions much less severe than those in the
containment. Therefore the environmental conditions near the leak may be harsher
than those of equipment qualification. In addition, the radiation and
temperature monitoring systems will not be working during an SBO event.

5. Summary

In the previous sections an approach for the systematic identification and
assessment of containment and release management strategies has been presented
and illustrated by applying it to a BWR Mark I plant.

Clearly opportunities exist to apply containment and release strategies
during the various phases of a severe accident to mitigate many of the challenges
to the containment and to reduce fission product release.

The strategies considered involve only existing plant systems and require
only small or no hardware modifications. Therefore they have the potential for
providing a cost effective way of achieving additional risk reduction.
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FAILURE OF PWR-RHRS UNDER COLD SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM THE PKL TEST FACILITY

R. M. Mandl, K.J. Umminger, J. v. d. Logt
Siemens AG, Erlangen, FRG

The Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) of a PWR is designed to
transfer thermal energy from the core after plant shutdown and
maintain the plant in cold shutdown or refuelling conditions for
extended periods of time.

Initial reactor cooling after shutdown is achieved by dissipating heat
through the steam generators (SGs) and discharging steam to the
condenser by means of the Turbine Bypass System (TBS). When the
reactor coolant temperature has dropped to about 160 'C and
pressure has been reduced to 30 bar the RHRS is placed into operation.
It reduces the coolant temperature to 50 0C within 20 hours after
shutdown.

The time margin for establishing alternate methods of heat removal
following a failure of the RHRS depends on the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) temperature, the decay heat rate and the amount of RCS
inventory. During some shutdown operations the RCS may be partially
drained (e. g. to perform SG inspections). Decreased primary system
inventory can significantly reduce the time available to recover the
RHRS's function prior to bulk boiling and possible core uncovery.

In the PKL test facility, which simulates a 1300 MWe 4-loop PWR on a
scale 1:145, a failure of RHRS under cold shutdown conditions was
performed. This presentation gives a brief description of the test
facility followed by the test objectives and results of this experiment.

Test Facility

As in all other comparable test facilities power/volume scalin with original
elevations was used. The scaling factor of 1:145 was determinedas the ratio of
the number of heater rods in the test bundle to the number of fuel rods in the
reactor.

The core power of 2.5 MWe is equivalent to 10 % of nominal rating. The limited
maximum pressure of 40 bar on the primary side means that certain types of tests
cannot be fully simulated. In this relatively large test facility distortion such as
excessive heat losses or boundary effects on flow are of considerably lesser
importance than they are in smaller facilities.
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As shown in fig. 1, the reactor pressure vessel is modelled by volumetrically
scaling the full height of the core and of the upper and lower plena. The
downcomer is modelled as an annulus in the upper region and continues as two
stand pipes connected to the lower plenum. This configuration permits reliable
determination of flow rates, provides adequate access to the test bundle
(intrumentation), and does not unacceptably distort the volume/surface
(water/steel) ratio. This is of importance with respect to the removal of stored
heat from the walls during cooldown.

The facility is the only large-scale integral test facility with 4 loops. Its
configuration allows, among other things, investigation of the individual effects
of multiple failures. The 4 loops are arranged symmetrically around the RPV
which means that the requirement for identical piping lengths and hence
recirculation period is fulfilled. The simulation of all 4 loops is essential in tests in
which asymmetrical behaviour (such as N2-distribution) is expected.

In many experiments main coolant pumps play an important role; the pumps in
PKL are equipped with speed controllers to enable any pump characteristics to be
simulated.

The following engineered safeguard systems are simulated on the primary
(fig. 2a):

- high-pressure safety injection system
- accumulators
- low-pressure injection system
- residual heat removal system
- volume control system
- pressurizer pressure control system (heating and spraying).

All these systems are an integral part of the PKL facility and are fitted with the
appropriate control equipment.

The secondary side, too, is simulated so that a wide range of PWR conditions can
be covered, fig. 2b.

Each of the 4 steam generators is equipped with 30 U-tubes of original size and
material. Allowance has been made for the different elevations (1.5 m) between
the tube with the smallest and largest bending radius. These different elevations
affect the behaviour on the primary (flow stagnation, transition to reflux
condensation) as well as condensation phenomena on the secondary
(condensation at reduced water levels).

Since the secondary is the main and in many cases the only heat sink available in
the postulated transients, special care was taken to ensure that the steam
generators and the connected systems were simulated as correctly as possible.
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This included:

- correct volume in the tube area
- simulation of the downcomer by 2 stand pipes (instrumentation, symmetry)
- water and steam dome volumes above the tube bundle
- flow limiter at the outlet
- feedwater system
- emergency feedwater system
- main-steam lines with all control features of the original systems.

The turbine and the condenser were not simulated; the outflowing steam is
dumped via silencers to atmosphere (open-loop system).

Extensive instrumentation of the test facility guarantees optimum use of test
results. Of the 1070 measuring points in the PKL test facility about two thirds are
on the primary and one third on the secondaries of the SGs.

To study the heat transfer mechanisms in the steam generator in general and in
single U-tubes in particular extensive instrumentation is required. In order to
measure the liquid level on the primary three U-tubes in each SG are equipped
with Ap-measurements on both the upflow and downflow sides. To be able to
identify heterogeneous behaviour in tubes of different elevations three
representative tubes in each SG were instrumented with Ap-cells as well as with
up to 20 thermocouples (TCs) along it's lenghts. Additional tubes are
instrumented with TCs only; altogether there are 200 TCs installed on the primary
and 100 TCs on the secondary of the 4 SGs.

Test Objectives

The main objective of the test was to determine the thermohydraulic response of
a PWR following a RHRS failure under cold shutdown conditions.

Of special interest were:

- pressure and temperature increase necessary to reach steady state
conditions under which the decay heat can be transferred to the secondary
of one operating SG

- steam nitrogen mixing and the underlying mechanisms
- heat transfer in the operating and isolated steam generators.

Initial Conditions

Primary:
A failure of the complete RHRS was postulated to occur approximately 30 hours
after shutdown with the plant in a steady state, the decay heat level being
P = 0.7 % (26 MW), core exit temperature 50 0C (122 OF) and primary pressure
p = 1.0 bar. The reactor pressure vessel head was still in place but the reactor
coolant system had been partially drained - the loops were 1/2 -filled with water
and the rest, including the SGs, with nitrogen.
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Secondary:
All SGs secondaries were depressurized to p = 1.0 bar; one of them (SG1) was
filled with water at nominal level of h = 12.2 m and T = 20 'C. The auxiliary feed
water system was available but not in operation. The remaining three SGs (SG2, 3,
4) were air-filled and isolated throughout the experiment.

Boundary conditions:

Secondary pressure:
The pressure on the secondary of SG1 was kept at or below p = 2 bar by opening
the TBS valve, the auxiliary feedwater system was used to maintain the liquid
level at its nominal value.

Decay power:
For technical reasons this experiment was carried out in the evening and when
after one hour into the experiment the pressure barely reached the value of
p = 2 bar the decision was taken to increase the decay power to P = 1 % and
thus speed up the experiment in order to avoid potential conflicts with working
hours legislation. After reaching a steady state some 4 hours into the test, the
power was lowered back to P = 0.7 % and a steady state at this power level was
established, too.

Low pressure injection (LPI):
Subsequently the Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS) was switched on until all
four loops were filled with subcooled water and the RHRS could be placed back
into operation.

Results

After the failure of the RHRS saturation temperature in the core is reached within
20 minutes, fig. 4. Steam production leads to formation of two-phase mixture
which reaches into the inlet plena of all four SGs. The upper head, upper plenum,
hot legs and water in the above components act as heat sinks for further 20
minutes before they, too reach saturation temperature, fig. 7. Thereafter steam
penetrates simultaneously into SG 1,3 and 4 and shortly afterwards into SG2. At
this transient stage they all act as heat sinks. The water-filled secondary of SG 1
offers a greater potential for condensation - it draws more steam than SG 2, 3 and
4. Due to the low steam density at near atmospheric pressure the steam velocity
atthe SG tubesheet is high enough to cause liquid holdup inside the tubes, fig. 8.

Efficient steam-nitrogen mixing takes place in the isolated SGs - the tubes'
temperature rises with rising core exit temperature. Figs. 4 and 5 show
the temperature histories of SG 3 which is representative of all isolated SGs.
The temperature of the U-tube inlet side is close to the primary saturation
temperature indicating low proportion of N2. The lower U-tube exit temperature
indicates higher concentration of N2. Condensation takes place along the entire
length of the tubes resulting in rapid temperature rise on the secondary, fig. 4.
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With the secondary side of the operating SG 1 being kept constant at p = 2 bar,
(T = 1 20'C) and decay power at P = 1.0 % a steady state on the primary is reached
at p = 6.6 bar, some 4 hours after the RHRS failure, fig. 3.
The secondaries (air and steel) of the isolated SGs approach asymptotically the
temperature level of about T = 150'C and their contribution as heat sinks
becomes negligible.

After lowering the decay power back to its original value of P = 0.7 % a new
steady state was reached at p = 5.8 bar. These steady state conditions could be
held for any length of time - they depend only on the availability of the auxiliary
feedwater supply.

When the RHRS was postulated as being operational again it could not be
switched on immediately as it would have drawn two-phase mixture from the hot
leg inlet nozzle. To restore subcooling on the primary the low pressure injection
system was switched on for a short period. The RHRS subsequently reduced the
core inlettemperature back to T = 500C within 40 minutes, fig. 4 and 5.

As far as extrapolating these results to a PWR is concerned it can be said that the
phenomena observed in this test - such as the initial formation of the two-phase
mixture which practically reached into the SGs, the surprisingly good steam/N2
mixing, the isolated SGs'function as a heat sink during the transient - are all valid
for a PWR.

The distribution of steel masses and above all heat losses cannot be simulated
exactly in a scaled down test facility. This affects the time period in which steady
state is reached (heat capacity of steel) and the attained steady state pressure
level (excessive heat losses constituting an additional heat sink).
It is estimated that in this experiment the deviation from ideal scaling did not
exceed + 20 % in the case of the primary steel masses, + 50 % in the case of
secondary steel masses and + 20 % of heat losses.
The disproportionately large influence of heat losses at low power levels was the
main reason why relatively high values of decay power (P = 0.7 % and 1.0 %)
were chosen.

Conclusions

Failure of the RHRS under cold shutdown condition was investigated in an
experiment carried out in the PKL test facility. It was shown that during the
heatup all parts of the facility act as efficient heat sinks - even the steel masses of
the air-filled SGs' secondaries. This is made possible by steam penetrating the
nitrogen-filled U-tubes. A temperature difference of AT = 40 K between the
secondary of one SG operating at p = 2 bar and the primary is required to reach a
steady state at a decay heat level of P = 1.0 %. This steady state was achieved
after the primary pressure rose to p = 6.6 bar approximately 4 hours after the
postulated RHRS failure.
The observed phenomena can be extrapolated to a full scale PWR - the
imperfections in modelling steel masses and heat losses can lead to small
deviations in the time period required to reach steady state conditions and the
maximum pressure level.
The results of this test demonstrate that failure of the RHRS under the given
conditions leads to a non-critical situation sustainable over a long period of time.
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ABSTRACT

Most previous Probabilistic Risk Assessments have excluded
consideration of accidents initiated in low power and shutdown modes
of operation. A study of the risk associated with operation in low
power and shutdown is being performed at Sandia National
Laboratories for a U.S. Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). This paper
describes the proposed methodology for the analysis of the risk
associated with the operation of a BWR during low power and shutdown
modes and presents preliminary information resulting from the
application of the methodology.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief overview of the work being
conducted at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) with regard to the identification
and quantification of accident sequences initiated in modes of operation other
than full power.

Traditionally, probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for nuclear power plants
(including those of the recent NUREG-1150 analysis [1]) have characterized the
risk associated with accidents initiated while the plant is in full-power
operation. This concentration of effort on full-power events was based on the
judgment that the level of risk associated with accidents that could occur during
full-power operation is greater than that associated with accidents that could
occur during the other modes of operation, such as low power and shutdown. The
primary justification for this claim appears to be that lower decay heat levels
are generally associated with these other modes of operation, so more time is
available to recover from adverse situations arising in these modes. However,
there are additional factors that could influence the risk associated with
accidents initiated during the shutdown modes. These factors include:

a This work is supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
is performed at Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated for the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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1. The greater need for operator actions to prevent core damage (due to
disabling of automatic safety systems during some of the shutdown
modes).

2. The increased unavailability of equipment due to planned maintenance.
(This results from the demand for high equipment availability during
power operation, which limits the amount and length of maintenance
activities that can be performed while the plant is at power.)

3. Lack of containment integrity caused by the opening of penetrations and
hatches. (These openings, which are allowed by Technical
Specifications, in many cases are necessary before the activities
planned for shutdown can occur.)

In addition to the above factors, the Chernobyl accident and other precursor
events [2] that have occurred during non-full-power operation have pointed to the
need for a study of the risk associated with accidents initiated during modes of
operation other than full power.

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

As a first step in assessing the risk associated with accidents initiated during
these other modes of operation, Sandia National Laboratories, at the direction
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, has begun an analysis of low-power and
shutdown accident sequences for a U.S. Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). The
objectives of the study are to:

(1) assess the frequencies of severe accidents initiated during plant
operational modes other than full power for a U.S. BWR;

(2) compare the estimated core damage frequencies, important accident
sequences, and other qualitative and quantitative results of this study
with those of accidents initiated during full-power operation; and

(3) demonstrate methodologies for accident sequence analysis for plants in
non-full-power modes of operation.

The scope of this project includes accidents initiated during the following five
modes of operation:

(1) low power (up to 15% power; identified as "Mode lL"),

(2) startup,

(3) hot shutdown,

(4) cold shutdown, and

(5) refueling (including fuel movement accidents that occur within a right
circular cylinder above the core).
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METHODOLOGY

Identification of Mode Change Initiating Events

The first step in estimating the risk associated with the operation of a BWR
during the above modes of operation is determining why the plant changes mode.
At first it may seem that this is an unimportant step, but knowing why the plant
had to change its operating state provides valuable information about the
availability or unavailability of systems that may be required to respond to an
(accident) initiating event while the plant is in a particular mode of operation.

By grouping into categories the reasons why a plant undergoes a controlled change
in operating mode, we arrive at a concept that can be identified as a "mode
change initiating event". This definition specifically excludes mode changes
that are necessitated by accident initiating events within a mode (e.g., any
transient initiating events occurring at full power that cause the plant to
scram). Potential sources of information that may be used to both identify and
quantify mode change initiating events include such things as:

(1) monthly operating reports summarizing the operating status of the
plant,

(2) operator log books, and

(3) Licensee Event Reports (LERs).

Identification of Plant States

The next step in estimating the risk is the identification of what can be called
"Plant States". These Plant States should be defined after examining the plant's
operating instructions for transitioning among the various modes of operation.
The major ingredient in the definition of a Plant State is the identification of
the systems that are normally expected to provide the necessary functions for
maintaining the plant within a particular mode of operation. Application of this
concept may result in the coalescing of two or more modes of operation into one
Plant State and/or the splitting of one mode of operation into more than one
Plant State.

Initiating Event Analysis

Ongoing with the above two steps is the process of identifying and quantifying
potential accident initiating events. In this study for some of the Plant
States, the criteria for identifying potential initiators will be the same as for
any full-power study: any disruption to the normal operation of the plant which
requires a rapid shutdown or trip of the plant. For the other Plant States an
initiator is any event which requires an automatic or manual response to prevent
core damage in the vessel. Using these definitions, information sources such as
LERs, operating instructions, and previous studies are reviewed to obtain a list
of potential initiators. These potential initiators are then quantified using
acceptable methods and any initiator with a frequency below the truncation level
of 1 x 10-8 is eliminated from further consideration.
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Remaining Steps

The remaining steps in the methodology parallel those used in most full-power
probabilistic risk assessments:

* determination of system success criteria,

* construction of event trees,

* construction of fault trees,

* quantification of accident sequences, and

* documentation of results.

Since this is the first study in the United States attempting to estimate the
risk (core damage frequency) due to the operation of a BWR in all modes other
than full-power, some means of prioritization of potential accident sequences was
thought to be necessary. This prioritization will take place during a Coarse
Screening Phase of this work.

This Coarse Screening Phase will use the detailed information obtained from the
steps up to and including construction of event trees, along with conservative
numerical estimates of the top events in the event trees, to quantify the
potential accident sequences for each Plant State. The results of this coarse
screening analysis will then be used to prioritize the remaining detailed
analyses.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Identification of Mode Change Initiating Events

Table 1 depicts the seven classes of mode change initiators identified so far by
this study. In addition, the table supplies current thoughts on whether the mode
change class will result in possible pre-existing unavailabilities for a mode,
i.e., whether the reason for the mode change involves unavailability of a system
(or systems) that might be used to mitigate an accident initiated in a subsequent
mode.

From an examination of Table 1 it can be seen that some of the classes may
require further breakdown in order to determine whether or not pre-existing
unavailabilities exist. For example, Class 2 might be divided into two
subclasses:

* subclass 2A - which imposes no pre-existing unavailabilities and

* subclass 2B - which does impose pre-existing unavailabilities.

The breakdown will depend upon which Safety Limit was violated and/or which
Limiting Condition of Operation was exceeded.
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CLASS POSSIBLE COMMENTS
PRE-EXISTING

UNAVAILABILITIES

1. Refueling No Planned Shutdown

2. Controlled Shutdown Yes Entry into Technical
required by Technical Specification Action
Specifications due to Statement(s) for systems
violation of Safety Limit required during post
or Limiting Condition of shutdown imposes
Operation unavailabilities. For

systems not required no
unavailabilities imposed.

3. Controlled shutdown No Missed SR does not imply
required by Technical known unavailability.
Specifications due to
missed surveillance
requirement (SR)

4. Controlled shutdown due Yes For example, Circulating
to failures in non Water System failures
Technical Specification render the Condenser
Equipment unavailable for Turbine

Bypass.

5. Preventive Maintenance No Nothing broken. If
broken goes in Class 2 or
4.

6. Change initiated in Yes Out of scope for this
response to accident study.
occurring during full
power operation

7. First time startup or Yes One time events conducted
final shutdown under controlled

conditions. Out of scope
for this study.

Table 1. Preliminary Classes of Mode Change Initiators
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Identification of Plant States

After examining the configuration of the plant in each mode of operation (using
Technical Specification requirements and plant-specific procedures), seven
preliminary Plant States have been identified. The seven Plant States are shown
in Figure 1.

Initiating Event Analysis

For each of the modes of operation, a preliminary list of initiating events (IEs)
with the potential to lead to core damage have been identified. At present, five
major groups of initiating events have been identified:

(1) transient events,

(2) loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) events,

(3) decay heat removal (DHR) challenge events,

(4) special events (e.g., criticality and loss of support system events),
and

(5) hazard events (i.e., internal fire and flood events).

The categories listed above are not expected to change; however, the number of
unique initiating events within a category may change as additional information
is obtained. In addition, work is in progress to parse the IEs into appropriate
Plant States. Table 2 presents the initiating events that have been identified
to date.

Remaining Steps

Many of the system success criteria will be the same as for a full power
analysis. For cases where full-power success criteria do not exist or are
inappropriate, success criteria will be determined using thermal-hydraulic
analyses.

Many of the necessary event trees have already been constructed. To date,
approximately 62 detailed event trees have been developed. These trees contain
approximately 2500 sequences. While many of these sequences do not lead to core
damage, the number of sequences that must be evaluated is quite large. This
large number of sequences is one of the driving forces behind the Coarse
Screening Phase of this project. This Phase will use conservative estimates for
the top events in the event trees in an attempt to prioritize the accident
sequences which must undergo detailed analysis. Those accident sequences which
require detailed analysis will be analyzed using the same steps as in a full-
power PRA, namely:

(1) construction of fault trees,
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Mode Plant State Comments

1L

11
2

3

Same as full power except for:
Rod positions
Turbine/generator on line
Recirc pump speed and FCV position
Number of feedwater pumps>500 psig DN 2

1 00 to 500 psig .p 3 D-OBelow LPCSLFPCI pressure permissive
FW off but condensate on
Turbine Bypass available

e.n

< 1 00 psig 4
RCIC unavailable (60 psig)
RHR on Shutdown Cooling (135 psig)
RWCU level control
Turbine Bypass unavailable

4 --sh. 5 0 Vent can be opened, level can be raised,
and can pass water through SRVs

5

Reactor Cavity not flooded ECCS operable per Tech Spec

Cavity flooded and Pools
Connected

7 ECCS can be Inoperable per Tech Spec

Figure 1. Preliminary Plant State Identification



INITIATING EVENTS MODES

IL 2 3 4 5
TRANSIENTS
Ti: Loss of Off-Site Power X X X X X
T2: Loss of Power Conversion System X X
T3A: Power Conversion System Available X X
T3B: Loss of Feedwater X X
T3C: Inadvertent Open Relief Valve X X

LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENTS (LOCAs)
A: Large LOCA X X X X X
Sl: Intermediate LOCA X X X X X
S2: Small LOCA X X X X X
S3: Small-Small LOCA X X X X X
Hi: Diversion to Suppression Pool X X X X
H2: Diversion to Condenser X X X X
J: LOCA in Connected System X X X X
K: Test/Maintenance-Induced LOCA X X X X

DHR CHALLENGE INITIATORS
ElA: Loss of Condensate (DHR) X X
ElB: Loss of RBR-Shutdown Cooling X X X X
E1C: Loss of RWCU (DHR) X
ElD: Loss of Alternate DBR System X X
ElE: Loss of RCIC X X
E2A: Isolation of Condensate X X
E2B: Isolation of RHR-Shutdown Cooling X X X X
E2C: Isolation of RWCU (RHR) X
E2D: Isolation of Alternate DHR System X X
E2E: Isolation of RCIC X X

SPECIAL EVENTS
Criticality Events:
T4A: Rod Withdrawal Error X X X X X
T4B: Refueling Accident X

Loss of Support Systems:
T5A: Loss of Standby Service Water X X X X
T5B: Loss of Turbine Building Cooling Water X X X X
T5C: Loss of Plant Service Water X X
TIAS: Loss of Instrument Air System T2 X X X X
TEP: Loss of Electric Power X X X

Other Events:
TORV: Inadvertent Open Relief Valve-Shutdown X
TIOP: Inadvertgnt Overpressurization X X X

HAZARDS EVENTS
Internal Fire X X X X X
Internal Flooding - X X X X X

1L = Mode 1, Less than 152 Power X = Applicable T2 = Included Under T2 Transient

TABLE 2. Preliminary List of.Initiating Events and Mode Applicability
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(2) determination of event probabilities or frequencies,

(3) quantification of sequences, and

(4) documentation of results.

CONCLUSIONS

A methodology to quantify the risk (core damage frequency) associated with the
operation of a BWR in modes other the full-power has been developed. Application
of the methodology is ongoing and results from the Coarse Screening Phase are
expected by the end of May, 1991.
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STATUS OF THE SURRY LOW POWER AND SHUTDOWN PRA*

T-L. Chu, W. Luckas, Z. Musicki, and R.G. Fitzpatrick

Department of Nuclear Energy
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Upton, New York 11973 U.S.A.

Abstract

The Surry low power and shutdown probabilistic risk analysis (PRA)
is an ongoing project at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) to
identify and quantify potential accident scenarios that may occur in
a pressurized water reactor (PWR) during low power and shutdown. It
was initiated as a result of various incidents and accidents that
have occurred within the United States and overseas. The project
involves review and evaluation of PWR experience at shutdown,
identification of accident scenarios, determination of methods to
mitigate the accidents, and performance a level 1 PRA. An evaluation
of accident progression, source terms and consequences has also been
initiated. The results will be used to address issues related to
shutdown conditions. The objective of this paper is to provide a
progress report on the project, and to present the approach used as
well as the preliminary results of the ongoing and completed tasks.

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

Traditionally, probabilistic risk analyses"[1 of severe accidents in
nuclear power plants have limited themselves to consideration of the set of
initiating events occurring during full power operation. However, some analyses
of accident initiators during low power, shutdown, and modes of plant operation
other than full power have been performed. These studies as well as the
Chernobyl accidentE2,3 and recent operating experience 41 at U.S. pressurized
water reactors suggested that risks during low power and shutdown could be
significant. As such, the analysis of the frequencies, consequences, and risks
of these accidents was identified as one task in the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff's study of the implications of the Chernobyl accident to U.S.
commercial nuclear power plants.

This project is an ongoing high priority effort at BNL that is expected to
continue for the next several years. This project is also closely coupled to a
parallel project for the Grand Gulf plant (BWR) being conducted by SNL. As the
project is ongoing and still in its early stages, this paper is necessarily
limited to a report of project approach, status and progress.

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Contract
DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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The major objectives of the project are:

*To assess the frequencies of severe accidents (including internal fires
and floods) initiated during operational modes other than full power operation
for a commercial pressurized water reactor, Surry; and

#To compare the estimated core damage frequencies, important accident
sequences and other qualitative and quantitative results of this study with those
associated with full power operation assessed in NUREG-1150.t"'

A follow-on project has been initiated at BNL which will combine the level 1
information with accident progression, source term, and offsite consequence
analyses to yield estimates of severe accident risks for Surry during plant
operational modes other than full power. These risk estimates will be compared
with the Surry full power risk estimates as presented in NUREG-1150.

TASK BREAKDOWN

The analyses will be performed in two phases. The first phase is dedicated
to producing preliminary level 1 results by using a coarse screening analysis.
Phase 2 will produce a final Level 1 PRA, which will be guided by the Phase 1
results. The Phase 1 results will be used to concentrate the effort among the
various operational modes, the dominant accident sequences and pertinent data
items according to their importance to core damage frequency. Table 1 is a
breakdown of the tasks for the two phases.

Approach and Preliminary Results

The typical approach used for probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) applies
equally well to a low power/shutdown study. In particular, to the extent
practical, attempts are being made to utilize the approach used in NUREG-1150t11
and the plant specific models developed 5 3 for Surry. Insights and experience
obtained from existing shutdown studies for pressurized water reactors (PWRs)"6
101 will be used to provide guidance for developing the Surry model.

PLANT FAMILIARIZATION

The most important feature of the study is a realistic characterization of
non-full-power operations of the plant. In particular, the various plant
configurations that can occur during an outage, and the modelling of the test and
maintenance activities need to be adequately addressed. Table 2 is a summary
list of plant information that has been collected thus far during the study.
Operating procedures provide details on the major activities during an outage.
The design change packages provide descriptions of the recent design changes
since the NUREG-1150t11 study was completed. The control room log books provide
accurate records of the activities. It is expected that plant trips and close
interactions with the operational personnel will be needed to ensure the PRA
model truly reflects the plant.

Definition of Plant Operational Modes(POMs)
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The scope of the study includes all operational modes defined in the Surry
Technical specifications including low power operation mode (with power below
15%). Table 3 summarizes the approach used in this study to define plant
operational modes. First, four types of outages were defined: refueling, drained
maintenance, non-drained maintenance with use of the residual heat removal system
(RHRS), and non-drained maintenance without use of RHRS. The POMs are defined
for each type of outage in terms of reactor criticality, time after shutdown,
reactor power, reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature, RCS pressure, and
reactor vessel level. The POMs are further characterized by the frequency of
outage, maintenance unavailability, shutdown activities and containment
integrity. Figure 1 represents a preliminary definition of the various POMs for
a refueling outage. It consists of 14 POMs depicting the evolution of the plant
through a refueling outage. Similar POMs are defined for other types of outages.

DETERMINATION OF THE APPLICABLE INITIATING EVENTS FOR EACH POM

Table 4 is a summary of the approach used in identifying initiating events.
The approach will ensure any initiating event or accident scenario that either
has occurred or has been identified will be taken into consideration. Surry-
specific design and operations will be used to determine the applicability and
likelihood of the initiating events. Initiating event analysis and event tree
development are strongly interrelated. Some iteration between the two processes
will be necessary.

The most important source of initiating events at shutdown is the
experience accumulated in the past. The Sequence Coding Search System (SCSS)E11U
is a computerized system based on Licensee Event Reports(LERs). It was used to
systematically search for experience data such as loss of RHR events at PWRs as
well as Surry-specific events. A search using the SCSS for recent events and a
review of the existing reports 4 ,12'13 1 on loss of RHR events resulted in a total
of approximately 300 loss of RHR events for PWRs throughout the United States.
Table 5 is a list of the major loss of RHR initiating event categories.

Other means of identification of initiating events include review of
operating procedures, test and maintenance procedures, review of initiating
events identified for power operations 5 ,14 , review of existing shutdown
studies C6'10, and review of those PRAs that identified scenarios that could
happen during an outage. For example, NUREG/CR-4999 15 3 addresses the low
temperature over- pressurization (LTOP) issue that may occur in a shutdown.
NUREG/CR-5368 163 addresses reactivity accidents that may occur at light water
reactors. A review of NRC Generic Letters, Bulletins, and Information Notices
was also performed to identify scenarios or failure modes that are applicable to
shutdown conditions. This is believed to be sufficient to ensure that the
developed PRA models will be detailed enough to address the concerns of the NRC.

ESTABLISH THE APPLICABLE SYSTEMS AND SUCCESS CRITERIA
FOR EACH POM AND INITIATING EVENT

The definition of each POM is based on the condition of the plant and that
in turn determines the constraints on the conditions of the systems. In general,
those systems that are used or can be used to remove decay heat, or can be used
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to provide coolant makeup to the RCS are the systems of interest. The list of
systems modelled for power operationsE5 3 were screened for applicability.
Consideration was given to the use of the refueling water storage tank and
accumulators as sources of makeup water. The success criteria for the applicable
systems can, in most cases, be determined easily by simple thermal hydraulic
considerations or calculations. It is expected that the Surry plant staff will
be available to answer related questions and to verify the success criteria of
the various systems. Some thermal hydraulic calculations, e.g., boil-off due to
loss of decay heat removal, have been performed to determine the timing of
accident scenarios. They will be used to determine the success criteria for
systems and the time available for operator actions. BNL will also perform some
thermal hydraulic analyses in support of the level 1 analysis. In additon, BNL
will also perform reactivity calculations to resolve any deterministic issues
related to reactivity accidents.

DEVELOP THE NON-FULL-POWER DATA BASE

It is expected the component failure data (such as the probability that a
pump fails to start on demand) will not depend on the plant operating modes.
Therefore, much of the data base developed in NUREG/CR-4550C5 should be directly
applicable. There are, however, failure events that are unique to (shutdown
condition5 (e.g., spurious closure of the RHR suction valves) and the data will
have to be collected for those particular failure events. Data bases have been
compiled for loss of offsite power events and loss of RHR events. They will be
used to estimate the frequency of the initiating events. The Surry monthly
operating reports were collected and reviewed in conjunction with the Graybook
data base. They provide data on the frequency of different types of outages and
durations of the POMs.

An important task of the data base development is estimation of the
maintenance unavailabilities. This involves the estimation of the fraction of
time a component is unavailable due to test or maintenance. There are two
sources available for estimating the Surry specific maintenance unavailability:

1) Work Planning and Tracking System (WPTS) can be used to identify the
work orders requested and completed for a given component. However, it only
provides the time at which a work request is initiated and the time it is
completed. Such information does not provide accurate estimates of the period
that the component was actually unavailable, and therefore, may be too
conservative to use in the PRA.

2) Shift supervisor's log books: 12 years of log books were obtained for
Surry Unit 1 and 2. Review of the log books will provide accurate information
on the maintenance down time for those components that are recorded in the log
books.

It is anticipated that the use of expert judgment (based upon plant
operations and maintenance personnel) may be necessary to derive the maintenance
unavailability of those components that are not reported in the control room log
books.
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SUMMARY

The Surry low power and shutdown study is an ongoing project at BNL to
evaluate the frequency of core damage for a PWR during non-full-power conditions.
The screening analysis is expected to be completed by the end of May 1991, and
the detailed analysis will be completed by end of June 1992. It is anticipated
that in the process of performing the study, potential weaknesses of the plant
design and operations will be identified. The results of the study will provide
a quantitative measure for making decisions on regulatory requirements, back-
fitting, procedural changes, and operator training, as well as for comparison
with the risk of full power operation.
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Table 1 TASK BREAKDOWN FOR SURRY LOW POWER AND SHUTDOWN PRA

Phase 1 - Screening Analysis

* Task 1 - Identification of Plant Operational Mode (POM)

* Task 2 - Determination of Applicable Initiating Events for Each POM

* Task 3 - Determine Applicable Systems and Success Criteria

for POMs and IEs

* Task 4 - Accident Sequence Event Tree Analysis

* Task 5 - Coarse Screening Human Reliability Analysis

* Task 6 - Coarse Screening Data Base Analysis

* Task 7 - Coarse Screening Quantification

* Task 8 - Coarse Screening Letter Report

* Task 9 - Coarse Screening Fire and Flood Analysis

* Task 10 - Mode Sequence Prioritization for Detailed Analysis

* Task 11 - Updated Coarse Screening Letter Report

Phase 2 - Detailed Analysis

* Task 12 - Develop Final Data Base

* Task 13 - Detailed Systems Analysis (Fault Trees)

* Task 14 - Detailed Dependent Failure Analysis

* Task 15 - Detailed Human Reliability Analysis

* Task 16 - Detailed Accident Sequence Quantification

* Task 17 - Fire Analysis

* Task 18 - Internal Flooding Analysis

* Task 19 - Plant Damage State Analysis

* Task 20 - Uncertainty Analysis

* Task 21 - Documentation of Final Draft Report
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Table 2 INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM VIRGINIA POWER

* Operating procedures, abnormal procedures, maintenance procedures

* Monthly Operating Report

* Training manual for selected systems

* Index to design change packages, design change packages

* A sample outage plan for the Unit 1 outage in October 1990

* Index to drawings

* Flow diagrams, elementary diagrams, one line diagrams.

* Control board layout

* A sample minimal equipment list

* Updated Final Safety Analysis Report

* 12 years of control room log books
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Table 3 DEFINITION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF POMS

* POMs include outage types and phases within each outage type (Refueling,

drained maintenance, non-drained maintenance),

* Parameters used in definition

Reactivity, coolant temperature, RCS pressure, vessel level, time after

shutdown, duration

* Characterization of POMs

Frequency, plant configuration, system availability, shutdown activity,

time to core uncovery, maintenance unavailability, RCS integrity,

containment integrity

* Approach

Plant visit, review of evolution of plant past outages (log books), review

of procedures, thermal hydraulic analyses, discussions with plant

personnel, use of experience from existing shutdown studies.
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Table 4 INITIATING EVENT ANALYSIS

Identification of Initiating Events

Search of computerized data bases - SCSS,

Review of shutdown data reports - NSAC-52, AEOD/C503, NUREG-1410

Review of existing shutdown study - NSAC-84, Seabrook,

French study, NUREG/CR-5015.

Review of procedures used at shutdown - operating, test, maintenance,

emergency, off-normal, abnormal

Review of IEs for power operations for applicability

Review of generic letters, information notices, bulletins

Review other studies that identified scenarios at shutdown:

* NUREG/CR-4999 LTOP

* NUREG/CR-5368 Reactivity Accidents

* Westinghouse Thermal Hydraulic Analysis on Mid-loop Operations

* Westinghouse PRA of LOCAs in Modes 3 and 4
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Table 5 CATEGORIES OF LOSS OF RHR EVENTS

1. Spurious closure of RHR suction valves

2. Loss of RHR due to low vessel inventory

a. Overdraining during drain down

b. Failure to maintain level

3. LOCA through RHRS

a. Leakage

1. 1 loop isolated

2. 2 loops isolated

b. Diversion of flow

c. Open RHR relief valve

4. Valve failures

5. Failure of running pump

6. Maintenance unavailability

7. Inability to initiate RHR

9. RCS voiding, gas binding

10. Loss of CCW, SW

11. Events affecting both RHR pumps
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FIGURE 1

PLANT OPERATIONAL MODES FOR SURRY - REFUELING

| Time * Power Vessel K T P |IT Level Fpsi& T.S
1 Low Power 18 minutes 15X 1.0 543 2235 6,5

Operation

Reactor Trip 0

2 Cooldown 127 hours Decay Heat Full 1.0 4,3
With SG 118 minutes

RHR
Start 27:18 350 450

3 Cooldown 6 hours 3
With RHR 48 minutes

0 n n



FIGURE 1

PLANT OPERATIONAL MODES FOR SURRY - REFUELING (Continued)

RHR
Stopped 1320:33 -

13 Startup With 52 hours

SC | 43 minutes

1373:16 -

14 Low Power 22 hours
Operation 34 minutes

1396:07 -

Full Power Operation

* The time is based on the October 1986 refueling outage of Unit 2.



DIABLO CANYON INTERNAL EVENTS PRA
REVIEW: METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS*

Robert G. Fitzpatrick
George Bozoki
Mohammed Sabek**

Risk Evaluation Group
Department of Nuclear Energy

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The review of the Diablo Canyon Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(DCPRA) incorporated some new and innovative approaches. These were
necessitated by the unprecedented size, scope and level of detail of
the DCPRA, which was submitted to the NRC for licensing purposes.
This paper outlines the elements of the internal events portion of
the review citing selected findings to illustrate the various
approaches employed. The paper also provides a description of the
extensive and comprehensive importance analysis applied by BNL to
the DCPRA model. Importance calculations included: top
event/function level; individual split fractions; pair importances
between frontline-support and support-support systems; system
importance by initiator; and others. The paper concludes with a
brief discussion of the effectiveness of the applied methodology.

1.0 BACKGROUND

The Diablo Canyon Probabilistic Risk Assessment' (DCPRA), presented by Pacific
Gas and Electric (PG&E), represents an unprecedented PRA submittal to the NRC for
direct licensing purposes. It is unprecedented in both size and level of detail
and reflects the prime subcontractors' (Pickard, Lowe & Garrick - PLG) decade
long experience in preparing more than 20 PRAs. The purpose of this paper is to
outline the approach utilized in the review2 of this work, to highlight some of
the novel techniques applied and to comment on the overall success of the review
approach.

The DCPRA was performed, at least in part, in response to a set of licensing
conditions incorporated into the operating license for the Diablo Canyon plants.
As such, it required formal review by the U.S. NRC. The Probabilistic Risk
Assessment Branch, ORES was charged with the responsibility of the NRC review
and Nilesh Chokshi was the NRC Program Manager. Brookhaven National Laboratory
was contracted to conduct and integrate the detailed review. Within that scope,

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear ReguLatory Commission under Contract DE-
AC02-76CH00016.

**Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt
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selected portions of the review were performed by others. The HRA methodology
was reviewed by T. Ryan, NRC; the fire scenario portion of the review was
conducted by A. Buslik, NRC; and the seismic review effort was headed up by M.
Bohn of Sandia under contract to BNL. The focus of this paper, therefore, is
mainly the internal events review performed directly by BNL.

The DCPRA quantified 50 initiating events grouped into six categories and
screened out an additional seven categories. The fifty initiating events broke
down as follows: nine LOCAs, fourteen Transients, six seismic levels, twelve
fire/smoke scenarios and three flood/jet/spray scenarios. The modelling approach
of the DCPRA was to create a number of modules and link them accordingly to
develop a full spectrum of accident sequences. The modules broke down into three
categories: 1) two support system event tree modules (one electrical and one
mechanical), 2) seven early frontline event three modules and 3) four long term
frontline event three modules. These were assembled as follows. First, the
electrical event three with 21 top events was constructed, to each of the end
points of the electrical event tree was attached the mechanical event tree with
13 top events. At this point, the support system model contained tens of
thousands of end points. These were combined into "like" categories which
resulted in 178 distinct support states. Each initiating event was then in turn
solved for each support state with either early or long term frontline event tree
modules attached (each appropriately modified to account for the given support
states).

The above paragraph is meant to provide a brief outline of the size and level of
detail of the DCPRA. Given the size and complexity of the DCPRA, it was
determined that a novel approach would be required for the detailed review and
analysis. The review itself was divided into two phases. The first phase was
"interactive" and was conducted while the PRA was still being developed. The
goal of this phase was to both familiarize the reviewers with the PRA and to
provide a potential early feedback mechanism to the DCPRA team. During this
initial phase, two site visits to the Diablo Canyon plant were made for
familiarization purposes and three PRA workshops (approximately one-week each)
were conducted. The second phase was to review of the final DCPRA report.

2.0 REVIEW APPROACH

The review strategy employed had to take into account the fact that neither the
NRC nor the national laboratories had in-place processing software that could
directly accommodate the DCPRA large event tree/small fault tree model. In
addition, the strategy had to accept the fact that employing an independent
requantification type of PRA review (with the use of the large fault tree/small
event tree methodology) to a level of detail commensurate with that in the DCPRA,
would simply be cost-prohibitive and unnecessary.

The resulting DCPRA review strategy, therefore, involved a detailed review of
selected portions of each of the major elements of the DPCRA. As the actual
review progressed, some elements received more attention than others according
to the perceived needs by the reviewers. The following seven point plan was
developed by BNL as the overall review basis for the DCPRA:
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1. The logic for the primary event trees will be reviewed to verify
consistency and accuracy.

2. Selected frontline and support systems will undergo an independent
fault tree analysis to verify the DCPRA's approach to unavailability
modelling (the systems will be selected based upon perceived
importance). This effort will include requantification of an
appropriate number of top event conditional split fractions.

3. Selected failure probabilities and initiating event frequencies will
be reviewed (including the Bayesian updating process) to verify the
DCPRA data analysis. Actual failure data selection will be
determined by the results of item 1 above.

4. An abbreviated fault model of the entire Diablo Canyon plant will be
developed by incorporating the leading accident sequences from the
DCPRA.

5. Given the fault model from item 4 above, investigation will be
undertaken on the impact of the findings from items 1 through 3
above as well as the performance of other analyses such as
importance measures, pair-importance, and sensitivity calculations.

6. In addition to the above overall review plan, two novel aspects of
the DCPRA which are a) the approach to human reliability analysis
and b) the relay chatter analysis will receive special attention.

7. The seismic portion of the PRA review will follow a similar overall
methodological approach modified as necessary to account for the
specifics of the seismic analysis.

2.1 EVENT TREES

In terms of item 1 above, the entire set of DCPRA event trees was not given a
rigorously detailed review by BNL as part of the overall review process. The
basis for this was that there was an extremely detailed and comprehensive
methodology applied to the event tree development and, therefore, BNL
believed that the review effort should concentrate resources on other areas of
the PRA. The DCPRA methodology utilized event sequence diagrams (ESDs) and
stressed the involvement of both PRA analysts and plant operations personnel.
BNL did check for any obvious errors/omissions in the event tree structures but
none were apparent.

2.2 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The fault tree analysis portion of the review was conducted as part of the
systems analyses. The system documentation associated with the DCPRA provided
reliability block diagrams (as opposed to actual fault trees) containing
supercomponents covering large portions of the system. BNL converted these
diagrams into fault trees and used the SETS3 computer code to solve them. This
allowed BNL to display the leading cut sets for those top events so modelled.
Such cut sets are not provided within the DCPRA. In addition, the fault trees
had to be prepared according to the specific requirements of the a - factor
common cause failure methodology.

The quantification of the supercomponents was supplied in algebraic equation form
by PG&E. That is, in order for BNL to supply the value block for input to the
SETS code, the algebraic equation for each of the supercomponents had to be
computed as well as broken down to identify its constituent parts. Each equation
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represented an expression that combined all the failure modes of each of the
elements of the supercomponents. BNL also checked the equation against the plant
drawings, test/maintenance procedures, and Technical Specifications to verify
that all major components/failure modes/unavailabilities were included.

In order to then verify the various split fractions associated with each fault
tree, BNL had to set various elements to one or zero to define each boundary
condition and then solve that version of the fault tree four times to account for
the different postulated sets of system alignment. The methodology of systems
analysis applied in the DCPRA requires that the top event split fraction
(associated with a system under a given boundary condition) should reflect the
notion that the system (or its portion) in question is in one of the following
mutually exclusive alignments: 1) normal alignment, 2) testing alignment, 3)
maintenance alignment, or 4) misalignment. Thus, the contribution to the system
unavailability from a specific alignment is determined by the conditional system
unavailability, given that the system is in that alignment multiplied by the
fraction of time that the system spends in that alignment. The
quantification/verification of the conditional split fractions in most cases
provided good agreement with the PG&E results. The difference in the majority
of the cases coming from some modeling errors of minor significance and from the
use of Monte Carlo techniques by PG&E and point estimates by BNL.

The following systems/functions were subjected to detailed
review/requantification:

High Pressure Injection Function
Low Pressure Injection Function
Auxiliary Feedwater System
Diesel Generator & Diesel Fuel Transfer Systems
Electrical Power Systems (AC & DC)
Auxiliary Saltwater System
Component Cooling Water System
Solid State Protection/Reactor Protection Systems

2.3 DATA ANALYSIS

BNL carried out the following types of analyses to verify the DCPRA data base.
The DCPRA data base was derived from the PLG proprietary data base and updated
using Bayesian techniques to incorporate Diablo Canyon - specific
data/experience. As part of the auxiliary feedwater system review, BNL solved
the derived fault trees with first the DCPRA data and then with an alternate
generic data base derived from other recent PRAs. This was done to see the
sensitivity of the model to the different data bases. The quantification of the
conditional split fractions was in fairly close agreement; demonstrating little
sensitivity to the two data bases. Had the data bases provided significantly
divergent results, further review effort would have been devoted to this
particular area of the review.

In terms of initiating event quantification, BNL checked all of the initiators
against other industry sources. A number of the initiating event frequencies
seemed somewhat low. This was attributed to the rather restrictive criteria
applied by PG&E to select some prior event samples for Bayesian updating (mainly
transients). However, use of less restrictive selection criteria in sensitivity
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studies did not result in large variations in total core damage frequency.
Additionally, BNL selected two initiators for detailed scrutiny. The loss of
auxiliary saltwater (LOSW) and the loss of component cooling (LPCC) were selected
for this purpose. Both of these initiators were quantified by fault tree
analyses in the DCPRA and the latter initiator was basically limited to loss of
the CCW pumps (thus LPCC rather than LOCC). BNL's approach was to carry out a
detailed industry-wide LER-type search for all LOSW and LOCC events. BNL then
screened this list for events that, due to design considerations, could not
happen at Diablo Canyon and then proceeded to undertake a Bayesian updating of
this data with the Diablo Canyon experience, (i.e. no events in either category).
This effort yielded significantly larger initiating frequencies and, therefore,
significantly large core damage contributions from these two initiators than that
presented in the DCPRA. Following meetings with the DCPRA team (Pacific Gas and
Electric, et. al.), PG&E submitted new and higher values for both LOSW and LPCC.
The increases were 44 percent and 47 percent respectively.

2.4 DOMINANT SEQUENCE EVALUATION

The abbreviated fault tree model was originally going to be developed by BNL,
however, PG&E developed a reduced model (Dominant Sequence Model - DSM) for their
own purposes and agreed to share this with BNL. The PGE model contained both
internal and the non-seismic external events and therefore the BNL results based
upon this model were termed "non-seismic results. The leading sequences and the
quantification associated with all of the conditional split fractions and basic
event failure probabilities were provided to BNL on a floppy disk. BNL had to
modify the model into a Boolean expression and then utilized this model as the
basis for the quantification described in Section 3.

3.0 IN-DEPTH IMPORTANCE ANALYSES

Initial documentation of the DCPRA and its results was limited to Chapter 6 of
the Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP) Final Report. As such, a significant amount
of information required for the review as well as insights that might be derived
from the PRA were missing. The review process subsequently surfaced considerably
more information and, because of the initial paucity of documented insights, also
sought to independently offer insights where feasible. To this end, BNL
performed detailed initiator, system-level/safety function and top event
importance analyses based on the DSM. The results of a sampling of these review
efforts are presented herein to illustrate the scope, depth, and novel approaches
employed.

3.1 OVERALL IMPORTANCE MEASURES

Based on the DSM, the core damage frequehcy contributions for the non-seismic
initiating events were calculated. Table 1 lists the ranked Fussel-Vesely
importances (unnormalized and normalized) of the initiating events included in
the DSM. In order to gain insights into the plant non-mitigation probability
given the occurrence of an initiating event, another quantity: the conditional
core damage probability was also calculated for each initiating event. This
quantity is also known as the Birnbaum importance. The Birnbaum importance has
the advantage that it is independent of the initiator frequency itself (which may
change significantly) but actually measures the plant performance under the
condition of the occurrence of that initiating event. Table 1 also shows the
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Birnbaum importances for each initiator. As it may also be of specific interest
as to how many leading sequences contribute to the core damage frequency for a
given initiator, this information is given in the last column of Table 1.

In order to gain insights into the vulnerability of the Diablo Canyon plant with
respect to system-level failures, a system-level importance analysis was
performed. The analysis was separately carried out for support systems and
frontline systems as well as for operator and recovery action failures explicitly
appearing in the event sequences as top event split fractions. The analysis was
global, in that sense, that it did not distinguish between the various initiating
events. In the analyses each system/operator action importance was determined
by calculating the importance of its associated top event or an aggregate of top
events appearing in the DSM.

Table 2 presents the leading unnormalized Fussel-Vesely importances for both the
overall systems/safety functions as well as their constituent top events. Part
A lists the support system, Part B the frontline system and Part C the
operator/recovery action importances. The most important support systems are:
1) the diesel generator systems, and 2) Unit 1 125 V DC power. The most
important frontline systems are: 1) the auxiliary feedwater and 2) the primary
pressure relief systems. The most important operator action is to maintain hot-
standby given a transient.

In order to gain insights into the importances of the individual top event split
fractions, BNL performed a dedicated top event split fraction importance
analysis. A complete list of top event split fractions ranked according to their
Birnbaum importance is given in an Appendix of the final review report2.
The overall ranking of the leading top event conditional split fraction (CSF)
importances is as follows:

Normalized*
Leading Fuss-Ves.
CSFs Importances (%)

1. Operator inability to maintain hot standby HSI 11.5
everything available).

2. Loss of primary pressure relief (loss of PORV OBI 9.9
operability for feed and bleed. No instrument
air.)

3. Primary pressure relief (for LOOP/SGTR, PRD 9.1
failure of 1/2 PORVs or 1/3 SRVs).

4 Loss of DG13 (after loss of 4.15kV bus HF). GF1 8.6

5. Failure to trip RCP after loss of CCW system RP2 6.8
to prevent seal LOCA

6. Loss of DG12 (DG13 is successful). GG1 6.3

*For normalization, the total non-seismic core damage frequency was used.
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3.2 SYSTEM/TOP EVENT IMPORTANCES BY INDIVIDUAL INITIATIOR

A PRA and/or its review should be able to give quantitative answers to questions
posed frequently in connection with nuclear plant safety. For example: "Given
an initiating event of a certain type, which are those safety systems/operator
actions whose unavailability/failure probability dominate the failure to mitigate
the variety of event scenarios that may follow that initiator?" or: "Given a
safety system or operator action with its characteristic unavailability/failure
probability, which are those initiating events where this contributes most to the
core damage frequency?"

In order to supply these answers for the Diablo Canyon plant, BNL extended its
system's importance analysis to individual initiating events. An analysis was
performed for each of the initiating events of the Dominant Sequence Model.
Tables 3 presents the results of these analyses for the internal event
initiators. For each initiator, the unnormalized Fussel-Vesely importances of
system/operator actions and associated top events were calculated.

In terms of Table 3, when one scans the data column below a given initiator (put
sheets 1, 2, or 3, 4 together vertically) one can read off the answer to a
question of the first type above. When one scans the data row belonging to a
system/operator action (put sheets 1, 3, or 2, 4 together horizontally) one can
get an answer to a question of the second type. For example, given the
initiating event RT; the ranking of system/operator action importances is:

1. Auxiliary Feedwater System
2. Maintain Control for Hot Standby
3. Primary RCS Pressure Relief (feed and bleed)
4. Instrument AC Power, etc.

Or, given the Auxiliary Saltwater System, the ranking of the initiating event
importances is:

1. Loss of One 125V DC Bus, LlDC
2. Loss of Offsite Power, LOOP

3.3 PAIR IMPORTANCES.

Individual system/top event split fraction pair importances provide information
that can be used to identify system/system and system/human action
unavailabilities, whose simultaneous occurrence are critical with regard to the
core damage frequency. The identification of these pairs is therefore relevant
to plant safety from an operational point of view; it guides the personnel, e.g.,
to assess the advisability of permitting simultaneous activities (maintenances,
tests) on two systems that may not be otherwise prohibited by the Technical
Specifications.

Pair importance characterizes the contribution of the intersection of the pair
(split fractions) to the total core damage frequency. To obtain normalized pair-
wise Fussel-Vesely importances, the above quantities should be divided by the
normalization constant; in this case the total non-seismic core damage frequency.

The pair-wise system-level importances represent a generalization of the above
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concepts. They are determined by calculating the importances of the intersection
between two aggregates of top event split fractions, where each aggregate
contains the top event split fractions associated with a given system or
function. The unnormalized Fussel-Vesely importances of support system pairs,
as well as those of frontline system-support system pairs are tabulated in matrix
form in Tables 4 and 5 respectively.

From Table 4, the overall ranking of the top five support system-support system
pair importances is as follows:

1. Component Cooling Water - Diesel Generator Systems
2. Component Cooling Water - Vital 125V DC Systems
3. Diesel Generator Systems - Vital 125V DC Systems
4. Control Room Ventilation - Diesel Generator Systems
5. 480V Switchgear Ventilation - Diesel Generator Systems

From Table 5, the overall ranking of the top five frontline system-support system
pair importances is as follows:

1. Primary RCS Pressure Relief - Diesel Generator Systems
2. Auxiliary Feedwater System - Diesel Generator Systems
3. Primary RCS Pressure Relief - Instrument AC Power
4. Auxiliary Feedwater System - Instrument AC Power
5. Auxiliary Feedwater System - Vital 125V DC

The pair importances presented herein reflect aggregated split fractions and in
some cases aggregated top events to represent the system/function level.
Unnormalized Fussel-Vesely importances as well as the associated Birnbaum
importances were also calculated for a variety of combinations of all top event
individual split fractions of the DSM. These are listed in ranked form
(according to the unnormalized Fussel-Vesely importance) in nine tables within
Appendix D2 of the final report2. Each of those tables provides some additional
insight into the plant safety.

4.0 FINDINGS WITH RESPECT TO THE REVIEW PROCESS

There were two primary goals associated with the review process. The first
was to ensure that the DCPRA was sufficiently complete and accurate to provide
a reasonable foundation upon which the necessary elements of the Diablo Canyon
Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP) could be based. The second was to provide
quality feedback, where appropriate, so that the DCPRA might become an even more
useful tool in any future applications.

We believe that both goals were met in that the review was sufficiently rigorous
and broad enough in scope for us to conclude with a high degree of confidence
that the DCPRA does indeed provide a reasonable foundation to support the LTSP
and sufficient feedback was provided such that some elements of the DCPRA were
modified during the review and others have been identified by PG&E for future
revisions.

One of the key elements of the review process turned out to be its interactive
nature. As discussed previously, the first phase of the review was termed the
interactive phase, however, the formal review turned out to be even more
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interactive. All eight system analysis reviews listed in Section 2.2 were
documented as they were accomplished in letter reports to the NRC Program
Manager. These reports were forwarded to PG&E and meetings were held to discuss
the preliminary findings. Each meeting covered two to three letter reports.

As with any large and complex piece of work such as the DCPRA, it is almost
impossible to document every detail, assumption, success criterion, etc.
Therefore, when the meetings were held, much of the open item material was found
to be because of insufficient documentation. Other opeb items were shown to have
merit with some being dismissed as having very low impact and others accepted in
whole or in part as feedback into the DCPRA.

Finally, we believe that the rather sophisticated importance analyses carried out
by BNL provided a large number of insights with respect to the Diablo Canyon
plant that were not otherwise available.
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Table 1
Initiating Event Contributions

Dominant
to Non-SeLsmic Core Damage Frequency
Sequence Model

Initiatina Event Importance
No. Frequency, Ii Unnormalized FUSS-VES # of CD
(L) Designator Category (Per Year) FUSS-VES (Z) BIRNBAUM Sequences

1

2
3
1
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

32
33

LOOP
CRF1RE *
RT
TT
PLMFW
LlDC
FS8
FS11
MLOCA
SGTR
LPCC
EXFW
SLBO
LLOCA
SLBIT
SLOCI
LOSWV
FS1
LOSW
LOCV
FS6
LOPF
IMSIV
TLuFW
SLOCN
LCV

FS9
ISI
IFSS

VSI(SS)
HAZCHM
ELOCA
FS10

Loss of Offsite Power
Control Room and Cable Spreading Room Fires
Reactor Trip
Turbine Trip
Partial Loss of Main Feedwater
Loss of One DC Bus
Fire Scenario: Loss of 4.16kV Buses HF, HG and HH
Flood Scenario: Loss of Auxiliary Saltwater
Medium LOCA
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Total Loss of Component Cooling Water
Excessive Peedwater Flow
Steam Line Break Outside Containment
Large LOCA
Steam Line Break Inside Containment
Small LOCA; Isolable
Loss of 480V Svitchgear Ventilation
Fire Scenario: Loss of Both Motor-Driven AFW Pumps
Total Loss of Auxiliary Saltwater
Loss of Control Room Ventilation
Fire Scenario: Loss of 4.16kV Buses HF and HG
Loss of Primary Flow
Closure of One MSIV
Total Loss of Main Feedwater
Small LOCA; Non-Isolable
Loss of Condenser Vacuum
Flood Scenario: Loss of All AFW
Inadvertent Safety Injection Signal
Fire Scenario: Loss of Auxiliary Saltwater
Interfacing LOCA (RHR Suction Side)
Chemical Hazard (e.g., chlorinelammonia releases)
Excessive LOCA
Flood Scenario: Loss of Both Motor-Driven AFW PUmps

9.10-02 4.18-05 23.57 4.59-04 183

1.14+00
1.05+00
7.49-01
2.56-02
6.48-06
3.81-04
4.63-04
1.71-02
1.96-04
2.79-01
5.53-03
2.02-04
4.63-04
1.61-02
6.29-05

2.94-04
9.74-05
7.99-02
2.42-05
1.21-04
1.07-01
9.98-02
5.26-03
8.73-02
1.35-05
7.39-02
5.26-05

1.01-06
4.39-04
2.66-07
1.40-05

3.17-05
1.62-05

1.48-05
1.08-05

9.50-06
6.48-06
6.20-06
5.97-06
3.58-06
3.19-06
3.12-06
2.80-06
2.58-06
2.38-06

1.81-06
1.61-06
1.47-06
1.45-06
1.24-06
1.10-06
1.08-06
9.51-07
8.87-07
8.17-07
7. 76-07
6.87-07
6.57-07
5.71-07
5.00-07
3.51-07
2.66-07

2.93-08

17.87

9.13
8.34
6.09

5.36
3.65
3.50
3.37
2.22
1.80
1.76
1.58
1.45
1.34
1.02

.91

.83

.82

.70

.62

.61

.53

.50

.46

.44

.39

.37

.32

.28

.20

.15

.02

1.42-05
1.41-05
1.45-05
3.71-04
1. 00+00
1.63-02
1.29-02
2.10-04
1.63-02
1.12-O5
5.06-04
1.28-02
5.15-03
1.12-04
2.56-02
5.00-03
1.49-02
1.55-05
4.54-02

8.89-06
8.89-06
8.89-06
1.55-04
8.89-06
5. 09-02
8.89-06
1.09-02
4.95-01
7.99-04

1. 00+00
2.10-03

1

34

33

26
34
2
4
7

12
4

9
24
4

8
6
6

9

2
6
2
5
5
5
4

5
2
5
1
1
1
1
1

C1

Total Internal 1.29-04
Total 'External' 4.84-0S
Total CDF (Dominant Sequence Model) 1.77-04

*Sum of six control roam and cable spreading room fire sequences which break down as follows:

72.72
27.28

452

CR-VB-1
CR-VB-2

CR-VB-2/3

CR-VB-4
CSR-1
CSR-2

CR Vertical Board-i: Loss of ASW, CCW controls
CR Vertical Board-2: Loss of PORV and Charging Pump

controls
CR Vertical Boards 2 and 3, Interface: Loss of

PORV and AFW controls
CR Vertical Board 4: Loss of 4.16kV Buses BFHG & HH
Cable Spreading Room: Loss of ASW, CCW controls
Cable Spreading Room: Loss of PORV and Pressurizer

Instrumentation

1.08-04

8.00-05

9.36-05
9.74-05
5.49-04

1.25-06

1.16-06

3.15-06
6.01-06
7.90-06

.70 1.16-02

.65 1.45-02

1.76 3.37-02
3.38 6.17-02
4.45 1.43-02

9.25-04 1.23-05 6.93 1.33-02



Table 2
System/Operator Action Importances for Non-Seismic Core Damage Frequency

Ranking According to System/Operator Action Importances
(Sheet 1 of 3)

A. Dominant Sequence Model. Support Systems

Support System Fussel-Vesely Importances
Unnormalized

Associated Top Event System Syst. Imp
Top Event(s) Importance Importance (%)

Diesel Generator Systems
a. Unit 1 DGs

b. Unit 2 DGs

c. Swing Diesel Alignment
d. Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer

Vital 125V DC Power, Unit 1

Instrument AC Power

Component Cooling Water

Vital AC Power, Unit 1

Solid State Protection System

480V Switchgear Ventilation

Auxiliary Saltwater

Control Room Ventilation

Reactor Protection System

4.255-05 24.0
GF
GG
GH
TG
TH
SW
FO

DF
DG
DH

Il
I2
I3
I4

1.517-05
1.983-05
2.139-05
7.387-06
7.099-06
9.262-06
7.004-06

2.281-06
3.926-06
1.006-05

3.675-06
1.771-06
4.159-06
1.771-06

1.065-05

2.428-06
6.722-07
5.500-06

1.681-05

1.138-05

1.065-05

8.605-06

5.153-06

9.5

6.4

6.0

4.9

2.9

CC

AF
AG
AH
SF,SG,SH

SA
SB

SV

AS

CV

RT

4.000-06
4.376-05

4.411-06

2.588-06

2.583-06

1.558-06

4.411-06

2.588-06

2.583-06

1.558-06

2.5

1.5

1.5

0.9
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Table 2 (Continued) (Sheet 2 of 3)

B. Reduced Model. Frontline Systems

Frontline System Fussel-Veselv Importances
Unnormalized

Associated Top Event System Syst. Imp.
Top Event(s) Importance Importance (%)

Auxiliary Feedwater System 4.586-05 25.9
AW
TD

4.586-05

Primary RCS Pressure Relief

ECCS, Low Pressure

ECCS, High Pressure

Reactor Vessel Integrity After
Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS)

Turbine Trip and Main Steam Isolation

Isolation of Ruptured SC

Interfacing LOCA Tree
Top Events

PR
PO
OB

LA
LB
LV
RW
VA
VB
AC
LI
MU

CH
SI
HR
RC
RF(-RF4)

VI

TT
MS

SL

VO,VC,VR,SM
IT
LW
ME

1.689-05

2.028-05

7.519-06
7.149-06
2.125-07
2.072-07
2.292-07
7.663-07
1.267-06

1.918-06

8.943-07
7.268-07
1.085-06

4.794-06

7.175-06

3.717-05

1.390-05

7.456-06

7.175-06

21.0

7.8

4.2

4.0

3.45.984-06

5.984-06

1.940-06 1.940-06 1.1

5.0-07 .3

5.0-07

5.0-07
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Table 2 (Continued) (Sheet 3 of 3)

C. Reduced Model. Operator and Recovery Actions

Operator Action Fussel-Vesely Importances
Unnormalized Operator

Associated Top Event Op. Action Action
Top Event(s) Importance Importance Imp. (%)

Maintain Control for Hot-Standby
After an Accident

Operator Trips RCPs After Loss of
CCW to Prevent Seal LOCA

Actions Needed to Maintain RCP Seal
Cooling

Electric Power Recovery Factors

Secure SI Per Operating Procedures
Following SGTR

Various Human Failures in Accident
Recovery

Operator Actuation of SSPS Signal

HS

RP

SE

RESLC1
RESLC2
RESLC3
REAC06
REAC12

OP

ZHESV3
ZHEHS5
ZHEAW4
ZHERP2
ZHESW1
ZHERE2
ZHEAW3
ZHEFO6
ZHEOB2

OS

1.960-05

1.215-05

8.999-06

1.645-06
1.484-06
9. 360-08
2. 733-06
2.925-09

1.643-06

2.874-07
3.508-07
8.748-08
1.709-07
2.236-08
2.018-08
2.584-08
1.153-07
5.587-08

1.069-06

1.960-05 11.0

1.215-05 6.8

8.999-06 5.1

5.958-06 3.4

1.643-06 0.9

1.136-06 0.6

1.069-06 0.6
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Table 3
Unnormalized System/Operator Action Importances for Internal Event Initiators

Dominant Sequence Model (Sheet 1 of 4)

Associated
Top Events

Or Their

Total

Initiator, Initiator Frequency (yr'l)
LPCC, LOSW
IF-1.96-04 EXFWLOEi

System/Operator Action
P RT,IF-1.14 PLMFW LlDC M
IF-9. 10-02 TT,IF-1. 05 IF07.49-01 IF-2.56-02

)CA SGTR SLBO
IF-2.79-01 IF-5.53-03IF-4.63-04 IF-1.71-02 IF-9.74-05

Support Systes
Non-Vital Electric Power

Diesel Generator System
a. Unit 1 WGs

b. Unit 2 DWs

c. Swing Diesel Align.
d. Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer

Instrument AC Power

0C Initiator 5.762-07 2.927-07 --- ---

Total
CF

GH
TG
TH
SW
FO

4.532-04
1.544-04
2.100-04
2.257-04
7.839-05
7.800-05
1. 018-04
7.491-05

3,804-06

3.804-06

--- ^

5. 762-07
4.120-07
2.773-07
2. 926-07
1.194-07

1. 641-07

3. 292-06
1. 097-06
5 943-07
1. 097-06
5. 493-07

2. 927-07
2.927-07
1.579-07
2. 926-07
_ _

_ _

Total
II
I2
13
I4

3. 292-06
1.097-06
9.915-07
1. 097-06
5. 493-07

5. 638-07

5. 638-07

2. 251-05
7.498-06
3. 756-06
7. 498-06
3. 756-06

1.504-04
5. 854-05
1. 665-05
5.854-05
1. 665-05

Auxiliary Saltwater AS 1.702-05 2.476-05 --- --- Initiator ---

4.
00
01'

Vital 125V DC Power, Unit I Total
DF
DO
DH

3. 062-05
7.815-06
9. 809-06
1. 299-05

1.945-06
1. 520-07
4.422-07
1.351-06

1. 852-06
1. 520-07
4.422-07
1. 258-06

1. 682-04
5 750-05

1. 107-04

1. 376-05
4. 597-06
4. 597-06
4. 571-06

1. 406-03

7.050-04
7. 010-04

1. 692-06

4. 307-07
1. 261-06

1. 049-04
2. 037-05
4.210-05
4.246-05

Comoonent Cooline Water

Vital AC Power, Unit 1

CC 4.374-05 1.015-06 1.015-06 9.635-05

Total
AP
AG
AH

1.B25-05

S 566-06
4.944-06
7. 737-06

2. 737-07
1. 246-07

1. 491-07

9. 827-07
1. 246-07

8. 581-07

1. 661-04
5.644-0S

1. 097-04

8 113-07

8. 581-07

8.581-07

6. 192-05
2. 000-05

4.192-05

Control Room Ventilation CV 2,452-05 --- ---

Solid State Protection System

480V Switchgear Ventilation

Reactor Protection System

Vital AC and DC Power. Unit 2

Total 4.056-06 7.149-07 7.149-07
SA --- 7.149-07 7.149-07
SB 4.056-06 7.149-07 7.149-07

SV 1.752-05 5.363-07 2.575-07

9.719-06
4. 434-06
5.285-06

7. 699-04

9. 620-04
9. 620-04
9. 620-04

1 710-06

RT --- 3 511-07 3.511-07 ---

Total
BF
BG
B8

8.254-06

5.937-06
2. 318-06

Auxiliary Feedwater System
PrLsary RCS Pressure Relief

AW
Total
PR
OB
Total
LA

1.602-04
1.839-04
1.745-04
9.436-06
5.090-OS
2.284-05

6.470-06
4.416-06

4.416-06
1.948-07
1.948-07

7.334-06
4.454-06

4.454-06
1.773-07
1.773-07

2.498-04
1. 097-04
4.815-06
1.049-04
1.738-06 4.140-03

3.681-03
1.334-04
4.981-05

3.637-06
1.078-06

1.078-06

_ _

1.909-04
1.823-04

1.823-04
1.146-04
1.146-04

ECCS, Low Pressure



Table 3 (Continued) (Sheet 2 of 4)

Associated Initiator, Initiator Frequency (yr'l)
Top Events LPCC,LOSW
Or Their LOOP RT,IF-l.14 PLMFW LlDC MLOCA SGTR IF-1.96-04 EXFW SL3W

System/Operaxor Action Total IF-9.10-02 TT,IF-105 IF-7.49-01 IF-2.56-02 IF-4.63-04 IF-1.71-02 IF-9.74-05 IF-2.79-01 IF-5.53-03

LB
LV
RW
VA
VB
AC
MU

2.054-05

2. 519-06
7.958-06
___

_ _

1.773-07
_ _

_ __

_ _

_ _

_ _

1.773-07
___

_ __

___

_ __

9. 166-08

1. 646-06

7.733-08

3. 681-03
4.590-04
__ _

_ _

_ _

4 981-05

8.363-05

1.146-04

_ _

___

_ _

ECCS, H4igh Pressure

*(-RF4)

Total
CH
SI
HR
RF*

4.007-05
9. 065-06
5. 295-06
1. 155-05
1. 416-05

1. 481-08
1. 210-08

2. 712-09

2.732-06
1. 371-08
3.949-07
1. 299-06
1. 024-06

5. 022-03
9. 165-05
9. 165-05

4.930-03

00

Reactor Vessel Integrity

Turbine Trip & Main Steam Isolation

Isolation of Ruptured SC

Containment Isolation

Containment Spray

OoeratorlRecoyer- Actions
Maintain Control for Hot Standby After

an Accident
Operator Trips RCPs After Loss of CCW to

Prevent Seal LOCA
Actio*s Needed to Maintain RCP Seal Cooling

Electric Pover Recovery Factors

VI 1.364-05 8.206-07 8.206-07 7.518-06 2.000-03 3.978-05

MS 1.772-06 3.638-07 3.638-07

SL --- --- ---

5. 750-05

--- 1.134-04

8.206-07 8.291-05

--- 5.063-04

CI 1.023-06

Total ---
CS ---
SR ---

7. 011-07

1. 165-06
1. 314-08
1. 152-06

HS 7.515-06 4.991-06 4.991-06 5. 010-06

RP --- 7.803L07 4.968-07 1.086-02

SE 5.564-06 2.041-07 2.041-07 1.086-02

Total
RESLC1
RESLC2
RESLC3
REAC06
REAC12

6. 548-05
1.808-05
1. 631-05
1. 029-06
3.003-05
3.214-08

Operator Actuation of SSPS Signal

Secure SI Per Operating Procedures Follow-
Lng SGTR

Various Human Failures in Accident
Recoveries

Os ---

OP ---

Total 2.178-06
ZBESV3 4.440-07
ZHEHS5 ---
ZHEAW4 ---
ZHERP2 ---
ZHESW1 2.457-07
ZH£RE2 2.217-07
ZHEAW3 ---
ZHEFO6 1.267-06
ZHEOB2 ---

3.638-07 3.638-07

9. 605-05

2. 326-08
5.985-09

1. 727-08

2. 326-08
5. 985-09
7-0

1.727-08

7. 686-06

6. 677-06

1. 009-06
_ _

1. 827-08

1. 582-05

1. 582-05

_ _

_ _

_ _



Table 3 (Continued) (Sheet 3 of 4)

Associated Initiator, Initiator Frequency (yr-
1
)

Top Events IMSIV, IF-1.07-01
Or Their LLOCA SLBI SLOCI LOSWV LOCV LOPP TLMFW, IF-9.98-02 SLOCN ISI

System/Operator Action Total IF-2.02-04 IF-4.63-04 IF-1.61-02 IF-6.29-05 IF-7.99-02 IF-1.21-04 LCV, IF-8.73-02 IF-5.26-03 IF-7.39-02

Suwowrt Svstems
Non-Vital Electric Pover OG --

Diesel Generator System
a. Unit 1 DGs

b. Unit 2 DGs

c. Swing Diesel Align.
d. Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer

Instrument AC Power

Auxiliary Saltwater

Vital 125V DC Power, Unit 1

Component Cooling Water

Vital AC Power, Unit 1

Total
GF
GG
GH
TG
TH
SW
FO

Total
I1
12
I3
I4

2. 346-05

2. 346-05

AS ---

co
Co

Total
DF
DC
DH

1.406-03

7.050-04
7.010-04

2.868-05

1.438-05
1.430-05

1.091-06

2.284-07
8.622-07

1.091-06

2.284-07
8.622-07

1.091-06

2. 284-07
8.622-07

1. 091-06

2.284-07
8. 622-07

CC --- 1. 880-05

Total
AF
AG
AH

6. 892-04

6. 892-04

2.824-05

1.412-05
1.412-05

Control Room Ventilation CV --- Initiator --- ---

Solid State Protection System Total 9.622-04 1.829-03 ---
SA 9.622-04 1.443-03 ---
SB 9.622-04 1.426-03 ---

1.506-02 ---
7.580-03 ---
7.480-03 ---

480V Svitchgear Ventilation

Reactor Protection System

Vital AC and DC Power, Unit 2

Frontline System
Auxiliary Feedwater System

Primary RCS Pressure Relief

ECCS, Low Pressure

SV --- Initiator 1.710-06 1.710-06 1.710-06 1.710-06

RT --- 6. 580-06

Total
BF
BG
BH

AW --- 1.222-03 2.169-06 2.169-06 2.169-06 --- 2.169-06

Total
PR
OB
Total
LA

6. 863-03
5. 925-04

1. 482-03

_ _

3.641-05
3.641-05

9. 333-05
6. 483-05

1.078-06

1.078-06

1. 078-06

1.078-06
_ _

1.078-06

1.078-06
1.552-04
7.885-05



Table 3 (Continued) (Sheet 4 of 4)

Associated Initiator, Init ator Frequency (yr-
1 )

Top Events IMSIV, IF-1.07-01
Or Their LLOCA SLBI SLOCI LOSWV LOCV LOPF TLMFW, IF-9.98-02 SLOCN ISI

SystemlOperator Action Total IF-2.02-04 IF-4.63-04 IF-1.61-02 IF-6.29-05 IF-7.99-02 IF-1.21-04 LCV, IF-8.73-02 IF-5.26-03 IF-7.39-02

LB
LV
RW
VA
VB
AC
MU

5.925-04

6.270-03
_ _

6.491-05
_ _

_ _

_ _

_ _

_ _

5.539-05

3.940-05

9.236-05

ECCS, High Pressure

*(-RF4)

Reactor Vessel Integrity

Turbine Trip & Main Steam Isolation

Isolation of Ruptured SG

Containment Isolation

Containment Spray

Total
CH
SI
HR
RF*

4.930-03

4.930-03

3.060-03

3.060-03

_ _

3.697-05

3.697-05

VI ---

MS ---

SL ---

5.281-04

1.040-03

CI --- 3.838-03

Total ---
CS
SR

Operator/Recovery Actions
Maintain Control for Hot Standby After

an Accident
Operator Trips RCPs After Loss of CCS to

Prevent Seal LOCA
Actions Needed to Maintain RCP Seal Cooling

Electric Power Recovery Factors

Operator Actuation of SSPS Signal

Secure SI Per Operating Procedures Follow-
ing SGTR

Various Human Failures in Accident
Recoveries

HS ---

RP ---

5.010-06 5.010-06 5.010-06 5.010-06

2.700-03 ---

SE ---

Total ---
RESLC1 ---
RESLC2 ---

RESLC3 ---
REACO6 ---

REAC12 --

Os

OP ---

Total
ZHESV3
ZHEHS5
ZHEAW4
ZHERP2
ZHESW1
ZHERE2
ZHEAW3
ZHEFO6
ZHEOB2

3.648-03
3.648-03

_ _

_ _

_ _

_ _



Table 4
Unnormalized Fussel-Vesely Importances of Support System - Support System Pairs

Support Systems

Vital Component Vital AC Control Solid State 480V Swi
Auxiliary 125V DC, Cooling Power, Room Vent- Protection gear Ver
Saltwater Unit 1 Water Unit 1 ilation System ilation

_ - - - - - - - - - - - -_ __ _ __

Support Systems
(Top Events)

Non-Vital Electric
Power (OG)

Diesel Generator
Systems (GFGGGHTG,
TH,SW,FO)

Instrument AC Power
(I1,I2,I3,14)

Auxiliary Saltwater
(AS)

Vital 125V DC, Unit 1
((DFDGDH)

Component Cooling
Water (CC)

O Vital AC Power, Unit 1
(AF, AGAH)

Control Room Ventila-
tion (CV)

Solid State Protection
System (SA,SB)

480V Switchgear Ventila-
tion (SV)

Reactor Protection
System (RT)

Diesel
Generator Instrument
Systems AC Power

1.309-06 ---

.tch-
kt-

Reactor
Protection
System

Vital
AC & DC
Unit 2

_ _

3.462-07 1.548-06

_ _

2. 687-06

3. 050-07

3.981-06 1.661-06 2.231-06

--- 2.994-07 3.507-07

3.606-06 --- ---

9.814-07 3.728-07

3.691-07

2. 55-07

1. 590-06

_ _

7.511-07

_ _

5. 771-07

5. 676-07

1. 032-06



Table 5

Unnormalized Fussel-Vesely Importances of Frontline System - Support System Pairs

Support Systems (Top Events)

Diesel Gen-
erator Sys- Instru- Vital Control Solid State 480V Vital

Non-Vital tems (GF, ment AC Auxiliary Vital 125V Component AC Power, Room Protection Switchaear Reactor AC & DC,
Frontline Systems Electric GG,GH,TG Power (II, Saltwater DC, Unit 1 Cooling Unit 1 Ventila- System Ventila- Protection Unit 2
(Top Events) Power (OG) TH,SW,FO) I2,I3,I4) (AS) (DF,DG,DH) Water (CC) (AF,AG,AH) tion (CV) (SA,SB) tion (SV) System (RT) (BF,BG,BH)

Auxiliary Feedwater
System (AW)

Primary RCS Pressure
Relief (PROB)

ECCS, Low Pressure
(LA, LB, LV, RW, VA,
VB,AC,MU)

ECCS, High Pressure
(CH,SI,HR,RF*)

Reactor Vessel
4 Integrity (VI)

Turbine Trip & Main
Steam Isolation (MS)

Isolation of Ruptured
SG (SL)

Containment Isolation
(CI)

Containment Spray
(CSSR)

Interfacing LOCA
Event Tree Top Events
(VO,VC,VR,SM,IT,LW,
ME)

3.960-07 1.487-05

1.674-05

9.690-06

1.057-05

4.632-06

3.647-06

1.241-06

1.612-07

9.309-0B

1.234-07

2.798-07

8.315-07

3.849-07

_ _

4.453-07

3.050-07

_ _

_ _

8.450-06

1.617-06

4.618-07

2.214-06

2.354-07

_ _

_ _

9. 120-07

1.782-06

5.180-07

_ _

_ _

4.596-06

1.714-06

4.929-07

3.243-08

3.424-07

_ _

_ _

6. 347-07

8.419-07

2.305-07

_ _

_ _

_ _

1.439-07

3.884-07

1.551-06

_ _

4.530-07

_ _

4.218-07

_ _

_ _

2.465-07

_ _

_ _

*RF does not include RF4 as RF4 is a post-core melt action.
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ABSTRACT

The use of NUREG-1150 and similar Probabilistic Risk Assessments in
NRC and industry risk management programs is discussed. "Risk
management" is more comprehensive than the commonly used term
"accident management." Accident management includes strategies to
prevent vessel breach, mitigate radionuclide releases from the
reactor coolant system, and mitigate radionuclide releases to the
environment. Risk management also addresses prevention of accident
initiators, prevention of core damage, and implementation of
effective emergency response procedures. The methods and results
produced in NUREG-1150 provide a framework within which current risk
management strategies can be evaluated, and future risk management
programs can be developed and assessed. Examples of the use of the
NUREG-1150 framework for identifying and evaluating risk management
options are presented. All phases of risk management are discussed,
with particular attention given to the early phases of accidents.
Plans and methods for evaluating accident management strategies that
have been identified in the NRC accident management program are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The risk from five nuclear power plants was examined during the NUREG-1150
program.1 When the analyses of the plants were complete, an effort was
undertaken to examine the implications of NUREG-1150 for risk management
initiatives.2  The term "risk management" was used in place of "accident
management" because a more comprehensive evaluation was performed. Strategies for
preventing accident initiators, preventing core damage and providing more
effective emergency response were examined, in addition to the strategies
normally evaluated for accident management. The framework provided through the

*This work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and performed at
Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy
under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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NUREG-1150 analysis presented a means within which current risk management
strategies could be evaluated and future risk management strategies could be
developed and assessed.

This initial risk management work provides the base for an expanded role of
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in risk management and demonstrates its
usefulness. Using the integrated framework of a PRA, operator actions that could
mitigate or terminate a severe accident can be identified, and the impact of the
action on risk can be quantified. In addition, such studies can be used to
assist the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in prioritizing severe accident
research such that detailed evaluations are performed for the operator actions
that have the greatest potential for risk reduction.

The development of system and phenomenological models to support risk management
is relatively straightforward. However, implementation of risk management
strategies in the form of additional emergency procedures is more complex. Of
particular concern is the development of procedures that are sufficiently
flexible to deal with the range of possible accident progression outcomes. The
uncertainties in accident progression clearly indicate the need for symptom and
function oriented procedures, rather than event based procedures. The
feasibility of actually performing the strategies must also be considered.
Factors that must be considered include environment, equipment availability,
operator training, and regulatory restrictions.

A key aspect of managing severe accidents is the availability of reliable
monitoring instruments and displays. In developing current risk management
plans, it should be recognized that much of the available instrumentation is not
designed to operate in the severe pressure, temperature, and radiation
environments that may occur in the risk-dominant accident sequences.

PRA USE IN RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk management programs at nuclear power plants have two basic objectives:

1. Minimize the public health risk from nuclear power plants, and

2. Provide the capability for operators and decision-makers to effectively
respond to and thereby reduce the probability and consequences of
severe accidents.

Severe reactor accidents involve extremely complex system and phenomenological
responses that are often nonintuitive. When developing and evaluating risk
management options it is important to understand how a particular action may
affect other portions of the accident progression. For example, intentional
depressurization in a PWR might mitigate the threat from direct containment
heating (DCH), but it also affects the amount of hydrogen generated during core
degradation which could affect the containment failure probability from hydrogen
combustion. The phenomena in severe accidents are also highly uncertain. The
current uncertainty in the phenomenology yields a wide range of potential
outcomes which must be considered when developing risk management strategies.
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The PRA methods developed for NUREG-1150 provide an integrated analysis framework
that can be used to evaluate the potential ramifications of a certain action over
a wide range of possible outcomes. The framework provides the capability to
compare various strategies based on selected risk measures, such as health and
economic risk. It should be recognized that reducing total core damage frequency
does not always reduce total risk for a plant. The consequences for each
sequence must also be considered. For example, replacing pump seals in a PWR
might yield a lower core damage frequency, yet higher overall risk, if the
strategy increases the containment failure probability from DCH.

The core damage fault trees and event trees, as well as the accident progression
event trees, provide a logical framework for identifying potential risk
management strategies. The framework assists in identifying potential options
at each stage of the accident.

A key area where the NUREG-1150 methods can contribute to risk management is in
the treatment of uncertainties in accident progressions. PRA results can
supplement detailed deterministic calculations by identifying alternative
outcomes for the important accident sequences. By identifying these
alternatives, along with their frequency of occurrence, the operators are made
aware of the uncertainty in severe accident progression and the need for
sufficient flexibility to deal with a spectrum of potential outcomes.

INITIAL RISK MANAGEMENT WORK

Late in the NUREG-1150 program, an effort was undertaken to examine the
implications of NUREG-1150 and similar PRAs for risk management initiatives.

Risk management can be divided into five separate, but interrelated phases:

1. Prevention of accident initiators (reliability management),

2. Prevention of core damage (accident management),

3. Implementation of an effective emergency response (emergency response
management),

4. Prevention of vessel breach and mitigation of radionuclide releases
from the reactor coolant system (accident management), and

5. Retention of fission products in the containment and other surrounding
buildings (accident management).

"Accident Management" is a term that is often used in place of "risk management";
however, the former is usually applied to the late stages of phase 2 and phases
4 and 5. Thus, risk management is a more comprehensive approach.

The current test, maintenance, and operating procedures in place at most plants
are generally good with respect to the first two phases of risk management.
While additional work is still needed in these areas, it is the late phases of
a severe accident that need the most attention and development.
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A risk-based methodology for identifying and evaluating risk management options
for each of the five phases listed above was developed. The general approach
consists of determining the important contributors to risk, identifying options
to reduce the impact of the contributors, and evaluating the risk impact of the
options. More discussion of the approach for each of the five phases of risk
management is provided in the following sections, and then quantitative examples
are provided for Phase 1 and 2 strategies.

Phase 1 - Prevention of Accident Initiators

The first step in reducing the impact of accident initiators is to identify the
initiators that are important to risk, which is a straightforward process with
the availability of a PRA. It is extremely important to recognize that the
initiators most significant to risk are not usually those that are the most
frequent, so merely reducing the total number of trips may not significantly
reduce plant risk. After the important initiators are identified, the next step
is to ascertain the root causes of those failures. Before the frequency of these
events can be reduced, the reasons for their occurrence must be understood.

The next step is to identify options for reducing the frequency of important
initiators, which may include:

1. Improvements to operating procedures,

2. Improvements to test and maintenance procedures,

3. Changes to technical specifications and limiting conditions for
operation,

4. Changes to hardware and system configurations, and

5. Adding or revising automatic "early time" responses.

The final step in this process is to evaluate the potential risk reduction of
each option using the PRA framework. Options can be evaluated in terms of their
impact on the core damage frequency (CDF) and/or overall risk.

Phase 2 - Prevention of Core Damage

The occurrence of an initiating event leads to challenges to the plant safety
systems. Operators must bring the plant to a subcritical condition with adequate
water inventory and decay heat removal.

The evaluation of phase 2 options is similar to the evaluation of phase 1
options. This process includes the identification of important accident
sequences, hardware failures and human errors within these sequences that
contribute most to the CDF, and determining the root causes of these failures.
Enhanced risk management options can then be proposed, which may include:

1. Improvements to operating procedures,
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2. Improved operator training and staffing,

3. Improved test and maintenance procedures for safety-related systems,

4. Hardware modifications.

Similar to the evaluation of the phase 1 options, the final step for phase 2
options is to evaluate the potential risk reduction of each option using the PRA
framework. Options can be evaluated in terms of their impact on the CDF and/or
overall risk.

Phase 3 - Implementation of Effective Emergency Response

Emergency response involves actions outside the plant before and after an
accident to reduce public exposure to radiation. A specific emergency response
will be comprised of some combination of evacuation, sheltering, decontamination,
and interdiction strategies. Emergency response can be very site-specific, and
is strongly influenced by population density, road systems, weather conditions,
and interactions with and between local and state governments. Some existing
emergency response strategies consider alternatives such as graded response or
sheltering. There is very little guidance concerning correlation of the
emergency response with the anticipated progression of the accident. For
example, the relationship between containment failure or venting and evacuation
strategies should be considered.

PRA information can assist the utilities and NRC in several parts of the
emergency response decision-making process. The pre-accident evaluation process
should determine the important contributors to risk by characterizing possible
source terms, then determining the risk importance of factors such as site
conditions, including population characteristics and road conditions, and the
operator's predictive capability. Next, both short-term and long-term emergency
response actions can be identified to reduce the risk. Finally, integral risk
evaluations of alternative strategies can be performed to support the development
of site and accident-specific response strategies.

Phase 4 - Prevention of Vessel Breach

If core damage is inevitable or has already occurred, then the goal of risk
management is to arrest the degradation process and retain the fission products
and core materials within the vessel and reactor coolant system. Recovery may
be attempted at any time, from when the fuel rods are intact to when the corium
is lying on the bottom of the reactor vessel. Currently, there are no detailed
procedures related to the timing and injection of water into an overheated core.
There is usually little or no guidance beyond instructions to flood the core, if
at all possible.

It is probably best to deal with situations in this phase of risk management in
terms of plant states (collections of symptoms defining the plant status, e.g.,
pressure, temperature, and radiation levels) and functional responses. In
evaluating various options using the NUREG-1150 methods, the following steps
would be included:
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1. Identify the risk important plant states,

2. Identify the possible plant state variables that could identify these
states,

3. Determine the ability of the operators to use available instrumentation
to identify existing plant states,

4. Identify possible functional responses, and

5. Evaluate the probability and consequences of potential outcomes for
each functional response.

Once the evaluation is complete, appropriate strategies can be selected and
implemented. This implementation could involve procedures, guidance and hardware
modifications along with modifications to training and plant practices.

The major goal of this phase is to obtain a coolable core and minimize
radionuclide releases. A number of risk management strategies that could be
proposed to achieve this goal include:

1. Addition of improved instrumentation,

2. Use of non-safety systems to provide makeup water,

3. Varying the rate and location of injection, depending on the particular
plant state, and

4. Increasing or decreasing the primary system pressure, as appropriate
for the scenario.

Analyzing the possible outcomes of various actions is a complex process. The
NUREG-1150 methods provide a framework for evaluating each possible recovery
scenario from a probabilistic standpoint to identify potential outcomes and
assess their influence on overall risk.

Phase 5 - Retention of Fission Products

If the primary system boundary is breached, fuel and radionuclides will be
released to the containment, and risk management will be oriented toward
preserving containment integrity and/or strategies to reduce off-site radioactive
releases. At this point, the risk management environment is changed in a number
of important ways. First, the plant state characterization will rely more
heavily on containment parameters, and the key diagnostic data are provided via
different pathways. Second, different time scales may now govern the accident.
Third, the systems and actions available for responding to the accident are
largely different. Finally, the interface with off-site emergency response
decisions is at its most critical stage.

The approach to this phase of risk management is similar to that for Phase 4 in
that plant states and functional responses can form the basis for selecting risk
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management strategies. The five steps previously identified for Phase 4 are also
utilized to develop risk management strategies for Phase 5. A number of
strategies may be considered, including:

1. Addition of improved instrumentation,

2. Management of combustible gases,

3. Injection of water into containment,

4. Venting strategies,

5. Additional methods for containment heat removal,

6. Additional methods for reducing suspended aerosols, and

7. Strategies for controlling high pressure melt ejection.

Examples

The methodology described in the previous sections was demonstrated by evaluating
the risk impact of potential risk management strategies, current risk management
practices, and recent plant changes. Because this was a brief effort, the
strategies were limited to phases 1 and 2, and the strategies were evaluated by
determining the impact on CDF, rather than the impact on total risk.

Several potential risk management strategies were examined for the Surry plant.
These strategies were aimed at lowering the frequency of station blackout
sequences, which dominate the CDF for this plant. For each strategy, the ratio
of the CDF calculated when the strategy was included to the base NUREG-1150 CDF
was determined. This ratio is called the CDF reduction factor. One of the
potential phase 1 strategies examined was adding an additional diesel generator.
As shown in Figure 1, this strategy reduced the CDF by a factor of 1.9. Three
of the phase 2 strategies were extending the battery life, using an onsite gas
turbine generator, and adding improved reactor coolant pump seal material (to
reduce the frequency of seal LOCA events). The impact of these strategies on the
CDF is also shown in Figure 1. The CDF reduction factor ranged from 1.1 to 1.6.
The combined effect of implementing all four of these strategies was also
evaluated. The PRA framework accounts for the interrelations among the options,
which for this case results in a lower CDF reduction factor for the integral
evaluation than would be calculated by summing the individual reduction factors.

The effect of some of the risk management procedures currently in place at Surry
and Peach Bottom were also evaluated. When evaluating these current procedures,
the CDF reduction factor was calculated as the ratio of the base NUREG-1150 CDF
to the CDF calculated without credit for the strategy The reductions in CDF that
have occurred from four of these practices are shown in Figure 2. For Surry, the
procedures for feed and bleed cooling (to provide heat removal when steam
generator feedwater is not available) have reduced the CDF by a factor of 1.5.
Cross connects to the auxiliary feedwater and high pressure injection systems at
Surry Unit 2 have reduced the CDF for Surry Unit 1 by a factor of 3. For Peach
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Bottom, containment venting in sequences in which all containment cooling is lost
(which prevents containment overpressurization and subsequent loss of core
cooling) reduces the CDF by a factor of 1.9. Use of the high pressure service
water (HPSW) system at Peach Bottom reduces the CDF by a factor of 8. This
system draws water from a river and most of the components are located outside
containment. Thus, the HPSW system is largely independent of other safety
systems, and has a large impact on the CDF.

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES EVALUATION

Sandia National Laboratories is beginning an accident management program for the
NRC that will further demonstrate the feasibility of using risk methods in
accident management studies. While the examples discussed in the previous
section were phase 1 and 2 strategies, the strategies evaluated in this accident
management program will primarily be for phases 4 and 5. The objective of the
program is to bring a risk perspective to accident management research by
providing a systematic way to:

1. Evaluate the efficacy of proposed strategies,

2. Identify alternative strategies, and

3. Examine uncertainties.

The program is initially focusing on quantifying the risk reduction for operator
actions that are identified in other portions of the NRC's accident management
research. The impact of intentionally depressurizing the reactor pressure vessel
during station blackout sequences at Surry is being quantified first. The next
evaluation will consider a strategy of adding borated water in boiling water
reactors (BWRs) to prevent recriticality following recovery of coolant injection.
Thereafter, the impact of intentionally depressurizing the reactor pressure
vessel will be reexamined for the Oconee plant.

To evaluate the strategies, the impact of the operator actions on all portions
of the PRA must be considered. An example of the impact of intentional
depressurization is shown in Figure 3. Although intentional depressurization is
being proposed to mitigate the threat from DCH, the action would also affect
other portions of the accident progression. An integrated treatment is necessary
to capture all such possibilities. Depressurization affects the accident timing,
which affects the time available for recovery actions. This effect must be
included in the core damage frequency analysis and the accident progression
analysis, and will cause a change in the CDF and relative frequency of accident
progression outcomes. By altering the accident progression, parameters such as
hydrogen generation and steam explosion probability will be affected in addition
to the likelihood of DCH. The effects of intentional depressurization on the
source term analysis include changes in in-vessel fuel releases and deposition
in addition to changes in plant releases because of the change in likelihood of
containment failure. The consequence analysis is also affected because of
changes in accident timing and plant releases.
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Figure 3. Impact of Intentional Depressurization on PRA

To perform the evaluation of specific accident management strategies, the
parameters in the event trees that are affected by each strategy will first be
identified. The quantitative effect of the strategy on these parameters will
then be determined. A human factors analysis will be performed to determine the
likelihood of the operator performing the action. Finally, the appropriate level
of risk calculation will be performed and the results with and without the
strategy included will be compared to evaluate the strategy.

SUMMARY

A general approach was developed for using PRA analyses to supplement risk
management programs in all five of the identified risk management phases. This
approach allows for the in-depth, integrated treatment of all phases of severe
accidents. Further, alternative outcomes in the progression of severe accidents
can be explicitly treated.

PRA techniques have been demonstrated to be effective in addressing risk in three
different ways:

1. PRAs provide direct benefits by identifying plant vulnerabilities that
can be corrected by the utilities,

2. Current risk management procedures and hardware can be examined to
determine their efficacy and help assure correct implementation, and

3. Future risk management strategies can be developed and evaluated in an
integrated fashion.
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The nuclear industry has taken many positive steps to reduce risk since the
accident at Three Mile Island. However, there are many improvements that are
still possible. The capabilities identified and demonstrated in this paper can
help to guide and evaluate future improvements in risk management programs.
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NRC INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATION PROGRAM OVERVIEW

John H. Flack and Jocelyn A. Mitchell,
U.S. Nuclear regulatory Commission

ABSTRACT

An Individual Plant Examination (IPE) is a systematic
examination of a nuclear power plant for vulnerabilities or risk
significant contributors. All licensees of commercial nuclear
power plants in the United States are expected to perform IPEs

for their units. The IPE program is expected to benefit both the
nuclear industry and the NRC by providing a means by which a

basic understanding of severe accident behavior can be achieved
at the plant specific level. A brief overview and status of the

NRC IPE program is provided in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

On August 8, 1985, the NRC issued a policy statement on severe
accidents (Ref. 1) which concluded that existing plants posed no
undue risk to public health and safety. The policy statement,
however, recognized the important role of past Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA) activities in understanding severe accidents at
nuclear power plants, and in identifying previously unrecognized
severe accident vulnerabilities.

Using the policy statement as its framework, the NRC staff
formulated an integration plan for closure of severe accident
issues (Ref. 2). One of the key elements of the plan requires
each licensee of a commercial nuclear power plant to perform an
Individual Plant Examination (IPE), and to report the results to
the NRC staff. The IPE is expected to help licensees identify
potential vulnerabilities to severe accidents, and provide a
structured approach for analyzing plant modifications which may
become necessary as a result.

On November 23, 1988, the NRC issued Generic Letter 88-20 (Ref.3)
which notified all licensees of commercial nuclear power plants
that they will need to perform an IPE, and report the results to
the Commission. The generic letter clarified this request by
stating the purposes of the IPE, which were to have each utility
(1) develop an overall appreciation of severe accident behavior;
(2) understand the most likely severe accident sequences at its
plant; (3) gain a quantitative understanding of the overall
probability of core damage and radioactive material releases;
and, if necessary, (4) reduce the overall probability of core
damage and radioactive releases by modifying procedures and
hardware to prevent or mitigate severe accidents.
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On January 31, 1989, the NRC issued a draft submittal guidance
document NUREG-1335 (Ref 4) for comment. This document
established format and content guidelines for submitting the IPE
results to the NRC. The guidance is consistent with the scope of
Generic Letter 88-20, and defines more specifically the
information the staff will need to examine in order to perform a
focused review of the licensee's IPE submittal. At a subsequent
workshop held in Fort Worth, Texas on February 28 and March 1-2,
1989, the NRC staff discussed the IPE objectives and solicited
questions and points for clarification on the draft document.
The document was subsequently revised, and on August 29, 1989 the
NRC issued Generic Letter 88-20 Supplement No.1 (Ref. 5) with
final copy of NUREG-1335 (Ref. 6). A September 1, 1989 Federal
Register Notice (Ref. 7) announced the availability of NUREG-
1335 and initiated the IPE process.

IPE SCOPE AND DOCUMENTATION

Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 and the associated submittal guidance
document NUREG-1335 defined the scope of the IPE. As a minimum,
the IPE will require a Level I PRA for the front-end analysis,
and a containment performance (or back-end analysis) consistent,
with the general guidance given in Appendix 1 to GL 88-20. Other
methods (e.g., the IDCOR system analysis in Ref. 8) could replace
the Level I PRA, although certain enhancements may be required.

The IPE is intended to encompass all internal events initiated
from full power operation, including internal flooding events.
The examination involves analyzing sequences and source terms up
to containment failure, but does not include estimation of the
consequences or public health effects. It is expected that the
IPE will provide licensees with the capability to understand the
behavior of their containment under severe accident conditions,
and form a basis from which to develop a site specific accident
management program.

Although the IPE focuses on internal events, licensees can
include their external event findings with their IPE submittal.
In general, external events are expected to be treated and
submitted separately as determined by the NRC Individual Plant
Examination for External Events (IPEEE) program. A submittal
guidance document (Ref. 9) is being developed specifically for
this task.

Licensees are expected to use a two-tier documentation approach.
The first tier will be submitted to the NRC for review, and
contain a summary of the IPE results. The second tier of
information is to remain at the site, and consist of all
supporting information, i.e., fault trees, notebooks, electrical
diagrams, piping and instrument diagrams. Although tier two
information is not to be submitted directly to the NRC staff, the
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staff may audit the information if a better understanding of the
licensee's IPE process is needed.

Licensees are expected to document their tier-one informationin
accordance with the "Standard Table of Contents" contained in
NUREG-1335. Listed below are some of the key areas which require
explicit documentation:

o Front-End Analysis

- Accident Sequence Delineation
- System Analysis
- Sequence Quantification
- Results and Screening Process

o Back-End Analysis

- Plant Models and Methods for Physical Process
- Bins and Plant Damage States
- Containment Failure Characterization
- Containment Event Trees Quantification
- Radionuclide Release Characterization

o Utility Participation

o Plant Improvements and Unique Safety Features

Resolution of issues-that-extend beyond the scope of the IPE
e.g., Unresolved Safety Issues (USIs) and Generic Safety Issues
(GSIs), can be addressed and potentially resolved within the IPE
framework. In order for the NRC staff to consider the issue
resolved, the submittal must contain an issue evaluation and
assessment, and address:

1. The ability of the methodology to identify vulnerabilities
associated with the USI or GSI being addressed.

2. The contribution of each USI or GSI to core damage frequency
or unusually poor containment performance, including source of
uncertainty.

3. The technical basis for resolving the issue.

Each issues will be reviewed and resolved on a case-by-case
basis.

IPE SUBMITTAL PLANS

The initiation of the IPE process called for two separate
licensee responses. The first required a 60 day response and
submission of licensee submittal plans. The submittal plans had
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to identify the method selected for performing the IPE, the
associated milestones and schedule. The second response (which
is currently in effect) requires submission of the IPE results
within a three year time period, ending September 1, 1992.

All licensees have submitted their plans in accordance with the
Generic Letter 88-20 request. Seventy-eight plans were received
for 114 nuclear units, with most multiple unit sites treated
within the context of one submittal. Several IPE plans were
received with schedules that extended beyond the three year time
frame, either because the scope of their IPE went beyond the
requirements of the Generic Letter, (e.g., Level II or Level III
PRAs), or because certain utilities with multiple units were to
perform IPEs sequentially. Schedule extensions were reviewed and
ultimately approved by the NRC Staff.

A summary of the analytic methods that will be used by licensees
in performing their IPEs is provided below.

1) 45 submittals (64 units) - will contain Level I PRAs for the
front-end analysis, and a back-end
analysis consistent with the
general guidance provided in
Appendix 1 to G.L 88-20.

2) 21 submittals (32 units) - will contain Level II PRAs.

3) 11 submittals (16 units) - will contain Level III PRAs.

4) 1 submittal ( 2 units) - will contain a method that had
been developed independently by the
licensee.

Licensees using their own previously performed and NRC reviewed
PRA to meet their IPE needs were requested to provide a "road
map" along with their submittal. The "road map" is to help
reduce the burden of having to identify the IPE information in
the normally voluminous PRA reports. It should be noted,
however, that a previously performed PRA by itself may not meet
all the needs of the IPE program. Additional effort might be
needed to address:

- post PRA plant modifications

- treatment of more than one unit at the site,

- licensee's involvement in the examination process,

- identification, evaluation, and resolution of severe accident
vulnerabilities,
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- specific resolution of USI A-45 [Shutdown Decay Heat Removal
Requirement],

- assessment of internal flooding,

- evaluation of Containment Performance Improvement (CPI)
program recommendations.

Licensees choosing to use their own previously performed PRA were
requested to submit their IPE in a time period shorter than three
years.

IPE REVIEW PLAN

The primary objective of the staff's review of IPE submittals is
to determine whether the IPE process used by each licensee meet
the intent of Generic Letter 88-20. The review will be performed
by an NRC staff review team consisting of four members: (1) a
team leader and coordinator with a general PRA background, (2) a
front-end systems analyst, (3) a back-end containment performance
analyst, and (4) the equivalent of an additional person in
specialized areas such as human factors or structural
engineering. Team members are expected to support each other
during the review, especially in areas that overlap. Review
guidance is currently being developed which will help focus the
team reviews, and structure the review report. The guidance will
be'exercised in draft form in order to take advantage of insights
qai~ned during the first few submittal reviews.

The IPE review will basically involve a two step review process.
All IPE submittals are expected to undergo a first step (Step 1)
review, which will check that:

(1) the submittal is complete with respect to the information
requested in Generic Letter 88-20 Supplement 1,

(2) the IPE findings and conclusions are consistent with past PRA
experiences and expectations,

(3) the licensee considered CPI recommendations in their IPE,

(4) the utility participated in the IPE process,

(5) the IPE had an independent in-house peer review.

Upon completion of the Step 1 review, the review team will have
to determine if a more detailed "Step 2" audit is required. This
step could involve examination of many aspects of the IPE
technical analysis, e.g., analytic models, pertinent input data,
or the quantification process. A Step 2 audit could be initiated
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if: (1) a submittal has findings which appear to be inconsistent
with past PRA experiences or expectations and suggest weaknesses
in either the applied methodology, or plant's operational
characteristics, or (2) if a specific plant has unique
characteristics that are not well understood. The Step 2 audit
will enhance the NRC's evaluation and understanding of licensee's
IPE and provide a better perspective from which to evaluate the
licensee's IPE process.

Although the second step of the review process would be performed
in more depth than "Step 1," the depth and scope of the review
will not be at the level required for validation of the IPE's
detailed findings. It is expected, however, that the second step
will provide additional information from which a better
evaluation of the licensee's IPE process can be performed.

IPE DATA BASE

A secondary objective of the IPE review program is to extract and
store all important IPE findings, results, and conclusions in a
computerized data system as discussed in SECY-90-105 (Ref. 10).
Data will be entered during the Step 1 review phase. In general,
the data base will be used to provide generic insights into plant
behavior by categorizing plant-specific system characteristics,
and their associated response to initiating events. These
insights will help identify potential weaknesses associated with
groups or classes of plants, and provide a framework from which
the strength of the regulations can be evaluated..

The dependency matrix and dominant accident sequences have been
identified as two of the more important items of information that
will result from the IPE program. The dependency matrix
identifies both front line and support system dependencies, which
are needed in order to understand a plant's response to various
initiating events and failures. The dominant accident sequences
will allow one to understand the most likely combination of
failures which would result in core damage. Used together, the
dependency matrix and dominant accident sequences can provide
useful insights into understanding plant response, and help
identify potential generic design weaknesseslevel.

The data base is currently being developed so that this
information can be easily entered, retrieved, and used in
research studies along with other plant-specific IPE data, i.e.,
dominant contributors to core damage, containment failure modes,
unique plant features. Information and insights gathered from
the IPE program will be made available to the licensees, so that
they can decide for themselves, how to make the best use of this
information.
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Summary

Over the next three years, 78 IPE submittals, covering 114
nuclear units, will be submitted to the NRC staff for review. In
general, IPEs will involve a Level 1 PRA, and a containment
performance analysis consistent with Generic Letter 88-20 and
NUREG-1335 submittal guidelines. As an option, licensees can use
the IPE process to address specific generic or safety issues.

Data stemming from the IPE program will be entered into a data
base and used to gain generic insights. These insights will be
used to evaluate regulatory strengths and weaknesses, as it
applies to groups of plants. IPE information and insights will
be made available to all licensees upon completion of the IPE
reviews.
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SUMMARY

NRC SEVERE ACCIDENT POLICY
STATEMENT ISSUED ON AUGUST 8, 1985 (50
FR 32138).

- EXISTING PLANTS POSE NO UNDUE RISK
TO PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY.

- HOWEVER, BASED ON NRC AND
INDUSTRY PRA EXPERIENCE,
SYSTEMATIC EXAMINATIONS ARE
BENEFICIAL IN IDENTIFYING PLANT-
SPECIFIC VULNERABILITIES TO SEVERE
ACCIDENT THAT COULD BE FIXED WITH
LOW COST IMPROVEMENTS.

GENERIC LETTER 88-20 ISSUED ON NOV. 23,
1988 REQUESTED THAT LICENSEES
PERFORM AN INDIVIDUAL PLANT
EXAMINATION FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT
VULNERABILITIES FOR INTERNALLY
INITIATED EVENTS (IPE).
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SUMMARY (CONTINUED)

CURRENT RISK ASSESSMENTS INDICATE
RISK FROM EXTERNAL EVENTS COULD BE
SIGNIFICANT. IPEEE REQUEST DELAYED
TO:

- IDENTIFY WHICH HAZARDS NEED
EVALUATION,

- IDENTIFY ACCEPTABLE EXAMINATION
METHODS AND DEVELOP PROCEDURAL
GUIDANCE, AND

- COORDINATE WITH OTHER ONGOING
EXTERNAL EVENT PROGRAMS.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE IPEEE

OBJECTIVES ARE SIMILAR TO THE IPE:

- TO DEVELOP AN APPRECIATION OF
SEVERE ACCIDENT BEHAVIOR,

- TO UNDERSTAND THE MOST LIKELY
SEVERE ACCIDENT SEQUENCES THAT
COULD OCCUR AT ITS PLANT,

- TO GAIN A QUALITATIVE
UNDERSTANDING OF THE OVERALL
PROBABILITY OF CORE DAMAGE AND
FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE, AND

- IF NECESSARY, TO REDUCE THE
OVERALL PROBABILITIES FOR CORE
DAMAGE AND FISSION PRODUCT
RELEASES BY MODIFYING, WHERE
APPROPRIATE, HARDWARE AND
PROCEDURES THAT WOULD HELP
PREVENT OR MITIGATE SEVERE
ACCIDENTS.

KEY OUTCOME OF THE IPEEE WILL BE
INSIGHTS OBTAINED FROM SUCH AN
EXAMINATION
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STATUS OF IPEEE

- DRAFT GENERIC LETTER AND GUIDANCE
DOCUMENT (NUREG-1407) ISSUED FOR
COMMENT---7/90

- IPEEE WORKSHOP HELD---9/90

- FINAL GUIDANCE DOCUMENT
SCHEDULED TO BE ISSUED---3/91

- DESIRED COMPLETION DATE---3/94
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IDENTIFICATION OF EXTERNAL EVENTS
FOR INCLUSION IN THE IPEEE

EXTERNAL EVENTS ARE THOSE WHOSE
CAUSE IS EXTERNAL TO THE SYSTEMS USED
IN NORMAL OR EMERGENCY OPERATION.

- SEISMIC EVENTS
- INTERNAL FIRES
- HIGH WINDS AND TORNADOES
- EXTERNAL FLOODS
- TRANSPORTATION AND NEARBY

FACILITY ACCIDENTS
- LIGHTNING
- SEVERE TEMPERATURE TRANSIENTS

(EXTREME HEAT, EXTREME COLD)
- SEVERE WEATHER STORMS
- EXTERNAL FIRES (FOREST FIRES, GRASS

FIRES)
- EXTRATERRESTRIAL ACTIVITY

(METEORITE STRIKES, SATELLITE
FALLS)

- VOLCANIC ACTIVITY
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IDENTIFICATION OF EXTERNAL EVENTS
FOR INCLUSION IN THE IPEEE

(CONTINUED)

HOWEVER, SOME EXTERNAL EVENTS MAY
NOT POSE A SIGNIFICANT THREAT, SOME
MAY HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN THE
DESIGN TO HAVE SUFFICIENT PROTECTION,
AND SOME MAY HAVE ALREADY BEEN
REVIEWED UNDER OTHER PROGRAMS.
ACCORDINGLY, THE STAFF RECOMMENDS
THAT ONLY FIVE EVENTS BE INCLUDED IN
THE IPEEE.

SEISMIC EVENTS
- INTERNAL FIRES
- HIGH WINDS AND TORNADOES
- EXTERNAL FLOODS
- TRANSPORTATION AND NEARBY

FACILITY ACCIDENTS

HOWEVER, LICENSEES SHOULD CONFIRM
THAT NO PLANT-UNIQUE EXTERNAL EVENTS
KNOWN TO THE LICENSEE WITH THE
POTENTIAL TO INITIATE SEVERE
ACCIDENTS ARE EXCLUDED FROM THE
IPEEE.
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METHODS OF EXAMINATION

THE FOLLOWING APPROACHES ARE
ACCEPTABLE FOR THE IPEEE:

SEISMIC EVENTS (FURTHER DISCUSSION IN
SESSION 17, SEISMIC ENGINEERING)

- A SEISMIC PRA (LEVEL I PLUS
CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE) WITH
ENHANCEMENTS DISCUSSED IN NUREG-
1407

- A SEISMIC MARGINS METHODOLOGY
(SMM), EITHER EPRI'S OR NRC'S, WITH
ENHANCEMENTS AS DISCUSSED IN
NUREG-1407

INTERNAL FIRES

- A LEVEL I FIRE PRA PLUS A
CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS AS DISCUSSED
IN NUREG-1407. WALKDOWN
PROCEDURES SHOULD ADDRESS THOSE
ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN THE FIRE RISK
SCOPING STUDY.

- EPRI'S FIVE METHOD UNDER REVIEW.
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METHODS OF EXAMINATION
(CONTINUED)

HIGH WINDS, FLOODS. AND
TRANSPORTATION AND NEARBY FACILITY
ACCIDENTS

- A PROGRESSIVE SCREENING APPROACH
WITH A SCREENING CRITERION FOR
ELIMINATING FROM REVIEW
STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND
COMPONENTS DESIGNED TO 1975
CRITERIA.

THE STAFF WILL REVIEW ANY SYSTEMATIC
EXAMINATION METHODS PROPOSED TO
DETERMINE THEIR ACCEPTABILITY FOR
THE IPEEE.
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RECOMMENDED IPEEE APPROACH
FOR WINDS, FLOODS, AND OTHERS

-��1

I
(1) REVIEW PLANT SPECIFIC HAZARD

DATA AND LICENSING BASES (FSAR) I
.1

(2) IDENTIFY SIGNIFICANT CHANGES,
IF ANY, SINCE OL ISSUANCE

I I

NO
(3) DOES PLANT/FACILITIES DESIGN

MEET CURRENT LICENSING CRITERIA
(QUICK SCREENING & WALKDOWN)

YES

(4) IS THE HAZARD FREQUENCY
ACCEPTABLY LOW?

.. _ .

NO|

YES >

YESOR (5) BOUNDING ANALYSIS
(RESPONSE/CONSEQUENCE)

-

NOt

OR q(6) PRA
I

..

(7) DOCUMENTATION
(INCL. IDENTIFIED REPORTABLE ITEMS
AND PROPOSED iMPROVEMENTS)

NOTE STEPS 4, 5, AND 6 ARE OPTIONAL

-ihoure I
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COORDINATION WITH
OTHER EXTERNAL EVENT PROGRAMS

USI A-45, SHUTDOWN DECAY HEAT
REMOVAL REQUIREMENTS

GI-131, POTENTIAL SEISMIC
INTERACTIONS INVOLVING THE
MOVABLE IN-CORE FLUX MAPPING
SYSTEM USED IN WESTINGHOUSE
PLANTS

CHARLESTON EARTHQUAKE ISSUE

USI A-46, SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF
EQUIPMENT IN OPERATING PLANTS
(INCLUDING USI A-40, SEISMIC DESIGN
CRITERIA, AND USI A-17, SEISMIC
SPATIAL INTERACTIONS PART

FIRE RISK SCOPING STUDY

GI-57, EFFECTS OF FIRE PROTECTION
SYSTEM ACTUATION ON SAFETY
RELATED EQUIPMENT

GI-103, DESIGN FOR PROBABLE
MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION
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USE OF IPEEE RESULTS

LICENSEE

AFTER THE LICENSEE COMPLETES THE
EXAMINATION AND DETERMINE WHETHER
POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS WARRANT
IMPLEMENTATION, IT IS EXPECTED THAT
THE LICENSEE WILL MOVE EXPEDITIOUSLY
TO CORRECT ANY IDENTIFIED
VULNERABILITIES THAT IT DETERMINES
WARRANT CORRECTION.

NRC

EVALUATE LICENSEE IPEEE SUBMITTAL TO
OBTAIN REASONABLE ASSURANCE THAT
THE LICENSEE HAS ADEQUATELY
ANALYZED THE PLANT DESIGN AND
OPERATIONS TO DISCOVER
VULNERABILITIES TO SEVERE ACCIDENTS
OR UNUSUALLY POOR CONTAINMENT
PERFORMANCE.
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BACKGROUND

THE DESIGNS OF US CONTAINMENTS ARE BASED ON
TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES DETERMINED BY DESIGN
BASIS ACCIDENTS, TYPICALLY THE LOSS-OF'COOLANT
ACCIDENT, IN WHICH MELTING OF THE CORE IS NOT
ASSUMED.

RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES THAT COULD ONLY RESULT
FROM A SUBSTANTIAL CORE MELT ARE POSTULATED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 100 TO ASSURE THE ADEQUACY
OF CERTAIN PLANT FEATURES SUCH AS CONTAINMENT
LEAK RATE, FISSION PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEMS AND
SITING. HOWEVER, THE CONTAINMENT LOADINGS
ASSOCIATED WITH A CORE MELT ARE NOT CONSIDERED
AND THE CONTAINMENT IS: ASSUMED TO BE INTACT.

THE "HYDROGEN RULE", PROMULGATED FOLLOWING THE
ACCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND, ALSO REQUIRES THAT
CERTAIN CONTAINMENTS BE DESIGNED TO HANDLE THE
HYDROGEN FROM A CORE MELT ACCIDENT. HOWEVER, THE
ACCIDENTS CONSIDERED ARE "RECOVERABLE" ACCIDENTS
WHICH ARE TERMINATED PRIOR TO VESSEL FAILURE.



BACKGROUND (CONT.)

EVALUATIONS OF CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE UNDER
SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED AS
PART OF PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT STUDIES,
INCLUDING THE "REACTOR SAFETY STUDY" (WASH-1400)
AND, MORE RECENTLY, BY THE NUREG-1150 PROGRAM.

ONE CLASS OF CONTAINMENTS, THE BWR MARK 1, HAS
BEEN PERCEIVED AS THE MOST LIKELY TO FAIL AS A
RESULT OF LOADINGS FROM SEVERE ACCIDENTS. THIS IS
DUE TO THE RELATIVELY SMALL VOLUME OF THE
CONTAINMENT AND DUE TO CONCERNS OVER DIRECT
ATTACK ON THE CONTAINMENT SHELL BY MOLTEN CORE
MATERIAL ON THE CONTAINMENT FLOOR.

THE NRC ESTABLISHED THE CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT (CPI) PROGRAM TO EVALUATE CHALLENGES
TO CONTAINMENTS DURING SEVERE ACCIDENTS AND TO
PROPOSE POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS TO PREVENT OR
DELAY CONTAINMENT FAILURE OR TO MITIGATE THE
CONSEQUENCES OF A FAILED CONTAINMENT.



INTEgRATED APPROACH TO
EVALUATING SEVERE ACCIDENTS

THE CPI PROGRAM IS PART OF AN OVERALL INTEGRATED
EFFORT TO RESOLVE SEVERE ACCIDENT ISSUES. MAJOR
ELEMENTS OF THIS OVERALL APPROACH INCLUDE:

* THE INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATIONS (IPE)
- INTERNAL EVENTS
- EXTERNAL EVENTS

* THE CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
NEco PROGRAM

* ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

* IMPROVED PLANT OPERATIONS

* SEVERE ACCIDENT RESEARCH



MARIe I CPI PROGRAM

THE CPI PROGRAM INITIALLY FOCUSED ON THE MARK I
CONTAINMENT DUE TO CONCERNS OVER THE ABILITY OF
THIS CONTAINMENT TYPE TO SURVIVE A SIGNIFICANT CORE
MELT ACCIDENT. HOWEVER, ALL OTHER TYPES OF US
CONTAINMENTS WERE ALSO EVALUATED.

WASH-1400 CONCLUDED AND NUREG-1150 SUBSEQUENTLY
CONFIRMED THAT, WHILE THE PROBABILITY OF CORE MELT
FOR THE MARK I PLANT STUDIED WAS RELATIVELY LOW,
THE CONTAINMENT COULD BE SERIOUSLY CHALLENGED BY
A CORE MELT ACCIDENT.

DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES FOR BWR MARK I PLANTS
INCLUDE LONG-TERM LOSS OF DECAY HEAT REMOVAL (TW),
STATION BLACKOUT (SBO): AND ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS
W/O SCRAM (ATWS).

ESTIMATES OF THE PROBABILITY OF CORE MELT FOR BWR
MARK I PLANTS RANGE FROM 104 TO 106 PER REACTOR
YEAR.



MARK I SHELL MELT ISSUE

INITIAL CONCERNS CENTERED ON THE CONTAINMENT SHELL
MELT ISSUE. SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL DISAGREEMENT
EXISTED OVER WHETHER OR NOT MOLTEN CORE MATERIAL
ON THE MARK I DRYWELL FLOOR WOULD FAIL THE
CONTAINMENT SHELL. THE EFFICACY OF AND NEED FOR
METHODS TO CONTROL CORE DEBRIS AND PREVENT
CONTACT WITH CONTAINMENT SHELL WERE QUESTIONED.
NO AGREEMENT THAT WATER ON DRYWELL FLOOR WOULD
PREVENT SHELL MELT.

CONSENSUS HAS EMERGED, HOWEVER, THAT WATER IS
USEFUL. WHILE IT COULD NOT BE CONCLUDED THAT
WATER WOULD DELAY OR PREVENT SHELL MELT, WATER
WOULD SCRUB FISSION PRODUCTS AND THUS MITIGATE
RELEASES TO THE ENVIRONMENT IRRESPECTIVE OF SHELL
MELT.

EFFORTS CONTINUE TO EVALUATE THE ABILITY OF WATER
ON THE DRYWELL FLOOR TO PREVENT SHELL FAILURE.
HOWEVER, THE CONCLUSION THAT WATER WAS USEFUL, AT
LEAST FOR FISSION PRODUCT SCRUBBING, ALLOWED THE
CPI PROGRAM TO FOCUS ON OTHER MARK I ISSUES.



MARK- I CPI ,PROGRAM w BALANCED. APPROACH

WHILE THE CPI PROGRAM WAS INITIALLY CONCERNED
ABOUT CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE GIVEN A SEVERE
ACCIDENT, THE NRC STAFF PURSUED A BALANCED
APPROACH, INVESTIGATING IMPROVEMENTS BOTH TO
PREVENT SEVERE ACCIDENTS AND MITIGATE THE
CONSEQUENCES.

THE PROGRAM FOCUSED ON THE ISSUE OF CONTAINMENT
VENTING TO PREVENT FAILURE DUE TO CONTAINMENT
OVERPRESSURE. KEY ISSUE WAS VENTING AS A MEANS TO
PREVENT A TW CORE MELT SEQUENCE.

VENTING PROCEDURES EXIST AT US MARK I PLANTS, BUT
ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS PROCEDURE TO
PREVENT TW SEQUENCES VARY WIDELY. THE WIDE RANGE
OF ESTIMATES OF MARK I CORE MELT FREQUENCY (FROM
10 TO 106 PER REACTOR YEAR) ARE PRIMARILY DUE TO
DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF VENTING IN PREVENTING TW SEQUENCES.



MARK-I CONTAINIMENT VENTIIg

EVALUATIONS OF BOTH HARDWARE AND PROCEDURES FOR
VENTING AT US MARK I PLANTS WERE CONDUCTED.

* HARDWARE VARIED, BUT MANY EXISTING VENT PATHS
CONTAIN SHEET METAL VENTILATION DUCTS THAT
WOULD FAIL DURING VENTING.

* PROCEDURES FOR VENTING WERE VIEWED AS
INADEQUATELY IMPLEMENTED AS SOME PLANTS.

U,

rl RELEASE OF STEAM TO THE REACTOR BUILDING FROM A
FAILED VENT PATH WAS VIEWED AS UNDESIRABLE BECAUSE
IT COULD DAMAGE EQUIPMENT, COMPLICATE ACCIDENT
RECOVERY AND CAUSE PERSONNEL INJURY.

QUESTIONABLE EFFECTIVENESS TO PREVENT TW
SEQUENCES DUE TO VARIABILITY IN IMPLEMENTATION OF
VENTING PROCEDURES.



MARK I HARDENED VENT

UNDER THE ASSUMPTION THAT VENTING WOULD BE
INEFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING TW SEQUENCES WITH EXISTING
HARDWARE AND PROCEDURES, IMPROVEMENTS TO THE
VENT SYSTEM HARDWARE AND PROCEDURES WERE FOUND
TO BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS OF REDUCING RISK
FROM MARK I PLANTS.

WHILE THE PRIMARY BENEFIT OF A HARDENED VENT IS IN
PREVENTING CORE MELT DUE TO TW SEQUENCES,
EFFECTIVE VENTING ALSO REDUCES RISK BY MITIGATING
THE CONSEQUENCES OF CORE MELT ACCIDENTS. FOR
MOST SEQUENCES, VENTING WOULD PREVENT
CONTAINMENT FAILURE DUE TO HIGH PRESSURE AND
(ASSUMING NO SHELL MELT) WOULD ENSURE SCRUBBING
OF RELEASES THROUGH THE SUPPRESSION POOL.

WHILE THE HARDENED VENT IS ONLY SIZED TO HANDLE
DECAY HEAT, USE OF A VENT WOULD HELP DELAY
CONTAINMENT FAILURE DURING ATWS SEQUENCES.



OTHER MARK I IMPROVEMENTS

THE NRC STAFF RECOMMENDED A NUMBER OF OTHER
IMPROVEMENTS THAT, WHEN TAKEN AS A PACKAGE,
PROVIDE THE MOST BENEFIT IN BOTH PREVENTION AND
MITIGATION OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS IN MARK I PLANTS.

THE BENEFITS OF EACH, ASSUMING ALL ARE IMPLEMENTED,
ARE:

ACCELERATION OF SBO RULE IMPLEMENTATION

* REDUCES SBO SEQUENCE LIKELIHOOD.

HARDENED VENT AND IMPROVED PROCEDURES

* PREVENTS TW SEQUENCES AND DELAYS ATWS
SEQUENCES BY PROVIDING A HEAT REJECTION PATH.

* MITIGATES RELEASES,
ENSURING SCRUBBED
SUPPRESSION POOL.

FOLLOWING CORE MELT BY
RELEASE THROUGH THE



OTHER MARK I IMPROVEMENTS (CONT.)

ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY TO VESSEL AND CONTAINMENT

* REDUCES CORE MELT FREQUENCY BY PROVIDING AN
ALTERNATE WATER SUPPLY.

* MITIGATES RELEASE BY SCRUBBING FISSION PRODUCTS
AND MAY PREVENT OR DELAY SHELL MELT FROM
MOLTEN CORE MATERIAL.

U,

ENHANCED REACTOR DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
RELIABILITY

* REDUCES CORE MELT FREQUENCY BY ENSURING THAT
LOW PRESSURE WATER SUPPLIES CAN BE USED TO
SUPPLY WATER TO THE VESSEL.

* REDUCES PROBABILITY OF CONTAINMENT FAILURE BY
DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING BY INCREASING THE
PROBABILITY OF LOW VESSEL PRESSURE AT TIME OF
VESSEL FAILURE.



IMPLEMENTATION OF MARK I CPI RECOMMENDATIONS

HARDENED VENT IS BEING BACKFIT ON ALL MARK I
CONTAINMENTS. PLANT INSPECTIONS HAVE BEEN
CONDUCTED TO ENSURE ADEQUATE IMPLEMENTATION OF
VENTING PROCEDURES.

OTHER RECOMMENDED MARK I IMPROVEMENTS ARE BEING
EVALUATED ON A PLANT-SPECIFIC BASIS AS PART OF THE
INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATIONS.
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APPROACH FOR OTHER CONTAINMENT TYPES

CPI PROGRAM APPROACH FOR OTHER CONTAINMENT TYPES
HAS CHANGED FROM THE MARK I EFFORT:

* REDUCED EMPHASIS ON DETAILED COST-BENEFIT TO
JUSTIFY SPECIFIC GENERIC REQUIREMENTS.

* DIRECTED PRIMARILY TOWARD INSIGHTS THAT MAY
PROVE BENEFICIAL WHEN EVALUATED ON A PLANT-
SPECIFIC BASIS AS PART OF THE IPE.

UL

THIS REVISED APPROACH RESULTED FROM:

* NO IMPROVEMENTS IDENTIFIED THAT WOULD BE
OBVIOUSLY COST-BENEFICIAL ON A GENERIC BASIS.

* COMMISSION AND ACRS RECOMMENDATIONS THAT
THE BENEFIT OF POTENTIAL CONTAINMENT
IMPROVEMENTS BE EVALUATED ON A PLANT-
SPECIFIC BASIS AS PART OF THE IPE.



APPROACH FOR OTHER CONTAINMENT TYPES (CONT.)

SPECIFIC TECHNICAL WORK PERFORMED:

* REVIEW OF EXISTING PRA INSIGHTS.

* SIMPLIFIED CONTAINMENT EVENT TREES EVALUATING
IMPACT OF IMPROVEMENTS.

* SUPPLEMENTARY CONTAINMENT CALCULATIONS
EVALUATING CONTAINMENT RESPONSE/IMPACT OF

ctow IMPROVEMENTS.

* VERY LIMITED, QUALITATIVE COST ANALYSIS BASED
ON EXISTING INFORMATION.

RESULTS OF ABOVE WORK FORM BASIS FOR STAFF
RECOMMENDATIONS.



VULNERABILITIES/IMPROVEMENTS RECOMMENDED FOR
CONSIDERATION IN THE IPE

MARK 11 - VENTING AND ALTERNATE WAYS
TO COOL SUPPRESSION POOL.

- MARK I IMPROVEMENTS.

MARK III - BACKUP POWER TO H2 IGNITERS.

- - MARK I IMPROVEMENTS.

ICE CONDENSER - BACKUP POWER TO H2 IGNITERS.

DRY CONTAINMENT- LOCAL H2 DETONATION (NUREG-1150
SCREENING METHOD SUGGESTED).



PLANNED CPI PROGRAM TECHNICAL REPORTS (NUREG/CR)

CHARACTERIZATION
REPORTS

ENHANCEMENTS
REPORTS

PARAMETRICS
REPORTSPLANT TYPE

MARK II NUREG\CR-5528 NUREG\CR-5528 NUREG\CR-5565
(EST. 11 /90)

NUREG\CR-TBD
(EST. 12/90)

VIJ-
no

MARK III NUREG\CR-5529
(EST. 11/90)

NUREG\CR-5529
(EST. 11/90)

NUREG\CR-5571
(EST. 10/90)

ICE

DRY

NUREG\CR-5589

NUREG\CR-5567

NUREG\CR-5602
(EST 10/90)

NUREG\CR-5575

NUREG\CR-5586
(EST. 10/90)

NUREG\CR-TBD
(EST. 10/90)



Summary and Status of Generic Issue Resolution
Robert Baer and Karl Kniel

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Abstract

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff prioritizes proposed generic issues,
primarily based on safety significance, as high, medium, or low priority, or drop.
Resources are allocated to work on issues that are designated as high or
medium priority. Most of these have now been resolved; the remaining issues are
being actively worked on. The technical findings and current status of
six issues are discussed. These issues deal with Diesel Generator Reliability,
Radiation Effects on Reactor Vessel Supports, Reactor Coolant Pump Seal
Failures, Essential Service Water System Failures at Multiplant Sites,
Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on Safety-Related Equipment,
and Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff reviews proposed generic issues and prioritizes
them, primarily based on safety significance, as high, medium, or low priority, or drop. Each
issue that is determined to have a high priority is reviewed to determine whether it should be
designated as an Unresolved Safety Issue (USI). During the past several years the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has made considerable progress in the resolution of generic issues.
All of the issues designated as USIs have been resolved. Most other issues designated as
having high or medium priority have also been resolved.

All of the remaining issues that were prioritized as high or medium are being actively worked
on. The technical findings and current status of the following six issues are discussed in this
paper:

Generic Issue (GI) B-56, Diesel Generator Reliability

GI-15, Radiation Effects on Reactor Vessel Supports

GI-23, Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures

GI-57, Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on
Safety-Related Equipment

GI-87, Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation

GI-130, Essential Service Water System Failures at
Multiplant Sites
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A. GI-B56, DIESEL GENERATOR RELIABILITY

1. Background

The Station Blackout Rule (10 CFR 50.63) became effective July 21, 1988 and required
that licensed light water results (LWRs) be able to withstand for a specified duration and
recover from a station blackout (SBO). Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.155, "Station Blackout"
(which was issued with the SBO Rule) provided guidance for meeting the requirements of the
SBO Rule and referenced NUMARC-8700, "Guidelines and Technical Bases for NUMARC
Initiatives Addressing Station Blackout at Light Water Reactors," November 1987. RG 1.155
identified the need for a nuclear unit emergency diesel generator (EDG) reliability program
designed to monitor and maintain reliability levels of 0.95, or higher, and identified a need for
an EDG reliability level of each power source to assure that the selected reliability levels are
being achieved.

The USI A-44, "Station Blackout" Federal Register Notice (53 FRN 23217) noted that: 'The
station blackout rule is closely related to several NRC generic programs --" and also stated (53
FERN 23218): "The resolution of B-56 will provide specific guidance for the staff or industry
to use to review the adequacy of diesel generator reliability programs consistent with the
resolution of USI A-44."

As a result, the resolution of GSI B-56 was directed at developing a regulatory guide which
would:

a. Consolidate guidance on diesel generators previously provided in RG
1.9, Rev. 2, RG 1.108, Rev. 1 and Generic Letter 84-15, into a single
guide (RG 1.9, Rev 3).

b. Incorporate proven industry practices, eliminate cold fast starts and
minimize accelerated testing.

c. Define an EDG reliability program, thereby supplementing guidance
provide in RG 1.155.

d. Provide common guidance for staff and industry for monitoring and
maintaining EDG reliability, and actions to be taken to correct a
deteriorating situation.

Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3 (proposed) was issued for comment in November 1988.

The NRC staff and NUMARC held a series of meetings beginning in July 1988 with the
objective of developing mutually acceptable NRC and industry guidance documents for
resolving GI B-56. Although many revisions were made to both documents and key points
of agreement were made, the documents are not the same. The staff has revised its final
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Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3 to reference NUMARC's Appendix D (May 2, 1990) where
possible.

2. Safety Significance

The NRC staff recognizes the industry-wide achievement of improved EDG reliabilities, but
is also aware that a small number of plants (i.e., 3 to 5 on an annual basis) still exhibit plant
EDG reliabilities of less than 95%. Even this relatively small number of plants is of concern
to the staff because of the safety significance SBO. Also, the specific plants having the lower
values of EDG reliability vary from year-to-year.

Further, despite apparent success based on achievement of high overall reliabilities, operating
experience such as that discussed in the Vogtle Unit 1 IIT report (NUREG-1410) reveals that
individual plant EDG maintenance practices are not always effective in correcting root cause
problems. For example, Vogtle's problems with CALCON sensors existed from 1985 to 1990,
and INPO guidance on EDG failures was not effectively implemented. Yet Vogtle's reliability
monitoring program apparently did not detect the need for corrective action.

SBO has been calculated to be among the dominant contributors to core damage and early
containment failure. For those plants where currently implemented EDG reliability
monitoring and maintenance are working, implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision
3 should not result in a significant impact since both the regulatory guide and implementing
generic letter provide ample opportunity to retain current effective methods. For those plants
where a deteriorating situation persists or may occur in the future (i.e., problem EDG), the
regulatory guide provides common guidance to both staff and licensee on how to detect and
respond to the situation.

3. Technical Findings

Regulatory Guide 1.9 Revision 3 provides guidance for a reliability program by integrating
into a single regulatory guide pertinent guidance now addressed in RG 1.9 Rev. 2, RG 1.108
Rev. 1, and Generic Letter 84-15. In addition RG 1.9 Rev. 3, endorses IEEE Standard 387-
1984. The guide provides detailed guidance for meeting the minimum diesel generator goals
contained in RG 1.155.

The guide specifically addresses Design Considerations, Diesel Generator Testing, EDG
Reliability Goals and Monitoring, Recordkeeping Guidance, and Emergency Diesel
Generator Reliability program. Additional prescriptive guidance is provided in an appendix
regarding Reliability Program Considerations.

The objective in establishing guidance for diesel generator reliability programs was to
define a program that incorporates the practices of utilities that have high EDG reliability
and therefore the program should have little or no impact on utilities that have good
reliability and provides proven guidance to improve the performance of those that don't.
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The guide includes cross references to NUMARC-8700 Appendix D which details the
comparison between the two documents by section. The section on EDG Reliability Goals
and Monitoring which provides numerical guidance on evaluating reliability from diesel
generator testing are essentially the same in both documents. As long as the numerical
guidance on testing is satisfied, the presumption is that the reliability program is performing
well and would require little NRC oversight beyond normal audit inspections. It is anticipated
that the need for current reporting of diesel generator failure would be significantly reduced
and only major degradations in reliability would be reported. The guide and NUMARC 8700
Appendix D provide an agreed upon program that utilities can follow without continual close
monitoring by NRC.

4. Status

Regulatory Guide 1.9 Revision 3 has been reviewed by the CRGR and the ACRS and
approved by NRC top management. It is planned to notice the availability of the guide in the
Federal Register in November 1990 and to subsequently issue the guide to all licensees for
implementation by a generic letter.

B. GI-15. RADIATION EFFECTS ON REACTOR VESSEL SUPPORTS

Generic Issue 15 (GI-15), Radiation Effects on Reactor Vessel Supports, addresses the
concern that low-temperature, low-flux irradiation may embrittle reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) supports more rapidly than expected. The potential safety significance is that this
can increase the potential for propagation of flaws that might exist in the materials. The
radiation-induced embrittlement may result in failure of the RPV supports and consequent
movement of the reactor vessel, given the occurrence of a transient stress or shock such as
could be experienced in a LOCA or severe earthquake.

Low-flux, in the context of this issue, is irradiation with a softer spectrum and a flux lower
than that was used in the large majority of irradiation damage experiments. A recent
Department of Energy Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) study of the High Flux
Isotope Reactor (HFIR) (Ref. 1) showed that the embrittlement of the HFIR RPV, when
exposed to low-temperature, low-flux radiation was more rapid than previously expected.
Preliminary NRC reviews of neutron radiation parameters and the remaining strength of the
RPV supports failed to show an immediate safety concern, suggesting that GI-15 might be
treated in the context of long term aging effects. Further investigation, therefore, was
undertaken to assess the short-term and long-term radiation effects on RPV supports exposed
to low-temperature, low-flux radiation. The problem is further complicated by a number of
other factors. For example, preliminary reviews showed that reactor structural support
records are inadequate. Inexact knowledge of the chemical composition, metallurgical
condition and initial mechanical properties of support steels contributes to uncertainties in
predicted irradiated properties and response to the high strain rates and loads from accident
or seismic scenarios.
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GI-15 is currently being actively worked on. Several approaches to the problem are being
pursued in parallel. These include:

(1) Review of irradiation damage to structural steel irradiated at low-temperature
with a relatively soft spectrum.

(2) Identification of RPV support configurations to determine which types are
potentially subject to appreciable irradiation damage.

(3) Structural analyses that assume that the RPV supports fail during a seismic
event or under accident conditions and determine the ability of the reactor
coolant system (RCS) piping to support the reactor vessel.

1. Low-Temperature. Low-Flux Irradiation

Before 1989, use of published mechanical property correlations led to the conclusion that
the irradiation damage to RPV supports would be negligible. However, correlations with
either fluence or displacement-per-atom (dpa) became suspect for predicting neutron damage
at the supports because material test results of HFIR surveillance specimens showed greater
than expected damage (embrittlement) with low-temperatrue, low-flux, neutron exposure.
One proposed explanation for the increased embrittlement was that a "fluence-rate" effect
was responsible. This explanation might have some basis, but recent test results from the
neutron shield tank of the Shippingport reactor (which also experienced low-temperature,
low-flux, embrittlement) provided contradictory data. Reference 2 attempts to resolve the
apparent disagreement by (1) studying previous methods used to predict neutron damage,
(2) investigating possible models that explain the difference between HFIR and Shippingport
data, and (3) applying the results of these investigations to a typical light water RPV support.

The paper concluded that correlations using modified damage parameters based on the work
of Heinisch (Ref. 3) and Greenwood (Ref. 4) seem to explain the observed difference between
the neutron damage of the HFIR pressure vessel surveillance specimens and the Shippingport
neutron shield tank material. Greenwood's application of the model based on Ref. 4 appears
to provide the best correlation of the data. Based on these results, the irradiation effects on
light water RPV supports represent a lesser problem than would be predicted by the HFIR
data alone. It was further concluded that it is likely that the effects of thermal neutrons in the
damage process have previously been underrated in cases such as HFIR.

Experiments specifically designed to test the effects of thermal neutrons have been planned
and are expected to be completed in the spring of 1991.
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2. Reactor Vessel Support Configurations

A preliminary study was undertaken by ORNL (Ref. 5). The study focused on evaluating
the structral integrity of specific plant support structures. As part of the study, a survey of
the various types of support structures was completed. Five support types were dentified-
skirts, shield tanks, long columns, short columns, and suspension studs. The skirt type
supports were not considered further because of the extremely low fluence they receive.
Evaluations provided by the industry concluded that shield tank and long column supports
were acceptable, and ORNL did not undertake detailed reviews of them. Suspension studs
are used on only one boiling water reactor (BWR); apparently they operate at a relatively
high temperature and were not considered further. The preliminary conclusion was that the
short column type supports were of primary concern since many components of the structure
are in tension and could be subject to brittle failure if pre-existing flaws were present.

As part of the GI-15 effort, a more detailed study is planned in attempt to identify the most
vulnerable plants, the most critical locations of the RPV support structures in those plants,
and the specific potential problems. These reviews will be performed with an integrated
approach using a multidisciplined review team.

3. Analyses of the Capability of the RCS Piping to Support the Reactor Vessel

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) studied the Trojan nuclear plant assuming
that the reactor vessel support structure was partially or completely failed during either a
design basis seismic event or during a guillotine or longitudal failure of the pressurizer surge
line. The LLNL study investigated:

(1) The capacity of the inlet and outlet piping to transfer loads from the
reactor pressure vessel to the steam generators and the coolant pumps.

(2) The ability of the steam generator and coolant pump supports to carry
these additional loads.

(3) The integrity of the thimble tubes and the guide tubes when the RPV undergoes
the maximum displacements resulting from RPV support failure.

(4) The performance of the control rods resulting from the maximum tilting
associated with RPV support failure.

(5) The ability of the coolant pumps to coast down without binding of the impellers
and thus allow for natural circulation.

(6) The behavior of the 10-inch safety injection lines connected to the RCS.
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LLNL has completed a draft report which concluded "Hypothetical failure of the Trojan
RPV supports due to radiation embrittlement will not result in consequences of significant
safety concern." It should be emphasized that the conclusion applies only to the Trojan
plant. The final report is expected to be issued in the near future.

LLNL has initiated systems type evaluations for Surry and San Onofre Units 2 and 3 in an
attempt to generalize the Trojan results. The depth of investigation will not be as great as
that performed for Trojan and therefore the results will be somewhat qualitative. The results
should be available by early 1991.

C. GI-23. REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL FAILURES

Reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals limit the leakage of reactor coolant along the pump shaft
using a series of primary and secondary seals. Therefore, these seals become part of the
reactor coolant system pressure boundary. The primary seals (metallic oxides, carbides, and
graphite) limit the leakage of reactor coolant across the interface between rotating and
stationary RCP elements. The secondary seals (elastomer O-rings, U-cups, and teflon
channel seals) prevent leakage between stationary mechanical elements of the RCP seal or
those elements that have only a slight relative motion. Both the primary and secondary seals
are intended to be continuously cooled during pump operation and at hot shutdown
conditions with RCPs not operating.

Although operating experience suggests that the number of pump seal failures experienced
by pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and BWRs are roughly the same, the technical
investigations carried out for GI-23 primarily consider the concerns of seal failures in PWR
plants. BWR plants exhibit significantly lower leak rates from seal failures than PWR plants,
primarily due to the lower system pressure in BWRs. Also, the use of a Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling system, larger High Pressure Coolant Injection systems, feedwater makeup
capabilities, and the presence of isolation valves in the reactor recirculation loops in BWRs
reduces the potential safety significance of leak rates as a result of RCP seal failures.

Some RCP seal failures which have occurred in PWRs have resulted in a loss of primary
coolant exceeding the normal makeup capacity of the plant. These seal failures were
therefore a small-break LOCA. In all of the seal failures that have occurred to date,
emergency core cooling capability was available to replenish reactor coolant lost through seal
leakage. However, RCP seal failures have continued to occur and such failures represent a
source of further challenges to the emergency core cooling system.

There are also some potential common mode vulnerabilities that could cause both an RCP
seal LOCA and render the mitigating systems inoperable, and thus could lead to core melt.
One such scenario involves the loss of all AC power, i.e., a station blackout event. Another
scenerio involves the complete loss of the component cooling water (CCW) system which
provides cooling water to the seal thermal barrier heat exchanger. On some plants, the
reactor coolant makeup system pumps which supply RCP seal injection flow are also cooled
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by the CCW system. Furthermore, in some plants, the reactor coolant makeup pumps are
used as the high pressure safety injection pumps. Other plants may have separate high
pressure safety injection pumps, but these may also be cooled by CCW. Therefore, for some
plants, complete loss of CCW could result in the equivalent of a small-break LOCA, due to
seal degradation, with no high pressure safety injection pumps available for emergency core
cooling. This sequence of events could lead to core melt.

Another potential common mode scenario involves the complete loss of all service water
(SW). Essentially all plants rely on the SW system either directly or indirectly via the CCW
system for cooling the reactor coolant makeup system pumps and the high pressure safety
injection pumps. For plants with this common mode vulnerability, loss of all SW could result
in a sequence of events that could lead to core melt.

The staff has prepared a proposed resolution to GI-23. The major elements of the resolution
are:

(1) Treat the RCP seal assembly in PWRs as an item performing a safety related
function similar to other components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary,
applying quality assurance requirements consistent with Appendix B of 10 CFR
50 and applicable General Design Criteria of Appendix A.

(2) In conjunction with the RCP seals being included in the QA program, each
PWR plant should provide appropriate operating procedures and
instrumentation.

(3) Provide RCP seal cooling during off-normal plant conditions involving loss of
all seal cooling such as station blackout.

Items 1 and 2 are directed toward reducing RCP seal failures during normal operation,
whereas Item 3 serves to eliminate the relatively high seal failure probabilities predicted
during loss of all seal cooling events. Probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) studies estimate that
items 1 and 2 will reduce the core damage frequency due to RCP seal failures during normal
operation from 1.63E-5 to 1.06E-5/reactor-year. PRA studies of loss of RCP seal cooling
events due to station blackout or loss of CCW estimate that item 3 would reduce core damage
frequency from 1.16E-5 to 6E-7/reactor-year.

The proposed resolution and supporting studies are currently being reviewed by various
organizations within the NRC. Once these reviews have been completed, the staff intends
to published the proposed resolution, including a proposed regulatory guide, for public
comment.
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D. GI-57. EFFECTS OF FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM ACTUATION ON SAFETY
RELATED EQUIPMENT

1. Background

This issue was identified in 1982, subsequent to which several IE Information Notices were
issued to alert nuclear power plant licensees of the potential effects of fire protection system
(FPS) actuations, giving examples of typical incidents.

Late in 1988, Sandia National Laboratories completed the Fire Risk Scoping Study (Ref. 6)
for the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. Among other issues, this study provided
a preliminary review of inadvertent FPS actuations in U.S. commercial nuclear power plants.
Seventy-one events during the period from April 1, 1980 to July 14, 1987 were identified. The
average frequency of occurrence of these inadvertent actuation events was found to be
approximately ten per year. The Fire Risk Scoping Study was limited in scope and did not
attempt to quantify the attendant contribution to core damage frequency (CDF) resulting
from the inadvertent actuation of FPSs. Many incidents were identified in which safety system
damage was reported.

Reference 7 provided a more in-depth review of this issue, updating the data base of incidents
reported in the LERs and performing scoping assessments of the potential risk of core
damage due to inadvertent FPS actuations. The results of this second scoping study indicated
a higher frequency of FPS actuations and higher associated risks than was estimated in
previous studies and NRC prioritization efforts. Ten basic root causes of FPS actuations
were identified and quantified with the conclusion that FPS contributions to core damage
frequency may range from about 1.OE-6 to 2.OE-4 events/reactor-year. Therefore, the study
currently under way was initiated to extend the analysis of the data base of FPS actuations
and to refine the values used for quantification of core damage frequency due to FPS
actuations, both advertent and inadvertent.

2. Safety Significance

FPS actuations which result in adverse systems interactions can reduce the availability of
systems needed to achieve safe plant shutdown or to mitigate postulated accidents. This
concern is accentuated when common cause initiators and common mode failures of safety-
related equipment are considered. Examples of common cause initiators include:
earthquakes, smoke intrusion into multiple fire zones, and fire suppressant intrusion into
multiple fire zones affecting several safety-related systems. Examples of common mode
failures of safety-related systems and/or auxiliary systems supporting safety-related systems
include: electrical shorts in instrument cabinets and electrical power distribution centers, CO2
ingress into the fresh air intake of emergency diesel generator sets, and cold CO2 induced
thermal stress and cracking of station battery casings. It should be noted that a number of
common cause initiators and common mode failures are not mutually exclusive and they may
be part of a single event sequence.
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The issue of the potential damaging effects of fire protection systems is comprised of two
related topics: (1) the release of fire suppressant during actual fires (i.e. advertent events),
and (2) the spurious operation of fire protection systems when there is no fire (i.e. inadvertent
actuation). In many ways, fire-induced FPS actuations provide more severe exposure
conditions than spurious actuations. In addition to the effects from water (flooding, spray,
humidity) and the gaseous suppression agents (low temperatures, high thermal gradients, high
differential pressures, and high static charge levels), fire introduces the effects of elevated
thermal exposures, smoke deposition, and interactions of smoke, moisture, and corrosive
compounds generated by the fire. However, it is instructive to study the effects of
suppressants on plant equipment under both conditions involving fires with suppressant, and
with fire suppressant release only. Also, the studies of advertent and inadvertent actuations
can provide insights into the potential damaging effects of the misapplication of suppressant
agents during manual fire fighting efforts.

3. Technical Findings

The technical evaluation of this issue is underway at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) with assistance from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of Standards) and a
number of private subcontractors. Thirteen basic route causes have been identified and they
are described below:

Root Cause 1: Fire-Induced FPS Actuation Due to Smoke Spread

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Fire in Room A; smoke travels and actuates fire protection
system in Room B; protection system damages critical equipment
in Room B.

At least one fire zone having a fire protection system (manual or
automatic) and smoke detectors; no more than one fire zone
without FPS and smoke detectors; reasonable access for smoke
to enter Room B from Room A.

Root Cause 2: Fire-Induced FPS Actuation Preventing Recovery

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Fire in Room A; smoke travels and actuates protection system in
Room B; protection system prevents risk-significant recovery
action from being performed in Room B.

This is a cut set involving a fire zone in conjunction with one or
more random failures. A recovery action (for a random failure)
is in a fire zone with a fire protection system and potential
connectivity to the fire zone postulated to experience a fire.
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Root Cause 3: Fire-Induced FPS Actuation Preventing Fire-Fighting Access

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Rnnt C211wqf 4- FRIS

Fire in Room A; smoke travels and actuates FPS in Room B;
protection system prevents access to Room A for manual fire
fighting.

A fire zone accessible through only one other fire zone having a
fire protection system (manual or automatic) and smoke
detectors; only one fire zone without FPS; manual fire fighting in
Room A must be significant in reducing core damage frequency
(CDF).

Actiiutinn Camusred bv Human Error

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Operator (in Control Room or locally) erroneously actuates FPS
in room or rooms without fire (possibly because of a detector
alarm); protection system damages critical equipment in affected
fire zones.

All fire zones in cut set have protection systems capable of being
actuated from one control panel (in the Control Room or locally).

Root Cause 5: FPS Actuation Caused by Pipe Break

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Failure of steam/hot water pipe releases steam which actuates
(automatically or manually) nearby fire protection system; FPS
then damages nearby critical equipment.

Two types of cut sets are significant here. First, a cut set
involving a fire zone which contains both an FPS or its controller
and a steam pipe. Second, a zone with an FPS which is adjacent
to another fire zone containing a steam source, with a potential
for steam spread between the zones.

Root Cause 6: FPS Actuation Caused by Random Failures in FPS

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Failure of fire protection system component causes actuation of
FPS in fire zone; FPS then damages nearby equipment.

All fire zones in cut set have FPS (manual or automatic); no fire
zones without FPS; if more than one fire zone in cut set, possible
common cause failure for multiple actuations.
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Root Cause 7: Dust-Triggered FPS Actuations in Seismic Events

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Seismic event stirs up dust which actuates automatic FPS using
dust-sensitive detectors; FPS then damages nearby equipment.

All fire zones in cut set have an automatic FPS triggered by dust-
sensitive (photoelectric or ionization) detectors; no fire zones
without FPS.

Root Cause 8: Relay Chatter FPS Actuations in Seismic Events

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Seismic event causes relay chatter in vulnerable FPS control
circuits; FPS actuates and damages nearby equipment.

All fire zones in cut set have a FPS (manual or automatic) that
has relays in control circuitry; no fire zones without FPS.

Root Cause 9: FPS Actuations Due to Seismic Failures of FPS

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Seismic event causes failure of FPS components; protection agent
is released and damages nearby equipment.

All fire zones in cut set have a FPS (manual or automatic); no fire
zones without FPS.

Root Cause 10: External Plant Fires Causing FPS Actuations

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Fire outside the plant generates smoke; smoke is drawn into plant
ventilation system; smoke actuates detectors and FPS in rooms
serviced by outside ventilation; FPS damages plant equipment.

All fire zones have a FPS (manual or automatic) and smoke
detectors; all fire zones receive unfiltered outside ventilation; no
fire zones without FPS.

Root Cause 11: FPS Actuation with the Presence of a Fire

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Fire in a zone causing actuation of a FPS; damage to vital
equipment caused either by FPS alone or the FPS and fire.

All fire zones have a FPS (manual or automatic).
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Root Cause 12: Seismic/Fire Interaction

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Seismic event causes one or more fires; protection agent is
released in another plant area without fire; fire(s) and FPS agent
damage nearby equipment.

At least one fire zone in cut set has safety-related equipment.
Another fire zone must have FPS with capability of releasing all
the FPS agent from a central supply.

Root Cause 13: Random FPS Actuation-Unknown Causes

Event Sequence:

Cut Set Criteria:

Failure due to unknown reasons causes actuation of FPS in fire
zone; FPS then damages nearby equipment.

All fire zones in cut set have FPS; no fire zones without FPS; if
more than one fire zone in cut set, possibly common cause failure
for multiple actuations.

A significant result of the review of operational experience is the finding that 55 of 131 FPS
actuation events damaged or adversely impacted other systems in the plant with 31 events
having affected safety-related or other frontline/support systems that are risk significant, and
that often severely affected plant operations or system and equipment operability.

4. Status

Results of risk and cost-benefit analyses of potential corrective measures are expected in the
summer of 1991, and a resolution package sometime in 1992.

E. GI-87. FAILURE OF HPCI STEAM LINE WITHOUT ISOLATION

1. Background and Safety Significance

This issue initially was concerned only with a postulated break in the HPCI steam supply line
in BWRs and the uncertainty regarding the operability of the HPCI steam supply line
isolation valves under those conditions. However, the issue was expanded to include the
Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) system and, by implication, the isolation valves in the
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system. The process lines of each of these systems
communicate with the reactor coolant system and pass through the containment. The systems
each have two isolation valves (one inside of containment and one outside of containment).
If a postulated break occurs in the piping outside of containment, and the isolation valves fail
to close, a continuous flow of high pressure steam or a mixture of high pressure steam and
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saturated water (for a RWCU system break) would be discharged outside of containment.
This would be a LOCA that by-passes containment. Further, in such an event, the
environment in the emergency core cooling pump rooms may exceed design limits. This
places in the other systems required to cool the core in jeopardy.

The containment isolation valves in the HPCI, RCIC, and RWCU systems, are normally open
during plant operation in almost all BWRs. Due to flow limitations at the valve
manufacturers' facilities, only the opening characteristics of the motor-operated-valves
(MOVs) had been tested under operating conditions. After installation the valves are tested
periodically, both in the opening and closing stroke. However, these tests are performed
under essentially "no-flow1' conditions. Therefore, prior to the test program discussed below,
the capability of the valves to close when exposed to the forces created by the flow resulting
from a break downstream had not been determined.

The test program was conducted in 2 phases. Of the three previously mentioned BWR
process lines, a break in the RWCU supply line was selected for the first phase of testing
because a break in this line without isolation valve closure would have the greatest safety
impact. A description of the phase 1 program is provided in Reference 8, along with the test
results and conclusions. The following paragraphs are a brief summary of Reference 8.

2. Phase 1 Test Program

In the phase 1 test program, two representative RWCU isolation valves were subjected to the
hydraulic qualification tests described in ANSI B16.41, the nuclear valves qualification
standard, and then to full flow RWCU pipe break flow interruption tests. The valves tested
were 6-inch, flexible wedge gate valves manufactured by Anchor/Darling and Velan. The
Anchor/Darling valve was provided with an oversized electric motor operator and the Velan
valve was provided with a normal size operator.

In all, fourteen flow interruption tests were performed, ten on the Anchor/Darling valve and
four on Velan valve. Both valves were tested at inlet pressures of 600, 1000 and 1400 psig.
Inlet subcooling ranged from about 10 to 1300F for the Anchor/Darling valve for each of the
pressures tested. The Velan valve was tested at about 10OF subcooling. Break flows were
maintained throughout the 30-second valve closure. The test loop and valves were
instrumented to determine the valve response to flow, including a load cell installed in the
valve stems to measure thrust.

Test results show that for both valve designs tested, the force required to open and close the
valves were significantly higher than the force predicted by the valve manufacturers. Only in
the room temperature valve opening tests, without flow, did the typical industry valve thrust
equation predict the valve response. Valve closing thrust requirements at full line break flows
were higher than anticipated. One of the valves exceeded the calculated closing thrust by one
third. Industry has also assumed that for valve opening thrust requirements, the highest load
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would be when the disc lifted off the seat. This was also determined not to be true for the
valves tested. The highest opening loads with flow occurred at different degrees of opening
for both valves, but in both cases they were well off their respective seats when the maximum
thrust was measured.

The test results provide evidence for two concerns with MOVs in nuclear power plants. First,
proper sizing of motor operators is complicated by the fact that the equation used for
calculating the stem force needed to close or open a gate valve does not have terms for fluid
temperature, fluid flow rate, degree of fluid subcooling, internal valve clearances, and the
differences in the opening and closing forces not accounted for by the stem rejection term.
Second, effective in-situ testing is very difficult because (a) the tests cannot be conducted at
design basis conditions and (b) even with the valve loadings properly quantified during the in-
situ tests, the results cannot be extrapolated to design basis conditions because the final thrust
varies depending on the extent to which disc friction rather than disc seating, causes the
torque switch to be compressed to the torque switch trip setpoint. Further, the stem factor
varies with the load imposed during valve operation.

The disc factor of 0.3 typically used by industry to calculate disc friction force is not
conservative for either of the valves tested. A disc factor of 0.5 marginally predicts the forces
for one valve during both opening and closing. The response of the other valve is enveloped
by the 0.5 disc factor during opening but not during closing. Although the industry is making
progress, today's tools for analyzing valve response to fluid loadings are not sophisticated
enough to detect small design differences that make large response differences.

The stem factor is a calculation made to predict the efficiency of the motor operator torque
to stem thrust conversion. Until recently industry has always considered the stem factor as a
constant valve. Procedures used by two of the more popular in-situ valve dignostic test
systems are based on this premise. Test results show that the stem factor changes with stem
load, thus making it very difficult to extrapolate normal in-situ valve testing to design basis
conditions.

Other major conclusions from the phase 1 testing were:

(1) Gate valve guide design and clearances can have a significant effect on the
operator stem thrust requirements at design basis fluid loadings.

(2) The degree of subcooling at the valve inlet can greatly influence valve closure
forces. Valve operator force requirements increase as inlet fluid conditions
approach saturation temperatures.
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3. Phase 2 Test Program

The phase 2 tests consisted of opening and closing three 6-inch flexible wedge gate MOVs
(Anchor/Darling, Velan, and Walworth) and three 10-inch flexible wedge gate MOVs
(Anchor/Darling, Powell, and Velan) against normal and blowdown (design-basis) flow
conditions. The 6-inch and 10-inch valves tested in phase 2 were considered typical of those
used for containment isolation in the supply line to the RWCU system and the turbine steam
supply line of the HPCI systems, respectively. The 6-inch valves were tested with hot water
at inlet pressures varing between 600 and 1300 psig and subcooling that ranged from about
9 to 750F. Single tests were also performed at 750 psig and cold water and 1040 psig with
saturated steam. The 10-inch valves were tested with saturated steam at pressures between
750 and 1400 psig.

The detailed results will be published early in 1991. Preliminary results and a discussion of
their significance are provided in Reference 9.

The phase 2 results confirmed the conclusions of the phase 1 results. The major conclusion
was that regardless of fluid conditions (i.e., steam, slightly subcooled water, or cold water), the
tested valves required more thrust for opening and closing under various differential pressure
and flow conditions than would have been predicted from standard industry calculations and
typical friction factors that have been used to design most of the MOVs that are currently in
service.

F. GI-130. ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER SYSTEM FAILURES AT MULTI-UNIT
SITES

1. Background

This issue was identified in 1986 as a result of the safety evaluation related to the limiting
condition for operation (LCO) relaxation program for Byron Unit 1. Essential Service Water
(ESW) system support from Byron Unit 2 via the crosstie between the two units was not
available while Unit 2 was under construction. To support the LCO relaxation program,
Byron Unit 1 performed a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of the ESW system. The
insights derived from that study indicated that the core damage frequency due to the
unavailability of a two train (one pump per train) ESW system could present a significant risk
to the public health and safety, particularly if one ESW pump from the adjacent unit via an
ESW system crosstie is not available.

Fourteen units at seven sites having a ESW configuration similiar to Byron were evaluated as
part of this issue. These multi-unit sites have two ESW pumps per unit (one per train) with
a sharing of one of the two pumps between units via a crosstie between the two units.
Evaluation of other design configurations of ESW systems in LWRs, including those of single
unit sites, will be performed under GI-153, Loss of Essential Service Water in LWRs.
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2. Safety Significance

The ESW System is required to provide cooling in nuclear power plants during normal
operation and accident conditions. Typical equipment supported by the ESWS are
component cooling water heat exchangers (which provide cooling to RCP seals), containment
spray heat exchangers, high pressure injection pump oil coolers, emergency diesel generators,
and air conditioning and ventilation systems. Failure of the ESW function could lead to
severe consequences.

It should be noted that the success criteria for the ESW systems in providing adequate cooling
capability during normal, accident, and post-accident conditions are design-specific, depending
on the plant configuration, the capacities of the ESW pumps, and equipment dependencies
on ESW cooling. Although the success criteria may be as varied as the ESW systems, this
evaluation assumed a generic set of success criteria as a representative model for purposes of
quantifying the events leading to possible core-damage accidents. These generic criteria are
discussed below and apply only to multi-unit sites having two ESW pumps/plant with a
crosstie capability between them.

During normal operation, one ESW pump per unit provides adequate cooling to the required
systems and components. The second ESW pump per unit is assumed to be normally in a
standby mode. Because of load shedding (isolation of non-essential equipment), one ESW
pump per unit is assumed capable of handling accident and cooldown heat loads. With one
plant in power operation, and the second plant in the shutdown or refueling modes of
operation, the criteria assume one ESW pump can provide adequate cooling to shut down the
operating plant through the crosstie connection, should the need arise.

A survey of operational experience (Refs. 10 and 11) showed that a number of different
components in the ESW system may fail to perform their intended function in a variety of
ways. However, review of operating experience has indicated that there are specific dominant
failure modes for the ESW system associated with failures of certain components. Such
failures have involved the traveling screens and/or other common cause problems at the
intake structure leading to the partial or complete loss of the water supply. The ESW pumps
and their electrical power supply are other important contributors to the partial or total loss
of the ESW system.

A comprehensive review and evaluation of the operating experience with ESWS has been
performed and is reported in NUREG/CR-5526 (Ref. 10). Excluding system fouling
(sediment, biofouling, corrosion, erosion), a total of 12 plant events involving a possible
complete loss of the ESW were identified. System fouling data were noted, but excluded from
the current analysis due to the earlier resolution of Generic Issue 51, Improving the Reliability
of Open Cycle Service Water Systems. The total number of PWR years during this period of
data retrieval was calculated to be 667 reactor-years.
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A detailed examination of the loss of ESW events indicates that a number of events occurred
in Modes 5 and 6 (shutdown) and some of them may not have been a complete loss of ESW
in terms of total stoppage of ESW flow, even though the ESW system might have been
declared inoperable. The difference in the ESW system requirements and risk during power
and shutdown operation is primarily the actual heat load and equipment affected by the loss
of ESW. In addition, the actual administrative requirements imposed by the technical
specifications also differ, and make these two operational modes distinct.

3. Technical Findings

The evaluation of failures of ESW system at multi-unit sites included a determination of the
initiating frequency of loss of ESW system, core damage frequency due to ESW failure, dose
consequence analysis and cost benefit analysis. The detailed evaluation is found in
NUREG/CR-5526 (Ref. 10).

3.1 Core Damage Frequency Analysis

The core damage vulnerability caused by the failure of the ESW system was estimated by
developing a full scale PRA model including initiating event frequency categories, event tree
and fault tree analysis, and incorporation of support system dependencies. The PRA model
was then appropriately modified to reflect various plant operating configurations to analyze
the consequences of the loss of ESW function in each operating state. Additionally, the
probability of RC pump seal LOCA was established based on a more recent pump seal failure
model as described in NUREG/CR-4550 (Ref. 12).

The loss of service water (LOSW) initiating event frequency representing the loss of ESW for
multi-unit site operations was derived from operational experience for single unit PWR
operations. This LOSW initiating event frequency, as modified, is assumed to be valid for
multi-unit PWR sites and is not specifically limited to single PWR units. As the system
configuration for various operating states may be different, the respective LOSW initiating
event frequency for each of these operating states was determined separately. An
approximation method involving the combination of the experience data with an analytical
technique was used. A multi-unit ESW system fault tree was developed similar to the existing
model of Byron Unit 1. This modified model represents the unavailability of the second unit
to supply ESW to the first Unit, given the complete LOSW in the first unit.

To calculate the initiating event frequency for loss of ESW, the total operating ESW-system-
years for all PWRs of 667 reactor-years was divided into two parts as follows:

487 reactor-years-at power
180 reactor-years-at-shutdown
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Finally, the respective initiating event frequencies were calculated to be 1.1E-03 per reactor-
year-at-power, and 3.2E-02 per reactor-year-at-shutdown (with one pump running and one at
standby), and 2.9E-01 per reactor-year-at-shutdown (with one pump running and the other
in maintenance). These numbers then were weighted for the various operational states of
each unit and their respective time fractions, before calculating the CDF values.

Our evaluation showed that the small LOCA due to reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal failure
is the most dominant accident sequence. The RCP seal failure probabilities are based on the
model developed in Reference 12 which provides the probability of a seal leakage as a
function of the leak rate and elapsed time after the loss of seal cooling.

A simplified recovery model was also developed by BNL in Reference 10 for the sequences
relative to the failure of the ESW system. The recovery model consists of a number of
recovery factors which are established based on the particular failure mode and the time
available.

Operating experience data bases regarding ESW systems consisting mostly of LER submittals
were searched by BNL and, as confirmed also by NUREG-1275 (Ref. 11), the ESW system
failure duration has varied from 1 hour to a few days before ESW system recovery. The data
suggest that there are approximately three characteristic time periods of system recovery.
The first time period involves ESW failures which may be recovered within one hour and
consists of a large fraction of the ESW events (approximately 70% of the total). The second
time period involving more problematical hardware or other failures, extends up to 5 hours.
About 90-96% of all events may be recovered in this time. The last group of events are such
that recovery may take a relatively long time and generally involve the most serious hardware
problems. It is estimated that by the end of 24 hours only about 1% of the events were not
recovered.

Since the average time of operation varies with different operating configurations, it is
necessary to estimate the relative time fractions for each operating mode. The relative time
fractions essentially represent the average length of time period of the specific multi-unit
operating state coupled with the arrangement of the ESW Systems. Maintenance or test-
related outage time of ESW equipment were also accounted for.

The most dominant time fraction is for the power operating arrangement, i.e., both units at
power and one ESW train of each unit running with the other in standby.

For each of the operating states a conditional core damage frequency (CDF) was calculated
by renormalizing the original base case with the respective configuration-dependent initiating
frequency and weighing the state-dependent initiating event frequency. The most dominant
sequences is the RCP seal LOCA. The CDF was calculated to be 8.8E-05/reactor-year, which
is about 60% of the total CDF of 1.5E-04/reactor-year.
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The total CDF due to loss of ESW (1.5E-04 per reactor-year) is judged to be substantial
compared to the total due to all causes (typically about 1.OE-4 per reactor-year). The next
section presents the results of an examination of different alternatives which could potentially
lower this core damage frequency.

3.2 Effects of Potential Improvements on CDF, Risk, and Cost

The potential alternatives for improvements were initially selected in NUREG/CR-5526 (Ref.
10) by considering (a) the dominant failure modes of the ESW system (b) the dominant
accident sequences contributing to the relatively high CDF.

The following potential improvements were analyzed regarding their capability to provide a
cost-effective reduction in risk due to a LOSW event:

o Additional Crosstie - Reducing the possibility of the malfunction of the cross-
connection between units.

o Electrical Power Cross-Connection-Increasing the redundancy of the electrical
power supplies to ESW pumps.

o Separate Intake Structure or Bay with an Additional Swing ESW Pump -
Increasing the redundancy of the ultimate heat sink or source of cooling and
increasing the availability of the ESW pumps.

o Changing Technical Specification requirements and emergency procedures.

o Installation of an independent RCP seal cooling system.

o Combination of RCP seal cooling system and Technical
Specifications/Procedures changes.
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The CDF reductions corresponding to the various alternative corrective measures are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
CDF Reduction For Alternatives

Change in DCF

1. No Action 0

2. Additional Crosstie 1.60E-05

3. Electrical Power Cross Connection 1.4E-05

4. Separate Intake Structure 9.13E-05

5. Technical Specifications
Modifications and Procedures 2.55E-05

6. Independent RCP Seal Cooling 7.82E-05

7. Combination of Alt. 6 + Alt. 5 9.10E-05

A detailed discussion of the benefits of the proposed alternatives in terms of person-rem
averted is provided in Reference 10. That reference also provides estimates of the costs to
implement each alternative.

4. Status

A draft regulatory analysis and proposed resolution package have been prepared and are
under internal NRC review. Cost-effective backfit measures have been identified, and are
discussed in Reference 10. There is a close coordination of the resolution of GI-130 with
that of GI-23.
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WHAT IS THE SOURCE TERM?

o SOURCE TERM (AS USED IN LICENSING) IS THE
RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS INTO THE
CONTAINMENT AND POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE FOR
RELEASE TO THE ENVIRONMENT.

o INCLUDES TIMING, FORM AND QUANTITY OF FISSION
PRODUCTS.

o DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT SOURCE TERM FOR LWRs
ON (TID-14844) USED IN LICENSING IN THREE DISTINCT

WAYS:

USED IN SITING EVALUATIONS AS REQUIRED BY
__ 10 CFR 100,

- TO DEFINE RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
CONDITIONS FOR CERTAIN PLANT SYSTEMS, AND

- TO ASSESS EFFECTIVENESS OF PLANT
MITIGATION FEATURES.



TIDm14844 SOURCE TERM

o TID-14844 LARGELY BASED ON EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS OF HEATING U02 PELLETS (LATE 1950's).

U, o RELEASE INTO CONTAINMENT:

- 100% NOBLE GASES,

- 50% IODINE, AND

- 1% OF SOLIDS



USE OF SOURCE TERM IN REGULATION
CURRENT SITING PRACTICE

o SITING REGULATION IS 10 CFR 100.

o FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE FOR LWRs DERIVED
FROM TID-14844, AND PRESENTLY GIVEN IN REG.
GUIDES 1.3/1A IS POSTULATED WITHIN CONTAINMENT.

en
a~'
a%

o CALCULATED DOSES AT EAB AND LPZ MUST
PART 100 GUIDELINES (25 REM WHOLE BODY
300 REM THYROID) FOR 2 HOUR AND 30 DAY
RESPECTIVELY.

MEET
AND
PERIODS,

- CONTAINMENT ASSUMED TO LEAK AT MAX.
LEAK RATE IN TECH. SPECS.

- FISSION PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEMS
EVALUATED CONSERVATIVELY

- DOSES CALCULATED USING CONSERVATIVE
SITE METEOROLOGY

o GUIDANCE ON EXCLUSION AREA AND LPZ SIZES AND
ON POPULATION DENSITY GIVEN IN REG. GUIDE 4.7.



USE OF SOURCE TERM IN REGULATION
CURRENT PLANT DESIGN ASPECTS

o TID RELEASE ALSO AFFECTS DESIGN OF MANY LWR
PLANT SYSTEMS. THESE INCLUDE:

- CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY

- FISSION PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEMS

- EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

- POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEMS

- LEAKAGE COLLECTION. SYSTEMS (BWRs)

- SHIELDING REQUIREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY
RESPONSE FACILITIES

TIMING OF CONTAINMENT ISOLATION OR PURGE
VALVE CLOSURE



WHY CONSIDER A CHANGE?

o TID-14844 DID NOT ORIGINALLY GIVE CREDIT
FOR THE USE OF FISSION PRODUCT CLEANUP
SYSTEMS.

o AS THE SIZE OF PLANTS INCREASED, HOWEVER,
FISSION PRODUCT CLEANUP SYSTEMS BECAME

Ln NECESSARY TO KEEP EXCLUSION AREAS FROM
co BECOMING VERY LARGE AND RELIANCE ON SUCH

SYSTEMS INCREASED.

o AS CURRENTLY APPLIED, PART 100 AND ASSOCIATED
REGULATORY GUIDES PRIMARILY INFLUENCE PLANT
DESIGN AND INFLUENCE SITING TO A MUCH LESSER
EXTENT (SITING GOVERNED BY REG. GUIDE 4.7).



WHY CONSIDER A CHANGE?
(CONTINUED)

o OTHER THAN THE POPULATION CENTER DISTANCE
CRITERION, PART 100 CONTAINS NO OTHER SITE
CRITERIA.

o FURTHER, PART 100 DOES NOT ADDRESS CHALLENGES
TO CONTAINMENT OR CONTAINMENT FAILURE, WHICH
IS THE PRIMARY CONTRIBUTOR TO RISK.

Lp

o CURRENT PRACTICE DOESN'T INCLUDE UPDATED
UNDERSTANDING OF LWR SOURCE TERM FORM,
CONTENT, AND BEHAVIOR AND RESULTS IN DESIGNERS
INCLUDING DESIGN FEATURES THAT MAY NOT BE
OPTIMIZED TO BE CONSISTENT WITH EXPECTED
CONDITIONS.



WHY CONSIDER A CHANGE?
(CONTINUED)

o NEW DESIGNS UNDER REVIEW.

o THEREFORE, STAFF IS CONSIDERING CHANGES TO
CURRENT PRACTICE FOR FUTURE LWRs THAT WOULD:

,- GIVE DESIGNERS MORE FLEXIBILITY TO
DEVELOP DESIGNS WITH SAFETY FEATURES
THAT ENHANCE SAFETY BY UTILIZING
REALISTIC SOURCE TERM ASSUMPTIONS,

- MORE DIRECTLY ADDRESS ACCEPTABLE SITE
PARAMETERS, AND

- MORE DIRECTLY ADDRESS CONTAINMENT
CHALLENGES AND PERFORMANCE.



KEY ACTIVITIES UNDER CONSIDERATION

o DEVELOP A TECHNICAL UPDATE OF TID-14844.

o ADD SITE CRITERIA TO PART 100.

,o REMOVE DOSE CALCULATION FROM PART 100
AND REVISE PART 50 TO SPECIFY ESF DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS DIRECTLY
BASED ON UPDATED RADIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
AND SEVERE ACCIDENT INSIGHTS.



TID-14844 UPDATE

o WORK UNDERWAY TO UPDATE THE TECHNICAL BASIS
FOR THE SOURCE TERM BASED UPON CURRENT SEVERE
ACCIDENT RESEARCH INSIGHTS.

o EFFORT IS EXPECTED TO BE REFLECTED IN CHANGES IN

- TIMING OF RELEASE

- COMPOSITION AND MAGNITUDE OF RELEASE
INTO CONTAINMENT

U,

- IODINE CHEMICAL FORM

o DRAFT OF UPDATED TID, REPORT SCHEDULED FOR
JULY 1991

o INTERACTIONS UNDERWAY WITH ACRS AND EPRI

o MAJOR ISSUE TO BE RESOLVED-- WHAT IS THE
NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE ACCIDENT(S) TO BE
FACTORED INTO THE UPDATE OF TID-14844?



FISSION PRODUCT TIMING

o FISSION PRODUCT TIMING, MAGNITUDE AND
COMPOSITION FOR LARGE RELEASES INVESTIGATED
BY BNL USING DRAFT AND FINAL NUREG-1150
ANALYSES.

o CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE CLOSURE TIMES
ARE CONTROLLED BY GAP ACTIVITY RELEASES, NOT
LARGE RELEASES ASSOCIATED WITH CORE-MELT.

o GAP ACTIVITY RELEASES DETERMINED BY TIMING
OF EARLY FUEL FAILURES. THESE UNDER
INVESTIGATION BY INEL IN DETAILED THERMAL-
HYDRAULIC EVALUATION SCHEDULED FOR
COMPLETION IN EARLY 1991.

o LARGE RELEASES ASSOCIATED WITH CORE-MELT DO
NOT OCCUR EARLIER THAN ABOUT 20 MINUTES
AFTER INITIATION OF ACCIDENT.

o RELEASES INCLUDE DIFFERENT SPECIES AND FORMS
OF FISSION PRODUCTS THAN ASSUMED IN TID-14844.



Table 6.3 Simplified PWR Fission Product Releases to
Containment for Severe Accident Conditions

Groups FRCSa FCCI

Basaltic Limestone
IL Concrete Concrete

NG 1 0b 1.0 0 0

Cs, 1 0.35 0.9 0 0

Te 0.3 0.65 0.15 0.35

Sr, Ba 2x10-3  0.01 0.15 0.4

Ru, Ce, La 3x10-5  3xIO-5  6.x10-3  0.05

Release Duration 40 mins. 2 hrs.c

-J1

a H, I and L refer to high, intermediate or low RCS pressure, respectively.

b All entries are fractions of the initial core inventory.

c Except for Te where the duration of ex-vessel release is extended to 5
hours for PWRs and 6 hours for BWRs.



Table 6.4 Simplified BWR Fission Product Releases to
Containment for Severe Accident Conditions

an

a H, I and L refer to high, intermediate or low RCS pressure, respectively.

b All entries are fractions of the initial core inventory.

c Except for Te where the duration of ex-vessel release is extended to 6
hours.



IODINE CHEMISTRY

o ORNL INVESTIGATING IODINE FISSION PRODUCT
CHEMISTRY WITHIN CONTAINMENT USING SOLGASMIX
AND TRENDS COMPUTER CODES. REPORT EXPECTED
END OF 1990.

o PRELIMINARY RESULTS INDICATE THAT MOST
IODINE ENTERS CONTAINMENT AS CsI (AEROSOL)
WITH A FEW PERCENT AS HI (GASEOUS).

o HI, THE DOMINANT GASEOUS IODINE SPECIES
INITIALLY, DOES NOT CONVERT TO I2 WHEN IT
ENTERS CONTAINMENT, BUT GOES INTO THE SUMP
WATER AS I;

o RADIATION LEVELS IN WATER POOLS IN
CONTAINMENT ARE SUFFICIENTLY HIGH THAT pH
CONTROL IS NECESSARY TO PREVENT SIGNIFICANT
AMOUNTS OF IODINE FROM RE-EVOLVING AS 12

o OVER A LONG PERIOD OF TIME, ORGANIC IODINE
BUILDS UP WITHIN CONTAINMENT DUE TO
REACTIONS WITH PAINTS AND CABLES.



CONCEPT OF REVISED SOURCE TERM
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